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* COMPLETE WITH 2K OF MEMORY
* SERIAL INTERFACE
* STANDARD ROM MONITOR (Motorola MC 6830L7)
* 4K AND 8K BASIC AVAILABL.E

Always the best value in hardware and now an outstanding
selection of software too. What more could you want in a
computer system? For less than four hundred dollars you
let everything you need-ready to connect to a terminal
md go to work. No surprises no funny business, just good
eliable hardware in a very practical system that may be ex-
landed to meet almost any later need.

lIemory and interfaces are not extra cost items in our
ystem. A standard Motorola MIKBUG® ROM monitor
nakes the system completely compatible with Motorola

~Motorola

software and eliminates any need for console switches and
light. Data may be entered from the terminal in convenient
hexidecimal form. The power supply is adequate to operate
a fully expanded system with up to 24K of memory and up
to eight (8) interfaces-simultaneously.

See the 6800 and our peripheral equipment at your nearest
dealer, or write for a complete description.

MP-68 COMPUTER KIT-with serial interface,
2k of memory and ROM monitor $395.00 ppd

Southwest Technical Products Corporation, 219 W. Hhapsndv, San Antonio, Texas 78216



Meet tbe most powerful
j..L(} system avaUable f.dedicated work.

Yet it'sonly $595:

• The jndu~try's fastest ,aP board (Cromemco/s htghly
regarded 4 ty1Hz, 250-nanosecoAQ cycle time board).

, • The power and convenience of the welt-known Z-BO
,aP.

.• A power supply you: won't believe (+SV @ 30A,
+18V and -18V @ 15A - ample power Tor addi-
tional peripherals such as ,floppy disk drives).

• A full· length shielded motnerboard with' 21 card slots.
• Power-(i)tl~jutnp Circuitry to begin automaliic program

execution when pOWer; rs fu
• S~100 bus.
• StandardraCK-n:lmmt:,'
• Afl-metal
e" 110_··A"'r' •.•~"'n',T

widely regarded as the standard of the future. So you're
in the technical fore .wlth the Z-2.

BROAD SOFTWARE/PERIPHERAlS SUPPQRT,
Since the Z-2 uses the Z-80, your present 8080,soft-

"war~ can be used with the Z-2. Also, Cromemc;o offers
broad software s'UpR,ortinduding a monitor, assembler,
and a BASIC interpreter. ,

The Z-2 uses the 5-100 bus whkh is supported by the
peripherals of dozens 'of manufacturers. Naturally, all
Crememco peripherals 'suchas our 7-channel AID and
D/A converter, our weir-known BYTESAVERwith its
bu.jlt~in PROM progFammer, om color graphics interface,
etc. will also plug into the S-100 bus.

tOW, LOW PRICE
You'll be impressed with the Z-2's low price, technical

excellence and quality. So see It r.ight away at your
cQrnputer stpre,-,-or order directlY from the factory,;

KIJ



The PO•v 88 PolyMorphic Systems now offers the complete, assembled, per-L. sanal computer system-the POLY 88 System 16. A full 16K sys-
• tem with high speed video display, alphanumeric keyboard, and

Microcomputer cassette program storage. A BASIC software package
providing the most advanced features available in the

S ste personal computing market. Features like PLOT and TIME, which utilizeaI m our video graphics and real-time clock. Others like VERIFY, so that you know your tape is
"J I " good before you load another. Or input type-ahead so you can tell your program to run

while the tape is still loading (it stores up to 64 characters of commands or question responses to be executed). All these
plus a complete package of scientific functions, formatting options, and string capabilities. With the POLY 88 System 16
you,.,caO)lm;;ge }!ouUim~shqring friends t.heyery.first night!

PolyMorphic Systems 11 K BASIC

Size: 11K bytes.
Scientific Functions: Sine. cosine, log, exponential, square root, random number, x to the
ypower.
Formatted Output. Multi-line Function Definition. String Manipulation and String
Functions. Real-Time Clock. Point-Plotting on Video Display. Array dimensions
limited by memory. Cassette Save and Load of Names Programs. Multiple State-
ments per Line. Renumber. Memory Load and Store. 8080 Input and Output. If
Then Else. Input type-ahead.

Commands: RUN, LIST, SCR, CLEAR, REN, CONT.

Statements: LET, IF, THEN, ELSE, FOR, NEXT, GOTO, ON, EXIT, STOP, END, REM,
READ, DATA, RESTORE, INPUT, GOSUB, RET'URN, PRINT, POKE, OUT.
Built in Functions: FREE, ABS, SGN, INT, LEN, CHR$, VAL, STR$; ASC, SIN, cas, RND,
LOG, TIME, WAIT, EXP, SQRT, CALL, PEEK, INP, PLOT.
Systems Available. The POLY 88 is available in either kit or assembled form. It is suggest-
ed that kits be.attempted only be persons familiar with digital circuitry. The following are two
of the systems available.

System 2: is a kit consisting of the POLY 88 chassis, CPU, video circuit card, and cassette
interface. Requires keyboard, TV monitor, and cassette recorder for operation. $690

System 16: consists of an assembled and tested System 2 with 16K of memory, keyboard,
TV monito~, cassette recorder, 1.1K BASIC and Assembler on cassette ~apes. $1995.

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice.
California residents add 6% sales tax.

Po~Morphic
Systems

460 Ward Drive Santa Barbara,
Ca. 93111(805) 967-2351

POLY 88
PolyMorphic
Systems

On

I Reset
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The Small Computer
Twenty-five years ago a computer as powerful as the

new Processor Technology Sol-20 priced out at a cool million.
Now for only $995 in kit form or $1495 fully

assembled and tested you can have your own small computer
with perhaps even more power. It comes in a package about the
size of a typewriter. And there's nothing like it on the market
today. Not from IBM, Burroughs, DEC, HP or anybody else!
It fills a new role

If you're an engineer, scientist or businessman, the
Sol-20 can help you solve many or all of your design problems,
help you quantify research, and handle the books too. For not
much more than the price of a good calculator, you can have high
level computer power.
Use it in the office, lab, plant or home

Sol-20 is a smart terminal for distributed processing.
Sol-20 is a stand alone computer for data collection, handling
and analysis. Sol-20 is a text editor. In fact, Sol-20 is the key
element of a full fledged computer system including hardware,
software and peripheral gear. It's a computer system with a
keyboard, extra memory, I/O interfaces, factory backup, service
notes, users group.

It's a computer you can take home after hours to play
or create sophisticated games, do your personal books and taxes,
and a whole host of other tasks.

Those of you who are familiar with small computers
will recognize what an advance the Sol-20 is.

--~-----

Sol-20 offers all these features as standard:
8080 microprocessor -1024 character video display

circuitry-control PROM memory-1024 words of static low-
power RAM -1024 words of preprogrammed PROM - built- in
cassette interface capable of controlling two recorders at 1200
bits per second - both parallel and serial standardized interface
connectors - a complete power supply including ultra quiet
fan - a beautiful case with solid walnut sides - software which
includes a preprograrnmed PROM personality module and a data
cassette with BASIC-5 language plus two sophisticated computer
video games-the ability to work with all S-100 bus products.
Full expansion capability

Tailor the Sol-20 system to your applications with our
complete line of peripheral products. These include the video
monitor, audio cassette and digital tape systems, dual floppy
disc system, expansion memories, and interfaces.
Write for our new 22 page catalog.
Get all the details.

Processor Technology, Box C, 6200 Hollis St.,
Emeryville, CA 94608. (415) 652-8080.



See Sol Systems at your dealer
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THE Personal
Computing Fair '77

Oh joyous day! The fun, frolic, merchandise, informa-
tion, ideas, presentation of new products, sharing of dyna-
mite workshops is to happen again this year. It wasn't just
a once in a lifetime. For the thousands of you who attend-
ed last year-yes, the Personal Computing Fair is again
scheduled for the last weekend of August in Atlantic City.
For anyone who missed this two day spectacle of comput-
er hobby enthsiasts milling around the packed exhibit area
trying to catch all the new products, scribbling notes at the
workshops, meeting friends, don't miss it this time around.

The "Computer Hobbyist of the Year" Award will be pre-
sented again this year and the selection board Is seeking
nominations. The person you choose should be an
amateur, not someone who's employed In the Field, and
should be the kind of person who goes out of the way to
support and help other hobbyists, whose efforts have bene-
fitted hobby computing. Think about who you'd like. Nom-
Inations are welcomed from either Individuals or clubs.

Twenty five homebrew systems will be chosen fordlsplay
and the three best of these will be awarded big prizes. Send
information about the system you'd like to enter, but do It
soon. The competition will be keen.

Creative Computing will be at the Fair. Meet you August
27th-28th In Atlantic City, N.J.

John H. Dilks, Fair Director, Personal Computing 77, Rt.
1, Box 242, Mays Landing, NJ 08330.

Computer Science
Education Symposium

The eighth Technical Symposium on Computer Science Educa-
tion will be August 4-5, 1977 at University of Southwestern
Louisiana Conference Center, Lafayette, LA. The symposium
will provide a forum for educators, administrators, students,
and interested persons, to discuss current issues, research,
and problems in computer science education.

Contact: Terry Walker, Program Chairman, P.O. Box 44330,
USL, Lafayette, LA 70504.

Computer Curricula
Workshop

If you teach computer science or computer engineering, or
both, here's an opportunity to get together with others in your
profession. The workshop on the new four-year computer
science and engineering curricula, of the Model Curricula Sub-
committee of the IEEE Computer Society, will be held June 6-7,
1977, at the Quality Inn/Fort Magruder, Williamsburg, Virginia.

Attendees will take part in working sessions on implement-
ing the curricula. Immediately after the Workshop will be a
tutorial on how to teach microprocessor laboratories.

There will also be sessions of short papers on undergrad-
uate programs including, but not limited to: course and subject
integration techniques, special techniques for implementing
the curricula, laboratory and project manuals, demonstrations
of logic and microprocessor/microcomputer laboratory mater-
ials or equipment, analysis of curricular material, continuing
education, self-assessment, etc.

Travel & accomodations: Gerald Engel, Oept. of Computing
and Statistics, VIMS, Gloucester Point, VA 23062.

•
Can for Presentations

1977 CONVENTION OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COM-
PUTER APPLICATIONS TO LEARNING (NAUCAL) to be hel~ in
Dearborn, Michigan, on 2-5 November, 1977: Th~ conven~lon
will focus on educational computing, simulations In education,
instructional materials and teaching strategies. Sessions that
describe and illustrat~ computer applications in learning will
be given special consideration. Our own Dave Ahl will be giving
a feature presentation at this convention. .

Individuals who would like to present, or who would like to
suggest others who could present, may write to John S. Camp
and Larry Smith, Conference Cochairmen, Wayne County In-
termediate School District, 33500 Van Born Road, Wayne, MI
48185.

Personal Computing at 1977 NCC
A Personal Computing Fair, scheduled to run at the National

Computer Conference June 13-16, will feature operational
displays and demonstrations of non-commercial projects. More
than 100 small computing systems are expected to be displayed
featuring hardware and/or software implementations, games,
recreation, music, art, amateur radio, as well as scientific and
general applications. Prizes and awards will be presented in
recognition of outstanding achievement.

The conference program will feature an indepth examination of
personal computing on Wednesday and Thursday, June 15-16.
Two three-hour panel sessions on Wednesday will examine
Personal Computing - Past. Present and Future and Hardware for
the Computer Hobby Market. Thursday morning will feature a
three-hour panel covering Personal Computing Software with the
afternoon devoted to the presentation of papers relating to
personal computing plus a concluding panel on TheFuture of Retail
Computer Stores.

Plans are also underway to bring together various special
interest groups in personal computing for a series of informal
sessions on such topics as the building of computing kits,
debugging software, use of assembly language, input/output
interfaces, cassette and disc storage, and software standards. In
addition, plans are being developed for a "National Club Congress"
to enable representatives of clubs from throughout the nation to
exchange ideas and discuss issues relating to their activities and
programs. Among expected topics will be whether or not a national
personal computing association is needed, and if so, how it might
be formed. Related topics are expected to include
hardware/software standards, a possible national program library
interchange, and the establishment of educational seminars.

In addition, the '77 NCC will feature a commercial exhibition by
equipment manufacturers and suppliers of personal computing
products and services.

Information on the '77 NeC may be obtained from AFIPS
Headquarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, New Jersey07645
or by calling 201/391-9810.

Games Convention
Ideas for new computer games and a weekend orgy of game-
playing are in store for attendees at the seventh annual Cincin-
nati Games Convention, June 15-17. Program includes open
gaming and 50-75 formal events encompassing games of strat-
egy said to appeal to game-players, deslqners, computer hob-
byists, etc, Location is Junior Achievement Hall of Free Enter-
prise, near highways 1-71 and 1-275 in northeast Cincinatti, one
block south of Cornell Road.

Contact: Cinci Con VII, clo Boardwalk, 1032 Delta Ave., Cin-
cinnati, OH 45208. (513) 871-2110,10 AM - 6 PM.
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FANTASTIC SOnWARE
This LIBRARY is a complete do it yourself kit. Knowledge of programming not required. EASY to read and USE.
Almost FREE Less Than $1 / Program Complete

BASIC

VOLUME I .. $24.95
BOOKKEEPING
GAMES
PICTURES

VOLUME II .. $24.95
MATH & ENGINEERING
PLOTTING & STAT
BASIC STATEMENT DEF

VOLUME III .. $39.95
ADVANCED BUSINESS
BILLING
INVENTORY
PAYROLL

VOLUME IV .. $9.95
GENERAL PURPOSE

VOLUME V .. $9.95
EXPERIMENTER

This library is the most comprehensivework of
its kind to date. There are other software books
on the market but they are dedicated to
computer games.The intention of th is work is
to allow th eaverageindividual the capability to
easily perform useful and productive tasks with
a computer. All of the programs contained
within this Library have been thoroughly tested
and,executed on severalsystems. Included with
each program is a description of the program, a
list of potential users, instructions for execu-
tion and possible limitations that may arise
when runn ing it on various systems. Listed in
the limitation section is the amount of memory
that is required to store and execute the
program.

Each program's source code is Iisted in full
detail. These source code listings are not re-
duced in size but are shown full size for
increased readabil itv , Almost every program is
self instructing and prompts the user with all
required running data. Immediately following
the source code listing for most of the programs
is a sample executed run of the program.
The entire Library is 1100 pageslong, chocked
full of program source code, instructions, con-
versions. memory requirements. examples and
much more. ALL are written in compatible
BASIC executable in 4K MITS, SPHERE, IMS,

SWTPC, PDP, etc. BASIC compilers available
for 8080 and 6800 under $10 elsewhere.

BASIC

SOFTWARE

I••
by

Available NOW! ! ! at most computer stores

The "HOW-TO-DO IT" Books for the "DO-IT" Person
Written in compatible BASIC immediately executable in
ANY computer with at least 4K, NO other peripherals
needed.

See Our List Of Dealers Add $1.50 pervolumefor postageandhandling.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

•1712·C FARMINGTON COURT
CROFTON MD 21114

Phone Orders call (800) 638-9194
Information and Maryland Residents Call (301)-721-1148

Personalchecks - allow 4 weeks tor shipping. Pricing subject to changewithout
notice. If air mail shipping is desired add $3 per volume to price, Continental U.S.
only. Foreign orders add $8 for each volume.
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Two trends dominate hobby computers today. One is
for computer freaks, and involves advanced hardware.
Such as an Altair-compatible board that will store digi-
tized versions of your voice in "training" mode, and
then, in speech mode, when it recognizes your voice
speaking one of the previously recorded words, will
cause that word to be printed (this is coming up in
1977).There are already computer boards that synthe-
size speech. So it won't be long before computer freaks
will be trying to get one computer to talk to another, not
through wire, but by voice!

Other computer-freak areas involve advanced graph-
ics, computer music, interfacing to a breadboard, digi-
tizing the output of a TV camera, etc. So much time is
spent on getting these devices to work, that very little
time is actually spent by these hobbyists on comput-
ing. The emphasis here is on gadgeteering, on a con-
stant search for the far-out and complex.
The other trend is more and more toward the average

consumer's use of hobby computers. This means a cer-
tain amount of using all-on-one-board machines such
as the KIM-1, EBKA 6502 Familiarizor, and EPA68, pro-
grammed in assembly language. There are more of
these all-on-one-board type of hobby computer than
any other, one reason being that it's the simplest com-
plete computer in a single package, with a minimum of
parts, and is thus much easier for a manufacturer to
design and produce than the more complex multi-board
machines such as the Imsai 8080 or Digital Group sys-
tem. For the manufacturer, there's very little labor in-
volved, no sheet-metal work, no point-to-point wiring,
and no construction manual to have to supply. A KIM-1
offers the hobbyist the cheapest way to get his feet
wet, to learn the basics of computing at minimum cost,
without the need for an external keyboard, or connec-
tion to aTV set or printer.

Some of these all-on-one-board computers are so
simple and cheap that they'd be hard to expand, and are
fine for the person who's quite sure all he wants is to
learn the elements of computing without having to put
too much money into a machine he might not use much
after he figures out how it works.

For those who think they may want to expand their
computer so as to be able to write longer programs, or
to hook on an alphanumeric keyboard or cassette
memory system, etc., several of these "compacts"

•••

have add-on boards. KIM-1 owners can buy the KIM-2
4K RAMmemory board, or KIM-38K memory. KIM-4 is a
6-slot motherboard with all connectors and a regulator.
And further KIMs are in the works. The EBKA expander
board, which will "expand any 6502 or 6800-based
microcomputer," can be bought as an empty board, or
with any or all of seven options, including kits for a
PROM programmer, 4K RAM, 2K PROM, baud-rate
clock and interfaces for serial, parallel and dual-
cassette operation.
A much more important average-consumer trend is to

the wired-only computer that can be programmed in
BASIC.As the hobby market appeals to more and more
non-technical people, it will have to provide this high-
level language, since such people will be interested in
programming, and not at all in assembly language,
which is too tedious and time-consuming for all but the
computer freak. As it turns out, lncidentally, there are
very few hobbyists who are really into heavy assembly-
language programming; most of them use BASIC.
Aimed directly at the mass computer-hobby market

is the $495PET2001table-top computer, with 9-inch TV
screen, built-in audio-cassette unit, full keyboard and
numeric keypad, 4K RAM user memory, and BASIC in-
terpreter in 12K ROM, shown in prototype at the
January 1977Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago,
and made by a calculator manufacturer (Commodore)
that recently bought an IC manufacturing company
(MOSTechnology, makers of KIM-1).Another calculator
manufacturer is said to be working on a similar home
computer, although more expensive: with 32K, $2,000.
This is where the major hobby-computer market of

the future lies, not in the far-out hardware, but in an all-
in-one-box computer that sells for less than $1000.The
user won't care if the MPU is a Zilog Z-80 or an Intel
4004.Hewants to program, and he needs to be supplied
with plenty of software and with plenty of tutorial
material to teach him how to use the software and to
write his own programs. A couple of the larger hobby-
computer manufacturers are already considering hard-
wired BASIC computers. This means a BASIC inter-
preter in some form of read-only memory. 1977should
see several new BASIC machines, assembled only,
readyto run, for less than $500.

Stephen B_Gray
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Graphics good enough
for research ...

now is priced right for
the classroom.
The 4006-1 from Tektronix: laboratory,
time machine, testing ground ... all
for the price of alphanumerics.

Words alone don't always suffice. Very
often the subject demands a graphic
demonstration. Tektronix' affordable
new 4006-1 lets you evolve to computer-
aided Graphics demonstration right in
the classroom. It's the same high-reso-
lution Graphics on-campus research
has relied on for years.

Unlike mere graphing terminals, the
4006-1 offers enough information
density to take your students into
dynamic, 3-dimensional detail. Enough
to let them experiment with the proper-
ties of lethal radiation. To observe
genetic mutations over generations. To
test architectural structures against
stress and strain. They can change
parameters at will, or translate massive
printouts into conceptual graphs.

It's a package that assures maximum
flexibility: our proven interfacing and
software connect with virtually all main-

Copyright©t 976. Tektronix. All rights reserved. tU.S. Domestic price only.

frames. Our new Interactive Graphing
Software Package lets anyone graph
with conversational ease. You get plug-
to-plug peripheral options like the 4631
Hard Copy Unit that serves up to four
terminals; or the 4923 Digital Cartridge
Tape Recorder that takes program
storage off-line. And you get Tektronix'
reputation for research equipment,
educational expertise, and worldwide
maintenance support.

Single unit price: $2995: with generous
quantity discounts. Ask your local
Tektronix Sales Engineer how your
discipline fits into the picture. Or write,

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE



Random Ramblings
Random Ramblings
Random Ramblings
Random Ramblings David H.Ahl

In my position as Publisher of Cree-
tive Computing, general gadfly of corn-
puter games, and Marketing Cornrnun-
ications Manager of AT&T, I run into a
lot of interesting people and infor-
mation. Let me share some of it with
you. If details are sometimes hazy (or,
heaven forbid, incorrect) it's probably
because I didn't understand what I was
hearing or because I was asked not to
violate a confidence.

Cassette Software
Creative Computing

to a 'oint venture with echnical De-
si n La s in Princeton to produce and
mar et software on cassettes. Frankly,
at this point our biggest problem is de-
termining what cassette formats and
which languages the software should
be in. We think we've defined the 4 or 5
most popular cassette formatlBasic
language combinations and expect to
offer tapes in 3 or 4 of the most popu-
lar combinations starting this summer.
Creative's contribution will be mostly
games and simulations which will be
offered on cassettes, each containing
from 5 to 10 programs with an accom-
panying booklet of instructions and
listings. There will also be cassettes of
word processing, business and ac-
counting programs. Target retail price
is $10 per cassette.

Optical Bar Code Software
Several companies are on the verge

of marketing an optical bar code
reader in the under $50 range. At this
point, the most widely used bar code
is that found on grocery and depart-
ment store products, Unfortunately, it
doesn't have provision for the type of
check sums one would like for long
pieces of code. Carl Helmers has pro-
posed a hobbyist standard which he
described in the Nov. '76 and Jan. '77
issues of Byte. Also, pages of bar
codes have been appearing in Byte.
The standard that Carl proposes
meets most of the hobbyist require-
ments and it is relatively easy to pro-
duce. It is space-consuming however;
an 8112 x 11 printed page can hold only
about 50 lines of 40 to 50 characters
each, i.e., 2000-2500 characters per
page. We'll be running some programs
in future issues of Creative in optical
bar code. Let us know your reaction.

Hit Records
As long as we're discussing soft-

ware distribution media, consider the
record (45or 33113 rpm). Again, I should
credit the idea to Carl Helmers who
was the first one I heard mention it.
Surely I'm jesting! No, I'm not. The
cost to press a 7" record is about 50q:
in low volume; this would translate (or
escalate) to a selling cost of $1.50 to
$2.00. Whereas a tape cassette costs
$4.00 plus to produce and has to sell
for $10 or so. Maybe we'll try one and
see if it works.

New Machinery
Watch for a terrific new CPU to be

produced by a joint venture between
Parasitic Engineering and George
Morrow of Morrow's Stuff. In contrast
to the simple no control or one control
front panel, this goes the other way.
From the front panel you'll be able to
examine and deposit in all registers,
single step, slow step, and look at any
1/0 port and alter it. Given Parasitic's
involvement, we can expect a BIG
power supply.

A new entry from Sykes Datatronics
(makes plug compatable cassettes
and floppy discs for DEC, DG and
other minis) will use a 6502 MPU, a
Sykes floppy (of course), keyboard,
and screen. A nice combination.
They've been selling hundreds of them
as an editing terminal but haven't, until
now, offered Basic or marketed the de-
vice as a general-purpose system.
Somewhat pricey at this point, but
maybe with volume it'll come down.

Pioneer Hackers and Gamers
Convention

Karl Zinn at UM proposed that Crea-
tive should sponsor a convention to
bring together all the early pioneer
hackers to one place for a huge space
war shootout. People like Alan Kay,
Steward Brand, Terry Winograd, Bob
Albrecht, Monty Newborn, Lee Felsen-
stein, Ralph Gorin, Alan Kotek, Steve
Russell, Bruce Baumgart, Peter Deut-
sch, et al. (Where are all you bums any-
way?) Others could attend at their own
risk. Any interest out there?

Doctor, HaveYou Seen Eliza?
Eliza and Doctor, as some of you

probably know, are just two versions

10

of one computer program written ori-
ginally by Joe Weizenbaum at MIT,
Doctor was a program that talked to
you which essentially took your inputs
and turned them around into
questions to probe you further. I won't
take the space to describe it here
(couldn't do it justice) other than to say
that we have a version in Basic that we
think we can get going in MITS and
SWTPC Basic and hopefully publish in
the next issue. You'll love it!

Bubble, Bubble
Bell labs and AT&T are keeping a

very low profile these days, what with
Antitrust suits and the reopened FCC
Computer Inquiry and real com-
petition. Hence, there wasn't much
ballyhooing about the first bubble
memory chips going into service in a
recorded message machine (tells call-
ers when they goof). The voice is re-
corded in digitized fashion and is pro-
grammed to automatically respond to
caller errors in a huge number of differ-
ent ways.

However, the interesting thing is
that each itty bitty chip holds 68,000
bits, so instead of a board for 8K bytes
of storage, it's now in one chip. Power
consumption is incredibly low. Hope-
fully, they'll be on the open market in 2
to 3 years.

The Fine Print
For those of you into reading the

fine print on contracts, magazine
mastheads, etc., you might have no-
ticed that our editorial address is now
51 Dumont Place, Morristown, New
Jersey. For the first time since we
started, we're finally all (mostly) under
one roof in our very own building. (Yes,
we could call it the Creative Computing
Building, but that seems a bit preten-
tious.) Not only is the editorial staff
headquartered there, but also the ad-
ministrative and order processing
group and our book service. If I get
around' to taking some photos we'll
show you our new home in some
future issue. At the moment it needs
lots and lots of work, so if you drop in
to visit, brinq a hammer and saw.

There are also some new names on
the masthead who I'll introduce to you
next issue.

CREATIVECOMPUTING



A complete language for
"8008" /"8080" systems
including source listings,
routines, flow charts and
more!Xi5Lii-~

New books ... for everyone who's into
their own computer. Programs.

Fun. Games. Languages. Excitement.

that's simpler than machine language.
SCientific ELementary BAsic Language for "8008"/"8080"
systems. A complete, illustrated program book. Routines.
Techniques. Source Listings. Flow Charts. And more.
Took several years to develop. Now yours for many years
to come. First time that intimate details of higher level
language has been offered for such a low price. Only $49!
You get 5 Commands: SCR, LIST, RUN, SAVE, LOAD.
14 Statements: REM, LET, IF ... THEN, GOTO, FOR with
STEP, END, INPUT, PRINT, NEXT, GOSUB, RETURNand
optional DIM. 7 Functions: INT, SGN, ABS, SQR, RND,
CHR, TAB. And, it runs in 8K and more. Here's all the
data needed to customize a high level language for your
system ... at a fraction of the cost!

Order your copy today! Get $49
started advancing your system! ppd.

SCELBAL SUPPLEMENTS •••
SCELBAL has taken off so fast, two special supple-
ments had to be printed. First, there's Extended Math
Functions: SIN, COS, LOG (BASE E), EXP (BASE E)
and ATN ... only $5.00 ppd. The second supplement,
String Handling Capabilities, includes the numeric
functions LEN and ASC. It sells for only $10 ppd.

Cook up mouthwatering programs
for your "8080" or "6800"!

Delectable "how to" facts, Randomnumber gener~tors.
including descriptions of And more. You even get float-
."8080" or "6800" instruction ing point arithmetic routines!
sets. How to manipulate Input/output processing for
stacks. Flow charts. Source basic I/O programming

listings. General pur- through interrupt processing.
pose routines for And so much more, we can't
multiple precision list it all here. Scelbi's
operation. Program- Software Gourmet Guides
ming time delays for and Cookbooks for "8080"
real time applications. or "6800". (Specify!)

Order your copies today! $995
Start cookin'! Bon Appetite. each ppd.~~.Axy Microcomputer Outer
~... Space War Games •••

Captain your own starship on an inter-gallactic
journey to adventure. Meet alien ships in realistic
combat. Plan a painstaking journey filled with
battles, refueling problems, weaponry, warp
factors and more-all against your "8008" /"8080"
or "6800" computer. Either complete book, written
in machine language for 4K memory, is an
ongoing, ever-changing interstellar adventure,
including source listings, flow charts, routines and
much more. Choose your copy today. Blast off
to high adventure in outer space!

Order either GALAXY today! $1495
each ppd.

Prices shown for North American customers.
Master Charge. Postal and Bank Money Orders
preferred. Personal checks delay shipping
up to 4 weeks. Pricino. specifications.
availability subject to change without notice.

Scelbi Books are available
in many fine Computer Stores.

1(~lml (01'11>11'1111 Post Office Box 133 PP STN
(ONIIJII'IN6 IN(. Milford, CT 06460
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Go Versus Go-Moku
Dear Editor:
I trust you will receive many notes of protest like this one

but I must add my voice to those who object to your equating
Go with Go-Moku (bottom of p. 80, Jan-Feb 1977).
Go is to Go-Moku as chess is to reversi; they may be played

on the same board, but all similarity ends there. The object in
Go-Moku is to get precisely five stones in a row (in Japanese,
go-moku = five stones); the object in Go is less clearly
defined as acquiring clear title to the largest number of open
points, where "clear title" is a vague concept involving one's
ability to choke any attempts by an opponent to play in such a
region.
If the game fragment illustrated in your thoughtless foot-

note were, in fact, a game of Go-Moku, black would have no
"best move." He would be forced to resign because white has
an open four (right centre); a play on either side by black still
results in a win by white.
However, any child can see at a glance that this is a game of

Go. While in Go one tends to play in the corners and on the
side, In Go-Moku one tends to play in the centre, where there
is more "elbow room."

Peter N. van den Bosch
5-5751 Yew St.

Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6M 3Y5

More About Go and Go-Moku
Dear Editor:
In the article "Train Your Computer To Be A Go-Moku

Champion" by Lawrence Mazleck (page 80), either Mr.
Mazleck or (more probably) the person who inserted the

•
diagram in the lower left corner is quite mixed up about Go-
Moku and Go. The rules in the main article are certainly for
Go-Moku, but of Go; and contrary to the remark that "Go-
Moku is frequently known as just Go" there is no compari-
son. Of course they are both played on the same board with
the same pieces, and they are more like each other than either
is like poker or football; but you'd be more accurate if you
were describing checkers and said "Checkers is frequently
known as Chess." Speaking of Chess, Edward Lasker (who I
believe knew something about that game) describes Go in an
appendix to his book "Modern Chess Strategy" and says that
it is unquestionably the greatest of all strategic games, in-
cluding Chess.
Japan is the place where Go has been played most for the

last 1000 years or so (mostly, unless I -am much mistaken,
without the use of computers); but before that it was known in
China as Wei-Chi, and appears in written records from before
that 1000 B.C. as an already widely played game. I don't
know how old Go-Moku is, but I doubt there is anywhere near
the wealth of written records as there is for Go; I believe that
in Japan now it is often used by Go players as a light interlude
(which may account for the use of the same pieces and board).
I realize that there is quite a difference between program-

ming a computer to playa game (which is more the interest of
this magazine) and playing the game yourself; a good pro-
grammer may have little or no interest in playing the game
personally, while a master-player may know nothing about
programming. But I couldn't resist trying to set the record
straight a little. There isn't too much written in English about
Go (if you read the language, all you need to do is subscribe to
just about any large Japanese newspaper) but there are at least
two introductions and maybe more; if you want to learn
something about the game, besides the Lasker book I men-
tioned, "The Game of Go" by Arthur Smith was published by
the Charles E. Tuttle Company, of Rutland, Vermont.

Trevor Barker
2640 Windsor Street

Salt Lake City, UT 84106

Help Wanted on Computerizing a
Genealogy

Dear Editor
My father is now in the process of building a OSI 65V

system computer with 12K of memory, cassette interface, and
an Extended BASIC software package. He has collected a
large amount of genealogical data on our family, consisti!1g
primarily of pedigree charts including names ?f family
members, dates, and birthplaces. Now he would like to put
this data on the computer he is building. Any information on
how this information could be adapted to the system des-
cribed above would be greatly appreciated.

Robert L. Kintz
104Council Rock Ave.
Rochester, NY 14610

Ed. Note: Anyone who comes up with a solution for Robert
Klintz, please send a copy to Creative Computing for possible
publication here, as this is an area of growing interest.
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Print Your Heart Out.
With help from the Digital Group, naturally.

Now, that small computer system you own or have been
considering for personal or business use suddenly be-
comes a lot more usable-with the addition 'of a full-size
impact printer from the Digital Group. A printer designed
for small computers that need big output (like yours).

With the Digital Group printer, you can print your heart
out ... and it won't cost an arm and a reg. The Digital
Group printer is available for less than $500. That's
right-$500.

Just look at these specifications:
• Fast-120 characters per second
• 96 characters per line
• 12 characters per inch horizontal
• 6 lines per inch
• Makes up to 4 copies simultaneously
• Character set and pitch variable under software
control-double WIdth characters, etc.

• 5 x 7 character matrix
• Ribbon has built-in re-inkers for a life of
10,000,000characters

• Paper can be either a standard 81/2-inchroll, fanfold
or cut page

• Interfaces to 8-bit parallel ports

There are lots of capabilities and outstanding features of the
Digital Group printer ... and (as always) the best news is
our price. Kit prices start as low as $495for the printer and
interface card. It simply can't be beat.

Find out all the facts about the Digital Group printer now.
Just fill in the coupon below or give us a call for the details.
We think you'll find a place for our printer in your system
... and in your heart.-------------------
P.O. Box 6528
Denver, Colorado 80206
(303) 777-7133

Quick. I want to print my heart out.
Send me all the details on your full-size impact printer.

Name _

Address _"-- _

City/State/Zip _

Please print.



Who Should Educate Whom?
Dear Editor:

Your 'miscellaneous ramblings' in the January-February
editorial of CC concerns me. You assume that the 'freaks'
who know computers are interested in sharing their know-
ledge with the rest of society. There seems to be much
evidence that this is not the case. The cry for 'professional'
status for programmers, for example, seems to indicate that
most wish to be set apart from the rest of society.

There have been many observations that computerites enjoy
this privity and feel that some power is actually derived from
it. This oberservation is largely what Weizenbaum writes of.
I'm afraid that the apathy you attribute to non-cornputerites
should be considered more accurately a characteristic of 'in-
siders.' I think it is difficult to be apathetic about something
of which one knows nothing.

The problem of education in data processing is probably
one of the greatest impediments to progress at all levels. Your
magazine is making one of the most important contributions I
have seen. But the 'massive education or re-education' effort
you suggest would best be directed toward insiders rather than
outsiders. I believe they are the ones who need to appreciate
the potential impact of computers on our society; they are the
ones who should be educated to their responsibilities of shar-
ing their knowledge with others.

The great debate over what constitutes professionalism in
data processing perhaps should revolve about this point of
education. Perhaps a professional is one who professes what
he/she knows; one who shares his/her knowledge with others
so they can be better human beings and be able to cope with
the computerized society they find themselves in.

Perhaps CC readers could suggest ways to encourage an in-
terest on the part of computerites who are content to remain
freaks.

C. Joseph Williams
3920 Clairmont Ave.

Birmingham, AL 35222

Computer Portrait Systems
Dear Editor:

I would like to get in contact with people who are working
on, or have developed, computer pro trait systems based on
the Altair or Imsai micro-computer.

Richard J. Nelson
18 Severn Ridge Rd.

Annapolis, MD 21401
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"Why, in case it overflows, of course."

APL Magic Squares
Dear Editor:

I would like to add to two interesting articles in your Jan-Feb
1976 issue.

\. Tower of Brahma. If you number the discs from top to
bottom in sequence, move the odd numbered discs from left to
right, and move the even numbered discs from right to left, it is
very easy to move the discs properly. When you get to either end
of the row of pegs, you continue in the same direction but come
in from the other end of the row. Actually it is easier to have the
pegs in triangular formation and then the discs are moved in
clockwise and counterclockwise directions. Try it. It really
works!

2. Magic Squares. The APL program for generating a magic
square of odd numbered side length is just one line as follows:

S ( N 2) (-1+ N) [I] (-1+ N) M (N,N) Nrx2
To check the sums of the rows, columns, and diagnoals, the four
following expressions are used:

+j[2]S
+ j[ I]S
+/,Sx(S= S)
+j,Sx (S= S)

One can of course dress up these simple lines with text as desired.
The square of order 3 from the above is
8 I 6
357
492

Note that when the rows are written in one line to produce the
sequence 8 I 6 3 5 7 4 9 2 the digits in sequence from left
to right specify the digits in sequence from high to low. For
example

the 8th digit is a 9
the Ist digit is an 8
the 6th digit is a 7 and so on. Readers may be interested in

finding other magic squares with this property.
For even values of N, the above APL expression will not

generate true magic squares. The columns will all add to the
same total, the rows add to two alternating totals equally spaced
from the column totals and the diagonals add to two different
totals.

The APL expression above from APL/360 Reference
Manual Second Edition, by Sandra Pakin, Published by SRA.

G. Truman Hunter
31 Overlook Drive

Greenwich, CT 06830

Endless Repeats
Dear Editor:

Products or quotients which endlessly repeat numbers or
patterns of numbers have long intrigued me. Some time ago I
gave myself the problem: What are the simplest numerators and
denominators whose quotients forever repeat each of the
numbers I through 9? - and I found, of course, that the desired
number, divided by 9, endlessly repeats that number. Thus 7/9 =
7777777 ... The only difficulty was that 9/9 = I. Here I had to
make an infinitesimal adjustment: 89999999999 ... /9 =
99999999999 ....

But just the other week I was reading an essay by Nanekal
Senrab, an 11th century Arabic mathematician, wherein he re-
ported that, through sheer serendipity, he discovered that any 2-
digit number (other than 99) divided by 99 forever repeats that
number. Thus 27/99 = 2727272727 ... (For 99 divide by three
nines instead of two, thus: 99/999 = 099099099099 .... ) For three
digit numbers (except 999) divide by 999. Thus 987/999 =
987987987 The number of digits in both numerator and
denominator must match. But this can go on ad infinitum,
providing infinite delight.

Why dividing a 2-digit number by 99 repeats that numerator
was not clear to me until I realized that dividing by 99 is the same
as multiplying by its reciprocal which is 01010101 ... The
reciprocal easily illustrates why the rule is true.

I am happy to share this with your readers.

Lakenan Barnes
115 South Jefferson St.

Mexico, MO 65265
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. HOW CAN-YOU MAKE YOUR
: Z80 SYSTEM RIVAL THE EXPENSIVE

PROFESSIONAL MINI-SYSTEMS?
• BY ORDERING TDL's ADVANCED
• INTEGRATED SYSTEM SOFTWARE.

TODAY.

~ THEZAPPLE
~ MONITOR

The versatile Zapple Monitor maximizes the
user's system executive control. All I/O driv-
ers for all TOL software are contained in the
Monitor; once the Monitor is modified to
your I/O configuration all other TDL software
is immediately compatible with your system
making your total system setup extremely
simple.
The Monitor supports a CRT, teletype and

audio cassette as well as providing exception-
ally powerful hard~are and software debug-
ging capability. It's modular organization also
allows other user provided I/O drivers to be
'tacked on' at the end to handle any form of
I/O your system may demand. The Monitor's
27 commands occupy only 2K of core. A de-
scription of the command set requires more
space than available here.
Coupled with TDL's other software, your

system attains the highest level system integ-
ration available for a micro-processor. $25

.~ THE RELOCATING
~ MACRO ASSEMBLER

Here is the most sophisticated program-
ming tool yet developed for a micro-
processor. It is without equal in terms of
number of functions, scope of capabilities
and usefulness.
• It generates a fully relocatable object code.
• It has complete macro generation and infi-
nite nesting of macros capability.
TDL's ingenious Z80 opcode set has as a

subset the same opcodes as the 8080. Where
other Z80 functions resemble 8080 functions,
the TDL mnemonics are logically derived for
ease of learning. Where our Z80 opcodes
have no 8080 parallel, we generally use Zilog
opcodes. Your current 8080 source can be
reassembled with only nominal text editing.

$50

ALL TOL SOFTWARE IS RELOCATABLE.
~ ZAPPLE

~ BASIC
The most complete and innovative 8K Basic

interpreter written. Highly compatible with
other Basics. Unique Features include:
TRACE: Allows switching among various

line numbers during execution.
SWITCH: Allows switching among various

I/O devices either in the program or from the
keyboard.
RENUMBER: Allows upward or downward

renumbering of the numbered line state-
ments.
LVAR: Lists program variables and their

values on your command.
LLVAR: Same as LVAR,but outputs the in-

formation to your hardcopy device.
EDIT: A unique feature in an 8K Basic. Al-

lows you to change the internal structure of a
line with the 'delete' command.
ZAPPLE BASIC is unique versatile and

powerful and up to 20% faster than compara-
ble Basics. $50

TEXT OUTPUT
PROCESSOR

~ SUPER
~ BASIC

Our powerful new 12KBasic Interpreter has
all the features of Zapple 8K Basic, plus these
additions, and many others:
• Allows eleven digit precision including all
built-in functions as well as SIN and
ARCTAN.

• Multi-line recursive user defined functions.
• Sophisticated editing and program loading.
• Statements may be tabbed horizontally
and/or spread over successive lines.

• AUTO inserts line numbers automatically
into your program.

• A PRINT USING statement is included
which allows the format to be specified as to
either a string or a statement number.

• EXCHANGEinterchanges the values of two
variables at high speed.

• LOADGO allows one program to call in and
to execute another program.
CALLallows you to call resident assembly
language subroutines with any number of
numeric arguments.
SUPER-BASIC does much more and qual-

ifies as the finest Basic available for micro-
processors. $95

THE ZAPPLE
TEXT EDITOR

PACKAGEA - THE BASIC& SUPERBASICPACKAGE: Consists of the Zapple Monitor, Zapple
Text Editor, Macro Assembler, The Text Output Processor and either 8K Basic @ $ 169

or Super Basic @ $ 199
PACKAGEB - THEWORD-PROCESSING PACKAGE: Consists of the Zapple Monitor, the Text

.Output Processor and the Zapple Text. Editor.. .. .. .. .. .. •.. . ..• .. .... .. •.. . $
. PACKAGEC - THE SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTPACKAGE: Consists of the Zapple Monitor,

Zapple Text Editor and the Relocating Macro-Assembler ••••....•••••••.•..• $

All TDL Software is supplied on paper tape in relocatable hex format along with TDL's com-
prehensive User's Guides and Manual. Write for prices on disk or cassette media.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Send check, money order or BankAmericard, Master Charge
current number and expiration date. Shipment is usually made via UPS or UPS Blue Label.
Specify other arrangements if you wish. Prepaid orders are shipped postpaid.

TDL's general purpose word processor for
the Z80. Used in conjunction with the TEXT
EDITOR and MONITOR, it occupies 3K of
core and provides powerful word-processing
capability •
TDL's TOP features automatic paging, con-

catenation and justification, as well as many
other fonnatting functions.
Straightforward entry of the Processor's

numerous commands directly into the text
puts you in total control. The output from the
Editor is then run through the Processor to
produce output exactly as you have com-
manded.
Imagination alone limits the possible appli-

cations of this word-processor. $50

This omnipotent tool gives you the ability to
create or to change assembly language pro-
grams and to facilitate general word process-
ing.
Text lines and characters may be located,

inserted, deleted or changed at will in either
forward or backward directions via a movable
internal pointer.
Control may be effected by 24 alpha nu-

meric commands which may be strung to-
gether in macro-like statements yielding
superlative editing capability. $35

Contact us for hardware systems as well.
Distribution Rights Available.

TECHNICAL
DESIGN



"A box of CMOS please. He gets terrible migranes when he
has to do intricate figuring."

ELEaRON\C COMPONENI~

IO~I'\~10000 0 :~~ 1-

"Never mind the sack; I'll eat'em here."

---:- u -,

"My programmer doesn't understand me."
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Your microcomputer is only as good
as its memory

Your micro-
computer is ...
in a manner
of speaking ...
capable of think-
ing. The amount
of information you can store, combined
with the access speed, determines the
bottom line capability of your microcomputer.
The Midwest Scientific Instruments' FD-8 Floppy

Disk Memory System will enable you to get the
most out of your microcomputer ... 6800 or 8080.
We have the most complete 6800 disk operating
system available today, which interfaces to any
microcomputer via a single PIA chip.
When used with the MSI FDOS Operating

System ... included with purchase ... the FD-8
gives your microcomputer a level of performance
which can only be matched by larger computers.
You can have program save and load with

named, variable length, password protected
files at three levels: object code files, source code
files, and BASIC files.
It has disk routines which can be used easily by

low level assembler lan-
guage programs as well as
high level BASIC programs.

The coresident assem-
bler/editor saves and loads

source files from disk,
assembles and stores object

code on disk, and creates assembly
listings on a high speed printer.

You get a full ANSI standard BASIC inter-
preter* with program load and save, from disk as
well as tape, with both random and sequential
disk data files. BASIC also has multi-I/O port
capability under software control.
And all you need do to access any of these

functions is type the appropriate commands on
your terminal.
The FD-8 is complete, including all power sup-

plies, cabinet, cables, software, manuals, and
documentation.
You can order the FD-8 as a kit for $1,150.00,

or wired and tested for $1,395.00.
Visit one of our dealers for a demonstration,

or send for our free Catalog of MSI products.

American Microprocessors
Equipment & Supply Corp.
Chicagoland Airport, P.O. Box 515
Prairie View, Illinois 60069
(312) 634-0076

Microcomputer Systems, Inc.
144 South Dale Mabry Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33609
(813) 879-4301

Micro Store
634 South Central Expressway
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-1096

Vanguard Systems Corporation
6812 San Pedro
San Antonio, Texas 78216
(512) 828-0553

AcVid Electronics Company
1655 East 28th Street
Long Beach, California 90806
(213) 426-5526

Electronics for Yachting
1525 South East 16th Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33316
(305) 525-3478
TWX 510-955-9484

High Technology
1020 West Wilshire Blvd.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73116
(405) 842-2021

Computer Workshop
174 Ifield Road
London England
SW109AG
01-373-8571

220 West Cedar • Olathe, Kansas 66061 • 913/764-3273
TWX 910 749 6403 (MSI OLAT)

0000000000000000000000000
o Before I forget ... send me your catalog 0

o Name 0
0 0
0 Address 0
0 0
0 City 0
0 State Zip 0
o ~D
0000000000000000000000000

°MSI BASIC is an additional $65.00

MSI is a dealer for Southwest Technical Products. Mastercharge & BankAmericard Orders accepted

220 West Cedar • Olathe, Kansas 66061 • 913/764-3273 • TWX 910 749 6403 (MSI OLAT)
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We welcome entries from readers for

the "Compleat Computer Catalogue" on
any item related, even distantly, to
computers. Please include the name of
the item, a brief evaluative description,
price, and complete source data. If it is an
item you obtained over one year ago,
please check with the source to make sure
it is still available at the quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue," Creative Comput-
ing. P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960.

ORGAN IZATIONS
JOIN FASST FAST

FASST (Forum for the Advancement of
Students in Science and Technology) is a
non-profit educational student organization
representing individual members and
chapters throughout the country and
abroad. Dedicated to provide information
for both the technical and non-technical
student, an annual membership brings you:
FASST NEWS, a quarterly tabloid covering
a potpourri of science and technology
developments and policy issues and FASST
TRACKS, a quarterly newsletter containing
organizational news, resource listings, op-
portunities for involvement, and listings of
regional and national conferences. $5 year.

FASST Headquarters, 1785
Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington,
DC 20036. (202) 483-2900.

·BOOKS AND
BOOKLETS

DICTIONARY OF
MICROCOMPUTING
This 191-page book defines in easy-to-

understand terms all the essential
vocuablary needed by students and layper-
sons to read and understand micro-
processor literature (and all the other
magazines except Creative). Besides
definitions, the book includes examples,
sketches, diagrams, and tables. Hardbound
$12.50.

Garland Publishing, Inc., 545 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10022.

DIRECTORY OF CLUBS
The Directory of U.S. Computer Clubs

contains five-cross-indexed sections: Club
Profiles, Geographic Locator, Special In-
terests, Equipment, and a User's Guide.
Interested persons can use the directory to
find out how others are using their com-
puters, reach persons of the same in-
terests, and obtain solutions to computer
problems that others have already solved.
Computer clubs wishing to be listed may
write for a "Profile Listing Form." The
$35 price includes the basic edition plus
. two updates.

Lastique Publishing Co., P.O. Box
1691, Dept. CC, Austin, TX 78767, (512)
472-6723.

VENDOR
LITERATURE....., .

CALCULATOR GUIDE
This 12-page guide to National

Semiconductor's hand-held calculators
covers ten scientific and business models.
The features of each calculator are

described on a page for each of the ten,
and a table on the back cover shows
which calculator has which features, for
instant comparison of 39 major features.
Free.
National Semiconductor Corp., 1177

Kern Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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RESOURCES
AND

TOOLS

CASSETTES AND DISKS
The Information Terminals Corp.

catalog and spec sheets cover a wide
variety of digital .cassettes (five series),
num-cassettes, X-mch data cartridges
and flexible disks (six types). The com:
pany also makes word-processing casset-
tes and magnetic cards, as well as test in-
struments, and publishes informative
detailed tec~ ':I0tes on tape handling and
storage, certified cassettes and disks, how
to select a cassette, etc.
Information Terminals Corp., 323 So-

quel Way, Sunnvale, CA 94086.

RECORDS STORAGE AND
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
All types of records storage and re-

trieval systems are described in a 24-page
brochure from Sperry Univac, Entitled
"How to UnBoggle Your Records and
Retrieval System," the brochure covers
the essentials from indexing to sorting,
filing systems, file housing, fire protec-
tion, filing aids, filing controls, retention,
and centralization versus decentraliza-
tion. Free from dealers or from:
Sperry Univac Office Equipment Divi-

sion, P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19422.

CREATIVECOMPUTING



COMPUTERS

COMPUTER IN A BOOK
Iasis has combined an 8080-based

microcomputer and a 250-page program-
ming course into a standard three-ring
binder. The ia7301 Computer in a Book is'
designed for hobbyists and engineers who
want to become proficient in program-
ming microcomputer systems. Once mas-
tered, the system can be expanded, from
lK bytes of RAM to 65K bytes, and from
2 I/O ports to 256 ports. The system in-
cludes a cassette-tape inter ace, monitor in
lK PROM, 8 segmented LED displays, 3
LED indicators, 24-key hexadecimal key-
board with six special mode keys and
power supply. The ia7301 Computer in a
Book, assembled and tested, is $450.
Iasis, Inc., 815 W. Maude St., Sun-

nyvale, CA 94086.

CROMEMCOZ·1
Cromemco's new microprocessor

development system, the Z-I, features the
Zilog Z-80 MPU chip, said to be the most
powerful microprocessor chip available,
plus 8K of RAM memory, 8K of PROM
capacity, a PROM programmer resident
monitor in PROM, RS-232 seri~l I/O in-
terface, and a rugged mainframe with 22
card sockets and a heavy-duty 28-amp
power supply.
One option is a wire-wrap board that

fits the Z-1 sockets, permitting prototype
work on a physically isolated board free
of other circuitry. Other support peri-
pherals include a 7-channel analog I/O
Interface, two-axis joystick with four
pushbutton switches, an optical data-
digitizing camera that provides a
32 X 32-element picture, and a color
graphics interface. ,
The Z-l is a ready-to-run system with

a basic price of $2495. '
Cromemco, 2432 Charleston Rd.

Mountain View, CA 94040.- '
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CROMEMCO Z·2
Cromemco's latest microcomputer, the

Z-2, is based on the Z-80 MPU and
designed for dedicated applications.
Mostly of interest to engineers, but also
to hobbyists, the Z-2 contains a 4-KHz
CPU card, motherboard with 21 card
sockets, and a heavy-duty power supply,
with a front panel free of controls or
switches, and compatibility with the
AltairlS-l00 bus. $595 kit, $995
assembled.
Joe McCrate, Cromemco, Inc., 2432

Charleston Rd., Mountain View, CA
94043.

ECD MICROMIND
Several unique features make the

MicroMind from ECD a welcome addi-
tion to the field of hobby microcom-
puters. The dot-matrix output characters
are defined by software, so standard 5 x 7
or 7 X 9 ASCII, APL, Japanese kana,
Greek, Hebrew, or chess pieces can all be
handled. And each of the 80 keys on the
keyboard is user-defined with software.
Keycaps can be removed for changing the
legends.
Based on the fast 6512A MPU and us-

ing 8K of memory, the current model is
supplied in a cabinet, fully assembled,
along with separate keyboard and r-f
modulator. Software consists of an in-
teractive editor, assembler, monitor,
cassette-based file system, and an ex-
tended form of BASIC, plus several
games. $987.54.
Five options are available: 8K more

memory, analog I/O, vectored interrupt,
cycle suppression, and memory mapping.
MasterMind II includes all five, at
$1,386.54.
ECD Corp., 196 Broadway, Cam-

bridge, MA 02139.
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MERLIN is the best ASCII/Graphics
board now available for the S-I00 bus
... and at an unbelievable price!

Compare these features to any other
video interface:
-I< 160H x l00V resolution bit mapping

graphics
-I< On-board ROM (Monitor/Editor)

option
-I< 40 characters by 20 lines, character

ROM generated (hardware)
-I< Keyboard ir.terface (with power)
-I< Programmable modes and display

format
-I< Serial I/O port
-I< Low power ... only 600ma at + 8V
-I< Extremely fast (uses DMA)
-I< Comprehensive User Manual

... 200ps
-I< American 60HZ or European 50 HZ

operation.

Designed-in expandability means maxi-
mum versitility at minimum cost.
Add-on options now available (In kit
form) Include:
-I< Super Dense Graphics

(M320-K) $39
-I< Lower case characters

(LC) $25
-I< Serial-to-parallel expansion Kit

(MSEK-K) $45
-I< 1500 Baud (software) cassette

interface kit (MCAS-K) $29
-I< 2K x 8 Mask ROM; graphics,

cassette, & extended editing
software (MEI) $35

-I< 2K x 8 Mask ROM1256 RAM;
Monitor Editor Software (MBI) .. $39

The MBI ROM software Is designed to
allow turnkey operation and sophisti-
cated editing and scrolling.

Ask to see a demonstration of MERLIN
at your nearest computer store. Many
dealers now stock MERLIN and there is
nothing like a hands-on demo for really
evaluating a product. We know you'll
be sold.

MERLIN Kit with Manual $269
MERLIN, assm'd & tested $349
MERLIN User Manual $ 10

For fast information, write us direct!
MC and BAC accepted.

MmlTerm ASSOCiates, mc.
Bo~ 266. Bedford. Mass. 01730 (617) 648-1200



MULTI·PURPOSE SYSTEM
AMI (American Microsystems, Inc.)

has introduced the AMI 6800 Microcom-
puter Development Center (MDC), which
functions either as a system for hardware
and software design and development of
microcomputer systems, or a general-
purpose data-processing system, or an in-
telligent communications terminal. The
system includes a CRT terminal and a
dual-drive floppy-disk system with more
than 500,000 bytes of on-line data
storage.
Standard card modules include MPU,

EPROM/ROM, RAM, debug, key-
board/telecommunications, peripheral
interface, EPROM programmer, and
CRT driver. The center with 16Kmemory
is $10,500.
American Microsystems, Inc. 3800

Homestead Rd., Santa Clara, CA 95051.

COMPUTES IN BASIC
Hewlett-Packard's new 26-pound HP

9831A desktop computer can be used as a
stand-alone BASIC computer or linked
with peripherals to form systems. Mem-
ory is 8K bytes, expandable to 32K.
BASIC commands for string variables,
input! output (for peripheral control),
and advanced programming operations
are built in. Optional ROMs are available
for working with matrices, plotters, and
flexible disks. A high-speed bi-directional
tape drive gives an average access time of
6 seconds. A 32-character LED display
provides upper- and lower-case alphanu-
meric readout.
The 9831 is the heart of the new HP

9896A business information management
system, which also includes dual flexible
disks and a printer.
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard,

1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, CA
94304.

SPHERE COMPUTER FOR
SMALL BUSINESSES
The 500 series is Sphere Corporation's

line of data processors designed to serve
the needs of small businesses. The series
offers a video display of 2,000 characters,
80 per line, in upper and lower case. Full
ASCII keyboard plus keypad and cursor-
control keys are standard. Executive con-
trol programs are in ROM. BASIC is pro-
vided with the hardware. Optional soft-
ware packages include product inventory
control, accounting functions, and mail-
ing lists.
Models range from the 520, a 4K

serial-interface intelligent terminal with
optional 4K BASIC to make it a stand-
alone computer, to the 550, a 52K dual
floppy-disk system with extended BASIC
and a 132-character printer.
Sphere Corp. 791 South 500 West,

Bountiful, Utah 84010.

CONTROL DATA SYSTEM
Whether used in the classroom,

laboratory or office, the Control Data
CYBER 18-30 mini-computer-based
system supports up to 64 timesharing ter-
minals. The model 18-30 includes dual
processors, up to 512,000 bytes of shared
main storage, and a large-capacity
micro-programmable memory. A system
with full complement of peripheral
devices that suppports 32 interactive ter-
minals sells for $116,000.
Control Data Corp., Box 0, Min-

neapolis, MN 55440.
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DATA GENERAL
MICRONOVA
The first in-house micro from a mini

maker, the microNOV A from Data
General is part of a 16-bit family that in-
cludes an MPU chip, a CPU board with
4K words of RAM, and the computer
itself. The microNOV A MPU is compati-
ble with the NOVA series, and can ad-
dress 32K words of main memory, as
RAM or PROM. Support products in-
clude asynchronous and diskette inter-
faces and a diskette-based operating
system. The microNOV A mN601 MPU is
$225 each; the CPU/4K board $950; the
computer with 4K, $1995.
Data General Corp., Southboro, MA

01772.

PCM·12A
The PCM-12A is an improved version

of the PCM-12, a 12-bit microcomputer
designed around the Intersil IM6100
microprocessor by Pacific Cyber/Metrix
(PC/M), and fully compatible with
DEC's software for the PDP-8E
minicomputer. Improvements include a
built-in crystal-controlled baud-rate
generator, an absolute loader that will
directly bootstrap a binary-format tape
into any field of memory, "beefed-up"
cabinetry and documentation, and addi-
tion of floppy disk to the system, so the
DEC's OS-8 can be run.
Available interfaces include serial and

parallel I/O, high-speed reader/punch
(all DEC-compatible), and an audio-cas-
sette recorder interface. Memory modules
include RAM and EPROM. Basic kit
price, with IK static RAM, is $799.
Pacific Cyber/Metrix, Inc., 180

Thorup Lane, San Ramon, CA 94583.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



PERIPHERALS

I
JOYSTICK CONSOLE
Cromemco's new two-axis joystick has

features not usually found in joysticks.
It's a console, with built-in speaker and
speaker amplifier for sound effects in
games and other applications, and four
pushbuttons for cursor positioning, se-
lecting the colors in color graphics, etc.
The 1S-1 joystick is interfaced to a micro-
computer via Cromemco's D+7A 7-
channel analog-to-digital I/O card, which
is compatible with the Altair bus and
which will handle two joysticks. The con-
sole is $65 in kit form, $95 assembled.
Cromemco, Inc., 2432 Charleston Rd.,

Mountain View, CA 94043.

SYNETIC DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK
A ready-to-use floppy-disk system for

Altair-bus 8080 microprocessors, the
Synetic Designs FDS-2 includes dual flop-
py drives, controller, interface, power
supplies, cabinet, and software. Using
ICOM's IBM-compatible Frugal Floppy
system together with their executive sys-
tem, text editor, and assembler, the
FDS-2 is delivered without I/O vector
assignments, initialization routines or
program relocation required of the user.
Each diskette stores up to 256K bytes,
and one to four drives may be operated
from one controller, for a total on-line
storage capacity of over one megabyte.
The cabinet has WRITE PROTECT
switches, and indicators for UNIT
SELECT, STATUS, READY, ERROR,
and PROTECTED.
Synetic Designs Co., P.O. Box 2627,

Pomona, CA 91766.
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CARTRIDGE MEMORY
SYSTEM

Combining the 3M DCD-100 minicar-
tridge tape drive with the flexibility of a
microprocessor-based control system, the
GNAT MS-200 system is designed for ap-
plications such as data monitoring and
storage, process control, or communica-
tions. The MC-200 provides RS323-
formatted I/O, enabling any RS232
device to plug directly to the DB25 con-
nector on the system. Optional features
include parallel I/O, separate parallel in-
put and output lines, expanded serial
I/O, independent record and playback
baud rates, file-search capability, dual
drives, and word-length select. $1930.
GNAT Computers, Inc., 7895 Convoy

Court, Unit 6, San Diego, CA 92111.

40·COLUMN PRINTER
EPA's 40C 40-column dot-matrix im-

pact printer comes complete with drive
electronics, character decoding and soft-
ware driver PROMs, power supply and
cabinet. The 40C interfaces with 6800 and
8080 microprocessors, and can print 80
characters per second bi-direction-
ally. $450.
Electronic Product Associates, Inc.,

1157Vega St., San Diego, CA 92110.

DATA GENERAL
CARTRIDGE DISK
The new DG/Disk moving-head car-

tridge disk series from Data General has
two unique configuration features: it
allows mixed cartridge disk/diskette con-
figurations, and it can be dual-ported for
shared-disk configurations. The sub-
systems can be selected with 10, 20, 30 or
40 megabytes. The design allows any mix
of disk cartridge drives and diskette
drives up to a total of four on a con-
troller. A single-drive subsystem with car-
tridge disk drive, power supply, con-
troller and cabling is $9950.
Data General Corp., Southboro, MA

01772.
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The MERLIN Super Dense add-on kit
provides maximum resolution at a
minimum cost. In fact, MERLIN with
Super Dense has more capabilities than
any other S-IOO bus video interface at
any price!

Once you've seen 'Super Dense'
graphic resolution you'll know there is
nothing to compare it to ... short of
spend ing over $600 ... and even then
you'll not have all of the capabilities of
MERLIN with 'Super Dense'.

Super Dense provides true bit-
mapping. Each and every point on the
screen Is controlled directly by a bit in
memory. (Requires 8K of system
memory.)

ROM character-graphics looked good
for a while; then came MERLIN's 160 by
100 bit mapping graphics; and now ...
320 by 200 bit-mapping graphicslll

If you're looking for a graphic display,
MERLIN with Super Dense is the best
thereIs. And if you hadn't considered
graphics or thought it was out of your
price range, consider what you could
do with 320 H by 200V graph ics and for
only $39 extra.

The Super Dense add-on kit to the
popular MERLIN video Interface is now
available with off-the-shelf delivery.

M320-K, Super Dense Kit $39
M320-A, Super Dense Assm $54

See MERLIN ad on previous page.

For information fast, write direct, or
see 'Super Dense' at your nearest
computer store.

MC and BAC accepted.

..•. MlnlTerm ASSOCIates, me.
IA~B01.268.8ed!ord. Mass. 01730(617)6~8-1200



TERMINALS

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY
The KDM/l terminal with display, by

Micon, allows two-way computer.-data
communication with any RS-232 mter-
face device. It combines in a compact unit
a full ASCII keyboard, 32-character
alphanumeric LED display, AC power
supply, and RS-232 interface. Baud rates
are selectable, from 110 to 9600. The
plastic case is available in eight different
colors. $400.
Micon Industries, 252 Oak St., Oak-

land, CA 94607.

ELITE CRT TERMINALS
The Elite 1500A is a low-cost

alphanumeric terminal featuring plug-to-
plug compatibility with 33 and 35
Teletypes when the RS-323C interface is
used. The 1500A operates only in the
"roll" mode; an alarm signals, when the
12-inch screen is almost full, that the top
line of data is about to be lost. Display
capacity is modular, and ranges from 32
characters on 8 rows to 80 characters on
24 rows. Data rate is switchable from 50
to 4800 bps. Prices range from $1250 for
the 32 x 8 display, to $1430 for an
80 x 24 display, with six other in-
termediate display formats.
Datamedia Corp., 7300 North Crescent

Blvd., Pennsauken, NJ 08110.

MISC.
HARDWARE

VIDEO BOARD
The VBI video board, plug-in compati-

ble with the Altair/S-100 bus, features
on-board DIP-switch selection of 32 or 64
characters per line, with 16 display lines;
upper and lower case and Greek alphabet
with other interchangeable fonts avail-
able; and parallel and composite video
outputs to video monitor or TV set.
$189.95 kit, $269.95 assembled.
Cybercom Div., Solid State Music,

2102A Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA
95050.

CROMEMCO BYTESAVER
AND PROM PROGRAMMER

Cromemco's Bytesaver memory board,
which fits the Altair/S-100 bus, provides
a simple, easy way to store computer pro-
grams in programmable read-only mem-
ory (PROM), on board that will hold 8K
bytes. The Bytesaver transfers programs
from non-permanent RAM memory to
permanent PROM memory, and wil~hold
8K BASIC in its maximum capacity of
2704 or 2708 PROMs. The full 8K of
PROM can be loaded into computer
RAM in less than a second.
Software provided in a 2704 PROM

controls transfer of the computer RAM
contents to the Bytesaver PROM. The
Bytesaver is $195 kit, $295 assembled.
Cromemco, 2432 Charleston Rd.,

Mountain View, CA 94043.

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
The Model 1000 Speech Synthesizer is

Ai Cybernetic Systems' hardwired analog
of the human vocal tract. Various por-
tions of the circuit simulate the vocal
cords, the lungs, and the variable-fre-
quency resonant cavity of the mouth,
tongue, lips and teeth. All the informa-
tion necessary to produce the speech
sounds of American English is in ROMs.
Input to the 1000 is a string of ASCII
characters, each representing a phonetic
sound or phoneme; "I AM A TALKING
ROBOT" is programmed as "&&IE AM
AE T) ..KEN RO.B) ..T." The Altair/
S-IOO-bus-compatible 1000 is $325. A
demonstration cassette is $5; a program-
ming manual, $4.
Ai Cybernetic Systems, P.O. Box 4691,

University Park, NM 88003.

M&R CPU & 8K RAM
This 6800-based central processor unit

and 8K memory-board combination from
M&R has been specially designed for dif-
ficult applications. Standard-sized 4Yz-
inch-wide boards conform to widely
available card racks, and 22-pin double-
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sided edge connectors facilitate intercon-
nect. The CPU can operate by itself with
up to 384 bytes of on-board RAM (plus
MIKBUG ROM) or with up to seven 8K
memory boards. $245 each.
M&R Enterprises, P.O. Box 61011,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088.

DATA·CATCHER
Providing single-step operation of the

Micro-68 line of 6800 microprocessor
prototype development systems, the
Data-Catcher from EPA captures address
and operand after the completion of each
machine instruction and displays the data
on an integral 6-digit hex display. This
feature provides for easy debugging of
new programs written by the user. $140.
Electronic Product Associates, Inc.,

1157Vega St., San Diego, CA 92110.

LINK AN HP 1000 TO
AN IBM COMPUTER
With a new remote job entry subsystem

(RJE), the Hewlett-Packard 1000 com-
puter can communicate with IBM 360 and
370 batch-oriented computers much like
an IBM 2780 data-transmissions ter-
minal. It gives the HP 1000 user at a
remote site the full power of an IBM
batch system at the central DP depart-
ment for large-scale computation and
report generation. It also provides the
convenience of storing large amounts of
data from real-time acquisiiton, control,
automatic testing and data-base manage-
ment tasks. The new RJE/)OOO soft-
ware/hardware package is $4500.
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard

Co., 1601 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, CA
94304.

CREATIVECOMPUTING



HOME TV PROGRAMMER
RCA's entry into the video game field

is a home TV programmer called "Studio
II," which can reproduce games and in-
structional material on the screen of any
size TV set. Heart of the programmer is
the RCA COSMAC microprocessor,
which controls the five games built into
the console as well as those contained in
plug-in cartridges. The first three car-
tridges are called TV School House I
(math and social-studies tests), TV Ar-
cade I (Space War), and TV Arcade II
(Fun with Numbers). Studio II is $149.95;
the TV Arcade cartridges are $14.95.
RCA Distributor and Special Products

Div., Deptford, NJ 08096.

~.80 CPU CARD)
~aid by 'I eChmcal Design Labs to be

the first Z-80 CPU card compatible with
the Altair bus, the ZPU is designed to
replace the current 8080 or 8080A CPUs
and "effectively increase the power of
these microcomputers by up to 500070."
Available software includes both IK and
2K monitors, a line- and character-
oriented text editor, relocating macro-
assembler, and 8K BASIC. Future
releases include a TECO text editor, a
word-processing system, and a FOR-
TRAN IV compiler. The ZPU is available
as a $269 kit and also assembled and

}Ifhni ~ign qb~In~4esearch
ar, B g. H. 1 1 ~ e Rd.,

Princeton, NJ 08540.

MEMORY AND MORE
Electronic Control Technology now

available on exceptionally low power BK
static memory Board for the Altair SIIOO
bus. $295 Kit or $350 wired and tested.
Also available are a rugged construction

ECT-100 Card Cage which fits the industry
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standard 19" cabinetry occupying 7
RETMA increments (12.25 inches). It
comes with the MB-20 Mother Board.
$100 or $60 for the Mother Board Alone.

Electronic. Control Technology,
PO Box 6, Union NJ 07083.

MUSIC FOR MICROS
A music board for the AltairlS-100

bus, along with a high-level music
language, are available from Cybercom,
a division of Solid State Music. The SBI
Music Board generates complex wave-
forms because attack and sustain reside in
hardware, rather than in software. The
music language allows the user to input
notes via keyboard. The envelope, fre-
quency, 16 levels of volume and nine oc-
tave levels are all software selectable.
$250 kit, $300 assembled; software in-
cluded.
Cybercom Div., Solid State Music,

2102A Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA
95050.

SOFTWARE

MIKADOS
For developing small to moderate-size

programs on a 6800-based microcompu-
ter, Inpro Micro Systems has a low-priced
Mini Instant Keyboard Assembler, De-
bug, and Operating System, or MIKA-
DOS. Occupying 2.5k bytes of memory,
it generates object code for all 72 instruc-
tions of the 6800 with all addressing-
mode variations. Eighteen directives per-
mit the user to: input/output ASCII
characters, input hex characters and out-
put formatted hex characters, output for-
matted object code and label table, move
data from one area of user memory to
another, clear all or any portion of user
memory, define user memory space, start
execution of user program, set/clear
breakpoints and monitor points, and
more. $12.95, including manual and hex
object-code listing.
Inpro Micro Systems, P.O. Box 7776,

Van Nuys, CA 91409.

BASIC INTERPRETER
The complete documentation, and a

complete, annotated assembler listing of
a BASIC interpreter for the 8080 has been
published in Dr. Dobb's Journal of Com-
puter Calisthenics & 0- thodontia. As
"pure code," it may be placed in ROM or
PROM, and requires five kilobytes of
storage for the interpreter, which includes
a complete floating-point package.
Subscriptions and reprints: PCC, Box

E, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
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Made possible by the designed-In
expansion capabilities of the Impres-
sive MERLIN Video Interface.

Aside trorn general purpose uses, the
designers at MlniTerm anticipated
Graphics and Graphics games and the
problem of control interfacing. The
MSEK (MERLIN Serial Expansion Kit)
provides:

Three parallel Input ports
Three parallel output ports

These can be used for Interfacing
joysticks or game controllers or parallel
I/O devices. And the price can't be
beat! The MSEK mounts inside your
keyboard and connects to MERLIN
through the keyboard cable.

Also available from MiniTerm is the
first real raster graphics "Space War"
game for the personal/ hobby market.

"Space War" gives the user control of
rotation, accelleration, and firing of
missiles for two space ships. When
used on the MERLIN video interface
with 'Super Dense' add-on option (320 x
200) the game provides more excite-
ment than any BASIC version of "Space
War" or any of the standard TV games!

A delux version of "Space War" Is also
available which allows selection of ship
dynamiCS to simulate cars, tanks,
boats, etc. and allows the user to draw
his own 'ship'.

Space War (SPW) $25
Delux Space War (DSPW) $35

(Add suffix -T for Tarbell tape, or -P for
INTEL hex paper tape.)

A complete source listing is available
for an additional $10 for either game.

Write for full description, or better yet,
play a few rounds at your local
computer store. But be prepared to
stay a while. There is likely to be a
line and you may become addicted.

MC and BAC accepted.



ZAPPLE PACKAGES
The Zapple line of microprocessor soft-

ware from~echnical.Qesign labs is writ-
ten for the Z-80 MPU~ The live software
packages currently available are: 2K
monitor with 27 instructions; 3K text
editor; 8K relocating macro-assembler;
8K BASIC that includes LIST VARI-
ABLES, TRACE and RENUMBER; and
a 3K word-processor, SCRIPT, which in-
cludes automatic paging, justification,
concatenation, spacing, title and sub-ttljr F;~~~~P~!50T;Chnkjlj~: In~Research
ar , g. H, 01 tate Rd.,

Princeton, NJ 08540.

MENTEXT
Mentel announces a 30-day free trial to

introduce the MENTEXT System to in-
stallations interested in distributed pro-
cessing without distributed processors.
MENTEXT incorporates interactive text
editing, remote job entry and retrieval,
dataset and catalog management, docu-
ment processing and an interpretive pro-
gramming language into a single system.
MENTEXT can be used to edit account-
ing data, correspondence, source pro-
grams, test data, JCL statements, etc.
MENTEXT supports 3279, 2741 and
Teletype-compatible terminals.
Mentel, Inc., 459 Hamilton Ave., Palo

Alto, CA 94302.

INTERACTIVE GUIDANCE
FOR STUDENTS
SIGI is a computer-based System of In-

teractive Guidance and Information
designed to help students make career
decisions. The main purposes of SIGI are
to increase students' freedom of choice,
to develop understanding of the elements
involved in choice, and to improve their
ability to make informed and rational
career decisions. SIGI is written in
BASIC-Plus, designed to operate on
PDP-ll computers under the RSTS/E
monitor, and consists of six subsystems:
values, locate, compare, prediction, plan-
ning, and strategy.
Ms. Katharine Darlington, Educational

Testing Service, Princeton, NJ 08540.

DEC APL COMPILER AND
TERMINAL FOR PDp·11 LINE
APL-ll, a compiler compatible with

Digital Equipment's entire line of
PDP-ll minicomputers, has been
developed by DEC, along with a modified
version of a standard terminal to work
with the unique set of symbols required
for APL.
According to DEC, the introduction of

APL-ll marks the first time APL has.
been made available for an entire family
of minicomputers. Compatibility runs
from the floppy-disk-based PDP-.

1113V03 LSI configuration to the top-
of-the-line PDP-1l170 system, and in-
cludes both RT-ll and RSTS/E en-
vironments.
The LA37 terminal, a variation of the

standard LA36 printer terminal, has a
keyboard that includes the APL symbols
along with alphanumerics, and a dot-
matrix printhead. Users with LA36 ter-
minals can have them adapted for APL.
The APL-ll compiler will have a

$1,650 license fee, and the LA37 terminal
is $3,330.
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard,

MA 10754.

MISCELLANEOUS

FLOWCHART SYMBOLS
Just stick 'em and peel 'em off, say the

creators of Fickled Thinking Aids, which
are peelable program flowchart symbols
with sticky backs. Base-boards are
available in sizes from 8Yz by 14 to 22 by
34 inches, and the 17 different symbols
range from input! output to display.
Write on both base-board and symbols
with ballpoint pen; to make changes, peel
off the symbol, rub out the flow lines,
restick the symbol and draw new flow
lines. A starter kit with 10 8Yz-by-14
base-boards and over 320 symbols is
$8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and
handling.
Fickled Thinking Aids, P.O. Box 6064,

980-m Enterprise St., Orange, CA 92667.

TAKE HOME A MICRO
Wintek has announced the Spring

schedule for their workshop, "Hands-On
Microprocessor Short Course With Free
Take-Home Microcomputer." Attendees
receive a microcomputer to use at the
workshop and to take home when they
leave. The computer has a 6800, RAM,
PIA (parallel I/O), ACIA (serial I/O)
and ROM with monitor. Course schedule
is May 10-12, Lafayette, IN; May 24-26
Clevelandl Akron, OH; June 7-9, Syra-
cuse, NY; June 21-23, Hackensack, NJ.
Tuition is $495.
Wintek Corp., 902 N. 9th St.,

Lafayette, IN 47904. (371) 742-6802.
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8080 OCTAL CODE CARD
Operating something like a slide rule,

Tychon's 8080 Octal Code Card aids in
programming and debugging 8080 soft-
ware. It contains all the mnemonics and
their corresponding octal codes, and all
instructions are color-coded to indicate
which flags are affected during execution.
The pocket-sized card measures 6.5 by 3
inches, and on the back is an ASCII code
chart for all 128 characters plus the 8080
status-word and register-pair codes. $2.98
postpaid.
Tychon, Inc., P.O. Box 242, Blacks-

burg, VA 24060.

"UP YOUR WORD" GAME
The game is played with 280 cardboard

squares, 264 of them bearing English let-
ters, 16 blank, to be cut from the four
sheets supplied. Two or more persons
play by mixing up the squares, dividing
them up, and forming words on a letter
put down by the first player. Blank letters
stand for any letter a player chooses. The
directions include five variations. $2 plus
30¢ postage in U.S., Canada, and Mex-
ico, 50¢ elsewhere.
Popular Computing, Box 272,

Calabasas, CA 91302.

WIRE·WRAPPING TOOLS
A line of wire-wrapping tools and ac-

cessories for the amateur electronics hob-
byist has been developed by O.K.
Machine and Tool Corp. The products in-
clude manual and battery-powered wire-
wrapping tools, as well as precut and
stripped wire, wire rolls, DIP sockets,
and wire-wrapping kits designed for the
individual enthusiast.
The ll-ounce BW-630 battery- oper-

ated tool, using C cells, is $34.95. For
hand wrapping and unwrapping, the half-
ounce WSU tool is $5.95.
O.K. Machine and Tool Corp., 3455

Conner St., Bronx, NY 10475.
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STAR TREK

BASIC SUPER STAR TREK
FOR ALTAIR 8800

BASIC Super Star Trek has features of
Super Star Trek as found in "The Best of
Creative Computing - Vol I" but optimized
to fit in an Altair 8800 with 16k total memory
(including MITS 8K BASIC). Will run with
other systems. High quality paper tape
source is only $3.00. Includes 15 page
description of game, program variables and
routines. A M ITS compatible tape cassette is
also available for $6.00 to cover tape,
copying, and handling costs - supplied on
high-quality Maxwell UD tape.

D. C. Mitchell, 2S624 Mulberry Ct.,
Warrenville, Ill. 60555.

STAR TREK IN ALGOL
I have a Star Trek Game available in

ALGOL for the Burroughs 6700/7700
systems running under CANDE. Because it
uses the extremely powerful Burroughs
ALGOL language, the game is very in-
teresting to play (ex: each ship has its own
data file). The price of $15.00 includes a
1500-line line printer listing and a paper
tape.

Alex Begin, 7335 Deep Run, Apt. 523,
Birmingham, Michigan, 48010.

STAR TREK FOR MITS
ALTAIR 8800 SERIES

Several programs are available on paper
tape and audio cassette. All versions will run
on M ITS 8K Basic interpreter. Some
versions require only 16K of memory
including the interpreter. These programs
require less than 50% of the memory
required by the original versions which are
between 800 and 1800 lines of code. Most
versions are $18.95 + $1.00 shipping and
handling.

Send SASE for details to Mr. Charles P.
Fischer, 355 South Creek Drive, Depew,
New York 14043.

STAR TREK INFORMATION
No question about it, Star Trek really does

live in the form of 250 local clubs, nearly 200
fan magazines, conventions across the
country, books and many other sales items.
The Star Trek Welcommittee has published
"The Yellow Pages of Star Trek," a directory
of clubs, zines, books, sale items, and
conventions. Reasonably current, but some
listings are bound to be out of date. 75(i:.

Star Trek Welcommittee, Allyson Whit-
field, P.O. Box 206, New Rochelle, NY
10804
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CALCULATORS

CALCULATOR AS AID FOR
MARINE NAVIGATION

Texas Instruments has introduced a
library of 39 navigation programs for use
with the handheld SR-52 magnetic-card-
programmable calculator. Included are
programs for celestial and coastal naviga-
tion, ocean sailing and sailboat racing
tactics. A celestial fix can be obtained in
two or three minutes. Racing sailors can
determine optimum courses and tacking
angles, and figure the times, courses and
distances to reach the mark. An optional
printer permits the calculator to be used
as a learning tool by unskilled marine
navigators. $299.95

Texas Instruments Inc., Inquiry An-
swering Service, P.O. Box 5012, MIS 308
(Attn:SR-52NAVPAK),DallasTX75222.

COMPUTERIZED MATH DRILL
Part calculator and part computer, the

Classmate 88 from Monroe uses an in-
dividualizes instruction approach to
enable students to generate ulimited drill
and practice routines in over 70 computa-
tional skills. Flowchart instructions allow
students to work without supervision. All
drill and practice programs are hard wired
into the machine, with special keys to
select the subject area. Automatic scoring
permits the teacher to evaluate student
progress.

Monroe, The American Road, Morris
Plains, NJ 07950.
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They can transform a hobby computer
into a professional, useful tool.

But why pay $300 for one? The
MERLIN Video Interface is also a ROM
Monitor board. The optional 2K x 8
MBI ROM Monitor/Edltor is available
for only $39.

The MERLIN Monitor provides com-
mands for turnkey 8080 or Z80
operation and program debugging and
the Editor is the best there is. Any
BASIC or user program is compatible
with the MBI software.

And now MiniTerm introduces the
ROM/EROM kit so that you can put
the rest of your operating system and
general purpose routines in ROM for
increased ease of use and reliability.

Just Look at these features:
1< Power-on jump to any 1K block
1< Holds eight 2708 EROMs
1< Bank select feature
1< 8-100 bus compatible
1<Wait state logic
1< Addressable to any 4K block
And it's only $89 in kit form!

So write or buy your operating system
- then optimize it for your specific
needs and put it into ROM where it will
always be available and yet changeable
when necessary.

MiniTerm will also provide 2708s for
$40 and will introduce its Inexpensive
2708 programmer next month.

Once you've had or used a system with
good ROM operating software (Moni-
tor, Editor, Relocatable loader) you'll
understand why ROM boards are
becoming so popular.

But don't spend more for ROM boards
with extra goodies when all you need is
a board to hold your ROMs and to
provide power-on jump. Buy the
MiniTerm ROM/EAROM kit for only
$89.

For more information fast, write direct.

MC and BAC accepted.



Creative Programming Techniques ...

A Crooked Shuffle
A Case Study in Bebugging The Programmer

Alan Filipski*

In an article on shuffling in the Jan.-Feb. 1977 issue of
Creative Computing, John Jaworski considered the problem of
generating the numbers from 1 to N in a random order without
repetition (a "random permutation"). Both solutions given in
that article have execution times on the order of N2, i.e. shuf-
fling 10N items would take about 100times as long as shuffling
N items for large N. My first reaction was that there is an ob-
vious way to shuffle in linear time (time proportional to N for
large N). It turns out that there is indeed such a way, but we
have to be a little careful about what is "obvious." The fol-
lowing account traces the development of such an algorithm,
pointing out some tempting fallacies along the way.

The germ of the idea is this: We first create an array con-
taining the numbers from 1 to N in order. We then proceed to
destroy that order by interchanging the contents of each loca-
tion in turn with the contents of a location selected in some ran-
dom fashion. To make this ideamore precise, we could say

1. Generatean array A containing the numbers from 1to N
in order.

2. For each i from 1to N:
Pick a random integer j between 1 and N and switch Ai
withAj.

Thus every item gets switched at least once and on the
average twice. This would be easy to program and takes linear
time to execute. The method obviously mixes things up so tho-
roughly that we certainly must be getting random permu-
tations. Of course, we could prove it if we wanted to, but proofs
are just pedantic exercises, and besides, we have programming
to do, right? Well, just for laughs, let's try to prove that this
algorithm doeswhat we want.

First, we should clarify exactly what we mean by the phrase
"generating the numbers from 1 to N in a random order without
repetition." The "without repetition" criterion is easy to verify
because it is a property which must apply to each sequence
generated. The "random order" criterion requires a little more
thought, since it is a notion which applies to the entire class of
permutations generated, but not to any single permutation (at
least not without arousing some statistical and philosophical
demons who are better left undisturbed). As a definition of
'Department of Mathematics, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI
48859.

"random order" we might venture to say that the probability of
the number I appearing in the Jth position should be 1IN for alii
and J between 1 and N. This insures that any number has an
equal chance of appearing anywhere, so the program which
satisfies this criterion must be generating all permutations at
random, right? Wrong. Suppose N =3. Then the possible per-
mutations are:

P1=(1 23)
P4= (1 3 2)

P2 = (2 1 3)

P5 =(2 3 1)

P3= (3 2 1)
P6= (3 1 2)

Consider a program which outputs P1 or P5 or P6' each with
probability 1/3. This satisfies our proposed criterion, but is ob-
viously not what we mean by a random shuffle, because the
probability of generaging P2' P3' or P4 is zero. This suggests
that what we reallywant to say is that our program must gener-
ate any permutation with equal probability (probability 1In! in
fact, since there are N! different permutations.) Now that we
know what we want, let's see how our program goes about
producing it.

Consider the case when N = 3. The program starts with Pl'
The first interchange transforms it to either P1, P2, or P3 with
probability 113 each. Two more interchanges are then per-
formed on the result giving the final permutation. Since we
have three choices at each of the stages, there is a total of 27
equally likely seriesof interchanges. Of course, some sequences
of interchanges must produce the same result since only six dif-
ferent permutations are possible. We can represent these suc-
cessivetransformations by a tree as follows:

__---1
/1 /1"

2 ~~4 1 2 5
/1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\
6 5 2 3 4 1 5 1 434 1 652 4 2 542 5 1 6 3 236

3

/1"5 3"'6

We note that at the final level, Pl, P3, and P6 occur four times
each, while P2' P4' and P5 occur five times each. The latter are
therefore more likely to be generated than the former. Of cour-
se, if we were smart, we could haveforeseen trouble just be ob-
serving that 6 does not divide 27 evenly.

So it appears that our algorithm does a rather slipshod shuf-
fle. Well, what now? Isthe idea bankrupt? Maybe noit. Consider
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a modification of the technique: We start with the array A1, A2,
A3, - - -AN containing the numbers from 1 through N in order.
We begin as before by interchanging A1 with the contents of a
randomly selected location. We now want to set A2 equal to
one of the remaining items. This is the key to the rehabilitation
of the algorithm. We accomplish this by selecting a random in-
teger J between 2 and N and interchanging the contents .of A2
with AJ' Continuing in this way, our algorithm now becomes:

1. Generate an array A containing the numbers from 1 to N
in order.

2. For each i from 1 to N: Pick a random integer j between i
and N and switch Ai with Aj.

If we now display the situation for N = 3 in terms of our treee,

If we now display the situation for N = 3 in terms of our tree, we
have:

which is exactly what we want, generating each permutation
with probability 1In!. We can now implement the algorithm
with the following program:

100 DIM M(52)
110LETN=52
120 FOR 1=1 TO N
130 LET M(I) = I
140 NEXT I
150 FOR 1=1 TO N-l
160 LET J = INT(RND(O)*(N-I + 1)) + I
170 LET T = MO)
180 LET MO) = M(J)
190 LET M(J) = T
200 NEXT I
210 MAT PRINT M;
220 END

Thus we arrive at an efficient and simple solution to the origi-
nal problem. As you may have guessed, however, the point of
this paper is not the presentation of a shuffling algorithm which
works in linear time (which can be found, for example, in
Knuth's Seminumerical Algorithms) but rather an illustration of
potential traps along the path of algorithm development. If you
had (as I did) a tendency to swallow the argument that the first
version of the algorithm "mixes things up so thoroughly that we
must be getting random permutations," you have a bug in your
quantitative intuition. This sort of bug is more insidious than
any program bug since it potentially affects any algorithm you
might develop. The existence of such bugs is not often pub-
licized since it is ever the wont of mathematicians to display
their creations in the austere beauty of their perfected form and
to be ashamed of the false starts and jumpted conclusions along
the way. (The exception here is the "paradox" which is such a
dramatic and epidemic bug that it has entertainment value.)

If we are to make progress in exorcising these bugs, it be-
hooves us to stop at least and recognize them for what they are.
In the future, would we be more suspicious of a line like the
"mix-em-up" argument? Is it clear that the picture of the tree
leads to a proof in the case of the revised algorithm? Is it reason-
able that N = 3 should yield a sufficiently general example to dis-
credit the first algorithm, but that N= 2 should not? The consi-
deration of such questions would be a first step in the debug-
ging of the proqrarnrner. •

MAY/JUNE 1977

Shuffling Revisited
The article on "Shuffling," in the Jan-Feb issue (page 77)

drew a large response from readers who offered shorter or
"more elegant" ways of solving the problem. Here are a few
of the letters:

"More Elegant"
Dear Editor:

John Jaworski's article, "SHUFFLING", in the January-
February issue contains a minor error in statement 180. The>
symbol will produce a descending sort rather than the ascend-
ing sort shown in the before-and-afterexample. This has no
real effect on the outcome except to reverse the order of the
randomized integers.

Shown below are two routines which are more elegant than
the shuffling technique (from the standpoint of requiring less
iterations for a typical run and being more concise in code
length):

The first uses a search technique borrowed from hashing
algorithms rather than performing a sort.
100 DIM A(lO), P(lO)
110 FOR 1= 1 TO 10
120 A(I)= I
130 NEXT I

140 FOR I = 1 TO 10
150 J = INT (lO*RND + 1)
160 IF A(J) > 0 THEN 210
170 J = J + 1
180 IF J < 11 THEN 160
190 J = 1
200 GO TO 160

210 P(I) = A(J)
220A(J) = 0
230 NEXT I

240 MAT PRINT P
250 END

A contains a table of in-
tegers, P will contain the in-
tegers in random sequence.
The first loop puts the in-
tegers in A.

Generate a random integer
use this integer to access A
Scan through A until you
find an integer which has not
been used yet.

Place the next integer in the
output table and remove this
integer from A

Print P when all integers are
moved.

The second routine shows how this same function appears
in APL:

David D. Keefe
Tillson, NY

"Each Loop Used Only Once"
Dear Editor:

On reading "Shuffling" by Jaworski in Creative Program-
ming Techniques, January-February 1977 issue, I notice a sort
is required. For longer lists, this can be a time-consuming
routine. Here is a routine to shuffle 52 cards in one pass.
Cards are picked one at a time and each of the remaining
cards has an equal chance of being picked.
100 DIM M(52)
110 N = 52
120FORI=1 TON
130 M(I) = I
140NEXTI

150FORI=1 toN-l
160 R = (N + l-I)*RND(I)
170 R = INT(R) + I
180T=M(R)
190 M(R) = M(I)
2ooM(I)=T
210 NEXT I

Each-loop is used only once.
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Enter numbers 1 to N in list
in order.

Pick number R between I and
N.

Exchange entries I and R.

James Murphy
Associate Professor

California State College,
San Bernadino, CA 92407



"Simpler and Smaller"
Dear Editor:

The article by John Jaworski on "Shuffling" was very in-
teresting. However, I am unimpressed by the little "moral" at
the end. Several years ago I constructed a card-shuffling pro-
gram based on an explanation of permutation theory based on
a mail-clerk and pigeon holes. I don't remember the source of
the explanation or its precise details, but I do remember the
algorithm. Translated to BASIC it looks something like this:
DIMM(lO)
FORI = 1 TO 10
M(I) = I
NEXT I

Initialize the array-this step
is only required once and the
program can be used to
generate as many permuta-
tions as you wish.

FOR J = 1 t09
K = M(J)
L = INT «(II-J)*RND + I)
M(J) = M(L+ J-1)
M(L) = K
NEXTJ

As you can see, the algorithm chooses each element of the
permutation randomly from the numbers not previously
chosen. The advantages over sorting are: (1) less memory is
required (only one vector instead of 2), (2) fewer exchanges
per permutation (no sorting program can beat N - 1 con-
sistently), (3) no comparisons at all and (4) the program
itself is much simpler and smaller.

The January February issue was my first experience of your
magazine-I enjoyed it thoroughly! Keep on computing!

Dean Ritchie
Systems Programming Manager

Computing Center
Washington State University

Pullman, WA 99163

"Requires Less Memory and Time"
Dear Editor:

This letter could be headed "A Better Way to Shuffle." I
was disappointed to see that John Jaworski omitted one easy
shuffling technique-random indexing-from his treatment
of BASIC programming, and wish to fill the void. To shuffle
an array using random indexing is to choose elements by using
random numbers to calculate addresses. The following
BASIC statement will calculate the address of one of an N-
element array with subscripts ranging from 1 to N. If your
BASIC interpreter recognizes the zeroth element of an array,
then the statement will have to be changed to avoid wasting an
array element.

I = INT(N*RND(O) + 1)
After the Ith element is removed from the array and stored

in a safe location, the array is packed by moving the top
elements down one space, and N is decremented by 1. Another
element is selected using the same method, and the process
repeated until the array is used up. You might think two large
arrays would be needed, one to hold the source array of
elements, and one to hold the shuffled array, but that isn't so.
Remember that after the Ith element was selected, the remain-
ing elements were packed together to eliminate the gap. That
left a gap at the top of the array where the element would fit
nicely. Packing the array isn't difficult, either. Because the
shuffled array is supposed to be in random sequence, it really
doesn't matter what order the source array is in. To pack the
array, remove the unselected upper element from the top of
the array and plug the gap. Putting it all together for a pro-
gram to print nine digit numbers, with no two digits the same,
yields the following BASIC code:
100 DIM A(9)
200 REM FILL THE ARRAY WITH
300 REM THE DIGITS FROM 1
400 REM T09
500FORI = 1 T09
600 LET A(I) = I
700 NEXT I
800 REM THE SHUFFLING ROUTINE
9OOFORI = 9T02STEP-l
1000 LET J = INT(I*RND(O) + 1)
1100 IF J>I THEN 1000

1200 LET T = A(J)
1300 LET A(J) = A(I)
1400 LET A(I) = T
1500 NEXT I
l600FORI = 1 T09
1700 PRINT A(I)
1800 NEXT I
1900 END
This program requires less memory and time than the

routines provided by Mr. Jaworski. Speed and space-saving
are important, especially in a program like BLACKJACK
which shuffles a 52-card deck several times.

William R. Hamblen
946 Evans Rd.

Nashville, TN 37204

"At Random"
Dear Editor:

While looking through the January/February Creative
Computing, I noticed the "Shuffling" article (1. Jaworski,
p.77), thought, "There, but for the grace of Iverson, goes
10710," and turned the page. But then, upon a closer reading
of the magazine, I discovered the same technique advocated on
the very facing page! And with the same ineluctable bubble
sort! This was too much. Even with a good sort, the program
is inefficient. The obvious way to shu ffle 10 or any number of
n numbers is: a) pick one at random b) pick one of those re-
maining c) continue until none are left. Since the two sets,
picked and unpicked, will always total 10 (or however many)
numbers, we just move the boundary through the array, ex-
changing the number whose place we want with the one we
wish to put there. BASICly:
100 DIM A(IO)
110 FOR I = I TO 10
120 A(I) = I
130 NEXT I
140 FO R I = I TO 9
150 K = 1+ INT (RND*[II-IJ)
160T= A(I)
170 A(I) = A(K)
180 A(K)=T
190 NEXT I
200MATPRINTA;
210 END

Using the sorting method squares the time (depending on
the sort) and doubles the space (code and arrays) that the pro-
gram requires.

A is I, 2, ... ,10.

I is the boundary.
K is a random number

from Ito 10.
Exchange

Done.

J. Storrs Hall
New Brunswick, NJ

"Faster"
Dear Editor:

I read the article in January/February Creative Computing
on Shuffling numbers.

I have a program which also shuffles numbers, which is sim-
pler to program and executes faster than the program in the ar-
ticle.
I want to share it with your readers.
10 RANDOMIZE
100 DIM A(IO, P(IO)
110 FO R I= I TO 10
120 LET A(I) = I
130 NEXT I
140 FOR 1= I TO 10
150 LETT= INT«II-I)*RND)+ I
160 LET P(I) = A(T)
170 LET A(T) = A(II-l)
180NEXT I
190 MAT PRINT P;
200 END

Elliott Werner
ARCDATA Systems

66-51 Booth Street
Rego Park, NY 11374
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RO·PULARITY PLOSION!

If you thought the qual ity
system was beyond
look at

The the Jupiter. IliA Basic
computer systems. You get the system module
cage with fully assembled backplane, fully
assembled plug-in ferro-resonant power supply,
front panel and your choice of 6800 or Z80 CPU
module. All less than the price of the two best
selling 8080 systems!

choice of microprocessors!
you get wire-wrapped modules too!

Now you have a low cost way to get started
into personal computing without sacrificing

future growth capability!

Plus you can choose from the fastest growing
selection of memories and peripherals available
from any manufacturer, like our 2KB EPROM/
4KB RAM/serial RS-232 module and our new
1024character video module. Both can transform
your basic computer system into a real star.
And remember, all Wave Mate products meet the
highest quality industrial standards, with rugged
construction unmatched by anyone! Join the
popularity explosion and get yours now!
Write or call for more info and your closest Wave
Mate authorized distributor.

(~) WAVE MATE 1015 West 190th Street, Gardena, California 90248
Dept24

r,--------------------------,
I Send information on: 0 Jupiter IIA system I
I 0 Jupiter iliA system I
I I
I I
:NAME _

IADDRESS _
I
I CITY STATE ZIP iL ~

Telephone (213) 329-8941



A Creative Computing Equipment Profile ....

Dr. Mark Boyd*

Last Spring I was in the market for a
complete microcomputer in kit form". Af-
ter obtaining literature from four com-
panies (Altair, IMSAI, Sphere, and Wave
Mate), I chose Wave Mate. It offered
everything from one source, with the em-
phasis on quality.

My system (the Jupiter IIC with an ad-
ditional 8K of memory and a serial inter-
face) was ordered in late May. Delivery
began in August, but the final pieces did
not arrive until early October. Much of
this delay was due to documentation
problems (the construction manuals
weren't ready).
Building the Jupiter II:
Wave Mate supplied high quality tools

with the kit, everything needed except a
soldering iron and a pair of diagonal cut-
ters. The power supply and keyboard,
which would require considerable solder-
ing, were supplied assembledand tested.

Each board kit was packed with its
components organized by assembly se-
quence. Missing parts were listed on a
note in each kit. There was only one pack-
ing error in all my kits - very good for a
project of this size.

Editor's note.... Although Mark
Boyd sent a photo of his system with this
review I thought it would be helpful to in-
clude pictures of the wire wrapped boards
and called Dennis Brown at WaveMate to
ask if he would or could send me some.
As Mark says in this article, he was very
pleasant to deal with and cooperative. He
also found it ironical that it should have
been Mark Boyd who reviewed the Jupi-
ter II. As he wrote in the letter he sent me
with the photos, "In Checking our re-
cords, we have found only two machines
returned for repairs. Dr. Mark Boyd re-
turned his system. One wiring error was
found and corrected. The U.S. Forest
Service, Bishop, California, returned their
system; the problem turned out to be
software, not hardware. "

"St. Mary of the Plains College, Dodge
City, Kansas67801

Assembly was easy, if a bit tedious.
The parts were all of high quality and the
instructions were clear, so no unexpected
problems were encountered. This was my
first experience with wire-wrapping, but I
found it easy to learn.

Wire-wrapping from a list of to-from
codes is a mind-numbing experience. I
could only wrap for about two hours at a
stretch. Since it took around sixty hours
of wrapping to finish all my boards, I
worked on them over a period of close to
a month.

After wrapping each board, I checked
for incorrect or missing wraps by using a
chain list. This is a list of pins that should
be connected together by the wire wrap-
ping. A simple continuity test verified my
wrapping; missed or incorrect wraps were
fixed as I went through the list.

Wave Mate supplies wire probes to use
for the continuity test, but the user must
supply an ohm meter or other indicator.
They recommend checking from the top
of the board, but I found it easier to work
from the wire-wrapped side. I used an
audible alert device, powered by a flash-
light battery, as a continuity tester.

I think the assemblyprocess is lesserror-

prone than soldering an equally complex
circuit on PC boards. My biggest worry
was the possibility of extra wires on the
boards, since there was no easy way to
find them. This worry, as it turned out,
was quite justified, as I foun·d"when I tried
to get my computer to work.

Debugging:
Even after double checking all the

boards, my computer wouldn't come up
properly. My efforts to find the problem
were hampered by not having the schema-
tics for most of the boards. Finally, after
talking to Dennis Brown a couple of times
on the phone, I sent all the boards back
for them to check.

They were back in not much over a
week, with a repair and checkout bill for
$50.00. I still had a problem, but it turned
out to be a capacitor which was knocked
loose in shipping. The original problem
was an extra wire on the CPU board.
Dennis subsequently indicated that he will
try to provide a check list for the correct
number of wraps on each pin with future
kits. This would make it easier to find ex-
tra wires.

My system was up and running in mid-
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Front (top) view: 8K Dynamic Memory Module

November. It has been working reliably
ever since. The only hardware problems
I've had are: a weak driver transistor in
one cassette motor control, no sync when
I invert the display (white on black), and
an interlace problem on the first line of the
display.

Using the Jupiter II:
The monitor program comes on when

the system is powered up (I can't say tur-
ned on because it has no on/off switch).
This program resides in 3K of EPROM,
starting at FOOO.It offers a good range of
control functions: 4 console display
modes, read, write, search, and transfer
commands, single step program execu-
tion, multiple breakpoints, MIKBUG I/O,
and simple I/O commands for use in user
programs.

One of the display modes is for op-
codes. This is very handy for machine lan-
guage programming and debugging.
Other modes include: single byte hex,
double byte hex, and single byte ASCII.
Keyboard entry is in either ASCII or hex.
The user I/O commands are 3Fxx type

machine codes (3F is the 6800 software
interrupt command). 3FOOis the program
abort code; it returns control to the moni-
tor and displays the address where the
abort occurred. Other 3Fxx codes allow
input or output of ASCII or hex. I was able
to duplicate all the MIKBUG I/O routines
with simple subroutines using 3Fxx
codes. This means I can run a lot of avail-
able software with only minor revisions.

The text editor is an extremely versatile
program. It allows you to create, edit,
store, and retrieve ASCII files. It also
allows two byte decimal arithmetic and
logical operations. The results of these
operations may be used to condition other
operations, and macro commands may be
constructed from a series of single com-
mands entered on one line. The power of
these macro commands is truly im-
pressive.
The only improvement that I would like

to see in this program is a way to easily
edit text containing lower case letters.
As it stands now you can input and out-
put files containing both upper and lower
case letters. but you can't edit them

The assembler is an extended version of
Motorola's two pass assembler. This ver-
sion offers more flexibility in label names
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and operand fields than the original. Nor-
mally it is used with a source tape pre-
pared by the text editor, but it can also be
used as a one pass assembler from the
keyboard. The outputs are a MIKBUG for-
matted binary and an assembler listinq to
separately determined devices.

The BASIC software includes Wave
Mate's "Byte String BASIC" and SWTPC's
4K BASIC (with a patch list of required
modifications). The documentation on
these programs, which I received in Jan.
77, is somewhat better than the earlier
text editor and assembler documentation.

The Byte String BASIC has only one
byte (0-255,0) arithmetic, but can directly
address memory and call an unlimited
number of machine subroutines. This
BASIC has almost all the commands of
Dartmouth BASIC, plus CALL (for
machine language subroutines) and
IF:THEN:ELSE. The string variables start
with a length byte, and can be up to 255
bytes long. While there are no specific
string operations, variable subscripts on
the strings allow programming of sophis-
ticated string manipulations.
SWTPC's 4K BASIC is easy to modify for
the Jupiter II; only about 60 machine lan-
guage instructions must be changed or
added. Unfortunately, my patch list (a list
of the required changes) had a typing
error. As a result the modified program
self-destructed when I tried to run it. I
found the rror (after several hours of frus-
tration) and I'm sure it will be corrected in
future patch lists.

Documentation:
The only serious problem I've found

with the Jupiter II system is lack of docu-
mentation. They have not supplied
adequate manuals on anything other than
the CPU board. I have preliminary manuals
(very sketchy, missing figures, etc.) on
the other boards.

The software documentation consists
of a list of commands and a brief descrip-
tion of what they do. Sometimes examples
are given, but no actual listings to show
how they are used. I had to phone Wave

Top view of Jupiter card cage, without screen

Mate to learn how to use the text editor
and assembler. This is an unnecessary
waste of everybody's time and money.

The software documentation does not
include assembler listings, or any infor-
mation on how the software is coded. I
have a few minor bugs in both the text
editor and the assembler which would
probably be simple to fix if I had assem-
bler listings.

Conclusion:
As you can tell by the general tone of

this article, I like the Jupiter II system. It is
well designed and the design is executed
with high quality components. I also like
Dennis Brown and Alison Martin. They
have always been friendly and helpful, if a
little vague as to when the software and
documentation would be ready. I think
thy've put off the drudge work of docu-
mentation in favor of other, more interest-
ing, things.

At the present time, this is a good sys-
tem for people with good software back-
grounds. A hardware background isn't
necessary to successfully assembe it from
a kit since the instructions are clear in that
dimension. One of its real virtues is its
hardware flexibility. Because of its wire-
wrap construction and universal wire
wrap boards, this system can't be outdated
by new developments in microcomputer
technology which are bound to occur. If
someone could now figure out how to
prevent software and documentation
from becoming outdated in a few months,

have a realwinner!
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The Sol-20: Simple Enough
For a Six-Year Old

One of the most obvious trends in personal computing is
toward the "complete" computer kit - one which contains
all or most of the ingredients of a usable computer system.
Increasingly, units are being offered assembled too. The
"complete" unit not only makes putting together a system
easier (since the buyer need only select a single package,
rather than a mainframe from one manufacturer, memory
from another, etc.) but also makes the use of a system
easier since it often features a monitor on PROM. An
outstanding (but by no means the only) example of this
kind of computer is Processor Technology's SOL System.
The foundation of the SOL ps a single large PC board

containing:
• An 8080-based CPU. Let's not dredge up all the old 8080
vs. other MPU's argument; suffice to say that the 8080 is
one of the most popular MPU's in amateur computing
and there is a large body of support software for it (not to
mention some interesting hardware).

• A Personality Module. That's PTCO's fancy name for a
small (1W' x 3") PROM card which plugs into the SOL,
containing a hex monitor. Having a monitor on PROM
eliminates the need for an expensive and sometimes
unneededfront panel. The PROM card is not designed
for the S-100 bus, hence it keeps the price of the system
down while maintaining a level of flexibility which would
be lost were the PROM built into the main PC board.

801-20 with covers removed. Front (or keyboard) is in
foreground, power supply is in right rear corner, expansion
chassis (with 8KRA Memory installed) is to left of power supply.
The vertical board just behind white connector on left is the
backplane board.

by Steve North

• 1K RAM, intended primarily as scratch pad for the
Personality Module.

• The equivalent of a Processor Technology VDM-1. For
those of you not familiar with amateur computing
hardware, a VDM (Video Display Module) is a high
speed video driver, which, with the proper software, can
be made to simulate a fancy CRT. If you don't need hard
copy, it's all you need for humanreadable output. You
will need a TV to connect to it. Output for a video
monitor or modified TV is provided, however, it is a
simple enough job to mount a Pixeverter inside the SOL
for direct RF entry into a TV set.

• A parallel and a serial data port. These permit you to
use peripherals such as Teletypes or optical papertape
readers with your SOL without buying separate
interface boards.

• Two cassette interfaces with motor control. They
operate with both the Byte/Kansas City Standard, and
PT's new 1200 baud standard (ever wonder why they're
called standards anymore?). Sophisticated use of
cassettes for mass storage in the future will no doubt
require computer control of the cassette motor and
perhaps two tape units - at least.
The SOL also includes an 80-key keyboard with the full

ASCII character set, aswell as special function keys such
as SHIFT LOCK, UPPERCASE, LOCAL, MODE SELECT,
et al. The SOL power supply seems adequate for the job.
There are also five S-100 compatible slots in the SOL.
Offhand that doesn't seem like a lot, because most of your
memory has to go here. Still, five 8K RAMs gives you 40K
of memory which is more than most people have.
Processor Tech is already marketing a 16K RAM board,
and you can be sure a 64K RAM board isn't too far away. If
you plan major expansion of your computer, remember
that a floppy disc interface, TV Dazzler, and music-making
module would only leave one slot in the SOL for memory.
That's the price you pay for compactness. But if you don't
plan to make your computer a continuing investment or
put every application in the book on it, the SOL should be
all you need. The entire unit is housed in a nice-looking
cabinet with walnut sides, about the size of a portable
electric typewriter. .

We'll leave details on building the SOL to other
hardware-oriented magazines. However, construction of
the SOL looked fairly typical for a computer kit. It did seem
that there were a lot of "Engineering Modifications"
because of errors or updates in PC design, requiring
cutting of traces and running jumper wires. Of course, it
would be logical to expect Processor Tech to revise the
boards so future buyers may not have this problem.
When the SOL is turned on, the program in the

Personality Module initializes the system and enters the
terminal mode. In this mode, what is typed on the
keyboard is sent to the serial port and data received at the
serial port is displayed by the Personality Module
Software via the VDM to your TV set. The I/O at the serial
port is either half or full duplex, selected by aswitch inside
the SOL. So for the price of a SOL (and aTV set) you havea
nifty little terminal.
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Sol-20 with covers removed. Rear side of assembly is in
foreground and Sol-PC is just visible at lower right rear of
assembly. 8KRA Memory is installed in expansion chassis above
Sol-PC.

But SOL is also a stand-alone computer. Hit mode-
select, and you're running the hex monitor located on the
Personality Module. Three versions are available -
CONSOL, SOLED, and SOLOS. CONSOL, the simplest,
permits you to enter and dump memory in hex, execute a
user program, return to terminal mode, or to load a
program from cassette tape. The BA (for BASIC)
command executes a user program at 0000. This suggests
that a person could just turn on the SOL, hit mode-select,
type TL to load BASIC, then type BASIC and go, without
knowing anything about machine code.

Indeed, with SOLOS, one has only to type TXEQ
BASIC/1, and you're off and running (see box). SOLOS
provides more sophisticated I/O handling and tape
cassette commands than CONSOL, while SOLED is
designed for advanced editing features.

These monitors permit dynamic assignment of the input
and output devices to be used. Thus, user programs can
use the monitor for their I/O operations and you can
change I/O devices without patching the program. The
default devices are the keyboard for input and VDM for
output. Most of our experience has been with the SOLOS
monitor which we've found exceptionally easy to use.
More important, it's had the flexibility to do virtually
anything we wanted.

One thing we liked about the CUTS (Computer Users
Tape System) cassette was that Processor Tech has
standardized the format of the data to be used on their
object tapes as well as the actual means used to record it.
The format includes a header label with information on the
name of the file, executing address, and length. That may
not seem like a big deal, but if your system merely saves
one huge block of data on a tape and then a checksum (a la
Tarbell and others), it is impossible to search for a
particular file, or even find out what a file is. On the other
hand, once people are using a simple (standard?) format
for exchanging data it's difficult to get them to change.
Also, it takes more software to process sophisticated data
formats and nobody we know likes to toggle in long tape
handling routines, however, if you have a nice SOLOS
monitor in PROM, who cares?

I guess what we're saying is that the SOLOS monitor and
CUTS cassette system is great for saving and retrieving
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programs for your own use. However, this combination is
not likely to be adopted as an industry standard, hence
you'll probably be limited to exchanging programs with
other SOL users. In most cases, this is probably not a
disadvantage, but just a factor to be considered.

Processor Tech supplies an expanded version of their
5K BASIC with the SOL. It is a fairly typical BASIC -
floating point math, one-dimensional arrays, multiple
statements per line, etc. One very handy feature - it
permits writing and reading data from a CUTS cassette.
Unfortunately, 5K BASIC seems a bit klugy and
sometimes limiting. For instance, to prematurely exit a
FOR/NEXT/loop, you must set a switch and finish the
loop, then branch. There have been complaints about
formatted PRINT statements not working properly. In our
own rather extensive use of 5K BASIC in the past few
months we've found rather unexpected ways to restart the
interpreter with an arithmetic expression, and to crash the
interpreter with an undimensioned array or with a peculiar
FOR/NEXT loop combination. Granted, this is abuse of
the interpreter but it was found accidentally, not inten-
tionally, and it must be expected that other people will do
the same.

Despite the minor criticism of 5K BASIC, the system is
eminently useful. A number of CAI programs (described
elsewhere in this issue) were written on the system. But
perhaps the best testimony comes from 3 children, ages 6,
7, and 8 who simply follow a set of instructions (see box)
completely on their own to run their programs. It's difficult
to find another system - mini, micro, or timesharing
terminal - that's this easy and straightforward to use .•

Complete start up and shut down instructions for a Sol 20. The
system is used regularly by 6,7, and 8 year old children for math
drill and practice.

STARTING UP

1. Turn on computer and TV set, upper case should
be lit
Plug in cassette recorder
If tape is not rewound,

A. Press "REW" on recorder
B. Type TC 1 (~ =Return Key)
C. When tape is rewound, press "MODE

SELECT"

2.
3.

Tape
Counter

0-25
4. Press "PLAY" on recorder
5. Type TXEQ BASIC/11

Screen should say: Sol BASIC-5
READY

6. Type XEQ-CAI ). 25-28
(Addition drill and practice)

7. Press "MODE SELECT" To exit program

6a. Type XEQ-MUL Til 28-32
(Multiplication and division)

7a. Press "MODE SELECT" to exit

6b. Type XEQ-GUESS). 32-35
(Guessing game)

7b. Press "MODE SELECT" to exit

To restart a program, Type "RUN" key
To clear an error, Type "DEL" key

SHUTTING DOWN
1. Press "STOP" on recorder
2. Turn off computer and TV set
3. Unplug recorder
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Sophisticated
Electronic
Pocket
Calculators:
Theory and
Practice for
the Consumer
and User
Edward R. Tufte *

Here are nine principles to help the consumer and
user of sophisticated pocket calculators. These prin-
ciples are general, applying to most all calculators (at
least those that have a reasonable number of keyboard
operations-say 40or more).

I have no personal interest, direct or indirect, in any
of the calculators or their parent companies discussed
here. Among the calculators I have purchased, three
were pretty good and two were lemons. Among those
borrowed, the good-to-Iemon ration has also run about
3 to 2. At any rate, this review is an independent per-
sonal evaluation, reflecting solely my experiences and
prejudices.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 1: The half-life of calculator
prices is about 18months. In other words, today's price
will be cut by at least 50% within the next 18 months.
The Texas Instruments SR-51, for example, was adver-
tised at $224.95 in the March, 1975 issue of Scientific
American. In February, 1977the same machine sells for
$65 at discount shops. General Principle 1 has several
consequences:

Don't buy a calculator when it first comes on the
market, unless you really like it. Consider if you
had bought the SR-51at $225 two years ago. Since
it is now selling at $65,you would have paid $160to
rent that machine for two years plus have to forego
other uses of the $225for the whole period.
Buy at a discount. There is a lively, fast-moving
market in calculators and the short half-life of
prices encourages big discounts. Discounts of a
minimum of 20% from the list price are available.
The nominal price given by the manufacturer in the
glossy advertisements is pretty much fantasy. By
the way, the guarantee on the calculator is with the

"Edward R. Tufte is Professor of Public Affairs at Princeton University.
His books include Data Analysis for Politics and Policy and Elections
and Economics.

manufacturer and so there are no advantages to
local servicing because there is no local servicing
(Sam's Camera and Calculator Shop can't fix an
HP-65 programmable, magnetic-strip read/write
calculator).

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 2: The breakdown rate of
pocket electronic calculators is too high. What
evidence I have indicates that substantial numbers of
calculators die within the first year of operation-
perhaps one-third of all machines. There is too much of
a throw-away mentality prevailing in the industry.
Hewlett-Packard has the best reputation for reliable
calculators (which may account for their relatively high
cost).

GENERAL PRINCIPLE3: Calculators will continue to
improve at the rate of the past few years. A new genera-
tion has passed about every six years in the develop-
ment of computational devices. On average, each new
generation has increased speed by tenfold, memory
capacity twentyfold, decreased component cost ten-
fold, and system cost at least two fold. Rapid progress
continues. Now 16,000 bits of binary storage are
available on a 1/32-inch square-just what you've
always wanted. The rate of improvement means that
today's machine will be replaced by something twice as
good at half the price next year. It also means that
calculators should be rapidly depreciated on your in-
come tax.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 4: Computational technology
has completely overrun input-output technology. The
great limits on calculators for any sort of serious work
are the inability to monitor past inputs, and the single
read-out register. We have a 19th-century printing
technology that cannot cope with a 21st-century com-
putational technology.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLE 5: Printing is worth it. The
great tragedy of the HP-65, and $800 programmable
wonder-machine, is that it shows you only one number
at a time, often only one time. For what most of us do
with calculators, we want to see a lot of numbers a lot
of times. Printing, even though expensive, is worth it. I
would buy a much less computationally fancy machine
in order to have one of those little Mickey Mouse
printers now available.

The philosophy behind most calculators today is one
that was commonly found in computer centers some
years back: the point of the machine is to do lots of fan-
cy computing in order to come up with an answer con-
sisting of a single number. Such doctrine, however is
not consistent with the development of good home
calculating.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 6: Sophisticated pocket calcu-
lators, particularly the programmable kind, are like
those phonograph records that purport to teach foreign
languages (Learn Swedish in 8 Hours); that is, they are
purchased with all kinds of good intentions to really
make use of them and change one's life, they are used
once or twice, and then they sit on the shelf months on
end just making one feel guilty. Programmable calcula-
tors with 224 steps and readlwrite options are nifty but
expensive; make sure there is at least one chance in ten
that you will use the programmable part of the package
after you buy such a machine. Machines that print,
rather than those that are programmable, are much
more likely to be useful. (Programmable calculators can
even cram into their little memories a multiple regres-
sion program for three variables. Terribly ingenious, but

not useful for any serious analysis, it is like Dr. Samuel
Johnson's dog that could walk on its hind legs: "It is
not done well, but you are surprised to find it done at
aiL")

'GENERAL PRINCIPLE 7: Instruction manuals vary
tremendously in quality; and they usually have errors in
them. Sometimes instruction manuals for calculators
appear to have been written originally in some language
other than English-and both the author and translator
had something more important to do that day than pro-
duce the manual. Hewlett-Packard manuals are easily
the best; those from Texas Instruments are pretty good,
but uneven; and manuals from other companies are a
real risk. I recommend looking at the instruction
manual before buying any brand except HP and TI.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 8: Calculators are designed by
engineers and business people for engineers and
business people. Calculator manufacturers believe that
their market is found among people in business and
engineering. Machines are not designed to handle pro-
blems of data analysis and simple statistical work; data
files are hard to manage; statistical manipulations are
hard to perform.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 9: By any sort of long-term
perspective, the small sophisticated electronic pocket
calculator is amiracle. No telling what is good for, but it
is still a miracle. For a few hundred dollars, I have as
much computational power on my desk now as there
was in most major university computing centers 15 or
20 years ago. If I only knew What to do with it. •

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF DIGITAL
CIRCUITS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Paul W. Chirlian

This is an introductory book in Digital Circuits and
Systems. It not only provides the reader with the basic
ideas of switching theory, but also provides him with an
understanding of the total operation of the complete
computer system. The topics of digital electronics and
computer interfacing are also considered. The ideas dis-
cussed here also provide the basic understanding of
microprocessors and minicomputers.

PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS
Charles J. Sippi

Written at an understandable level, this handy reference
is designed for anyone interested in calculators. This is a
pragmatic "how to use what's available" book on a
difficult-to-understand subject. This reference offers a 1 6
page appendix of glossary terms as well as an appendix
of clearly-defined capabilities of products available in the
market place. A complete guide to the industry as well as
a tutorial book.

M
A
T
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
MICROCOMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

Keith L. Doty

This book provides a complete basis for exploring the
dynamic field of microcomputer systems and
applications. After a general overview of the microcom-
puter scene, the author illustrates how general computa-
tion is a form of accounting with a decision-making
capability. After developing confidence in the power of
these existing devices, he proceeds to develop the notion
of information and its representation as is seen by the
computer and the programmer. No prior programming
knowledge is assumed and elementary material on
programming is presented.

2'0 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT HOME COMPUTERS

Richard L. Didday

A book for the person interested in microcomputers who
wants to get an idea of what it can be like before buying
the equipment and for the person with a microcomputer
who wants ideas for things to do, help in reading the
literature, help in deciding what ways to go.

MATRIX PUBLISHERS, INC.
Dept. CC. 207 Kenyon Rd. Champaign. IL 61820
Matrix books also available in Byte Shops, computer stores, and bookstores.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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Coin -in -the-Slot
Computing at a
Public Library Harold M. Shair *

The public library, a fixture in every community, is a
natural location for public-access cornputlnq. The con-
cept that a public library is a place where you only take
out -books has gone the way of the Stanley Steamer. If
your library doesn't loan out records and artwork, if it
doesn't hold field trips and events, then it's time to
throw out the library board. In fact, the modern public
library can be thought of as a complete community in-
formation and activities center.
At a community information center, it's only natural

that public-access computing be available. In a public
library, the computer should not have any restrictions
on its use. If it's to be used for fun, so be it; if it's to be
used for business, that's all right too. Programs of
general interest should be made available for people
who know nothing about computers. Storage facilities
or media should be available for those who wish to
write their own personal programs or store their own
data. Courses on computer applications and program-
ming should be offered, and events such as contests
and fairs should be held.
The first installation to try to achieve these aims is at

"Consultant to the White Plains Public Library

Wang 22008 minicomputer at White Plains Public Library, with coin-
box timer at left.

the White Plains Public Library, in Westchester County,
near New York City. IIi order to place a computer in a
public library, several unique conditions had to be met:

1. It had to be installed as a concession, since the
capitol budget of the library couldn't stand the
cost of an outright purchase.

2. A fee for use had to be charged, not only to pay
for the installation, if possible, but even if the
money were not needed, to engender respect
for the value of the service and equipment.

3. The computer had to be as self-service as
possible, since it could demand only minimal
support from the library staff.

The computer used in this installation is a Wang
2200Bminicomputer with 8K of user memory available.
The Wang was chosen because it has a permanent
BASIC interpreter and operating system in ROM, a non-
menacing typewriter-like keyboard and a 12-inch
(diagonal) CRT.Their users group, called "SWAP," was
also available as a source of programs in several
categories. The programs are stored on cassette tapes,
which are kept at the reference desk. Also available at
the reference desk is the complete set of reference and
programming manuals.

In order to charge for its use as well as provide for the
minimal support from the reference staff, the computer
is coin-operated. The coin box is a timer, similar to
those found in coin laundries, which interrupts the CRT
line to blank the screen of the CRTwhen the time is up.
When more coins are inserted, everything is restored as
it was. The charge is presently 25 cents for 4%minutes
($3.50per hour).
To use the computer for the first time, a patron has to

follow instructions on a wall chart above the computer.
At a certain point, the CRT takes over and the programs
provide their own operating instructions. The collection
of software consists of games and demonstrations,
personal finance, educational demonstrations, mathe-
matics, statistics, finance and engineering. The list of
programs available (below) is as provided for library
patrons. As expected, the most popular use of the com-
puter is game-playing. Bowling toulrnaments have been
held and trophys awarded, a library first. In addition, an
ongoing Startrek competition is on cassette. One un-
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The Byt-8 It doesn't have a nifty (and expen-
sive) front panel with lots of LED's and toggle
switches.

And we obviously don't have a big full-
color ad

What we do have is the lowest priced
microcomputer you can buy- built around
the powerful and popular 8080A
microprocessor:

For $349, you get the complete micro-
computer card, motherboard, power supply
and chassis in kit form.

The Byt-8 S 100 bus is the same one used
by Alteir. IMSAI and most others so you have
the greatest possible flexibihty in choosmg
memory and input/output cards

Optlonal cards from the Byte Shop m-

elude 4k, 8k or 16k of Random Access
Memory, 4k or 8k of Programmable Read-
Only Memory, a multiple input! output card,
a TV typewriter card and, yes, a front panel
bootstrap card, ifyou want the LED's and
switches.

Even the CPU IS optional We'll sell you
the chassis, motherboard and power supply
for $229, and you can choose your own
microcomputer card - a ZPU for instance?

Byt-8 It's the new low in price, but we're
aimmg for a new hiqh in flexibility.delivery
and support. See the Byt-8 at your nearest

Byte Shop BYTE SHDP
the affordable computer store

Stores now open in Arizona, Phoenix, Tempe, Tucson; California, Berkeley, Burbank, Campbell, Diablo Valley, Fresno, Hayward, Lawn-
dale, Long Beach, Mountain View, Palo Alto, Pasadena, Placentia, Sacramento, San Diego, San Fernando Valley, San Francisco, Santa
Barbara, Tarzana, Thousand Oaks, Westminster; Colorado, Arapahoe County, Boulder, Englewood; Florida, Cocoa Beach,

Miami; Indiana, Indianapolis; Minnesota, Eagan, Minneapolis/S!. Paul; New York, Levittown; Oregon, Beaverton, Portland; Pennsylvania,
Bryn Mawr; South Carolina, Columbia; Utah, Salt Lake City; Washington, Bellvue; Canada, Vancouver; Japan, Tokyo. If there's no Byte
Shop near you yet, please write or call Byte l nc., 1261 Birchwood Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94086 -(408) 734-9000 for more infor-
mation on our Byt-8 system.



usual program, which unfortunately was banned, would
have helped improvers of the breed massage statistics
derived from the pages of the Daily Racing Form as an
aid to investment decisions. The library would not let
that program be offered even though the basis of the
program came from a book borrowed from the library.
The future for community computers in public librar-

ies is cloudy. Public institutions are lucky these days to
maintain what they have and can hardly be expected to
invest in "way-out" ideas. The average library director
is not familiar with computers and perhaps is a bit
afraid of them. A concession would overcome these
problems but revenues from use alone are at present in-
sufficient to make it profitable. Additional revenue from
courses and seminars would help, as well as add to the
pool of users of the system. One service that is feasi-
ble, but has not been implemented due to lack of time
and money, is self-service retail information-bank ac-
cess. Information banks are vast bibliographic re-
sources on disks. The two most relevant to general
public use are Lockheed's "Dialog," with technical,
educational, psychological, business and many other
bibliographical abstracts. The other is the New York
Times Information Bank with access to 25 million ar-
ticles from New York Times and dozens of other
publications. Another service that would be useful in
the White Plains Library would be "Lexis," the legal in-
formation bank, since the library shares the same plaza
as the county and state courthouse. The use of these

LIST OF COMPUT-O-MAT PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS -- Recommended for library patrons
V:'ho are not familiar with the Comput-O-Mat.

GAMES -- This side of the cassette contains 7 game programs:
1 Horse Race
2 Craps
3 One-armed Bandit
4 Tic-Tae-Toe
5 Blackjack
6 Bowling
7 Football

BRAIN GAMES -- This side of the GAMES cassette contains 5 more
advanced game programs:
1 Cryptograms
2 Submarine Commander
3 Arithmetic Quiz

'* 4 Stock Market
5 Guess
6 Lunar Lander

"Recommended for adults with some knowledge of basic securities
transactions, Game is designed for two or more (up to 10) players.

NEW GAMES -- This cassette contains 6 additional games:
1 Computer Reader & Advisor
2 Flying Saucers (up to 4 players)
3 Space Challenge
4 GHOST -- a word game
5 Calendar
6 HANGMAN -- a word game

Side 2

1 Pizza Delivery Game
2 Biorhythm Analysis
3 Game of Life
4 Wonderama Snake Can Game

CONSUMER FINANCE -- This cassette contains 3 programs:
1 Balance Your Checkbook - This program reconciles a user's

checkbook against his bank's statement.

2 Consumer Loans - There are two parts to this program. The first
part displays interest rates and payment amounts for mortgage loans,
auto loans, home improvement loans, or personal loans available from
several banks in the White Plains area. The second part checks an actual
loan for compliance with the requirements of the Federal Reserve
Regulation Z (Truth in Lending Act).

3 Witholding - This program calculates your Federal, State, and City
witholding tax.

HUNTINGTON I -- This cassette contains 7 educational demonstration
programs in a variety of fields:
1 DECAY2 - (Physics) -- Solves problems involving decay of radio-

active elements.
QUADRT - (Math) -- Solves for the roots of a quadratic equation.
CLlMAT - (Earth Science) -- A Quiz progr-am in climatology.
EQUILI - (Chemistry) -- Solves problems involving chemical
equilibrium of solutions.

5 NZYMC - (Biology) -- Computes enzyme activity as a function of
pH, temperature, etc.

6 STOCK - (Social Studies) -- Simulates stock market transactions.
7 AVERG2 -rt'eacner Aid) -- Calculates class average grades.

The public library, a fixture in every
community, is a natural location for
public-access computing.

data banks, however, can run from $50 to $200 per hour
on a retail basis, with the average search taking 15
minutes. Those fifteen minutes might replace a week or
more of catalog work. Many businesses and univer-
sities subscribe to these services, using a terminal for
access.

This service could be offered on a self-service basis
with local credit-card billing. The library computer
would check the credit of the patron and initiate the call
to the information bank using an automatic dialing unit.'
It would perform the necessary handshakes, prepro-
cess data and keep tabs on the customer's bill (even to
the point of signing off automatically when a preset
time and/or money limit is reached). Training on how to
use particular data banks could be provided by pro-
grams that "play" information bank, as well as by
seminars. There are some libraries now that offer this
service, but it is tax-supported either through library or
NSF funds.
The role that the new personal computers can play in

the future of public-access computing in libraries is
also under investigation .•

@CREATIVE COMPUTING

~--=-...We'd like to put two bucks on "Happy Daddy" running in
the seventh today ...
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inperSonpl
computmg

books!
See for yourseU the reasons UThy:

1. MICROPROCESSORS: New Directions 9. MINICOMPUTERS: Structure and
for Designers by Edward A. Torrero, #5777-6, paper, Programming, by T.G. Lewis and J.W Doerr,
1975,144 pp., 8% x 11, illus., $10.95. #5642-7, cloth, 1976,288 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $12.95.

2. GAME PLAYING WITH COMPUTERS 10. PATTERN RECOGNITION by
Rev. 2nd Ed., by Donald D. Spencer, #5103-4. cloth, 1976,
320 pp., 6 x 9, illus. $16.95.

3. FUNDAMENTALSAND APPLICATIONS
OF DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS by Sollibes,
#5505-6, paper, ($6.95), #5506-4, cloth, ($9.95), 1975, 192
pp., 6 x 9, illus.

4. COMPUTERS IN ACTION: How
Computers Work by Donald D. Spencer, #5861-6,
paper, 1974, 160 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $5.50.

5. COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY: The
Wheres, Whys and Hows of Computer
Use by Donald D. Spencer, #5915-9, paper, ($5.50),
#5916-7, cloth, ($750), 1974,208 pp., 6 x 9, illus.

6. PROGRAMMING PROVERBS by Henry F.
Ledgard, #5522-6, paper, 1975, 144 pp., 6 x 9, illus, $6.50.

7. PROGRAMMING PROVERBS FOR
FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS by Henry F.
Ledgard, #5820-9, paper, 1975, 144 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $6.50.

8. COBOL WITH STYLE: Programming
Proverbs by Louis J. Chmura, Jr., and Henry F. Ledgard,
#5781-4, paper, 1976, 144 pp., 6 x 9, illus. $5.45.

M. Bongard, #9165, cloth, 1970, 256 pp.,
6 x 9 illus., $14.90.

11. DIGITAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS by
Samuel D. Steams, #5828-4, cloth, 1975,288 pp., 6 x 9,
illus., $19.95.

12. BASIC BASIC: An Introduction to
Computer Programming in BASIC
LANGUAGE by James S. Coan, #5872-1, paper,
($7.95),- #5873-X, cloth, ($9.95), 1970,256 pp., 6 x 9, illus.

13. ADVANCED BASIC: Applications
and Problems, by James S. Coan, #5856-X, cloth,
($8.95), #5855-1, paper, ($6.95), 1976, 192 pp., 6 x 9, illus.

14. FORTRAN FUNDAMENTALS: A
Short Course by Jack Stein graber, #5860-8, paper,
1975,96 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $4.95.

15. DIGITAL TROUBLESHOOTING:
Practical Digital Theory and Trouble-
shooting Tips by Richard E. Gasperini, #5708-3.
paper, 1976,180 pp., 8% x 11, illus., $9.95.

16. DIGITAL EXPERIMENTS by
Richard E. Gasperini, #5713-X, paper, 1976, 192 pp.,
8\12 x 11, illus., $8.95.

Availab1e at your
Iocalcomputer store!
Hayden Book Company~ Inc.

50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, New Jersey 07662
phone: (201) 843-0550



Computer Power
to the People!
The myth, the reality, and the challenge

David H. Ahl

The following is a lightly edited transcript of a presenta-
tion originally given at the "Man and the Computer"
symposium at Dartmouth in December, 1976. Modified
versions have also been given at several other educa-
tional and hobbyist conferences. Some 80 slides and
graphics are used in the live presentation, most of
which, unfortunately, cannot be reproduced here.

INTRODUCTION
We all know that computers are around us. They're

invading our lives along dozens of dimensions. We see
them in supermarkets-the little product code you find
on the side of virtually every food and grocery product
you buy can be read by an optical scanner connected to
a computer. Computers in department stores-a little
"magic" wand, actually a tiny laser device, reads a pro-
duct code from the tag. Medical facilities-hospitals
frequently keep all their patient records on computers.
When you're admitted you often undergo some kind of
questioning process. One psychiatric hospital out in
Utah takes the entire patient with an on-line computer
program. College admissions at, for instance, Fort
Lauderdale Community College, and hundreds of
others, use on-line computers. Every time you pick up
the telephone and dial it you're actually using the
largest general-purpose computer in the world-the
switched telephone network. Magnetic-ink character
recognition in the bank; sports stadium score boards;
and so on.

My premise is that now, some 30 years or so after the
invention of the computer, it's having a tremendous im-
pact on our lives. It is having an impact on our lives
similar to that of the printing press, but instead of tak-
ing some 400 years to make its effect known, the com-
puter is having a vast effect in something like 20 or 30
years. We just can't escape it. So some thirty years
after the invention of the computer we decided it would
be a nice idea to find out what people think about com-
puters. Do they view it as a master, a slave, a dictator, a
monster? In fact, do people really understand what the
computer is all about and what it's good for? We took a
survey among both adults and young people with 17dif-
ferent questions. We posed statements and asked
them "Do you agree with this statement or disagree?',
and got their responses. We also had some open-ended
questions and we continue to ask people open-ended
questions. Like, "if you had a computer in your home,
what would you do with it?"

THE MYTH
First of all we asked some questions about what you

might call the quality of life. Did people feel that the
computer was going to improve various facets of socie-
ty? For the most part, there was pretty good agreement
that computers would improve education somehow, a
very substantial agreement that computers would im-
prove law enforcement, a little less agreement, par-
ticularly amoung younger people, that computers
would improve health care; and some agreement that
computers are worthwile for prevention of fraud
through credit-rating data. This last one is interesting.
The question was asked in the AFIPSlTime Magazine
survey just four years before this one; the percentage
of people that felt credit checking was a good applica-
tion dropped from 74% to 64%, so 10% more people
today havedoubts in contrast to four years ago. I guess
in four years many people havegotten stung in one way
or another by credit ratings or other foulups.
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Do you feel you can escape the in-
fluence of computers?

Influence of Computers
We asked some questions about the threatening

nature of computers. Doyou feel you can escape the in-
fluence of computers? Well, people for the most part
felt that they couldn't; a suprising number of young
people felt they could. I'm not quite sure where they
were going to go to do it, certainly not the United
States. There was some feeling, particularly pro-
nounced among West Coast respondents, that the
computer could influence the outcome of elections.
Senator John Tunney of California was one of the big-
gest critics of the use of computers to forecast the out-
come of elections. Senator Tunney, if you'll recall, was
defeated in November, 1976. I'm not sure if computer
projections had anything to do with his defeat but, in
fact, his fear was that by the time the voters went to the
polls in the western states, the major national election
would be locked up. In 1976it wasn't quite locked up by
the time they went to the polls, but frequently it is and
therefore people may say "why bother" or "gee, there's
a bandwagon; I want to get on it and vote for the win-
ner." Or, "I was going to vote for the other guy, and he
has lost, so I can't be bothered going to the polls." Well
that may not affect the outcome of the national elec-
tions, but it has a tremendous affect on the outcome of
local elections and local bond issues. So, John Tunney
at least was pretty upset about using computers in the
forecasting of election results.

"Computers dehumanize society by
treating everyone as a number."

"Computers dehumanize society by treating
everyone as a number." On that statement we had
some ambivalence. Some people agree, some people
disagree-certainly a substantial number of people are
a little bit fearful and do feel like the computer is
dehumanizing by treating them as a number.

The Role of a Computer
We asked five questions to get at whether people

understand the role of a computer. Do they really know
what it's good for and do they know its applications?
One of those statement was "computers are best
suited for doing monotonous, repetitive tasks." Well,
80% of the adults agreed with that, although only 67%
of the young people did, which gives rise to the hope
that young people can see that computers are good for
doing more than just dull, repetitive tasks. Are com-
puters a tool? Yes-a pretty substantial agreement that
they are a tool. I think that's a good thing. But I think it
matters a lot whether people view it as an intellectual
tool or whether they are thinking of it as a plain, or-
dinary tool such as a hammer, for example.

Do computers slow down and complicate simple
business operations? Some people felt that they did-
I'm not quite sure who. There's a substantial agreement
that computers are going to replace a lot of jobs and
create jobs that need specialized training, and some

Statistical Results of Survey of Public Attitudes Towards Computers in Society.
ADULT (N=aOO)

Strongly
or Mostly
Agree

COII/IlIlter III/pact all the Quality of Life

• Computers will improve education.
• Computers will improve law enforcement.
• Computers will improve health care.
• Credit rating data banks are a worthwhile use of computers.

Com pu ter Threat to Society

• A person today cannot escape the influence of computers. 91.6
• Computer polls and predictions influence the outcome of elec-

tions. 48.1
• Computers dehumanize society by treating everyone as a

number. 3,.4
• Computers isolate people by preventing normal social inter-

actions among users.

86.6'.~
81.9
78.6
64.2

18.7

l-nderst andint; the Role of COHlpllters

• Computers are best suited for doing repetitive, monotonous 80.0
tasks.

• Computers are a tool just like a hammer or lathe. 72.6
• Computers slow down and complicate simple business opera-

tions. 1,.6
• Computers will replace low-skill jobs and create jobs needing

specialized training. ,1.0
• Computers will create as many jobs as they eliminate. 62.5

["lIderst(llldillg of Computers

• Computers are beyond the understanding of the typical person. 25.2
• Computers make mistakes at least lor; of the time. 9.6
• Programmers and operators make mistakes, but computers are,

for the most part, error free. 67.0
• It is possible to design computer systems which protect the

p rivacv of data. 60.2
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Strongly
or Mostly
Disagree

5.9'.:
3.3
5.3

13.4

4.0

27.5

50.:1

62.5

10.3

14.7

66.4

15.0
16.4

61.6
76.7

19.3

26.4

YOUTH (N=543)

Strongly
or Mostly
. Agree

84.2'/'
70.0
54.1
64.0

66.6

44.2

39.9

20.9

57.0

6U

17.4

61.8
40.0

30.6
10.3

72.3

48.6

Strongly
or Mostly
Disagree

4.5'j;
10.1
11.9
7.6

17.7

26.9

:10."

42.5

21.6

23.4

68.8

14.4

29.1

49.2
60.0

13.3

15.9



In 1884this was the proposed solullon 'or moving ships across the Isthmus 0' Panama.

people really fear that they might not be qualified for
the jobs that will exist after the "computer revolution."
Also on the jobs issue, we asked whether people feel
that computers will create as many jobs as they elimi-
nate? About two-thirds agree, but that leaves a fair
number that disagree. You have to remember that peo-
ple havealways been fearful of any kind of industrializa-
tion or technological breakthrough. The Luddites were
anti-technology-to them the industrial revolution-
meant the machines were going to take all the jobs.
Well, it just didn't quite work out that way and I don't
really think computers are going to take all the jobs
either.

Then we asked a couple of questions to see if people
really understand the computer itself. We first asked,
are computers beyond the understanding of a typical
person? The response was mixed. At least a quarter of
the people think that they are beyond their understand-
ing, but I'm encouraged by the larger percentage of
people who disagree. "Computers make mistakes at
least 10% of the time." You have to feel sorry for the
10% of the people who do think that computers make
mistakes this often. In fact it is the programmers and
operators who make the mistakes and not the com-
puters. But in these questions we gleaned a little bit of
intelligence that someplace between 13and 19% of the
people just actually don't know who's running them.
They think the computers are running the people, rather
than the other way around. A substantial number of
people just didn't know, which is also upsetting. So,

What would you do if you had a
computer at home?

there's a substantial portion of our SOCiety-at least a
third or so-that just doesn't know some of the fun-
damental issues and facts about computers. We asked
one last question-is it possible to design computer
systems to protect the privacy of data? Well, not even
the computer desiqners know for sure, so I don't think
we could expect much from people that we asked.

All in all, iNe have some ambivalence, people op-
timistic on some counts and pessimistic on some other
counts and some things that they just don't know. The
ignorance is probably most apparent when you ask
someone what would you do if you had a computer at
home? A computer? What do you mean a computer?
You mean like a hand calculator? Some people thought
we meant robots. "Well, maybe I'll have it serve me mar-
tinis when I come home from work." They just couldn't
quite visualize a computer at home. A computer is sup-
posed to be something that goes behind glass doors
and is raised on flooring and requires a lot of electricity.
"I don't have the kind of home that would suit a com-
puter," said one.

Everyday Perceptions
I guess this mixture of attitudes really shouldn't be

too surprising. The everyday perceptions of a computer
are formed by people in the media and elsewhere who
really don't know what computers are all about either.
For example, newspapers, comic strips, TV, and so on.
What does a newspaper cover? They're going to report
the computer error, the problem with the computer. A
New Jersey supermarket had brand-new laser scanning
systems at the checkout for the grand opening day and
they really crammed the people in. Hundreds of people
all filled their carts with these grand opening specials.
People were lined up at the cash registers, each with
two and three carts full of groceries. Seven or eight
deep at every cash register and all of a sudden, bang,
the system went down. Well, not only did it go down,
but it locked all the cash drawers. So there was no way
of making change. They COUldn'tuse the cash registers
manually. There was just no way of opening them up.
Rumors started flying around. People said, "The cash
drawers are locked, the doors are going to lock too;
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we're going to be locked in here forever." And then
there was a rumor that a replacement computer was go-
ing to have to be shipped in from Texas and they'd have
to wait until it arrived! It was wild. Finally the manager
decided that the best course of action was to give each
checker a pencil and some brown paper bags, and have
them add up manually the groceries in these laden
carts. People were there for hours. The interesting
thing is they did not lock the doors and more people
kept streaming in. The manager didn't want to lock the
doors because of this panicky rumor inside the store
that if we lock the doors we might be stuck here. They
didn't want to start a riot. Well anyway, the newspapers
hada field daywith the story.

Most of you have heard about the friviality out in
Southern California when McDonalds had a sweep-
stake. To enter, all that was required was a 3 x 5 entry
form or facsimile. In other words you could write the en-
try on a 3 x 5 card of your own. Students at one frater-
nity programmed the computer to produce entry
forms-1.2 million of them-and then they stuffed
every McDonalds ballot box in Southern California.
They won 90% of the prizes in the contest. McDonalds
was very upset about it-they said it was anti-
American. I think it was very American; it showed a lot
of ingenuity and creativity. In fact, McDonalds awarded
duplicate prizes to people that were not members of
this conspiracy to defraud them. The winning fraternity
invited Ronald McDonald to make the prize presenta-
tions over at their fraternity house for dinner, but he
declined the invitation. Actually, Burger King got the
best publicity out of this. They gave a $3,000 scholar-
ship to 'the university in memory of the prank. Again,
the newspapers had a wonderful time blaming the
whole thing on a computer.

A college student at the University of Arizona insured
the life of his guppy. He put down all the correct in-
formation on the mail order insurance form-height 3
centimeters, weight 30 centigrams and so on. It died of
course, as most guppies do, some four or five months

\
Thl~ new "bubble" memory developed at Bell Labs can store the information equivalent
of 27,000 telephone numbers,

Visual communications over ordinary telephone lines is In the works. At Bell Labsa Flat-
Screen video device can be used to transmit handwriting Instantaneously.

later. He submitted a claim for the $5,000 he had in-
sured it for. The insurance company said it was an in-
valid claim-the computer had made a mistake in ac-
cepting this "person." Well the computer hadn't made
amistake-it was a programmer who hadn't allowed for
somebody that was 3 centimeters high. It wasn't the
computer. But the newspaper, how did they portray it?
Sure-another computer error.

In Swansea,Wales, a young man of 17 applied for a
driver's license and passed his test shortly after. But
when his license arrived, it bore 12endorsements for a
whole array of driving offenses, plus a 28-day driving
suspension. Police proved sympathetic when it was
found that "the computer at the license office had run
wild. The system has not been operating for long," said
anofficial.
There was a cute little notice printed recently in the

Chicago Tribute. "A COMPUTERIZED bill had this
notice on the bottom: Failure to receive this bill is no
excuse for non-payment of the amount shown." Why
capitalize "computerized?" Does that mean the com-
puter printed that notice on the bottom of the bill. As if
the computer could have made that up out of the blue
sky? The computer is the scapegoat for the post office
now-that's what's really happening!
A woman in Shreveport, La. got a gas bill for

$42,474.58.A customer representative at Arka Gas Co.
stated, "The computer went haywire and some of those
bills got out." Computer error? Hardly. Good for the
newspaper?You bet!

Movies and Books
Movies are another way that people form perceptions

of the computer. For example, in 2001, remember when
Commander Bowman finally gains access to the mem-
ory banks after Hal has been harrassing him for half the
trip and he yanks out the circuits one at a time. Finally,
Hal breaks down as Bowman performs the first suc-
cessful interplanetary lobotomy. The movie Colos-
sus-have you seen that one? Colossus "wakes up"
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MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

CPU'S RAM'S DISPLAY LED'S

8008-1 8 Bit CPU $17.95
21L02 1024 x 1 $1.58

Type Polarity HGT PriceStatic
(18 Pin) (PMOS) 1101 256 x 1 Static 1.00 MAN-4 Common Cathode .187 s .75
8080A 8 Bit CPU 24.95 1103 1024 x 1 1.50 ILD-74 Logic Drive (8 Pin)
(40 Pin) (2us) (NMOS) Dynamic Opto-Isolator (8 Pin) 1.00

2101 256 x 1 3.00 DL-707 Common Anode .300 1.25
DL-747 Common Anode (Jumbo) .60 2.00

8080 SUPPORT DEVICES Static (tus)
TIL-113 Opto Coupler (6 Pin) 2.002102 1024 x 1 150

Static (tus) TIL-302 Common Anode
8212 8 BIT s 4.25 2102-1 1024 x 1 1.65 (LORR DEC) .27 1.00

I/O Port Static (500NS)
8214 Priority 8.95 2107B 4096 x.t 6.50

TTl PRODUCTInterupt Control Dynamic (200NS)
8216 Bi -D irectional 4.25 2107B-4 4Q96 x 1 500

Bus Driver Dynamic (270NS) 7400 .14 7441 85 7496 .65 74160 86
8224 Clock 8.00 2107B-6 4096 x 1 4.50 7401 .20 7442 .44 7497 2.00 74161 .62

Generator Dynamic (350NS) 7402 .20 7443 120 74100 125 74162 1.00
8255 Programmable 12.00 3107 256 x 1 2.95 7403 .20 7445 .89 74107 .76 74163 .76

Peripheral Interface Static (80NS) 7404 20 7446 .87 74109 .35 74164 80
3107A 256 x 1 3.50 7405 20 7447 .69 74110 .50 74165 90

ROM'S Static (60NS) 7406 .39 7448 .81 741162.00 74166 i.oe
4050NL 4096 x 1 4.00 7407 .39 7450 20 74120 1.25 74167 3.00

Dynamic (300NS) 7408 .20 7451 .20 74121 .34 74170 200
74S387 1024 Bit s 2.50 5261 1024 x 1 3.00 7409 .24 7453 .20 74122 39 741729.72

Programmable Dynamic (400NS) 7410 .20 7454 20 74123 .50 74173 1.25
MM5230 2048 Bit 1.95 5262 2048 x 1 3.00 7411 .20 7460 .20 74125 .45 74174 .85
DM8796 4096 Bit 10.00 Dynamic (365NS) 7412 .24 7470 20 74126 .45 74175 75

5280 4096 x 1 4.00 7413 .35 7472 .23 74128 65 74176 .85
Dynamic (200NS) 7414 .70 7473 .26 74132 .95 74177 85

PROM'S 7489 16 x 4 Static 150 7416 .33 7474 .29 74136 .50 74180 .75
8599 16 x 4 Static 1.50 7417 .33 7475 .39 74141 .80 74181 200

7420 .20 7476 .31 74142 4.00 74182 .9082S23 32 x 8 Open s 3.00 7422 .50 7479 1.50 74143 3.00 74184 165Collector (Schottky) MISC. OTHER 7423 .28 7480 .69 74144 4.00 74185 1301702 A 2048 Bit 5.00 COMPONENTS 7425 .24 7482 .72 74145 .70 74186 5.00(512 x 4) (tus) 7426 .24 7483 .75 74147 2.50 74190 1.00Erasable and 7427 .24 7485 .90 74148 1.75 74191 65Electrically N8T20 Bi-Direc- $4.00 7428 .40 7486 .25 74150 1.00 74192 85Reprogrammable tional One Shot 7429 .40 7488 3.50 74151 .70 74193 .851702AL 2048 Bit 7.00 N8T26 Quad Bus 325 7430 .20 7489 1.50 74153 .70 74194120(512 x 4) (LO-PWR) Driver/Receiver 7432 .28 7490 .39 74154 .90 74195 55(tus) Erasable N8T97 Tri-State 1.45
7433 .34 7491 65 74155 .70 74196 .80and Electrically Hex Buffer 7437 .28 7492 .39 74156 90 74198 1.50Reprogram mabie 1488 RS232 Quad 1.25 7438 .28 7493 .39 74157 .70 74199 1.752708 8192 Bit 40.00 Line Driver 7439 .36 7494 70 74158 1.75 74200 3.50(1024 x 8) 1489 RS232 Quad 125 7440 .20 7495 .50 74159 2.25 74279 175Erasable and Line Receiver

Electrically D3207A Quad 2.50
Reprogrammable Bi-Polor to LINEAR8223 32 x 8 Open 3.50 MOS Level
Collector ShifterlDriver

C-3404 6 Bit Latch 395 LM308N(8) Micro Power Op Amp $75

SHIFT REGISTER'S 12NS Output LM311 N(8) Hi-Performance Volt Cornp. 95
Delay LM318N(8) Precision Hi-Speed Op Amp 195

P-3408A Hex Sense 6.75 LM324N Quad 741 Op Amp 1.00
MM506N Dual s .89 Amplifier W/Latch LM339N Quad Comparator .75

100 Static P-4201 Clock 4.95 LM380N 2 Watt Audio Power Amp 60
P-2405 1024 4.95 Generator LM381N Low Noise Power Amp 195

Dynamic MM-5320 TV. Camera 600 NE555V Timer 60
N2518B Hex 32 Bit 3.95 Sync. Generator NE566V Function Generator 2.00
N2533V 1024 Static 3.95 MM-5369 Oscillator 200 NE567V Tone Generator 200
MM5013N 1024 Bit 2.00 Pre-scaler NE723CN Voltage Regulator .50

Accumulator MC-6850L Asynchronous NE739N Dual Hi-Perf. Op Amp 1.00
Dynamic DM8130N Ten Bit 2.25 NE741CH Compensated Op Amp .45

MM5017N Dual 2.00 Comparator NE741CN Compensated Op Amp 35
500/512 DM8131N 6 Bit 2.00 NE1458CN Dual Comp Op Amp 65
Dynamic Comparator NE3900N Quad Amp .45

MM5058 1024 x 1 2.50
Static JADE CoTMS3002LR Dual 50 3.00 •Static

TMS3132NC Dual 144 200
Static

ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTION
CALCULATOR CHIPS NEW LOCATION

5351 W. 144th ST., LAWNDALE, CA 90260
MM5736 6 Digit Ca!. $1.25 TERMS:

CT5001 12 Digit Cal, 1.75 Add $1.00 for shipping plus $.85 if COD Phone (213) 679-3313
With Specifications California Residents add 6% Sales Tax

$20 minimum on BofA &. M.C. Retail Store Opens February 21, 1977
Orders from Foreign countries add appropriate postage Hrs. 9-7 MON.-FR!'; 9-5 SAT; 12-5 SUN.



A mask for the Electron Beam Exposure System contains 1304 logic circuits, each of
incredible detail. As circuits get smaller, the prospect for a "Dynabook" becomes more
real.

and gains sentience very much like the computer did in
Heinlein's book, The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress, Well,
Colossus gains it while it's hooked up to its Russian
counterpart. The computers are in charge of the Na-
tional Defense Systems of both countries and the two
computers decide between them that it would be kind
of neat if they held the population of both of their coun-
tries hostage, A movie that will be coming out shortly,
called Demon Seed, has a computer in it, Proteus IV
(appropriately named) equipped with an ominous blue
enforcer arm with which the computer keeps people
hostage, mainly Julie Christie in the movie (that prob-
ably makes it worth seeing even if you don't like com-
puters), Three movies and three impressions of compu-
ters-ail false,

Some people get their images of computers from
books (not too many because not too many people
bother to read books anymore). Science-fiction writers
are probably the only writers in the country portraying
future computers uses reasonably realistically and
making some half-decent speculations. Unfortunately,
very few people read science fiction, so we don't have
to worry about many people getting a realistic view of
computers from that source.

Consequently we know a little bit from the survey
what people think about computers and little bit of how
these impressions were formed from my rather incom-
plete discussion of it, but I think you can fill out the
mlsslnq pieces. We know too that if we ask the average
person what would you do if you had access to a com-
puter or if you had a computer in your home he really
doesn't have a very good idea. In fact neither do many
professionals or manufacturers. The fact is that we're
really not very good at forecasting the future. We really
can't and never have forecasted future technological in-
novation or invention very well.

Back around the turn of the century who would have
forecasted life today as it actually is? In those days the
best guess of what the PanamaCanal would be, was a
railroad pulling ships across the isthmus. Back in those
days it probably seemed reasonable. I'm sure if the
Wright Brothers had asked the drivers of ox carts what
they would do with an airplane they probably couldn't
havegiven them a very good idea. Henry DavidThoreau,
one of our leading philosophers commented, when he
was told that the telephone would permit people in
Maine to talk to people in Texas, "but what does a man
in Maine have to say to a man in Texas?"

THE REALITY
It's pretty clear that we can't forecast 70 or 50 or pro-

bably even 30 years very well, particularly with a high-
technology item such as a computer. So let's just look
five to ten years into the future. Even so, we can't
foresee exactly when everything is going to occur. We

would certainly expect that processor instruction
speed would continue to increase very rapidly. Packing
density will also continue to increase dramatically. Cur-
rently, we are within two orders of magnitude of the
human brain. Actually, the theroretical density limit for
semiconductor devices is higher than that of the
human brain. Currently, bubble memory circuits in Bell
Laboratories, about 1 centimenter square, will store
about 1.5million bits.

Coupled with miniaturization, prices are rapidly fail-
ing. Let me tell you that more than one manufacturer is
a little bit alarmed at the projection of hardware prices
approaching zero. The indication is that as the prices
come down, the numbers of units sold goes up very
dramatically. This applies not only to calculators but to
computers as well. What happens as prices come
down? What do you think the value of this ratio is
today?

Cost to program 1 line of code
Cost to execute 1 line of code

One hundred to one? A thousand to one? ten thousand
to one? Wrong. IBM says the ratio is 100million to one,
and that was two years ago! Given the current in-
creases in processor speed, it's probably a lot more
than that today. What that indicates, of course, is that
the human element is by far and away the most impor-
tant thing in computers and technology today, in mak-
ing them all work.
So what does all this mean when you put all this

technology together? Well, obviously it means smaller
terminals, terminals that fit in your pocket. Sophisti-
cated and very small color video cameras. Calculators
with as much power as a computer of 20 years ago.
Hobbyist computer kits that are within the price range
of a quarter of the households in the U.S. Close to
30,000hobbyist computer kits have been sold as of the
end of 1976.Technology means people talking to other
computers and terminals by means of the telephone
network, using standard Teletype terminals or new
high-speed terminals or plasma panels built into your
phone. A panel that can be written on with a light pen or
typed on; or display information from a computer, data
bank, directory, or from local storage.

Personal Computers
Today there are over 100 manufacturers of personal

computers and peripherals. At Creative Computing we

Futur. Home Computer System

Consumer electronics manufacturers are currently evaluating systems like this for the
home.
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can't possibly keep up with all the new-product an-
nouncements for new hobbyist computer kits and peri-
pherals. We started a new-product section in early 1975
and the hardware portion was about one page. In the
Jan-Feb 1977 issue it ran 9 pages of closely-spaced
descriptions of new hardware. It's a revolution. Two
hundred computer stores open now and a new one
opening every four days. Retail computer stores whe~e
you go buy yourself a microprocessor, a computer kit,
or peripherals. .

Extensible, user-defined, simple languages are being
developed. Harvard has a new language called ECL. It's
not like today's simple languages, say BASIC or lOGO.
ECl doesn't use constructs that have to be absorbed
into your intuition but rather you use concepts that are
already part of your intuition, part of your language, and
then you construct the computer language out of that.
Whether you're a banker, a baker or a professional pro-
grammer, you can produce a computer language that
does exactly what you want.

Dynabook
Out at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center they've got

a thing called the "Dynabook." The original idea was
that Dynabook should in every way be better than a
book. It can display printed pages on its screen: black
on white, white on black, red on green, etc. it can
display pages in any style and size of typeface. If you
have some visual problems and you want a page In
large type, Dynabook displays it in large type or for
reference material it can use very small type. Not only
can you read things but YQucan write things on it. .You
can just draw a circle around a word and move It to
someplace else with a little arrow and the computer
moves it for you. You can edit your material from a
keyboard if you'd rather. You can strike-over lines and
they disappear. The next time you push a button you
get all your text nicely justified on the screen. Actuall.y,
it's better than a book in every way because you read It,
you can write it, and you can change it. It's also better
from the graphical sense. It would be nice if the illustra-
tions in a book could move with full animation. In fact
not only can they move the way that they're pr?-
grammed to move, but if you'd like them to move In
some special way, you simply take your light pen and
draw over the illustration and let the computer se-
quence through your frames. This is reality. This is here
today. It's not quite the size of a book today; it's about
the size of three bread boxes but it's not going to be too
long before it's the size of a book. In addition to having
book qualities, it's also a general-purpose computer
with the ability to do parallel processing on eight dif-
ferent levels. When you think of ~it, that's the way
human beings think. When I'm walking along, for exam-
ple one part of my brain is thinking about putting one
foo't in front of the other, another part is thinking "it's
cold out, I'll be glad when I can get inside, another part
is thinking about the speech I'm going to give tonight,
another part is thinking about the person I'm talking to
and still another is thinking about the beer that I'll have
later on and so on. So your brain is processing informa-
tion on a parallel basis all the time. Well, wouldn't it be
nice if you could have a computer that could do that too
and have the output of one level serve as the input to
another. That's precisely what Dynabook provides. It's
a phenomenal machine. I'd like to think that within 10
years it will be as commonplace as the pocket calcula-
tor is today.

Video Disc
I feel one of the keys for getting computers into the

MAYiJUNE1977

Videodisk players should cosl.round $500. Each disc can store 10" blls of Informal Ion In
binary formal.

home at least is the widespread availability of cheap
high-quality software. One possible vehicle for bringing
this about is the video disc.

Quite inadvertently, a stroke of luck perhaps, the
storage technique employed by the disc is binary, or
digital. Just what's needed for a computer. So w~ile the
player will be brought into the home for entertainment,
its real power lies in the fact that if you couple the
videodisc system with a microprocessor and keyboard
you have incredibly power.ful audio/visual/computa-
tional/educationallre~reational device. One vi~eodisc
can store 10" bits of information, the entire En-
cyclopedia Britanni {:l for example, or a very co~-
prehensive software library. You could. have. Jackie
Stewart introducing the Monaco Grand Pnx, taking you
on a pre-recorded ride around the circuit, and then turn-
ing the controls over to you. Or Kirk handing you the
controls of the Enterprise just as the Klingons are
about to attack. Or Fran Tarkington coming off the field
and putting you in as quarterback in the Super Bowl.

THE CHALLENGE
There's no question that in five to ten years, solid-

state and related technologies are going to put some
fantastic things well within the reach of everyone who
want them. It's equally clear that most people have lit-
tle idea of what they'd do with a computer if they had
one. Hence, we have quite a chasm between the in-
siders (those who have learned about computers from
school, work, or hobby) and the outsiders who don't
know much about computers and don't really care
(today).

It would be nice to think that this chasm could be
bridged by education (like the new math or metric
system?), but it's not likely that schools will really face
up to computers until every kid has his own (pocket
calculators all over again). Business and industry are so
wedded to large EDP Systems, with most DP Managers
pretending that microcomputers are just toys, that we
can't expect any help from that quarter. Most likely it
will be the people, plain ordinary folks, who see a friend
with a computer and decide to get one of their own.,
And as this increasingly happens, we're going to have
the most massive domino effect you ever saw-
calculators and CB move over-you ain't seen nothing'
yet. Computer power to the people is on the way! •
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It bugs us here at Creative Computing
when the mass media blame various
problems on the computer. Even people in
government, business, and schools find the
computer a convenient scapegoat for
problems actually caused by a
programmer, keypuncher, faulty data
collection techniques or other non-
computer facets.

In this continuing column, we'll reprint
articles or quotes which blame various
catastrophies or problems on the com-
puter. It's up to you, the reader, to decide
whether the computer is actually to blame.
Also, if you spot an appropriate item for
the "Bugs" column, please sent it in.

Computer Fills Hotel
With Angry Rumors

CHICAGO, Jan. 8 - Four thousand
persons received letters yesterday thank-
ing them for staying at the Oxford House,
a downtown Chicago hotel.

Unfortunately, the 4000 letters had gone
to the wrong addresses.

A computer error sent letters intended
for Oxford House clients across the nation
to 4000 Chicago residents. And in that
friendly way computers have, each letter
addressed the recipient by his or her first
name. '

"The phone hasn't stopped ringing
all day," said Jerry Belanger, general
manager of the hotel.

"One woman who received the letter is
expecting her fourth child. Now she says
her husband doesn't believe it's his," he
moaned.

"Another woman who is suing her
husband for divorce thought she might
have some incriminating evidence to use.
She was very upset when she found that
the letter was a mistake.

"Some men called and demanded a
retraction while their wives listened in on
extension phones.

"The husbands were really the most
irate. They got the letters but their wives
opened them. Some couples said it was
destroying their home life."

More than a few callers threatened
lawsuits.

Belanger thought the mess had
something to do with a mix-up in
computer tapes by a letter-mail firm that
had purchased address lists of department
store credit card holders.

He said the computer was composing a
letter of apology.

The Chicago Daily News

Still a Fe\ll Bugs
in the System

Unexpected Bonanza
Thanks to Computer Error

ST. PAUL, Minnesota, Sept. 23 (AP)
- It seemed like a bonanza to Joseph
Pearson and his wife. The checks which
came at intervals to his St. Paul home
from the state totaled more than $25,000.
Pearson says, "I saw 'Education Depart-
ment' on the checks so I assumed they
were from the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation. I didn't question them. I
thought it was something I had coming."

The 52-year-old Pearson - who now
manages several apartments - had
injured his back on a construction job in
1969 and had been out of work for two
years. He began taking a state rehabilita-
tion program for job retraining. He
dropped out of that in 1972. Three years
later, the checks started coming.

The first check arrived in January 1975.
Pearson thought it was a payment of
benefits from the state because he couldn't
work and had failed in the retraining
program. Another check arrived in May
of 1975. Then in September 1975, there
was a check for more than $22,000. The
fourth check arrived last May.

Pearson says, "I partied. I vacationed. I
bought clothes and things that my wife
and daughter didn't have during hard
times."

Now Pearson is being sued by the state
for the proceeds of the four checks that
had been made out to him by mistake.

William Frietag, Superintendent of the
Chandler, Minnesota school district,
noticed a shortage of $25,585.76 in the
state Transportation Aid account for his
district. Pearson and the school district
had been assigned the same computer
number and the checks went to Pearson.

Michael Bradley, an Assistant Attorney
General assigned to the state Department
of Education, said it is the only instance in
state history of such a computer error.

Computer Produces
Shocking Invoice

So you think you have insurance bills?
In Miami, Florida Baron Vladimir Kurt
von Pousental received a shocking invoice
for $5362. The Sl-year-old motorist
complained it was a bit steep for his 2-
year-old chauffeured car. He also pointed
out that his chauffeur had not collected 70
points for traffic violations as his in-
surance company claimed. The company
replied that it was the computer's fault -
one zero too many against the chauffeur.

Road and Track
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Bankrupt by Computer,
Frenchman Wins $300,000

GRENOBLE, France, July 17 (Reuters)
- 'A fruit and vegetable wholesaler has
been awarded $300,000 in damages after
being driven to bankruptcy by a bank's
computer error.

The computer of the state-owned Credit
Lyonnais persistently rejected Eugene
Rochette's checks to his suppliers on the
ground of insufficient funds.

The suppliers protested to M r.
Rochette, who found his business, mainly
with supermarkets, crumbling. Within
weeks he was declared bankrupt.

Last year a lower court granted him
$150,000 damages. The bank appealed,
and an appeal court doubled the amount.

Woman Billed for
Computer Goof

WASHINGTON - Though it wasn't
her fault, a woman in New York owes the
government $312 because a stupid com-
puter put too much into her Social
Security checks over a four-year period.

- The Wall Street Journal

Action Line
I received a notice from Social Security

that my Survivor's Benefits were being
terminated because I was no longer a
fulltime student. I can't understand this
because I'm registered at Henry Ford
Community College for the fall semester
so I should be eligible. I tried to find out
what's going on but all I got was the
runaround. Will you please look into
this?-D.M., Dearborn Heights

Somehow computer convinced itself
you were no longer continuing student,
notified SOCIal Security office personnel to
send termination notice. Rejection meant
you were broomed from benefit pool and
Social Security stopped check flow effec-
tive August.. Proper forms reinstating you
are already In works and Social Security
folks told Action LIne you should receive
$609 benefit check-covering August,
September and October-in few weeks.

(From the Detroit Free Press. Thanks
to Paul McCullough, Flint, Mich. for
sending this in.)

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Space Age Technology
Handispark Quartz Sparker

Ideal for camping, boating, house-
hold and workshops.
Lighter employs a piezo crystal de-
vice. Will ignite any propane, bottled
gas or uses natural liquids which con-
vert to gas. Delivers a continuous
sparking action. Provides immediate
ignition and avoids gas vapor build-
up. Safe. No fuel or matches. Tested
to yield a minimum lifetime of 10
years.

SOMERSET HOUSE LTO.
P.O. Box 153, Bernardsville, NJ 07924
$9.95 plus $1.50 for shipping & handling

Cash, Check, or Mastercharge

MY NEW COMMUNICATION
DEVIC.E" IS AlMOST
READY TO TE"ST.'

MAY/JUNE 1977
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E&L INSTRUMENTS, INC.
61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418
(203) 735-8774 Telex No. 96 3536

Dealer

OKAY RAYMOND,
TAKE THIS CAN ACROSS
THE ROOM AND SPE"A K

LOUDLY INTO IT.
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A Picture In 20 Lines
by E. Young

Beavercreek High School
Xenia, Ohio

We've all heard that a picture is worth 1000 words. Well
what kind of picture can be produced in a 20-line BASIC
program (approx. 1000 characters).

My assignment to my first-semester computer science
class was simply "to produce a picture with a 20-line
BASIC program with no PRINT quote formats allowed."

The variety of programming methods surprised me. They
ranged from 3 data codes for what, where, and how many
characters to read - to single numerical data that was
sectioned algebraically to code a whole line.

*
***

* * *
* * *************~**************************.*

* * *
*

* ** * * * ***************************************************** * •. *** •. •. •.
* * ******************* *

JII: •. ** ***** **.. •.
•. *** •.•.* * •. * •.•. * * *** •.
•. •.*** *.... * •.•. * •.•. •.•.•. •.•. * •.•. * *** •. •.* •.•.•. •.•..... .. **...... .. .... * ** •. * *•. •. * •.•.••.•. *.* * •. •. •.•. •.•. •.

*.*********************************************.*.*.*•. •.•. *.. * * •.*** •.• * •.•. •.•. •.
•.•. * **...... .. .... ..** •. •.•.
•.•. •.•.•.•.•.•. *** •.•. * •. •. * * •.
•. * *** •.* * •. •. •.•. *.* •.•. *.* •.•.•.•.•.* •.•.•.* *** •.

* •.• * ***** *. * *•. •. * **********.***.**** *.. *•. •. • *** •. • *
***********************************************.***** •.•.•. **

* * * •*****************************************
* * *
* * *
***
*

Star of Beaver Creek by Dave Triwush

................ ............ ........ .... . ... •. .
•••

.
•.... ... . . .. ... . . . .. . .... .. . ..

•• • •... ... ... .. ..•.
***..... .

*
*
*... *........ . . ..... . .. ..••••••••••••••* ... ......................................................... .. ..........................· .......................... ...· ............•...........................· . ... .................... .................. ................. .. ........................................................ ................ ... ................... .. . .................. . .. ..

••••••••••••••••
. .......... . ............................... .. .

• * •
* *.**

...... ....
Dottie Dimiduk
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The Microcomputer
Inflicts "Future Shock"
on Technical Education

Richard Vuillequez

The microprocessor is forcing technical educators to
reappraise the traditional methods for teaching digital
electronics and computer programming due to the con-
vergence in course content. The "computer-on-a-chip"
has created a demand for new teaching aids and texts
to satisfy people of all ages and experience levels who
want to understand the computer but have neither the
time nor desire to master all the formal engineering
prerequisite courses.

Educators have become increasingly critical of the
traditional linear approach to teaching computers,
where the student must progress through a number of
theoretical courses on devices and analog circuits
before being introduced to digital technology and the
fundamental logic elements of the computer. Especial-
ly since this appoach forces programming itself to be
considered an independent subject.
This time-consuming approach may be excellent

preparation for the student planning a career in elec-
tronic design, but for many other students with specific
academic interests and career goals and a desire to
utilize the computer for their purposes, it delays com-
puter comprehension and utilization until well along in
the curriculum. Students are frustrated by-and critical
of-the traditional methods of teaching this evolu-
tionary tool and report that after thousands of dollars of
schooling they find themselves unable to use the com-
puter.
Some professors report that even their ablest

engineering students have trouble "tying together"
their background knowledge in hardware and software
to make effective use of the microcomputer in actual
system design work, so rapid have been the changes in
technology. The ablest students in engineering and
computer science undergo the feelings of "future
shock."

Editor's note ... Richard Vuilleguez is from Derby, Ct. and works
ror E&L Instruments. In the past Creativehasn't run articles by
manufacturers, but Richard's article discusses an important point
in shaping future trends of public access to computing and we felt
it belonged in this issue.

Many people are now fulfilling their desire to use the
computer with informal seminars that bypass much
much of the material being offered in the rigid tradi-
tional courses.
The special microcomputer seminars haveseized the

initiative and have married the essentials of digital
logic, computer architecture and programming into one
unified course suitable for everyone from beginning
hobbyists to seasoned professional circuit designers
seeking an update in the new technology.
The focal point of this revolution in education is the

self-contained, desk-top microcomputer built around a
popular microprocessor central processing unit (CPU)
chip and a matched set of interface, memory and con-
trol chips. They may be sold factory-built or they may
be assembled arrd wired from kits by instructors or
students.
A completely assembled unit with keyboard, status

lamps, power supply and a reasonable amount of
read/write and read-only memory will typically sell for
less than $500.Some have provision for breadboarding
for interface experimentation. The student will be able
to write and carry out simple programs to solve
mathematical problems or even control motors, relays
or lamps. The trainer is a simple, yet functionally com-
plete computer that is easier to comprehend than a
minicomputer and gives the student complete control
over both hardwareand software.
Crucial issues in the selection of these training aids

are the quality and educational level of the accompany-
ing instructional text and the provisions for "hands on"
experience in interfacing the microcomputer with ex-
ternal system components. Some trainers are "closed"
systems, essentially limiting computational results to a
lamp display. Some are also accompanied by manuals
or handbooks largely devoted to the internal workings
of the chips and incomprehensible except to those with
current knowledge of large-scale integration device/
specifications.

Profession'al educators favor the systems that can be
employed both as classroom instruction aids for
demonstration purposes and for self-instruction where
existing curriculums do not permit formal instruction.
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The microprocessor is forcing
technical educators to reappraise
the traditional methods for teach-
ing digital electronics and compu-
ter programming.

E & L Instruments MMD-1 Mini-Micro Designer microcomputer, with oc-
tal keyboard and breadboarding area.

They emphasize systems that give a student an op-
portunity to gain an over-all appreciation of the
microprocessor and microcomputer with little or no
tutorial help other than the texts supplied.

Microcomputer trainers are turning up at all levels of
education from high school and vocational school to
graduate school. They are being used as demonstrators
in formal lectures, as bench equipment in computer
science and electronics laboratory courses and as the
central hardware in informal two- to five-day ac-
celerated "crash" courses sponsored by professional
societies, semiconductor manufacturers and
distributors and the educational systems makers
themselves.

E & L Instruments is one of the equipment manufac-
turers that has responded to the educational crisis
brought on by the onrush of the microprocessor into
contemporary technology.
They are forerunners of a "hands on" approach to

learning computing and are themselves evolving
techniques that support this approach. The "hands on"
approach makes drastic gains as its students realize it
is successful where traditional courses have failed. E &
L evolved two teaching techniques, first with texts that
were self-instructive to the training kits, then intensive
seminars that followed the guidelines of the texts but
offered help and encouragement that a beginner might
need, lacking confidence to learn to use a
microprocessor by a book alone, and that an advanced
user could utilize to increase his or her programming
sophistication.

It offers the "8ugbooks" that can be used for effec-
tive primary training in digital electronics for persons
lacking a formal background in electronics engineer-
ing, with a series covering logic and memory ex-
periments using TTL integrated circuits, the universal
asynchronous receiver transmitter and microcomputer
interfacing. The latest series of '8ugbooks" integrates
the subjects of digital electronics, microcomputer in-
terfacing, and microcomputer programming into a
single unified course. This approach in itself is in-
novative, especially in view of the fact that the books
areself-instructional.
The seminars are usually two to five days in length

and generally haveas their objectives:
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Microcomputer trainers are turning
up at all levels of education from
high school and vocational school
to graduate school.

1. The introduction of the student to the concept of a
software-based electronic circuit through actual
"hands on" experience with awell-know MPUchip set:
2. The attainment of a comprehension level of the

language and literature of computers and programming
that will permit the student to progress to writing sim-
ple programs on his own and be able to understand the
specifications and instructions that accompany various
factory-assembled prototyping boards.
The course presentation usually assumes some

knowledge of digital electronics, but it skips over many
of the fundamental concepts and theories so that the
student can attain overall comprehension in the
shortest possible time. The student is left to fill in fun-
damental knowledge, or study advanced texts as befits
his individual needs.
These "crash" courses are not substitutes for more

formal learning although they are pointing the way
toward revision and rearrangement of the order in
which the subject matter is presented in formal
technical courses.

Some educators see the validity of introducing
microcomputer training into programming and data-
processinq courses so that persons specializing in the
field will have a better comprehension of the role of
hardware, a subject now treated rather superficially in
those specialized courses.
The public is anxious to learn to use computers, and

microprocessors offer an expedient means of doing
just that. A few manufacturers, like E & L, are respond-
ing to the demand, as are a few universities, with
"hands-on" seminars, and the impact of their success
will have far-reaching effects on how technical educa-
tion will be taught in a technological future .•
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The World In
Your Own Notebook

John Lees

Imagine having your own self-contained
knowledge manipulator in a portable package the
size and shape of an ordinary notebook. Suppose
it had enough power to outrace your senses of
sight and hearing, enough capacity to store for
later retrieval thousands of page-equivalents of
reference material, poems, letters, recipes, ,re-
cords, drawings, animations, musical scores,
waveforms, dynamic simulations, and anything
else you would like to remember and change.
Such flights of imagination are what one would ex-

pect to find as the basis for a well-written science- fic-
tion novel, or perhaps as the musings of a Creative
Computerist wishing she could carry the school com-
puter system to the park and use the text-editing facil-
ities to write poetry while sitting under a tree. It isn't
often that such an idea is the basis for a serious re-
search effort by a major company, in this case the
Learning Research Group of the Xerox Palo Alto Re-
search Center (PARC), which recently released its
latest report on Personal Dynamic Media-the
Dynabook.
Actually, Alan Kay's original draft note (August,

1972),suggesting that PARCconduct research into the
effects of personal dynamic media, did begin with the
rejoinder that it should be read as science fiction. This
was appropriate caution, since the newly marketed
Hewlett Packard HP-35 was just then giving a first

Cardboard mockup of a Dynabook

glimpse into how quickly miniaturization would put
large amounts of data-handling ability into very tiny
packages, and it was still two years before MITS an-
nounced the Altair. So one might very well think of the
research on Dynabook as being applied science fiction-
the investigation of a plausible "what if." ,
The Learning Research Group at PARC sees in the

power of computing the ability to provide a new kind of
IT!edia.Until now, all media have been essentially pas-
sive. Newspapers, books, films, radio, television: all are
media forms which one may watch, but not interact
with, not participate in on an individual basis. The few
~pecialized exceptions to this, coloring books, primi-
tive computer time-sharing systems, etc., have been
~imite~at best. What was desired was a flexible, dynam-
IC, active, personal medium which could help a person
to learn about, interpret, and interact with the world.
. So a new techn?logical device was designed; a de-

vice not yet posstble to manufacture but within the
reach of present technology: "The size should be no
larger than a notebook; weight less than 4 Ibs.; the vis-
ual display should be able to present at least 4000print-

An interim Dynabook
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ing quality characters with contrast ratios approaching
that of a book; dynamic graphics of reasonable quality
should be possible; there should be removable local
file storage of at least one million characters (about 500
ordinary book pages) traded off against several hours of
audio (voice/music) files." It is envisioned that a
Oynabook will cost about $500, which should be inex-
pensive enough for school systems to supply Oyna-
books free to their students, since textbooks would be
replaced by Oynabook removable files.
Since this ideal is not yet technologically possible,

the Oynabook is being implemented with existent hard-
ware, refered to as interim Oynabooks, so that the ef-
fect of the Oynabook concept on learning and educa-
tion can be studied. The interim Oynabooks meet es-
sentially all of the hardware objectives except size and
cost and they provide the opportunify to develop the
all-important software for Oynabook. Given the present
state of the art, software development is much more
difficult and time-consuming than hardware develop-
ment. Oynabook will eventually be put together from
more or less "off the shelf" hardware components, but
the software which will give life to the concept must go
through a long and arduous process of development if
it is to aid and not hinder the goals of a personal
dynamic medium.
The software system being developed for Oynabook

is known as Smalltalk and its capabilities are truly
amazing. [See "Learning About Smalltalk," Sep-Oct
1975 and "A Smalltalk Airplane Simulation," Mar-Apr
1976 Creative Computing.] With the graphic capabilities
of an 8112 by 11" display composed of over one million
points, some really fantastic things are possible, from
the planned book-quality printing in any desired font up
to animated cartoons, musical scores that can control a
synthesizer, all manner of Simulations, the ability to
"paint" on the display as if it were a canvas, and just
about anything else an imaginative person can think of!

Smalltalk is a very powerful yet easy-to-use language
which deals with objects in process. The idea is that
"simple things should be very simple (while not con-
straining later expert use) and complex things should
be very possible." Rest assured that Smalltalk is like
nothing you've every seen before! Implemented at pre-
sent only on the interim Oynabooks, Smalltalk itself is
going to cause an upheavel when it gets out into the
world.

So there you have it; a short introduction to an idea
which may change your world. Dynabook could very
easily be a reality by the end of this century. It isn't too
far-fetched to say that the much touted "computer age"
will truly have arrived when something such as the
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Oynabook becomes common. At the present time com-
puters have not so much changed our lives as they have
made it possible for existing institutions to continue to
exist in a rapidly expanding world. Banks, for instance,
would have become impossible ten years ago without
the aid of computers, but only now with the first uses of
Electronic Funds Transfer systems is the basic
character of the institution of banking beginning to
change.
The Oynabook concept has the potential to affect in a

very basic way a great number of our society's institu-
tions. The impact of the next new medium, Oynabook,
could be earthshaking.

Look at what will be affected by widespread use of
Dynabooks and particularly by widespread use of
Oynabooks in networks, via phone lines or cable televi-
sion systems. For correspondence (and the postal
system)-the Oynabook has all the capabilities of a
typewriter in a smaller, more versatile package, and can
send and receive letters in addition. In publishing,
Oynabook is a personal printing press. Your textbooks
can be a memory file, your family can receive its news-
papers on a reusable file, its monthly magazines on
another reusable file. Forests will have a chance to
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grow again! Someday you will be able to access the Li-
brary of Congress by plugging into a network. In educa-
tion, the new learning activities possible are boundless,
and they will depend less and less on dedicated school
facilities. As for calculators, televisions, radios, all
would face a very stiff challenge. Television in par-
ticular would be in for trouble-who's going to watch
poor television programs if they can link up with all the
other kids on the block for a game of really super
Startrek or Startrader? The possibilities boggle the
imagination!

It's all been said before, you say. People are always
saying great things will come of computers and nothing
ever happens. 8ah, humbug!

Oh, yeh? Don't forget we're talking about personal
computing, not about a monster machine somewhere
with terminals allover the place. That's the difference.
Look what happened with hand-held calculators. The
same thing could happen with Dynabook. The impor-
tant thing to realize is that Dynabook would be
distributed computing with centralized information.
The cost of making information and knowledge avail-
able is going up fast. In that climate, distributed hard-
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Example of Smalltalk

ware and centralized information make worlds of sense.
Programming is expensive. Let each individual do the
programming!

Maybe Dynabook is just a dream. I certainly hope not.
Many's the time I've wished I could wander around or
go sit under a tree with the book I'm reading and a
sketchpad and a typewriter but haven't done so be-
cause I didn't want to pull a wagon. Maybe someday I'll
be able to just pick up my Dynabook and walk out the
door. It sure would be nice. I'll keep on hoping; some
dreams do come true. •

Thanks to PARC for permission
photographs.
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Gregory Yob*

PILOT is a dialog-oriented interactive language for
use by teachers and students on small systems. Its
simple syntax and free format encourage innovation
and use by those frightened by computers or who lack
time to learn amore complex language.

PILOT -A TOOL TEACHERS CAN USE
One of the hidden factors in introducing new tech-

nology to the classroom is its demands upon the
teachers. A teacher's time is quite limited as it is (with
state requirements, meetings, etc.) and any new tech-
nology or methods should increase the net time for
teaching.

Bringing the computer to the classroom usually com-
plicates matters. A typical CAI system forces the
teacher either to learn a complex language or a fixed
and complex curriculum package. In both cases, the
time required for skillful use of the computer is usually
too great for ettective utilization.
The usual result is that skilled programmers prepare

vast and inflexible curricula which are then given to the
teacher. This is horribly expensive and inefficient. What
is needed is a means of generating materials immed-
iately, quickly and simply for the day-to-day require-
ments of the teacher. The tool must appear "natural";
that is, it must look like natural-language dialogues; it
must allow for variations of style, nuance and tempo; it
must appear riduculously simple; that is, be "learn-
able" in less than an hour. It must avoid the cqmputer-
istic scientific bias which separates the math/SflCiences
from the English/humanities areas of teaching.
The PILOT language is the beginning of suc a tool.

Its basic four functions (T: to type text; A: to re eive an
answer; M: match keyword; J: jump) can be t ught to
nearly anybody in V2 hour. this includes pers ns who
just won't (can't) understand math and stuff likejthat.

"Gregory Yob is an author or several versions or PILOT and ras
participated in the definition of the language. He currently co-
ordinates the PILOT Information Exchange, a national us~r's
group for PILOT. Other areas of interest include cornp ter
gamesandworking with neighborhood computer centers.
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PILOT programs are written as simulated dialogues
in English (or Spanish or.... ) and can be entered and ex-
ecuted quickly. Brief programs for special purposes are
easy to do and since the teacher is doing it, not the cur-
riculum desiqner, the program is just as easily changed
or discarded.
The dialog format of PILOT also allows immediate

understanding of PILOT programs, making them highly
exchangeable with other teachers, and encouraging the
dissemination of good ideas. This is in contrast to most
other computer languages, which require a detailed
description of the program as well as the code.
These features make PILOT a viable and non-time-

consuming tool for teachers using computers in
education.

HISTORY OF PILOT
PILOT was developed in 1969 at the University of

California Medical Center by John Starkweather to
meet some instructional needs. It was used to train
students in pharmacology and later in an elementary
school in Marin county. Stanford Research Institute
used PILOT in an experimental educational research
project (with very good results) and later developed a
dialect, Called PYLON,which was a very simplified ver-
sion. In 1971 and 1972, other variants of PYLON were
developed by Stanford University, The California State
College computer network and Lawrence Hall of
Science at the University of California, Berkeley. A
small version of PILOTwas made by John Starkweather
for stand-alone operation on the Datapoint 2200.

In January, 1973, the varied users of PILOT and
PYLON met to standardize the language. A standard
"core" version was agreed upon, called PILOT 73. The
"core" version includes standards for extension as
each user is free to make his PILOT more powerful for
his system.

Currently, PILOT is implemented in about a dozen
languages on 20or so systems. There are 25-30sites ac-
tively using PILOTnationally at present. A user's group,
called "The PILOT Information Exchange," dissem-
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inates information and initiates contact among those
interested in this language.

THE RELATIONS OF PILOT TO OTHER LANGUAGES
The thrust of computers in education seems to be

mostly in these areas: First, courses designed to teach
about computers, how they function, and how to pro-
gram them. Second, using the computer to pass cur-
ricula or other study materials to the student. Third, ac-
tively involving the students in using the computer to
solve problems in their course of study. fourth, allow-
ing students to use the computer for their own expres-
sion, self-integration and growth.

Each of these areas have languages associated with
them. FORTRAN, assembly language, COBOL and
BASIC are taught with courses concerned with how to
use and understand the computer. COURSEWRITER,
LYDIA, TUTOR and PILOT are used to pass courses of
study. Most problem-solving is done in BASIC with
small efforts in FORTRAN, LOGO, and SMALLTALK.
PILOT and LOGO are often used for self-expression and
growth.

That's how PILOT fits into the general picture. A
closer look at four languages will give a sharper focus:

COURSEWRITER is deslqned for presenting course
material to a student. The teacher, or more often, the
curriculum developer, is expected to write series of
lessons. tests of the student's progress, etc. The stu-
dent is exposed to the material being taught, and NOT
the language. Unfortunately, (if you ignore the
salesmen), COURSEWRITER is too complex and inflexi-

ble for most teachers to use effectively, which leaves
the development of materials in the hands of special-
ists. As teachers are unable to provide feedback, the
proffered courseware packages lack vitality and are
often little more than mechanized textbooks.

BASIC is in essence FORTRAN with a lot of garbage
removed. Its ready availability on small systems
(especially timesharing systems) makes it quite popular
for math and science teachers. The student learns
BASIC as a tool for solving numerical problems posed
in his courses. However, BASIC is very weak with
strings and words. The humanities staff has never
heard of BASIC and even BASIC's relatively simple syn-
tax is too difficult for the word- and English-oriented
person. The result is that BASIC users tend to be in the
scientific and technical disciplines.

LOGO (like BASIC vs FORTRAN) is a simplified varia-
tion of LISP with control of devices other than the Tele-
type-such as the "Turtle," a plotter-robot or "Music
box," a tone generator. LOGO is self-extensive and
capable of handling lists and recursive function calls.
LOGO is excellent for problems concerning the order
and arrangements of things-procedures rather than
calculations. At present there are few users of LOGO
and they are mainly math- and computer-oriented.

PILOT is a dialog-oriented language which deals
mainly with words and text, The syntax is extremely
simple, allowing teachers and students to learn it readi-
ly. Because much educational material is essentially in
English, non-mathematical users find PILOT a flexible
tool for presenting materials via the computer. PILOT
lacks arbitrary conventions such as "Frames" (viz IDF)*
and counters on every answer by the student which are
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often unnecessary and hamper the style of the program
author.

It is clear that PILOT will not and is not intended to
replace the other languages used in educational appli-
cations. It fills a complimentary place among dialog,
numerical, procedural, and curricular languages.

THE PILOT LANGUAGE
Now for the part you have all been waiting for-what

does PILOT look like? Here is a very brief introduction
to PILOT. Contact the Exchange for a more detailed
description. This program almost teaches you the
language-see if you can figure it out first.

T:Hi there. Is this your first time on a computer?
A:
M:yes,sure,ok,yeah
TY:I hope you will enjoy your experience with me.
T:ln the area of education, what are your main in-
:terests?

*MORE A:
M:teach,instr,leam,material
JY:*TEACHING
M:admin,program,test,grad,analys,course,curr
JY:*OTHER
T:Please tell me more about this.
IN:*MORE

*TEACHING T:An excellent way of using computers for
teaching and learning

:is to give children an opportunity to write their

*Hewlett-Packard's CAI "language."
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:own programs.
:How does this strike you?
A:
M:good,excel, fine,yes, important
TN:I see that you disagree. Will you explain fur-
:ther?
JY:*YES
A:

*YES T: Of course the teacher should write programs
too. However,

:it isn't always necessary to use "packaged cur-
:ricula" for effective use of
:the computer in learning situations.
E:

*OTHER T: Are you interested in the computer's ap-
plication to teaching?

A:
M:no,never
IN:*TEACHING
T:Then perhaps PILOT is not for you. PILOT's in-
:tention is for its use by teachers
:and children for interactive dialogues. Thank you
for your time and interest.
E:

A look at this program shows four basic kinds of
statements:
T: This means to type out the text following the

colon (:).
A: Here the computer stops and awaits a reply by

the user. Answers may be saved for later use in
T: statements by following with a $-variable.
Here is an example:
T:Who are you?
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A:$NAME
T:OK, $NAME, I havea puzzle for you.

M: The last reply is examined for the keywords in
the list following the colon. If there is a
"Match," any statements with the Y (like TY:)
will be executed. In the case of no match, the
N-suffixed statements execute.

J. Jumps to any part of a program are possible.
Branching is essential for differing presenta-
tions according to answers given. The *Iabel is
a tag indicating where to go. JY and IN are
often used to vary branching on replies.

Successive applications of the M: can perform pre-
cise analysis of an answer. M: also allows the search of
words, suffixes, prefixes and text fragments by allow-
ing the blank as a legal match character.
Once a M: is executed, the yes or no (Yor N) is effec-

tive for any statements with the respective suffixes.
Statements lacking Yor Nwill always execute.
The ability to save answers allows the simulation of

intimacy and personality by careful use of echoing.
Amusing stories, poetry, etc. are possible in this man-
ner. The personal-seeming responses are very impor-
tant for the captivation of interest.

Some more advanced statement types are:
R: Remarks for documentation
C: Perform computation (usually in host lan-

guage, like BASIC)
U. Call a subroutine tagged by a *Iabel
E: Return from a subroutine or program end.
A:#letter Allows numerical variables which can

be modified in C: and presented in T: in a man-
ner similar to $variables.

PILOT has protocols for extensions peculiar to the
system it is running on. For example, a useful exten-
sion may be:

SCREEN:UP5
This would move the cursor up five lines on an alpha-
numeric CRTwith cursor control characters.
When PILOT is implemented in a higher level lan-

guage, such extensions are easily made.
This extremely simple syntax and consistent form

lets the program writer concentrate on the quality of
the dialogue and important branches rather than the
picky details of syntactic form. PILOT is very rugged
and can tolerate sloppy code which is encouraging to
the beginner. Very elegant and complex programs may
bewritten if needed.

GETTING PILOT ON YOUR
SYSTEM EFFECTIVELY

Getting PILOT really running on your system requires
more than the language processor.
This section describes an ideal which is seldom met

in practice. The author notes that the successful users
of PILOT usually do most of the following, sooner or
later.

SOFTWARE
It is an illusion that having PILOTwill do it all for you.

There are systems in which loading a program is harder
than mastering the language it is written in!!

PILOT.Obviously you must have some kind of PILOT.
If you have a choice of versions (as many do), points to
look at include: speed and response time, use of mass
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storage-efficiency and number of accesses, com-
pleteness of PILOT73 (the standard version), the ability
to tolerate badly written programs or at least to try hard
at running them, idiot-proofing (no way to crash the pro-
gram or system, even intentionally), clear concise error
messages, availability of documentation and technical
help.

EDITOR.Somehow the PILOT programs must get in-
to the machine, saved and changed. At text editor is
often used for this, though some versions of PILOT in-
clude an editor/syntax checker. Beware!! Recently at
San Francisco State University, the system's text editor
was so very complex that the PILOT was never used.
The problem was cured by writing an editor especially
for the PILOT. There is no point to a language simpler
than its editor!!
The trend in PILOT editors is to emulate the BASIC

line-by-line editor. This is usually wise, as many PILOT
users will go on to BASIC or vice versa. The editors
which use pointers have been hard to teach to children
using PILOT. The eventual cure is to have a full
graphics system with joystick or mouse for editing.
(Maythe day come soon.)

TUTORIAL OF PILOT. As PILOT is an instructional
language, apply recursion and use PILOT to teach
PILOTto new users. Many new users will prefer to learn
at the terminal, so writing this package is a good
checkout of the system and teaches PILOT to that first
group of users.

A good tutorial is a system in itself, and these fea-
tures may be included. (A) Help and summary informa-
tion. Who to call in distress, A list of editor commands,
a list of PILOT statements, a list of options within the
tutorial system. (B)The PILOT tutorial set of programs
with a reference page or two for the experienced user
(C)The editor tutorial-don't forget this one! (D)How to
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use the %¢&& % terminal.
The seed library can be very helpful in setting the

style and mood of PILOT's use. Many teachers will refer
to the seed programs as models for their teaching work.
Without this stimulus, the teachers will fall back on
their preconceptions of computer-based teachlnq, re-
sulting in the dull boring drill or curricular approach to
PILOT.A PILOT user submitted to the Exchange some
very long programs which were entirely questions and
multiple-choice answers-having never seen a light,
fun PILOT program. This point cannot be overstressed.
Without new models, old ones prevail, despite their in-
appropriateness for current needs.
To summarize: the PILOT language, the Editor, the

PILOT tutorial system, the Seed programs, are all im-
portant software.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
Many of these follow closely the items mentioned in

the software section. The only effective way to make
documentation is to insist on it BEFOREanything else.
Documentation is almost always done after the fact,
with parts mlsslnq and a generally reluctant attitude.
Good luckl l-

PILOT LANGUAGE. The usual technical documenta-
tion is a must if any changes are to be made: the pro-
gram listing, flowchart, detailed operational descrip-
tion, file-handling methods, modifications, extensions
beyond PILOT73, etc. It must be clear enough so a pro-
grammer not familiar with the system can make
changes without rewriting the whole thing.

EDITORDOCUMENT.Seeabove and repeat.
PILOT TUTORIAL. As this is in PILOT, a listing and

chart indicating the main branches is sufficient.
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USER'S MANUAL. This is perhaps the most impor-
tant document. A new user should be able to learn
PILOT with the manual and a terminal. Any good
manual has these three levels: (1) How to do the
mechanics, such as logon and type "return." (2) How to
use PILOT and the Editor. (3) Advanced things and neat
tricks for a user with some experience.

THE SEED PROGRAMS GUIDE. More than an index,
this document gives brief summaries of each seed pro-
gram and its intent. At a later time this simple guide can
grow into a comprehensive manual of techniques for
teachers. An accompanying document provides the
listings.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
The people involved in your PILOT project are very

important for its growth. Here are a few roles-usually
different persons fill each one as the styles differ in
each case:

THE PROGRAMMER. This fellow (person) gets the
PILOT language, the editor and some other software
running. He knows all its quirks and is the sole source
of help when it's bug-fixing or upgrade time.

THE WRITER. He/she writes the manual and other
documentation for users. This person does not care
much for the details of the system ...just how it can be
used. The motivation is to give a clear, simple presenta-
tion to the user.

THE TEACHER OF TEACHERS. Here the motivation
is towards teaching instructors how to use PILOT for
their applications. This person MUST appreciate the
biases and viewpoints of the naive beginner. Especially
those about the computer-how it is impersonal, etc.
Patience and a winning personality are crucial for this
role.

THE COLLECTOR. This person is interested in find-
ing and making available interesting PILOT programs,
manuals, etc. He will grow a system library of PILOT
programs and improve the collection of seed programs.
Good taste and a librarian's sense are important here.

The last three roles are often ignored by the program-
mer or else the computer-center staff thinks it can do it
effectively. This is rarely the case and the staff should
welcome those who do become attached to these
roles.

Too often good systems are represented by those
who have little conception of the human needs of the
users. PILOT really requires the right people for innova-
tion and active usage. You can easily imagine the alter-
native.

OTHER RESOURCES
To paraphrase-good systems do not grow alone. A

local user's group should meet from time to time for
sharing and management of the PILOT system. Contact
with other installations greatly increases scope and fer-
tility. In summary, you need more than the processor
for smooth and rapid implementation of PILOT on your
system. Take heed.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
At present there is very little in print regarding PILOT.

The PILOT Information Exchange has a newsletter with
indexes to implementations, users, seed programs,
manuals, technical specifications and applications ar-
ticles, and a library of unpublished PILOT materials.
PILOT materials are available for the cost of copying.
(The PILOT Information Exchange, c/o Loop Center,
.8099La Plaza, Cotati, Calif. 45628.)

SOME VIEWPOINTS TOWARDS
PILOT

OVERCOMING FEAR OF COMPUTERS
The public's image of the computer is highly

negative: computers are tireless malevolent malicious
beings whose intent is to build a sterile anti-human
world. Humans are to be manipulated, bent, folded and
spindled to the arbitrary whims of the machine-god, ac-
cording to this view.

The fault, of course, lies not in the machinery but in
the programming and the institutions which use com-
puters. It is always "computer errors" or "go see the
computer" rather than specific human beings.

In the LOOP center, a storefront computer center
open to the public, some common reactions are: "Com-
puters intrigue me, but I am afraid of them." "Can I ask
the computer questions and get answers about any-
thing?" To overcome these biases requires both pa-
tient and human-oriented people to tend the initial
man-machine interaction between the shy user and the
computer. Also vitally important is the software's
capacity to respond lightly and humorously and
"humanly" rather than mechanically.

Human beings usually communicate via dialogues
made of words. Most computer languages are ill-
equipped to handle words.

PILOT is a simple language which is entirely word
and dialog-oriented. It is far easier to write a simulated
dialog in PILOT than in other languages. This includes
languages such as COURSEWRITER, which are de-
signed for educational uses.

PILOT has several features which aid the creation of
dialogs. It has a minimum of the syntax that confuses
the word-oriented human program writer. PILOT has a
powerful word-matching function which identifies like-
ly keywords in antlclpated responses. Another feature
is the capacity to echo selected responses at later
points in a dialog. This simple feature vastly per-
sonalizes and increases the intimacy of a dialog. (For
example, the reply to "What's your name?" can appear
elsewhere.)

Overcoming the public's fear of computers will take a
long time. Individually responsive dialogs such as
those possible with PILOT will help.

WHY KIDS SHOULD WRITE IN PILOT -A HIDDEN
RESOURCE

The standard educational computer system has only
two goals. One, teach the material; two, watch the
students. The approach definitely limits the student's
role to the traditional one of a semi-sentinent sponge.

Yet-let the student actually program the machine,
and WATCH OUT!!! If it is a BASIC system, half a dozen
games will suddenly sprout and get intensive use. (Has
anyone noticed that these games never seem to fill any
particular educational need, yet use sophisticated con-
cepts for irrelevant purposes?? A statement of educa-
tional value.)

PILOT is especially designed for student use.
PILOT's simple form is easily learned by 10-year-olds.
Kids will be writing short programs in a day or two-the
wise teacher can use this property to great benefit.
Here is a short guide:
Traditionally, the purpose of the essay question in

tests is to see if the student can express his knowledge
clearly and concisely. If he can, it's a good assumption
he knows not only the material but also how it is
organized. This principle can obviously be extended to
the creation of a clear teaching program to illustrate the
points of understanding .
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It is easy to take advantage of this idea in PILOT. Give
a few example programs which clearly teach a simple
idea and set the students to writing little PILOT tutor-
ials on whatever subjects. Some of the programs will be
good and a few excellent. Let the entire class interact
with these. The students will share each others pro-
grams with mutual critiques and a synergistic learning
process starts. In this way, a teacher's role changes
from materials spoon-feeder to that of mentor.

A subtlety of this method is the language, style and
tempo of the student-created material will often com-
municate a subject more effectively than one written by
adults. Children of different ages use language dif-
ferently and this will be reflected in the programs. Also,
ethnic differences can be taken into account.

You may note that this is heresy: students can be an
educational resource of enormous value. PILOT is one
of the few languages which can tap this resource.

THE ROLE OF FLUIDITY, MUTABILITY AND CHANGE
All too often the computer destined for education

gets waylaid by the idea that "Once we have it pro-
grammed right, it will teach all the courses for us." The
whole notion is that an initial large-scale investment of
time and money will yield lasting long-term savings.

The catch to all this, of course, lies in the time re-
quired to get that first system completed. Inevitably it
is in the range of several months to a few years, and
somehow, the system never is really ready. A moment's
thought will show why. First, the external require-
ments, such as state rules, budget changes, staff
changes and so forth, change during the initial
period-usually forcing corresponding changes in the
computer-based curriculum under development. Also,
the teachers and courseware authors are making im-
provements (?) to their product.

PILOT offers a different approach to this problem.
Why have a large system of courses built by a few ex-
perts to fill every need? It can't be done and costs too
much. There are more educational computers running
BASIC than there are running large CAI systems .... As
with BASIC, PILOT programs may have a very short life-
time (such as hours or days) and yet can be extremely
useful in teaching.

Programs with a short lifetime encourage experimen-
tation and novel approaches. If it doesn't work, throw it
away and try something new. If it does work, improve it
or save it for later. Most important, the teacher and
students can make these choices without fear of a
negative evaluation from higher authority. No cur-
riculum committees and month-to month haggling is
required before a new idea can be tried.

Ephemeral PILOT programs are also light in tone and
mood-that is, they aren't "serious" or necessarily
yoked to some vast task. Any creative student knows
the importance of lightness and triviality in true
teaching.

SUMMARY
I hope these remarks have given you a taste of

PILOT's flavor and usage in an educational context.
PILOT fills an important space in the area of word-
oriented, student-authored programs. It is intended as a
classroom tool for teachers not especially oriented
toward computers and is not specifically aimed at
curriculum-makers. PILOT's simplicity is a great aid for
the computer-reluctant or time-short person. The four
mnemonic instructions, TAMJ, allow effective pro-
grams to be written immediately. •
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COMPUTER
RECREATIONS

Dennie Van Tassel

Bust Your Compiler
Many commands within your compiler have limitations.
These limits are usually so large that you will seldom
encounter them. For example, one popular compiler will
allow about 400 parentheses in one statement before
objecting. An interesting exercise is to find other
limitations on your favorite compiler. Here are some
suggestions:
(a) Maximum number of parentheses in one statement.
(b) Maximum size of a 1-dimensional array. Maximum

dimensions of an array.
(c) Maximum length of literal or bit constant.
(d) Maximum length of a single statement.
(e) Maximum length comment or maximum number of

consecutive comments.
(f) Maximum number of nested DO or FOR loops (or

blocks or IF THEN ELSE).
(g) Maximum number of subroutines (or nested calls to

subroutines) .
(h) Maximum number of arguments in a subroutine.
(i) Maximum number of recursive calls.
Can you think of any other restrictions of this type? Hint:
Try examining the list of error messages for your language
compiler.

Self-Reproducing Program
Revisited

I received many solutions for this problem. For those of
you that may have missed it in the Sep/Oct 1976 issue,
here is the problem: Write a program that prints an exact
copy of itself. No input statements are allowed.

Several people sent in solutions where they used the file
the program was in or they created a file before hand, and
then read the file. But this violated the rule that no input
statements were allowed. Also there were several
solutions sent in that required over a page of code.

Here are three good solutions, one in BASIC and two in
FORTRAN. No COBOL solution was sent in, even though
it is fairly easy in COBOL. It seems it should be possible to
write a shorter BASIC version, but the solution is pretty
good.

Basic solution by Donald Bell, a student at California State
University at Fullerton.

10 DATA -B$= 'DATA '+CHR$(34)
20 DATA -F0R J=IO T0 180 STEP 10
30 DATA -READ A$
40 DATA -PRINT J;B$;A$
50 DATA -IF J<>90 THEN 170
60 DATA -REST0RE
70 DATA· "B$:"
80 DATA" NEXT J
90 DATA "END
110 B$: 'DATA '+CHR$(34)
110 F0R J:IO T0 180 STEP 10
120 READ A$
130 PRINT J;B$;A$
140 IF J<>90 THEN 170150 REST0RE160 B$: ' ,
170 NEXT J
180 END

Run Times - The Most
Important Variable
is the Human Factor

78 multiplied by 345 equals 26910. Notice that
these three numbers have between them all of
the digits 0 to 9 occurring just once. Can you
write a computer program to find all such
combinations?

In the Jan-Feb 1975 issue of Creative Computing,
we posed a problem to find all of the combina-
tions of a 2-digit number multiplied by a 3-digit
number equaling a 5-digit number which used all
ten integers 0 to 9. (There are nine solutions.)

Geoffrey Chase, OSB, of the Portsmouth Abbey
School in Rhode Island wrote five different pro-
grams to solve the problem on the same computer
(PDP 8/e) and did an exhaustive analysis of the
differences. Space does not permit us to print his
entire discussion or the programs; however, the
following is a brief summary.
Language
FORTRANISABR Coding,

using EAE subroutines
FORTRAN, no machine language patches
Compiled BASIC, using EAE
FOCAL, with some EAE

floating point patches 61.5
MUlti-user BASIC, no EAE 108.0

We see that there is over a 100-to-1 spread
with the easy-to-program languages taking consid-
erably longer to run. However, one must ask the
question whether the ultimate goal in a particular
program should be efficiency in running or effi-
ciency in coding. To give you some grist for thought,
why not try to come up with an estimate of the
following ratio for your computer installation.

Timing

0.9 sec
3.2

15.5

Cost to Program One Line of Code = x
Cost to Execute One Line of Code

IBM estimates that the value of x for 360 and 370 series
computer installations is approximately 100 million to 1.
Obviously the ratio is different for a hobbyist or student
programming a dedicated micro or mini. Nevertheless,
the point is that the human factor is incredibly important.

That is not to say that the computer doesn't play an
important role. Next issue we'll be publishing a set of
timing comparison programs in Basic and Fortran along
with timings on popular minis, micros and timesharing
systems so you can compare your machine to others.

Fortran solution by Mark Barnett at Stanford University.

REAL*8F(6)/48H(7X'REAL*SF(6)/4SH'6A8,IHI17X'PRINTF,F'17X'END')1
PRINTF,F
END

WRITE(6,100)
CALL EXIT
r0RMAT(T7,12HWRITE(6,IOO)/T7,9HCA~~ EXIT/

12(4SH 100 F0RMAT(T7,12HWRITE(6,100)/T7,9HCALL EXITI
I/T6,6HI2(4SH),T69,2H)/,T7,2(3IH/T6,6HI2(4SH),T69,2H)1,T7,2(3IH)1
IT62,IIH)/T7,3HEND),T6,2(2SHIT62,IIH)/T7,3HEND),T6,2(2SH)/T7,3HEND)
END

100

Fortran solution by Armond O. Friend of Brookline, Mass.,
a Freshman at MIT.
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INTRODUCING THE COMPLETE
CHALLENGER SYSTEM.

051'1DREAM MACHINE
is a lolally inlegraled co. puler sysle •.

-'

Imagine a system complete with terminal, CPU, memory,
floppy disk, software, and all the little necessities to make it
work together immediately. Now imagine this complete system
available not only fully assembled, but priced much lower than
anyone else's kit. What you are dreaming of is OSI's "new"
Challenger System!

In the configuration shown above, the Challenger includes
everything an end user needs for a complete small computer
system. All you add is 110 VAC power and a desk to put it on.

This fully-assembled system includes:

HARDWARE:
OSI Challenger 65 with 16K RAM, serial interface, system

monitor PROM, and floppy disk bootstrap PROM.
OSI Challenger single drive floppy disk formatted for 250K

bytes storage per diskette surface.
Stand-alone terminal and Sanyo monitor for 16 lines of 64

characters at 2400 baud (other terminal options are available).
And all interconnecting cables!

SOFTWARE:
2 diskettes containing over 100,000 bytes of software in-

cluding OSl's powerful Disk Operating System with variable
length sectors. 6502 DISK BASED RESIDENT ASSEMBLER/
EDITOR! A totally interactive Assembler/Editor which as-
sembles up to 600 lines a minute and is completely compatible
with MOS Technology's Cross Assembler format. This program
also contains a powerful disk-based line editor with commands
for general text editing. OSI'S EXTENDED MONITOR: A power-
ful machine language debugging and utilities package including
a Disassembler which is format compatible with the Assembler!
OSI 6502 OK BASIC FOR DISK BY MICROSOFT: This powerful
BASIC has all the features of Altair" 8K BASIC for the 8080
plus higher speed and disk storage. And it comes complete
with a BASIC program library.

DOCUMENTATION AND SUPPORT:
We include over 600 pages of hardware, software, program-

ming, and operation manuals. The Challenger is based on the
well-proven OSI 400 system. The over 2,000 OSI 400s and
Challengers now in use assure continuing hardware and soft-
ware support for this system for years to come!

EXPANDABILlTY:
The Challenger System can now be expanded to 192K of

RAM and 16K of I/O and ROM. There are over 13 accessory
boards including AID, DI A, parallel and serial 1/0, cassette
interfaces, a dual drive floppy, a video graphics display, several
RAM and PROM boards, and multiple-processor configurations.

APPLICATIONS:
The Challenger system is complete, fully assembled and

configured so that the Disk Operating System can be booted
in immediately on system power-up. Even a relatively inex-
perienced operator can have a complex BASIC program on-line
just seconds after the system is turned on. The ease of use,
high reliability. and large library of standard BASIC applica-
tions programs make the OSI Challenger System the first
practical and affordable small computer system for small
business. educational institutions, labs. and the personal
computerist.

PRICES:
Challenger System, complete as stated above with terminal

and monitor $259900
As above without terminal. Specify RS-232 or 20ma loop

and baud rate $209900
IMPORTANT NOTE:
One of the most important features of the Challenger System

is that it is not really "new". OSI has been delivering the basic
circuitry of the Challenger since November 1975 and the floppy
disk since June 1976. The only thing new is the total integration
of the components as a complete, simple to use, fully-assem-
bled, small computer system.

For more free information and the address of the OSI
Computer Dealer or representative in your area, write to:
OSI; Dept. S; Hiram, Ohio 44234 or enclose $1.00 for the full·
OSI catalog which contains kits from $134 and fully assembled
computers from $439.

II
Ohio Scientific Instruments

11679 Hayden Street, Oept. S, Hiram, Ohio 44234



"We buy and sell software.
Best prices in town."

As we've frequently noted in Creative Computing, a
computer without good quality applications software and
documentation might just as well be a boat anchor.
Fledgling companies in the hobbyist field have sometimes
lost sight of this axiom in their rush to get hardware to the
market. However, for long term success and even survival,
good software and thorough documentation is a must.

One manufacturer, MITS, recognized the need for
software early on and established a user library. This, of
course, is not the same as manufacturer produced and
supported software although it was a step in the right
direction. Now, taking another major step, MITS has
moved to establish the Altair Software Distribution
Company (ASDC). Well, not exactly establish. ASDC is an
outgrowth of the Computer Systemscenter, one of the
largest of MITS retail dealers (see Creative Computing,
Vol. 2, No.6). The Computer Systemscenter was produc-
ing software aimed at the small business customer -
general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable,
payroll, inventory management, etc. MITS saw this as
valuable for all of its customers and eventually ASDC was
set up as a separate company from the Computer
Systemscenter although, as in many companies in the
industry, several of the key players wear hats in both
organizations.

ASCD has two major functions. First, they took over the
programs submitted to the Altair User Group as well as the
operation of the User Group itself. Prior to being under the
wing of ASDC, programs were accepted and distributed
"as is." They were not tested or even checked to see if they
loaded. Now submittals are thoroughly tested before
being duplicated. Also documentation is checked for
accuracy and completeness, and rewritten if necessary.
This same process is slowly being retrofitted to programs
already in the library. It should be noted that documenta-
tion is still not going to be your typical500-page IBM user
manual, however it should be sufficient for the average
hobbyist.

Part two of this operation is to group a number of
programs (5 to 10) together and offer them on cassette
tape (Altair format, of course) and on paper tape, possibly
even on floppy disc. Target price: $10 for the tape (either
PT or cassette) and $10 more for the documentation
booklet.

The other main function of ASDC is the production and
marketing of commercial software. Currently this consists
of the small business accounting packages mentioned

David H. Ahl

earlier along with a word processing/text editing system.
These packages are distributed through retail computer
stores who license them to the ultimate customer. The
license is a 30-year limited use license which essentially
prohibits copying, resale, or sublicensing. These soft-
ware licenses are not inexpensive: the accounting
packages complete cost $5000, the inventory manage-
ment package $2000, and the word processing package
$2000. The package includes the programs on floppy disc,
complete documentation, and 3 years of maintenance
including bug fixes, updates, and modifcations.
The accounting package requires a fairly substantial

hardware configuration: Altair 8800B, 48k memory, floppy
disc (dual drive preferred) or the new cartridge disc just
announced, line printer (Centronics or other RS232 type
printer, or the Qume daisy wheel type printer), CRT
terminal, and extended disc Basic vA.O. The hardware
cost is about $11,000 which, although expensive by
hobbyist standards, is still considerably cheaper than a
comparable mini-based small business system.

ASDC has been and is soliciting programs from users.
As of March 1977, some 300 serious inquiries had been
received. To make sure submittals are serious, a $25
evaluation fee is charged to discourage people from
sending in trivial or trashy programs. Programs currently
under evaluation cover a wide range of applications:
statistical analysis, air conditioning load estimator,
hydraulic analysis, medical record keeping, phototype-
setting interface (send us one!), and a travel agents
package.

Payments to authors are quite flexible at this point as
ASDC feels its way along. Payments can be straight
royalty, one lump sum, or a combination. Assuming
absolutely everything was ready to go as submitted
(programs, documentation, etc.) the author could receive
as much as 50% on the net price to dealers which, based on
other hobbyist components, is likely to be 40 to 50% off
retail. Thus on a package that retails for $1000, the author,
in the best possible case, could get as much as $250 each.
So write up your application and send it in. The per copy
royalty is better than book publishing by a long shot, but
then how many l-bearn load analysis programs can you
really expect to sell? •

For more information, write Altair Software Distribution
Company, 3330 Peachtree Road, Suite 343, Atlanta, GA
30326. (404) 231-2308.
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Deal
Yoursell

Special group rates
organizations traveling frn~;'.~h••'WAd"
Coast and Mid-America co

7 Seas Travel
17220 S. Norwalk Blvd.

Cerritos CA 90701
Dawn Corrigan
213·924·8383

•In...
-Amffj1tic City, N.J.
Auqust 27th-28th

r

What its all about!
Software Development

Micro Computers
Hardware Development

Disc Memories
Computer Comparisons

Interfacing
Program Implementation

AMSAT
Computerized Music

Video Terminals
Kit Construction

Printers
Computer Games

Digital Tapes

77.. V

• Seminars and Technical talks by leading electronic equipment manufacturers
• Major Exhibits from all over the country
• Demonstrations in many areas including Home and Personal Computing
• Door Prizes, Free literature and Free Mementos
• All this plus Sun and Surf - Fun and Excitement - Relaxation and Leisure

• Personal
CComputing

77 Consumer Trade Fair

Write for FREE TRIP·KIT to PERSONALCOMPUTING 17,
Rt 1, Box 242, Mays Landing, New Jersey 08330

EXHIBITION BOOTHS STILL AVAILABLE • CALL (609) 663·1188



Amateur Computer Clubs

Alabama

NORTH ALABAMA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Jack Crenshaw
1409 Blevins Gap Road SE
Huntsville, AL 35802
(205) 883-7973

California

BAY AREA MICROPROCESSOR USERS
GROUP

4565 Black Avenue
Pleasanton, CA 94566
(415) 523-7396

BEVERLY HILLS HIGH SCHOOL
COMPUTER CLUB

241 Marino Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(213) 277-5900

COMPUTER GUILD
Box 255232
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 489-5400

COMPUTER ORGANIZATION OF LOS
ANGELES

PO Box 43677
Los Angeles, CA 90043

COMPUTER PHREAQUES UNITED
c/o Mac McCormick
2090 Cross Street
Seaside, CA 93955

GLENDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
COMPUTER CLUB

c/o V.S. Lashleu
1500 N. Verdugo Road
Glendale, CA 92108

HOMEBREW COMPUTER CLUB
PO Box 626
Mountain View, CA 94040

HP-65 USERS GROUP
c/o Richard J. Nelson
2541 W. Camden Place
Santa Ana, CA 90024

JIM McCORD
330 Vereda Legenda
Goleta, CA 93017

JOHN T. CRAIG
2497 Lompoc-Casmalia Road
Lompoc, CA 93436
(People owning Varian Computers)

LITTON CALCULATOR/COMPUTER CLUB
Litton Guidance and Control Systems
MS 78/31
5500 Canoga Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

LLLRA HOBBYIST GROUP
c/o Charles D. Hoover
35 West Essen Street
Stockton, CA 95204
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LO'OP CENTER
8099 La Plaza
Cotati, CA 94928

NORTH ORANGE COUNTY COMPUTER
CLUB

Box 3603
Orange, CA 92665
(714) 998-5831

SACRAMENTO MINICOMPUTER USERS
GROUP

Box 741
Citrus Heights, CA 95610

SAN DIEGO COMPUTING SOCIETY
PO Box 9988
San Diego, CA 92109

SAN GABRI EL SCCS
c/o Dan Erikson
400 S. Catalina Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106

SAN LUIS OBISPO MICROCOMPUTER
CLUB

439 B. Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-5441

SANTA BARBARA COMPUTER GROUP
c/o Glenn A. McComb
210 Barrunca, Apt. 2
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

SANTA BARBARA NAMELESS COMPUTER
CLUB

c/o Doug Penrod
1445 La Clima Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
SOCIETY

PO Box 987
South Pasadena, CA 91030

29 PALMS CALIFORNIA AREA GROUP
c/o Sgt. Wesley Isgrigg
74055 Casita Drive
29 Palms, CA 92277

UCLA COMPUTER CLUB
3514 Boelter Hall
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024

VALLEY CHAPTER, SCCS
c/o R. Stuart Gibbs
5652 LemonaAvenue
Van Nuys, CA 91411
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VENTURA COUNTY COMPUTER SOCIETY
Box 525
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
(805) 982·5852

Colorado
DENVER AMATEUR COMPUTER SOCIETY
PO Box 6338
Denver, CO 80206

Connecticut
CONNECTICUT MICROISTS
c/o George Ahmuty
6011 Wendy Lane
Westport, CT 06881
(203) 227·8534

CONNECTICUT SCCS
c/o Charles Floto
267 Willow Street
New Haven, CT 06511

U. OF HARTFORD MICROCOMPUTER
CLUB

College of Engineering-Dana Hall
200 Bloomfield Ave.
West Hartford, CT 06117
(203) 243·4681

District of Columbia
WASHINGTON AMATEUR COMPUTER

SOCIETY, CMC
Robert Jones
4201 Massachusetts Avenue Apt. 168W
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 537·1984 after 10 P.M.

Florida
JACKSONVILLE COMPUTER CLUB
Regency East Office Park
9951 Atlantic Blvd., Suite 326
Jacksonville, FL 32211
(904) 725·8158

MIAMI AREA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Terry Williamson
PO Box 430852, S.
Miami, FL 33143

MIAMI COMPUTEI, CLUB
John Lynn
13431 SW 79th
Miami, FL 33183

MICRO COMPUTER SOCIETY OF FLORIDA
Box 3284
Downtown Station
Tampa, FL 33604
(813) 343·2973 after 6 P.M.

SOUTH FLORIDA COMPUTER GROUP
410NW117St.
Miami, FL 33168

SOUTHERN FLORIDA
c/o Roberto Denis
11080 NW 39th Street
Coral Springs, FL 33065

SPACE COAST MICROCOMPUTER CLUB
c/o Ray O. Lockwood
1825 Canal Ct.
Merritt Island, FL 32952
(305) 452·2159

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR COMPUTER
SOCIETY

c/o Larry Hughes
Rt.14, Box351·116
Tallahassee, FL 32304

MAYtJUNE1977

Videol
Keyboard

Unit

Softwarel
Firmware

U. OF FLORIDA AMATEUR COMPUTER
SOCIETY

Electrical Engineering Dept.
Rm. 234, Larson Hall
Gainesville, FL32611

Hawaii
ALOHA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Robert Kennedy
1541 Dominus No. 1404
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 946·9761Georgia

ATLANTA AREA MICROCOMPUTER CLUB
c/o Jim Dunion
421 Ridgecrest Road
Atlanta, GA 30307

ATLANTA AREA MICROCOMPUTER
HOBBYIST GROUP

Box 33140
Atlanta, GA 30332

Illinois

CHICAGO AREA COMPUTER HOBBYIST'S
EXCHANGE (CACHE)

PO Box 36
Vernon Hill, IL 60061
(312) 356·7290
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CHICAGO AREA MICROCOMPUTER
USERS GROUP

c/o Bill Precht
1102 S. Edison
Lombard, IL 60148

ICE-NINE, INC.
PO Box 291·
Western, Springs, IL 60558

(No Name Club)
c/o Jim Henley
420 Bancroft Ct., #8
Rockford, IL 51107
(815) 399-6558

Idaho

CSPCC
c/o Mark Bentley
205 Foster, Apt. 2
Coeur d'Alene, ID83814
(208) 664-6686

Indiana
BETA IOTA TAU
c/o Richard R. Petke
R.H.I.T. Box 420
Terre Haute, IN 47803
(Computer Fraternity)

HOOSIER AMATEUR COMPUTER AND
KLUGE SOCIETY

c/o Ray Borill
111 S. College Avenue
Bloomington, IN 47401

INDIANA SMALL SYSTEMS GROUP
54 Sherry lane
Brownsburg, IN 46112
(317) 852-5833

LOUISVILLE AREA USERS OF
MICROPROCESSORS

115 Edgemont Drive
New Albany, IN 47150
(812) 945-4307

PURDUE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER
HOBBYIST CLUB (PUNCH)

Rm. 67, Electrical Engineering Bldg.
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Iowa
EASTERN IOWA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Mike Wimble
6026 Underwood Ave. SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
(319) 395-4392 day
(319) 396-5647 eve

ITS liME FOR
YOUR FAVORITE SCIENCE
"CTION PROGP.AM

ON TV. r-..¢~r---

Kansas
COMPUTER NETWORK OF KANSAS CITY
c/o Earl Day
968 Kansas Ave.
Kansas City, KS 66105
(913) 492-9315

SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS AMATEUR
COMPUTER ASSOCIATION

c/o Cris Borger
1504 N. St. Clair
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 945-9658

Kentucky
LOUISVILLE AREA USERS OF

MICROPROCESSORS
c/o Steve Roberts (Cybertronics)
PO Box 18065
Louisville, KY 40218

Louisiana
NEW ORLEANS COMPUTER CLUB
Emile AIIine
1119 Pennsylvania Avenue
Slidell, LA 70458

Maryland
CHESAPEAKE MICROCOMPUTER CLUB,

INC.
General Information
Richard Kuzmack
(703) 821-2873

BALTIMORE CHAPTER, CMC
Phil Sticha
(301) 682-6000 ext. 304

LAUREL CHAPTER, CMC
Dan Messina
(301) 766-3202

WHEATON CHAPTER, CMC
Mani Alexander
(301) 946-4120

Massachusetts
ALCOVE COMPUTER CLUB
c/o John P. Vullo
21 Sunset Ave.
North Reading, MA 01864

GREATER BOSTON COMPUTER USERS
GROUP

c/o Steven Hain
40 Wilshire Drive (Door 2)
Sharon, MA 02067
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NEW ENGLAND COMPUTER SOCIETY
PO Box 198
Bedford, MA 01730

Michigan
ANN ARBOR COMPUTING CLUB
c/o Roger Gregory
1485 Newport Road
Ann Arbor, MI48103
(313) 995-5743

C.J. LAMESFIELD
Box 271
Davison, MI48423

COMPUTER HOBBYISTS AROUND
LANSING

c/o Joyce and Marvin Church
4307 Mar Moor Drive
Lansing, MI48917

DETROIT AREA CLUB
c/o Dennis Siemit
45466 Cluster
Utica, MI 48087

DETROIT AREA USERS GROUP
c/o Dana Badertscher
18300 Ash
East Detroit, MI 48021

MID-MICHIGAN COMPUTER GROUP
c/o Tony Preston
15151 Ripple Dr.
Linden, MI48451
(313) 629-5361, X-262

SEMCO
c/o Dick Weir
20,000 Great Oak Circle S.
Mt. Clemens, MI
(313) 465-3228

Minnesota
BIT USERS ASSOCIATION
Resources Access Center
3010 4th Avenue S.
Minneapolis, MN 55408

MINNESOTA COMPUTER SOCIETY
c/o Jean Rice
Box 35317
Minneapolis, MN 55435

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA AMATEUR
COMPUTER CLUB

2212 NW 17th Avenue
Rochester, MN 55901

XXX-11 USERS GROUP
Dick Corner
514S. 9th Street
Moorhead, MN 56560
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Nevada
NORTHERN NEVADA AMATEUR

COMPUTER CLUB
UNSCC
Box 9068
Reno, NV 89507
(702) 784·4008 or 329·9386

New Hampshire
NASHUA AREA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Dwayne Jeffries
181 Cypress Lane
Nashua, NH 03060

EW ENGLAND COMPUTER CLUB
c/o BYTE
70 Main Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

New Jersey
AMATEURCOMPUTERGROUPOF

NEW JERSEY
c/o Sol Libes
UCTI
1776 Raritan Road
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
(201) 889·2000, X·247 day
(201) 277·2063 eve

HOLMDEL MICROPROCESSOR CLUB
c/o Fred Horney
Rm.3D317
Bell Telephone Labs
Holmdel, NJ 07733
(201) 949· 7845

NEW JERSEY CLUB
c/o Bruce C. Dalland
37 Brook Drive
Dover, NJ 07801

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY AMATEUR
COMPUTER GROUP

c/o Murray P. Dwight
593 New York Ave.
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071

New Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE AREA COMPUTER CLUB
Gary Tack
PO Box 866
Corrales, NM 87048

.":'

New York

BUFFALO CLUB
c/o Chuck Fischer
355 South Creek Drive
Depew, NY 14043

ITHACA COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Steve Edelman
204 Dryden Road
Ithaca, NY 14850

LONG ISLAND COMPUTER ASSOCIATION
c/o Gerry Harrison
PO Box 864
Jamaica, NY 11431
(516) 938·6769

LONG ISLAND COMPUTER CLUB
c/o Popular Electronics
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

NEW YORK AMATEUR COM PUTER CLUB
106 Bedford St.
New York, NY 10014
(212) 255·4942
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The SOROe 10120
CURSOR CONTROl. Forespace. back-
space, up, down, new line, return, home,
tab, PLUS ABSOLUTE CURSOR AD·
DRESSING.

TRANSMISSION MODES. Conversation
(half and full Duolex) PLUS BLOCK
MODE - transmit a page at a time.

FIELD PROTECTION. Any part of the
display can be "protected" to prevent
overtyping. Protected fields are displayed
at reduced intensity.

EDITING. Clear screen, typeover, abso-
lute cursor addressing, erase to end of
page, erase to end of line, erase to end
of field.

DISPLAY FORMAT. 24 lines by 80 char-
acters 11,920 characters).

CHARACTER SET. 96 characters total.
Upper and lower case ASCII.

KEYBOARD. 73 keys including numeric
key pad.

REPEAT KEY. 15 cps repeat action.

DATA RATES. Thumbwheel selectable
from 75 to 19,200 baud.

SCREEN. 12 inch rectangular CRT - P4
phosphor.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICING

Kit $ 995.00 Assembled $ 1,295.00

specials of the Month
OAE Paper Tape Reader [kit] $ 65

lassem.1 $ 80

North Star MICRO·DISK
with Power Supply & Cabinet . . . . .. [kit] $699

[assem.] $799

.TDl ZPU Board , . . . . [kit] $255
lassem.1 $305

Cromemco DAZZLER. . . . . . . . . [kit] $205
[assem.] $325

Selectric Terminals
$1,200.00

AT LAST!

An ASCII coded Selectric terminal
with a RS232·C interface .

Call or write us today for details.

1290 24th Avenue. San Francisco, CA 94122

(415)566-7472. Please call collect!
Catitornia residents add 6% sales tax. Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.

X/MEDIA OFFERS A FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS FOR
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST AND THE

SMALL SYSTEM DESIGNER. LET US QUOTE ON ALL
YOUR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE NEEDS.

OUR RETAIL STORE - THE COMPUTERISrtm -IS NOW
OPEN IN SAN FRANCISCO. CALL US FOR DIRECTIONS.

ROCHESTER AREA MICROCOMPUTER
SOCIETY (RAMS)

Box D
Rochester, NY 14609
(716) 244·9844, eves & weekends

STUDENTS CYBERNETICS LAB
16 Linwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14209

WESTCHESTER AMATEUR COMPUTER
SOCIETY

c/o Harold Shair
41 Colby Avenue
Rye, NY 10580

WESTCHESTER FAIRFIELD AMATEUR
COMPUTER SOCIETY

RR 1, Box 198
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
(914) PO 4·4213

North Carolina

TRIANGLE AMATEUR COMPUTER CLUB
Box 17523
Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 787·4137

NEW YORK MICRO HOBBYIST GROUP
c/o Robert Schwartz
375 Roverside Drive, Apt. 1E
New York, NY 10025
(212) 663·5549

STONY BROOK.HOME·BREW COMPUTER
CLUB

c/o Ludwig Braun
College of Engineering and Applied

Sciences
State University of NY at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794
(516) 246·8424

PACESETTER USERS GROUP
1457 Broadway, Rm. 305
New York, NY 10016

NIAGARA REGION COMPUTER GROUP
c/o cnucx =tscner
355 South Creek Drive
Depew, NY 14043
(716) 681·1597
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Ohio

AMATEUR COMPUTER SOCIETY OF
COLUMBUS

clo Walter Marvin
408 Thurber Drive West #6
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 461-0535

CLEVELAND DIGITAL GROUP
clo John Kabat, Jr.
1200 Seneca Blvd. #407
Broadway Heights, OH 44147
(216) 888-7531

DAYTON MICROCOMPUTER ASSN.
clo Doug Andrews
8668 Sturbridge Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45200
(513) 791-6169

KIM USERS GROUP
clo Eric Rehnke
7656 Broadview Rd., Apt. 207
Parma, OH 44134

COMPUTE, EVALUATE, TRADE
Box 104
Tipp City, OH 45371
(513) 268-6551, X-587

MIDWEST ALLIANCE OF COMPUTER
CLUBS

clo Gary Coleman
PO Box 83
Brecksville, OH 44141
(216) 371-9304

Oklahoma

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA AMATEUR
COMPUTING SOCIETY

clo Lee Lilly
PO Box 2213
Norman, OK 73069

OKLAHOMA CITY CLUB
clo Bill Cowden
2412 SW 45th
Oklahoma City, OK 73119

Oregon

PORTLAND COMPUTER CLUB
clo Bill Marsh
2814 NE40th Street
Portland, OR 97212

PORTLAND COMPUTER SOCIETY
1003 Garland St., Apt. 4
Woodburn, OR 9707"

Pennsylvania

DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER, SCCS
clo Martin Dimmerman
1228 Barrowdale
Rydal, PA 19046

PHILADELPHIA AREA COMPUTER
SOCIETY

Box 1954
Philadelphia, PA 19105
(215) 923-3299

PITTSBURGH AREA COMPUTER CLUB
clo Fred Kitman
OPUS-1
400 Smithfield Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
(412) 391-3800 day
(412)931-5866 eve.

SAINT THOMAS DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL
COMPUTER CLUB

1025 Braddock Avenue
Braddock, PA 15104

WILKES COLLEGE COMPUTER CLUB
clo Eric Jansen, Math Dept.
Wilkes College
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18703

Texas

CENTRAL TEXAS COMPUTER
ASSOCIATION

clo Ray McCoy
508 Blueberry Hill
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 443-0971

EL PASO COMPUTER GROUP
clo Jack O. Coats, Jr.
213 Argonaut Apt. 27
EI Paso, TX 79912

HOUSTON AMATEUR MICROCOMPUTER
CLUB (HAMCC)

clo David M. Fogg, President
4223 S.W. Freeway #203
Houston, TX 77207
(713) 626-2935

NASA-JSC COMPUTER HOBBYIST CLUB
clo Marlowe Cassetti
1011 Davenport
Seabrook, TX 77586
(713) 474-2923

NORTHSIDE COMPUTER GROUP
2318 Townbreeze
San Antonio, TX 78238

PANHANDLE COMPUTER SOCIETY
clo Tex Everett, President
2923 S. Spring
Amarillo, TX 79103
(806) 373-8207

PERMIAN BASIN COMPUTER GROUP
clo John Rabenaldt
Ector County School District
Box3912
Odessa, TX 79760
(915) 332-9151 X-438 A.M.-5 P.M.
(915) 697-4607 after 6 P.M.

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
MICROCOMPUTER CLUB

PO Box M-9
Aggieland Station, TX 77844
(713) 823-0877

TEXAS COMPUTER CLUB
clo L.G. Walker
Rt. 1 Box 272
Aledo, TX 76008

THE COMPUTER HOBBYIST GROUP OF
NORTH TEXAS

clo Bill Fuller
2377 Dalworth 157
Grand Prairie, TX 75050

Utah

SALT LAKE CITY COMPUTER CLUB
2925 Valley View Avenue
Holladay, UT84117

Virginia

ALEXANDRIA CHAPTER, CMC
cia Richard Rubinstein
7711 Elba Road
Alexandria, VA 22306
(703) 768-4847

CHARLOTTESVILLE COMPUTER
HOBBYIST CLUB

Box 6132
Charlottesville, VA 22906
(804) 293-4973
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DYNA-MICRO USERS GROUP
cia Dr. Frank Settle, Jr.
Digital Directions
PO Box 1053
Lexington, VA 24450

iBM 5100 USERS GROUP
c/o Richard E. Easton, MD
5541 Parliment Drive, Suite 104
Virginia Beach, VA 23462

McLEAN CHAPTER, CMC
Carlyle Reeder
(703) 471-5600

PENNINSULA COMPUTER HOBBYIST
CLUB

clo Larry Polis
2Weber lane
Hampton, VA 23663

RESTON CHAPTER, CMC
Andrew Convery
2315 Freetown Ct., Apt. 110
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 860-1879

RICHMOND CHAPTER, CMC
Hugh Melton
(804) 285-2452

ROANOKE VALLEY COMPUTER CLUB
cia Lee Yosafat
2026 Wynmere Drive SW
Roanoke, VA

Washington

NORTHWEST COMPUTER CLUB
PO Box 5304
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 524-6359, 12-2 P M

Wisconsin

DURANT CLUB
clo James S. White
901 South 12th St.
Watertown, WI 53094

WISCONSIN AREA TRIBE OF COMPUTER
HOBBYISTS (WATCH)

clo Don Stevens
PO Box 159
Sheboygan Falls, WI 22306

CANADA

AMATEUR MICROPROCESSOR CLUB OF
KITCHNER-WATERLOO

clo Ed Spike
Electrical Engineering
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1
(519) 885-1211

CANADIAN COMPUTER CLUB
86111th St.
Brandon, Manitoba R7A 4L 1

MONTREAL AREA COM PUTER SOCI ETY
clo Leslie Zoltan
4100 Kindersley Ave., Apt. 22
Montreal, Quebec

TORONTO REGION OF COMPUTER
ENTHUSIASTS (TRACE)

clo Harold G. Melanson
Box 545
Streetsville, Ontario L5M 2C1

If you have a computer club in your area
which is not listed here, or if the listing for
your club is incorrect, please send us an up-
dated listing. We will run updates every
issue and the complete directory twice a
year.
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DIODES/ZENERS SOCKETS/BRIDGES TRANSISTORS, LEOS, etc.
lN914 100v 10mA .05 8-pin pcb .25 ww .45 2N2222 NPN .15
lN4004 400v lA .08 14·pin pcb .25 ww .40 2N2907 PNP .15
lN4005 600v lA .08 16-pin pcb .25 ww .40 2N3740 PNP lA 60v .25
1N4007 1000v lA .15 18-pin pcb .25 ww .75 2N3906 PNP .10
lN4148 75v 10mA .03 22-pin pcb .45 ww 1.25 2N3054 NPN .35
lN753A 6.2v z .25 24-pin pcb .35 ww 1.25 2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .50
lN758A 10v z .25 28-pin pcb .35 ww 1.45 T1P125 PNP Darlington .35
lN759A 12v z .25 40-pin pcb .50 ww 1.95 LED Green, Red, Clear .15
1N4733 5.1v z .25 Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets .25 D.L.747 7 seg5/8" high com-anode 1.95
1N5243 13v z .25 XAN72 7 segcom-anode 1.50
1N5244B 14v z .25 2 Amp Bridge 100-prv 1.20 FND 359 Red 7 segcom-cathode 1.25
1N5245B 15v z .25 25 Amp Bridge 200-prv 1.95 HP276 com-cathode 1.25

CMOS - T T L -
4000 .15 7400 .15 7473 .25 74176 1.25 74H72 .55 74S133 .45
4001 .20 7401 .15 7474 .35 74180 .85 74Hl0l .75 74S140 .75
4002 .20 7402 .20 7475 .35 74181 2.75 74Hl03 .75 74S151 .35
4004 3.95 7403 .20 7476 .30 74182 .95 74Hl06 .95 74S153 .35
4006 1.20 7404 .15 7480 .55 74190 1.75 74S157 .80
4007 .35 7405 .25 7481 .75 74191 .35 74S158 .35
4008 1.20 7406 .35 7483 .95 74192 1.65 74LOO .35 74S194 1.05
4009 .30 7407 .55 7485 .95 74193 .85 74L02 .35 74S257( 8123) .25
4010 .45 7408 .25 7486 .30 74194 1.25 74L03 .30
4011 .20 7409 .15 7489 1.35 74195 .95 74L04 .35
4012 .20 7410 .10 7490 .55 74196 1.25 74Ll0 .35 74LSOO .45
4013 .40 7411 .25 7491 .95 74197 1.25 74L20 .35 74LSOl .45
4014 1.10 7412 .30 7492 .95 74198 2.35 74L30 .45 74LS02 .45
4015 .95 7413 .45 7493 .40 74221 1.00 74L47 1.95 74LS04 .45
4016 .35 7414 1.10 7494 1.25 74367 .85 74L51 .45 74LS05 .55
4017 1.10 7416 .25 7495 .60 74L55 .65 74LS08 .45
4018 1.10 7417 .40 7496 .80 74L72 .45 74LS09 .45
4019 .70 7420 .15 75108A .35 74L73 .40 74LS10 .45
4020 .85 7426 .30 75110 .35 74L74 .45 74LSll .45
4021 1.35 7427 .45 74100 1.85 75491 .50 74L75 .55 74LS20 .40 i
4022 .95 7430 .15 74107 .35 75492 .50 74L93 .55 74LS21 .25
4023 .25 7432 .30 74121 .35 74L123 .55 74LS22 .25
4024 .75 7437 .35 74122 .55 74LS32 .40
4025 .35 7438 .35 74123 .55 74HOO .25 74LS37 .40
4026 1.95 7440 .25 74125 .45 74HOl .25 74S00 .55 74LS40 .55
4027 .50 7441 1.15 74126 .35 74H04 .25 74S02 .55 74LS42 1.75
4028 .95 7442 .55 74132 1.35 74H05 .25 74S03 .40 74LS51 .65
4030 .35 7443 .85 74141 1.00 74H08 .35 74S04 .35 74LS74 .75
4033 1.95 7444 .45 74150 1.00 74Hl0 .35 74S05 .35 74LS86 .75
4034 2.45 7445 .80 74151 .75 74Hll .25 74S08 .35 74LS90 1.30
4035 1.25 7446 .95 74153 .95 74H15 .30 74S10 .35 74LS93 1.00
4040 1.35 7447 .95 74154 .75 74H20 .30 74S11 .35 74LS107 .95
4041 .69 7448 .95 74156 1.15 74H21 .25 74S20 .35 74LS123 1.00
4042 .95 7450 .25 74157 .65 74H22 .40 74S40 .25 74LS151 .75
4043 1.25 7451 .25 74161 .85 74H30 .25 74850 .25 74LS153 1.20
4044 .95 7453 .20 74163 .95 74H40 .25 74S51 .45 74L8157 .85
4046 1.50 7454 .25 74164 .60 74H50 .25 74864 .25 74LSl64 1.90
4049 .80 7460 .40 74165 1.50 74H51 .25 74874 .40 74LS367 .85
4050 .60 7470 .45 74166 1.35 74H52 .15 748112 .90 74LS368 .70
4066 1.35 7472 .45 74175 .80 74H53J .25 74S114 1.30
4069 .40 74H55 .25
4071 .35
4082 .45

9000 SERIES LlNEARS, REGULATORS, etc.
9301 .85 8266 .35 LM320K5 1.65 LM340T-24 .95 LM723 .45
9309 .35 8836 .95 LM320K12 1.65 LM340K-12 2.15 LM725 1.75
9322 .85 MCT2 .95 LM320T12 1.25 LM340K-15 1.25 LM739 1.50
95H03 .55 8038 3.95 LM320T15 1.65 LM340K-18 1.25 LM741 8-14 .20
9601 .75 LM201 .75 LM339 .95 LM340K-24 .95 LM747 1.10
9602 .50 LM301 .25 78135(340T·5) .95 LM373 2.95 LM1307 1.25

LM308 (Mini) .75 LM340T-12 1.00 LM380 .95 LM1458 .95

MEMORY CLOCKS LM309H .65 LM340T-15 1.00 LM709(8,14 PIN) .25 LM3900 .50
LM309K(340K-5).85 LM340T-18 1.00 LM711 .45 LM75451 .65

74S188 (8223) 3.00 LM3l0 1.15 NE555 .50
1702A 7.95 LM3l1 D(Min;) .75 NE556 .95
MM5314 3.00 LM318 {Mlnl] .65 NE565 .95
MM5316 3.50

INTEGRATED
NE566 1.15

2102-1 1.75 CIRCUITS UNLIMITED NE567 1.35
2102L-1 1.95 SN72720 1.35
TMS6011NC 6.95 7889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. San Diego, CA 92111 (714) 278-4394 SN72820 1.35
8080AD 15.00 All orders shipped prepaid No minimum
8T13 1.50 Open accounts invited COD orders accepted
8T23 1.50 Discounts available at OEM Quantities
8T24 2.00 California Residents add 6% SalesTax
21078-4 4.95 24 Hour Phone (714) 278-4394 MasterCharge/ BankAmericard



THINKING STRATEGIES WITH
THE COMPUTER:

WORKING BACKWARD
D.T. Piele and L.E. Wood ~~

"The so-called' Treasury of Analysis' is, to put it shortly, a
special body of doctrine for the use of those who, after
having studied the ordinary Elements, are desirious of
acquiring the ability to solve problems."

Pappus, Book VII
Mathematical Collection

Pappus of Alexandria, who lived at the end of the third
century A.D., wrote a comprehensive guidebook and
commentary on the geometrical works of the great Greek
mathematicians Pythagorus, Euclid, Archimedes, and
Apollonius-to name a few. HisMathematical Collection
consists of eight books descri bing the important develop-
ments of the classical Greek geometers and is punctuated
with numerous original propositions, improvements, and
historical original propositions, improvements, and his-
torical comments of his own. Book VII is historically very
important because it collects together the fundamental
discoveries of Greek geometers into a "Treasury of
Analysis" which, after Euclid's Elements, became essen-
tial reading for serious mathematicians of the day. The
"Treasury" is also valua ble as an early source for heuristi c
problem-solving strategies. The strategies of analysis and
synthesis are particularly significant because together
they constitute the earliest known description of the
problem-solving strategy known today as working back-
ward .

.....for in analysis we assume that which is sought as if it
were already done, and we inquire what it is from which
this results, and again what is the antecedent cause of the
latter, and so on, until, by so retracing out steps, we come
upon something already known or belonging to the class
of first principles, and such a method we call analysis as
being solution backwards.
"But in synthesis, reversing the process, we take as

already done that which was last arrived at in the analysis
and, by arranging in their natural order as consequences
what before were antecedents, and successively connect-

'University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140

ing them one with another, we arrive finally at the
construction of that which was sought; and this we call
synthesis." (7)

Working Backward

In this second article on problem-solving, we will
discuss strategy of working backward. Any solution to a
problem can be thought of as a path that leads from the
given information to the goal. The point Pappus emphasiz-
ed was that in cases where the goal is known or can be
assumed known, it may be easier to start at the goal and
work backward to the initial state (analysis). Once this is
accomplished, the solution is simply the same series of
steps in reverse (synthesis). As an example, consider the
following problem.

' ..

o

MATCHING COINS
Three men agree to match coins for money. They each flip
a coin and the one who fails to match the other two is the
loser. The loser must double the amount of money that
each opponent has at that time. After three games, each
player has lost once, and has $24. How much did each
man begin with?
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The end result in this problem is known - all three
players end up with $24. The initial state can be found by
working backward one game at a time. For example, since
each player had $24 after the 3rd game, the two winners
of this game (who doubled their money) must have had
$12 each at the end of the 2nd game. In order to pay each
winner $12 and still end up with $24, the loser of this
game must have had $48. Thus the distribution of money
among the three players after the 2nd game has been
determined. In a similar fashion one can continue working
backward to reach the initial state.

If we let P', Pzand P3 represent the players wh 0 lost the
first, second, and third games respectively, then Figure 1
shows the distribution of money between the three
players at each stage constructed by working backward.

States Players
p, P2 P3

After 3rd game $24 $24 $24
After 2nd game $12 $12 $48
After 1st game $ 6 $42 $24
Initial State $39 $21 $12

Figure 1. Solution to Matching Coins

Note that in this problem the path from the goal back to
the initial state is uniquely determined; thus at each state
in the solution, the previous state is forced upon us by the
conditions of the problem. By working backward, we were
able to arrive at the solution directly without any detours.
This property is illustrated in Figure 2.

We turn now to a more complex problem where the
strategy of working backward is not necessary but where it
can be used very effectively in a computer program.

FIVE SAILORS AND A MONKEY
Five sailors and a monkey were on an island. One evening
the sailors rounded up all the coconuts they could find and
put them in one large pile. Being exhausted from working
so hard, they decided to wait and divide them up equally in
the morning. During the night, a sailor awoke and

Ei.gur'e r Z An illustration. of working backward

separated the nuts into five equal piles, with one left over
which he gave to the monkey, He took one pile, hid it,
pushed the other four together and went back to his
hammock. He was followed in turn by the other four
sailors, each of whom did exactly the same thing. Next
morning the remaining nuts were divided equally with one
remaining nut going to the monkey. What is the least
number of coconuts they could have begun with?

Philip W. Brashear (1) derived an eleqant algebraic
solution to this problem which solves it for any number of
sailors. Unfortunately, to conceive such a solution requires
a high level of mathematical maturity. But with a computer
handy and an understanding of the strategy of working
backward, a solution is relatively easy to find.

Consider the general problem where S is the number of
sailors on the island and A is the number of coconuts that
each sailor received in the final division of the pile. Since
one coconut was given to the monkey at every division,
the total number of coconuts left in the morning is '2IA + 1.
But this pile came from pushing together S - 1equal piles.
Thus, the key condition that must hold is for (S-A+ 1) (S -
1) to be an integer K, which represents the number of
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coconuts that the last sailor stole from a pile of S-K + 1
coconuts. But this pile is the result of pushing together S-
1 equal piles by the previous theif so again (SoK+1) (S -1 )
is an integer as we move back through all S raids on the
pile. This idea is explained further in the flowchart and
notes which accompany the SAILOR program.

Conclusion
From textbooks, it is easy to get the impression that

there is only one way to solve a problem. The trouble is,
our memory soon gets overloaded trying to remember
which solution goes with which problem and vice-versa.
On top of that, what should you do if classical algebraic or
analytical techniques become awkward and difficult to
solve? Quit? Never!!! Learn a few simple problem solving
skills and start cracking Some tough coconuts with the
computer .•

Postscript
The algebraic solution to this problem is given by S(S+1)-

(S-1). Thus for S larger than 5, the program given here
takes an appreciable amount of time to get an answer. Are
there ways to make the program more efficient?

References
1. Brashear, Philip W., "Five Sailors And A Monkey", The
Mathematics Teacher, October 1967, pp 597-599.
2. Kordemsky, Boris A. The Moscow Puzzles. Charles
Scribner's Sons. New York 1972.
3. Gardiner, M. Mathematical Puzzles of Sam l.ovd, Vol. I.
Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1959.
4. Newell, A. and Simon, H.A. Human Problem Solving.
Prentice-Hall, lnc.. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1972.
5. Polya, G. How To Solve It. Princeton University Press,
1945.
6. Wickelgren, Wayne A. How To Solve Problems. W. H.
Freeman and Company, San Francisco, 1974.

(7) Heath, Sir Thomas L., The Thirteen Books of Euclid's
Elements, Dover publications, New York, 1956, p. 138.

Illustrations drawn by Robert Schroeter, a student at
UW-Parkside.

SAILOR PROGRAM
LISTSAILOR

100 PRINT 'THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE SAILORS AND'
110 PRINT 'MONKEY PROBLEM BY WORKING BACKWARDS,'
120 PRINT
130 PRINT 'HOW MANY SAILORS ARE THERE ON THE ISLAND ';
140 INPUT S
150 PRINT
160 A=1
170 K·=A
:LBO N·"')
:190 IF (S*Ktl)/(S-I)-INT«S*Ktl)/(S-I)) THEN 220
200 A-At!
210 GOTO 170
220 N=N+l
230 K=(S*Ktl)/(S-I)
240 IF N-S THEN 260
250 GOTO 190
260 PRINT 'THE LEAST NUMBER OF COCONUTS THAT'S
270 PRINT 'SAILORS CAN BEGIN WITH IS'S*K+l
280 PRINT
290 PRINT 'IN THE MORNING. EACH SAILOR GETS'A
300 END

Flowchart Notes
1. S is the number of sailors on the island.
2. A = 1 is the initial value for the morning share.
3. K is an integer.
4. N is a counter for loop 2.
5. (S·K + 1) (S - 1) is the number of coconuts stolen by
sailor number (S - N) the night before.
6. The value of A is increased by 1 in loop 1 until it reaches
a number for the final share that could have come from a
pile formed by pushing together S-1 equal shares.
7. Loop 2 checks to see when a number is reached for the
final share that can survive being pushed back through S
consecutive raids and regroupings and still give integers at
each stage.
8. The print-out gives the number of sailors, the least
number of coconuts they could have begun with, and the
share each sailor received in the morning.

FLOWCHART

LOOP 2

NO

STOP

SAMPLE RUN
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE SAILORS AND
MONKEY PROBLEM BY WORKING BACKWARDS,
HOW MANY SAILORS ARE THERE ON THE ISLAND ?5

THE LEAST NUMBER OF COCONUTS THAT 5
SAILORS CAN BEGIN WITH IS 15621
IN THE MORNING. EACH SAILOR GETS 1023

DONE
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Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) was one of the
earliest and most successful uses of computers in
education. In this series of 5 articles we'll show how you
can produce and use CAI software on your home or
school computer.

CAt: Mathematics
Drill and Practice

David H. Ahl

In its most elemental form, CAI
presents drill and practice exercises to
a student on a subject that he or she
has already learned in class or
elsewhere. On larger systems this is
refined to the point where the com-
puter keeps track of each student and
presents proportionately more
material of the type with which the
student is having difficulty.

For example, in second grade
arithmetic a student may receive drill
and practice on horizontal addition,
vertical addition, horizontal subtrac-
tion, and vertical subtraction in equal
doses, i.e., 25% of each type of
problem. However, over time the stu-
dent may miss more of the horizontal
type problems, particularly subtrac-
tion. In this case after several sessions
the ratio of problems might be 30%
horizontal addition, 15% vertical addi-
tion, 40% horizontal subtraction, and
15% vertical addition.

These problem categories are
sometimes known as "strands" and a
student may progress along each of the
strands independently of other strands
and independently of his or her overall
grade level. Thus, in an extreme case, a
third grader could be at sixth grade
level in vertical addition and first grade
level in fractions.

This is the type of drill and practice
that has proved so successful in
Chicago, Compton and numerous
other places using large-scale com-
puters or dedicated time-sharing
mega-minis. However, there's no
reason that we can't produce a similar
system for micros and minis, or a non-
dedicated time sharing system.

Before we produce a relatively
elaborate record-keeping system, it's
important to understand some of the
basics of writing drill and practice for
any computer. For example, consider
the following problem:

3 + _ = 17
Where does the student type the
answer? With "normal" high-level
languages you can request input to the
right of the problem or on the next line
(a or b). With cursor addressing you
could request input at the more
desirable location where it actually
belongs (c).

3+c_=17 a
b

On a problem like this:
32

- 17

do you require the answer as 15 or do
you allow the student to work from
right to left, first inputting a 5 and then
having the cursor back up for the 1?

Initially, we'll assume the only
language available is Basic with no
extended capabilities and with no
cursor addressing. However, the prin-
ciples of writing CAI are the same no
matter what language you're dealing
with.
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? 2
C0RRECT II
HERE'S AN0THER •••

10 RANDeJMIZE
20 N=IO
30 11'=0
40 A =1NT< H*RNDC 0))
508=INTCH*RNDCO»
100 PRINT
110 PRINT :;A
130 PRINT + ;8
140 R=A+8
200 PRI NT
210 INPUT G ~
220 IF' G=R THEN 300230 "'=11'+1
240 IF' "'>1THEN 270
250 PRINT "WReJNG, TRY AGAIN."260 GeJTeJ100
~70 PRINT ·YeJU MISSED THAT eJNETWICE.
280 PRINT "THE CeJRRECT ANSWER IS ";R
290 G3T0 310
300 PRINT "CeJRRECT II"
310 PRINT "HERE'S AN0THER •••"320 GeJT0 30
999 END

EXAMPLE 1
2

+ 0

I
+ 7
? 8CeJRRECT IIHERE'S ANeJTHER•••

I
+ 7

? 8CeJRRECT IIHERE'S ANeJTHER•••
6

+ 2

EXAMPLE 2 ? 9..,ReJNG,
6

+ 2
? 10

9
+ I

6
+ 2

? 10
CeJRRECT II
HERE'S ANeJTHER•••

7
+ 8

? 8C0RRECT II
HERE'S AN0THER •••

8
- 2

? 6
C0RRECT II
HERE'S ANeJTHER•••

7
+ 2

? SteIP
PReJGRAM HALTED

Example 1 generates and presents
vertical addition problems. It doesn't
keep score, it doesn't use cursor
addressing, it doesn't have timing, it
doesn't even keep columns of numbers
lined up, but it's a starting point. And,
incidentally it is useful. Children are
incredibly adaptable and it's frequently
easier to get a child to accept a less-
than-beautiful format on the computer
than to go through the programming
gyrations to get everything "just right."
The really important reasons that CAI
is so successful is that it is personal, it
is self-paced, it is not critical (in an ego
deflating or destructive way), and it is
infinitely patient. All these factors are
present in Example 1 even though it
lacks the niceties of more
sophisticated programs.

Notice the following features:
• Problem difficulty. This is set in

Statement 20. Currently the number
range is between 0 and 9. N determines
the upper range of numbers used in
problems.

• Number of trials allowed. State-
ment 230 counts the number of times a

? 10
II'R0NG,TRY AGAIN.

7
+ 2
? 9
C0RRECT IIHERE'S AN0THER •••

9
- 3

? 6
C0RRECT II
HERE'S AN0THER •••

7
+ 5

? 12
C0RRECT 11
HERE'S ANeJTHER•••

7
4

? 3C0RRECT II
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problem is gotten wrong. Statement
240 allows two trials; if you wish to
allow 3 trials before giving the correct
answer, then Statement 240 should be
IF W 2 THEN 270.

By adding 10 statements to Example
1 (see Example 2) we can present
addition and subtraction problems
alternately. Statement 60 is a problem
counter; Statement 120 branches to
subtraction problems on even
numbers. Statements 70 through 90
simply make sure that a smaller
number is being subtracted from a
larger one (not necessary, of course, if
the student understands the concept of
negative numbers).

Example 3, for multiplication
problems adds two additional features
not in Examples 1 or 2:

• Personal feedback. The child's
name, input in Statement 10, is used
liberally in comments throughout the
exercise (Statements 114,145,220).

• Scoring. Variable R counts the
number of problems right on the fi rst or
second trial and Statements 210-220
compute the total score.



EXAMPLE 3
2 RAND0MJZE " PnCona.li-a.a.~~" i,
5 PRINT MULTIPLICATI0N PRACTICE. niCL'rf '1-"'" ~asi,"
10 PRINT "YBUR NAME"; <:';:==:::==; "'~S $-m"5 VH;~"'~$.
12 INPUT A$
14 PRINT\PRINT "HI ";A$,". Te STBP, TyPE 999 F0R Y0UR ANSWER."
15 R =O\P ="1
20 P=P+I
25 Q=O
30 A=INHI2*RND(OHI>
40 B=1 NT<I O*RND(O)+J)
50 PRINT
60 PRINT :;A
70 PRINT" X ;B_
80 PRINT" ------
90 PRINT"
100 INPUT G
110 IF G:A*B THEN 140
III IF G:999 THEN 200
112 IF Q<I THEN 122
114 PRINT :Y0U MISSED THAT 0NE TWICE,";A$
115PRINT THEC0RRECTANSWER IS ,MB
117 PRINT
120 GI1lT0 20
122 Q:Q+I
125 PRINT -NI<l.
130 G0T0 50
140 R:R+I
145 PRINT "RIGHT, ";A$
150 GI<lT0 20
200 PRINT
210 PRINT "Y0U G0T";R;"RIGHT 0UT 0F",P;"PR0BLEMS."
215 S:INT<IOO*RIP) ~
220 PRINT "SC0RE IS";S;"PERCENT, ";A$ ~r(SVo\rsco\'"(,.
230 END

MULTIPLICA!I0N PRACTICE.
Y0UR NAME? DEREK

HI DEREK. 10 ST0P, TYPE 999 F0R YI1JURANSWER.

9
X 7

? 54
He. TRY AGAIN.

Let's now take a bigger jump to
Example 4 which presents 9 different
types of horizontal and vertical addi-
tion and subtraction problems Start-
ing with the same basics, we've added
some additional features:

• Digit alignment· in vertical
problems. Statements 114, 115, and
401 determine how many spaces to tab
over (Statements 210,220, etc.) so that
the digits are right justified.

• Different reinforcement messages.
Problem counter Y coupled with
Statements 750-795 altern ates
between 4 reinforcement messages.
More could be used, of course.
. Notice that scoring is not in this

program. Scoring is most valuable
when it is an internal variable used to
alter the ratio of different types of
problems in response to what the child
is getting right or wrong. However
many children feel threatened by
scores (like grades) so it may not be
desirable to print,it out.

Next issue we'll look at how the
scores on different types of problems
can be used to vary the ratio of problem
types presented and we'll also look at
keeping records from one session to
the next .•

9
X 7
? 64

Y0U MISSED THAT 0NE TWICE,DEREK
THE CeiRRECT ANSWER IS 63

2
X 3
? 6

RIGHT, DEREK

II
X 7

? 77
RIGHT, DEREK

5
X 4

? 20
RIGH!, DEREK

10
X 8

? 80
RIGHT, mREK

4
X 6

? 24
RIGHT, DEREK

2
X 3

? 6
RIGHT, DEREK

X

? 999

Y!1lU car 6 RIGHT 0UT 0F 7 PR08LEMS.
SC0RE IS 85 PERCENT, DEREK

EXAMPLE 4

0K, "u", WE'RE G0ING T0 00 S0ME ARITHMETIC PR08LEMS."

10 RAND0MIZE
20 N=15
30 PRINT HI. WHAT'S YIIJURNAME"
40 INPUT A$
50 PRINT
60 PRINT
80 E:O
85 Y=O
90 F0R P =1 1'0 18
100 A=I NT<H*RND(O)+i)
105 8 =1NT (N*RND(OHI>
110 IF A>B THEN 114
III D:8
112 8=A
113 A:D
114 S=3-INHLIIJG(A)I2.302585+1)
115 T:2-I NHLIIJG (B) 12 .302585+ I)
120 Q=P
130 IF P<IO THEN 150
140 Q:P-9
150 0N Q G0T0 200,250,300,350,400,450,500,550,600
200R=A~ A
210 PRINT T_AB(S)lA" Ittr"'~+c.~
220 P1HNi !AB rr» ! B bt.ft.ltt,M ~(.
225 PRINT tl
230 INPUT G -. t»~b"' •.•"""ptS.
235 GIIJSUB700
240 IF E>O THEN 210
245 GIIJTIIJ680
250 R=A-B
260 PRINT A" - "B- : "
270 INPUT G
280 GIIJSUB 700
290 IF E>O THEN 260

295 GIIJHl 680
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300 R=A-B
310 PRINT rA~(T)" "B
320 PRINT +
325 PRINT "------"
330 PRINT TAB(S) ;A, ,
332 HIPUT G
335 G"'SUB 100
340 IF E>O THEN 310

345 Gar", 680
350 R:A-B
360 PR I NT A" - :;8, ,
310 INPUT G
380 G"'SUB 100
390 IF E>O ~HEN 360

395 G"'T'" 680
400 C:INHN*RND(O)+J)
401 U:3-I NHl"'G (C) 12 ,302585+1>
402 R:A+B+C
410 PRI NT TAB(S) ; A
415 PRINT TAB(U);f "
42a PRI NT TAB (!); + ; B
425 PRINT" "
430 INPUT G
435 G"'SUB 700
440 IF E>O THEN 410
445 G"'T'" 680
450 R=A+B
450 PRINT A" + "B" :
410 INPUT G
480 G"'SUB 100
490 IF E>O JHEN 460
495 G"'T'" 680
500 R=A-B
510 PRINT TAB(S)lA"
520 PRINT JAB(!) : B
525 PRINT
530 INPUT G
535 G"'SUB 100
540 IF E>O THEN 510
545 G"'T", 680
550 R=A-B
550 PRINT B" + : "A"
510 INPUT G
580 G"'SUB 700
590 IF E>O THEN 560
595 G"'T", 680
600 R=A"B
610 PRINT TAB(S);A
515 PRINT "-"
520 PRINT "------"
525 PRINT TAB(!)" "B ••
630 INPUT G
53' G0SUB 100
640 IF E>O THEN 610
645 G"'T0 680
680 NEXT P
690 G"'T'" 900
700 IF G:R THEN 150
705 E:E+1
710 IF E>2 THEN 800
720 PRINT "WH"'NG, TRY
725 PRINT
730 RETURN
150 Y:Y+l
752 E:O
755 "'N Y G~T0 750, 710A180, 190
760 PRINT VERY G00D AS
755 G0T0 725
710 PRINT "SUPER I"
715 G0T'" 725
780 PRINT" THAT'S RIGHT "AS

;~g~~i=T1g60RRECT I"
192 Y:O
795 G"'T'" 725
800 PRINT "Y",U MISSED THAT "'NE 3 TIMES "AS" ,"
805 PRINT" THE C0RRECT ANSWER IS "e","
810 PRINT "HERE'S ANarHER PR0BlEM,
815 E:O
820 G0T0 725
900 PRINT
910 PRINT "THAT WAS l0TS 0F FUN "AS" ,"
920 PRINT "00 Y"'U WANT ANY M0RE PR0BlEMS T0DAY (YES "'R N0)";
930 INPUT BS
9.010 IF BS:"YES" THEN 85
950 IF B$:"N0" THEN 960
953 PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER 'YES' "'R 'N0',"
955 G0T3 920
960 PRINT " "
970 PRINt" ex , G33DBYE F3R N0W AS, PLEASE TyPE 'ByE' ANO"
980 PRINT "HANG UP THE PH0NE, THANKS,"
999 ENO
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HI, WHAT'S Y0UR NAME? DETTA

0K, DETTA, WE"RE G'!lING T0 00 S0ME ARITHMETIC
II PR0BlEMS,

+ 2

? 13
VERY G00D DETTA w i~ou~ c:.v•..~or
12 4: ? 8 eclcl.I"tHi,,~ I ~~

SUPER I a"s..,er re1,.;.ncI
~ "'.reo "',/i+- b~

:--~--~ .~)
1 ? 5

THAT'S RIGHT DETTA

8 -
C0RRECT

10
3

+ 10

: 5 ? 3

15 + : ? 15
SUPER I

15
- 15

? 1
WR0NG, TRY AGAIN,

15
- 15

? 10
\fR0NG, TRY AGAIN,

15
- 15

? 20
Y0U MISSED THAT 0NE 3 TIMES DETTA,
THE C0RRECT ANSWER IS O.
HERE'S AN0THER PR0BlEM.

2 + : 11
THAT 's RIGHT DETTA

10

? 9

10
WR0NG. TRY AGAIN.

10

? 1

? 0

? 19
VERY GI1l00 DETTA

5 - 1 :? 4
SUPER I

10
+

13
THAT 's RIGHT DETTA

? 3

: 8 ? 5

? 19
VERY G0"'D OETTA



Eeny, Meeny, Micro
And More

Alan B. Salisbury

Until the relatively recent arrival of the microprocessor and
microcomputer on the scene, "personal computing" has been
largely limited to the privileged few with access (authorized or
"bootleg") to the computer facilities of their employers or the
computers in their schools, colleges and universities. A mere
handful could be found who could either afford to buy their
own minicomputer or were resourceful enough to construct
their own equipment.

This picture is rapidly changing. As the readers of Creative
Computing are well aware, the age of the affordable computer
has already arrived for many and will soon be here for the
rest-all thanks to the microprocessor. For the computer hob-
byist considering buying or building a personal computer, there
are many factors which should be taken into consideration.

Some Definitions
First, the distinction between a microprocessor and a micro-

computer should be clearly understood. A microprocessor can
be simply defined as a central processing unit (CPU) on a
single LSI chip (or, in some cases, set of chips). As illustrated in
figure 1, the CPU consists of the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)
with its working registers, and the control unit of a computer. It
therefore does not include the main memory or the input/out-
put driving circuitry and interfaces. Earlier microprocessors even
excluded the clocking circuitry from the basic CPU chip.

To qualify as a microcomputer, the total hardware, a micro-
processor may be available as a single LSI chip, while a micro-
computer may be available on a single card. We can carry this
one step further and define a microcomputer system as a micro-
computer plus the required supply, control panel (this may be as
little as an on/off switch), chassis or cabinet, and some (at least
minimal) input/output devices.

Microprocessors
With this perspective, one can now appreciate that a $19.95

microprocessor is a long way from being a working computer
(typically, at least several hundred dollars away). Still, within
every microcomputer there beats a microprocessor heart that
gives it its "personality." The implications of this are many and
some of these will be discussed later in this article. For now,
let's take a closer look at the types of microprocessors common-
Iyfound.

It was mentioned earlier that the CPU may be on a single chip
or made up of a set of chips. Single-chip CPU's are most com-
mon today. They accommodate a fixed word size of 4,8, 12, or
(recently) 16 bits, and have a fixed (predefined by the manu-
facturer) instruction set." Both binary and binary-coded-decimal
modes can be found, and the total number of different machine
language instructions available is on the order of 100. Typical in-
structions execute in several microseconds.

A good example of this type of microprocessor is the popular
Intel 8080 (see Figure 2). The 8080 is an 8-bit microprocessor
with 78 different instructions, packaged in a single 4O-pin dual
in-line package (DIP). Pin-compatible 8080's are also available
from other sources in addition to Intel. Newer versions of the
8080 operate faster, require less external support, and some
have expanded instruction capabilities.

For comparison, Table 1 illustrates characteristics of several
of todav's more popular microprocessors. These are the ones

1. Suggested background reading for those not familiar with these terms is
"Beyond Basic" in the Nov-Dec 1976issue.

---. DATA/INSTRUCTION FLOW
- - •• CONTROL SIGNALS

~ CENTRAL PROCESSING
~ UNIT (CPUl FUNCTIONS

FIGURE 1: FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL COMPUTER
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found in many of the microcomputer systems and kits currently
on the market. The Z-SO,in particular, is interesting because of
its relationship to the SOSO.While it is not pin-compatible with
the SOSO(that is, you can't unplug one and replace it with the
other), all SOSOinstructions are also present in the Z-SO, and
therefore an SOSOprogram will run on the Z-SO.The Z-80 can be
viewed as a "super" SOSOwith a lot of expanded capabilities.
(Note, however, that a Z-80 program will not necessarily run on
an 8080!)

In addition to the basic CPU chip, each micro is complemen-
ted by a set of available memory and I/O interface chips.
Caution must be taken in selecting add-on memories and such
to insure that chips are compatible with one another (that is,
common logic voltage levels and the like), or, in the case of
complete cards, that they will properly interface with one
another. True industry-wide standards do not yet exist in this
area.

"Bit-Slice" Micros
A separate class of microprocessor chips is referred to as "bit-

slice." Each bit-slice chip contains an elemental portion (for
example, 2 bits) of an arithmetic and logic unit plus a similar of
the working registers. An 18-bit CPU (Figure 3) could be
assembled in this case by interconnecting 9 register / AlU chips
and adding a separate chip for the control unit. Machines of ar-
bitrary size can be built in this manner.

The control units for bit-slice micros usually do not have pre-
defined fixed instruction sets. The detailed step-by-step
execution of an instruction is governed by the information con-
tained in a separate control memory. In effect, this kind of con-
trol unit is a "computer within a computer" and the control
memory contents are referred to collectively as a "micro-
program. ,,2 It is therefore possible for the user to define his own
instruction set, or to "emulate" (that is, copy) the instruction
set of another computer in order to use the same software.

Examples of bit-slice chip sets are the Intel 3000 and AM 2900

FEATURE:

MICRO
PROCESSOR:

FAIRCHilD
F-8

series devices. Each series includes many devices to provide the
capability of building very sophisticated computers, probably
more "mini" than "micro" in performance and complexity. Bit-
slice micros are best left to the engineer or the hardware orien-
ted hobbyist.

Technology
Most of todav's commercially available microprocessors

utilize . n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor (NMOS)
technology. MOS technology is the technology associated with
the "field effect" transistor. NMOS, although slightly more
complex than PMOS, offers a decided speed advantage over
the latter. .

The fastest microprocessors available are generally of the "bi-
polar" transistor-transistor logic (TIll type. Bi-polar technology
is that used in the common PNP or NPN transistors. The density
of these devices (that is, the number of equivalent transistors
that can be placed on a single chip) is considerably less than
MOS and the power required is higher. On the other hand, they
operate at much faster speeds. For these reasons, bipolar
technology is often used in the bit-slice class of micros.

A relative newcomer in the field is "integrated injection logic"
or 12l, a relative of bi-polar technology. 12l promises densities
and power requirements comparable to MOS, with speed even
better than MOS.

Memories
Two types of memories may be used within micro-

computers: "read/write" and "read-only." Read only memories
(ROMs), as their name implies, may be read but not written
(altered) under program control. ROMs are most often em-
ployed in microcomputer systems that are dedicated to a single
application such as a process controller. The program in this

2.. Note that "microprogramming" is NOT simply the same as programming a
microprocessor! Generally, a microprogram defines the instruction set while the
machine language program uses those instructions. '

COMMENTSINOTES

2 Accumulator (Note' )
64 Gen Purpose

1. Indirect addressing used to reach
a!1but 12 Gen purp registers.

8-bit NMOS 78 2

Super 8080, software compatible
(upward 8080 to Z-SO)but not pin
compatible. PLIZ language.

INTEL
OOSO

Accumulator
6 Gen Purpose
Stack Pointer

0085 integrates support chips with
CPU, is faster.

PLIM language

12-bit CMOS 60+ 5 Accumulator Emulates PDP-8 instruction set!INTERSll
6100 MQ

8-bit NMOS 72 2 2 Accumulators
Index
Stack Pointer

Instruction set is similar to PDP-ll.
MPl language

MOTOROLA
6800

16-bit NMOS 69 2.7 (Note2)TEXAS INST
9900

2. Uses memory-to-memory instruc-
tions, without CPU working
registers.

158 1.6 2 banksZllOG
Z-80

8-bit NMOS

TABLE 1. A Comparison of Several Popular Microprocessors
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CPU CHIP
I

I TO OTHER CHIPI
I

('NOTE, NEW 8085 HAl CLOCK ON CPU CHIPI

FIGURE z· INIEL ,080 CENTRAL PROCElIING UNIT

type of application normally remainsconstant. A small amount
of separate read/write memory is often included for data which
may be variable. Another use of ROMs is for the control
memory of a microprogrammed computer as described earlier.
In this casethey areoften referredto as "firmware." Finally, key
systems programs (monitors, interpreters, etc.) are sometimes
provided by microcomputer manufacturers in ROM form to
eliminate the necessityof having to readthem into memory.

General-purposemicrocomputers of interest to the computer
hobbyist require read/write memories for both programs and
data. Read/write memory chips are usually called RAM (in con-
trast to ROM), for "random accessmemory."

RAM's may either be "static" or "dynamic." Dynamic RAM's
have the disadvantage of requiring a periodic "refresh" or they
will lose their information, and this requires. extra circuitry.
"Volatile" memoriesof this type losetheir contents when power
is cut off, just asmost pocket calculators do. Unlessthe system
hasfairly high-speed input devicesfor loading memory, or keep-
alive batteries, volatile memories leavea lot to be desired.

A key factor concerning memories is capacity. Usually
memory is available in increments of 1K (K = 1000) words.
From the hardware standpoint a system should be able to ac-
commodate additional plug-in boards to expand memory (that
is, physical space in the cabinet, plus power), and the boards
must electrically interface with the CPU. The more popular
micros have already seen independent companies providing
"plug-compatible" memories for their products. From the sof-
tware standpoint, a micro may be limited in the amount of
memory which its instruction set can address, but that limt is
generallyconsiderably higher than most hobbyists will require.

Connections between IC chips (CPU, memory, input/output
interfaces, etc.) normally utilize "buses." A bus is simply a
parallel set of lines grouped together as a set. More than one
device can be connected to a bus at the same time with ad-
dresses or "select" lines used to cause the desired one to
respond while others ignore a signal. Separate buses may be
used for addresses, data, or control functions. In the case of
memories, a CPU could, for instance, place a memory address
on an address bus, a "read" command on a control bus, and
receive the contents of the desired memory location on a data
bus.

Input/Output and Peripherals
One of the biggest problems faced by the computer hobby-

ist is finding suitable input/output devices at a reasonable
price. Those who have spent much time on commercial minis
or larger computers find the performance of the affordable
range of input/output devices somewhat disappointing.
Two general types of I/O interface are provided with most

microcomputers. Serial interfaces (one bit at a time, sequen-
tially) are probably the most practical since they can be used
with more common input/output devices available for the

hobbyist. Parallel interfaces (multiple bits simultaneously,
usually 8 to form a complete character) are more powerful but
require greater equipment sophistication.
The most economical input device available is a simple alpha-

numeric keyboard. These arewidely used and most microcom-
puters have suitable interfaces either as a standard feature or
as an option. A keyboard is ideal for interactive work such as
working with short programs in BASIC. They can be quite
frustrating, however, when used for loading long programs
since they are limited in speed to the user's typing speed. On
the other hand, a full alphanumeric keyboard is far better than
a limited numeric or hexadecimal (0 thru 9 plus A thru F keys)
keyboard or set of senseswitches; these devices require entry
of data either in binary form or 4 binary bits at a time encoded
into hexadecimal.

On the output side, video terminals are both effective and
practical. Their practicality stems from the fact that it is pos-
sible to usea normal home TV set for this purpose without any
modifications. Typically 1024 characters can be displayed on
the screen at any time. Again, this is a very effective output
medium for' interactive use. The disadvantage here lies not in
speed, but in permanence, since no "hard copy" is available.
As with keyboards, interfaces for video output are generally
available as options for microcomputers, and in some cases
are standard.

Medium and high-speed input/output devices and "hard-
copy" terminals are still prohibitively expensive for most hob-
byists. Surplus teletypewriters (with or without paper-tape
readers and punches) are one of the better buys, but even so
they probably cost two to three times the price of the basic
microcomputer. Also, except for the mechanically minded,
they can present troublesome maintenance problems.

Cassettes
Cassette tape recorder/players perhaps provide the light-

on-the-horizon of the input/output and peripheral dilemma for
the hobbyist. While special digital cassette tape drives have
been developed for the computer industry, normal audio-cas-
sette recorders are proving to be very satisfactory for per-
sonal computing. Eventhe lessexpensive deviceswith reason-
able quality audio tape work well. There are a number of tech-
niques for handling digital data on audio tapes and, to date,
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"Computer, computer on my wail ... who's the fairest of
them all?
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FINALLY./
A Reference

8001<
for
Home

Computer
Users

Ever try to find the addresses of some manufacturers of, say, tape cassette or floppy disc interfaces
for micros? Frustrating, isn't it? We know, because we've been frustrated by it too, so we decided to
do something about it. People's Computer Company is publishing a valuable reference directory that
will go a long way towards ending that frustration.

Here's just some of the information you'll find in PCC's Reference Book of Personal and Home
Computing - Spring, 1977.

* Hundreds of companies and stores selling hardware, software, peripherals and offering
all sorts of services are listed with their brand names and addresses.

* Nuts-and-bolts and survey articles on software, hardware, kits, applications, and the
future, just to name a few, for the experienced and the not-so-experienced user of
microcomputers.

* An index of the articles from the major hobbyi;t magazines plus information on maga-
zines in the field.

* Bibliographies on different areas so you can investigate them further. Book reviews
too.

It's a book you'll want to keep handy because you'll use it a lot. And even when you aren't look-
ing up company information, you'll be referring back to one of the many helpful articles. PCC's
Reference Book will be available early May for $4.95 (California residents add 29 cents sales tax)
from PCC (just send in the order slip below) or from your local computer store.r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
Please send me my copy of PCC's Reference Book of Personal and Home Computing - Spring 1977.
I am enclosing $4.95 which includes shipping and handling in the U. S. (In California add 29 ¢ for
sales tax). If I am not completely satisfied, I can have a full refund.

Send to:
PCC~sReference Book
Dept. A
1263 El Camino Real
Box E
Menlo Park, CA 94025

NAME _

ADD RES S _

CITY /STATE/ZIP _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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there are no real standards. Nevertheless, a few suitable tech-
niques have been published and are finding wide acceptance
for hobbyist use.

The utility of cassettes lies in their ability to provide a high-
speed (compared to keyboard) input medium and permanent
storage for retaining long programs after they have been de-
veloped. Standards further permit the exchange of programs
in machine-readable form between those using the same stan-
dard.

Support Systems
Several types of support systems are marketed to support

development of microprocessors for industrial and commercial
applications, These are aimed primarily at the developer of
systems in which the program will be implemented in ROM for
a fixed application. The idea is to permit use of read/write
memory during development so that the expense and inflexi-
bility of ROM's can be delayed until all the bugs are out of the
program.

•..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~
DATA FROM MEMORY

'CARRY He FROM PREVIOUIlTO NEXT BIT SLICE
FIGURE 3" INTEl 3001 CENTRAL PIXlCESSING ELEMENT (l·BIT SLICE}

Emulators (sometimes called in-circuit emulators) are essen-
tially complete microprocessor or microcomputer systems
with RAM instead of ROM. When a microcomputer with ROM
is to be embedded in a larger system, an emulator can be in-
serted in its place with its program in RAM to permit checkout
of the overall system.

Another way to test programs is by using a simulator. A
simulator is usually a program that runs on a larger computer
(often a time-sharing system) that simulates detailed execu-
tion of a microprocessor program. It accepts microprocessor
machine-language or assembly-language programs as input
and produces the same output which the actual microproces-
sor would, sometimes with diagnostic information included to
help find program bugs.

Software
Probably the single most important factor that should be

considered in selecting a microcomputer for personal use is
software. With very few exceptions, software written for one
microprocessor type will not operate correctly on a different
type. For example, an Intel 8080 program will not run on a
Motorola 6800. Therefore, careful thought should be given to
the microprocessor which will be the CPU of your microcom-
puter. Its instruction set and registers make up its unique "per-
sonality" alluded to earlier.

Staying with almost any of the mainstream microprocessors
will ensure availability of a fairly wide range of software, some
from the manufacturer of the chip itself, some from the micro-
computer manufacturer, and some from other users and inde-
pendent developers. There are differences in what's available,
however, and it would be well to consider these according to
individual needs and desires.

Systems software availability will to a large extent determine
the limitations of a microcomputer system. The various kinds
of systems software were fully described in the Nov-Dec 76
issue of Creative Computing, and most of the program types
described in that article are applicable to microcomputers.

Many versions of BASIC have been developed specifically
for microcomputers, and they have varied capabilities accord-
ing to the amount of memory available in a system. Minimal
memory sizes of 1-2K words are required for almost any sys-
tems software, with 4K really providing a baseline capability.
Once again, readers are cautioned to beware of incompatibili-
ties between BASICs, even though on the surface they may
appear to be the same. BASIC for micros is usually of the in-
terpreted variety rather than compiled.

Compilers and assemblers with much sophistication are
generally "cross" compilers and "cross" assemblers; that is,
they compile or assemble machine-language programs for a
particular microprocessor, but they themselves run on a
larger computer, perhaps accessible through a time sharing
system.
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"The hou~ewives are no longer complaining about dishpan hands.
Now they ve got push-button fingers."
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Few true compilers for microcomputers are around today.
The predominant language used for those that are available is
PLI M, a derivative of PLll pioneered by Intel. A similar (not
identical) derivative also beginning to appear is MPL from
Motorola.

Operating systems for low-end personal microcomputers
are rather primitive unless considerable memory is available.
Monitor facilities which aid in checking out programs are fre-
quently found, often implemented in ROM.

Summary
Moving from a terminal on to your own truly personal com-

puter can open up a whole new world of fun-and challenge-
FOR THE COMPUTER HOBBYIST ..Whether you decide to
build your own or buy an off-the-shelf microcomputer, you
should plan ahead, well beyond the system you initially obtain,
As your capabilities and desires expand, so must your hard-
ware and software. A carefully chosen system will be able to
evolve along with your needs.

The "big picture" in the microprocessor/microcomputer
arena is continuously changing. Many 16-bit microprocessors
are either in production or already announced. Some are even
microcomputers on a single chip, including one with the full
NOVA instruction set! Another consideration is that TV games
are rapidly approaching the classification of personal comput-
ing, as the newest programmable systems from Fairchild and
RCA have demonstrated. For some, this may be the best way
to get into personal computing.

Certainly it can be anticipated that new IC developments will
soon be showing up in the assembled microcomputer and
microcomputer kit marketplace. Waiting for this to happen
may ensure you never get your own computer though, be-
cause in this field there will always be something significantly
better "just around the corner." •

Your Mail Order Computer Shop ..•

IMSAI8080 kit with 22 slots (limited quantity) $599.00
TDL Z·80 ZPU (the one with full software available now) 242.00
Edge Connectors and guides forlMSAI each......... 4.25
EdgeConnectorsandguidesforlMSAI10for 40.00
Seals 8k RAM kit with 500 ns chips 225.00
Seals 8k RAM kit with 250 ns chips 260.00
North Star complete M lcro-Dlsk System kit 599.00

WETAKE
MASTERCHARGEOR BANKAMERICARD

For phone and mail orders ...
(Add 4% of TOTAL ORDER for service charge) -BANKAMERICARO--•TERMS: Shipping charges - $10. per CPU or large units, $1.50 per kit,

$2. minimum per order.
Provided stock is available, we will ship immediately for payment by
cashiers check or money order.
Allow 3 weeks for personal checks to clear. New York State residents
add appropriate sales tax.

PRICES SUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

For the best prices avai lable on:
IMSAI • TDl • NORTH STAR • POLYMORPHIC

TARBELL • SEALS ELECTRONICS

CALL: (315)637-6208
WRITE: P.O. Box 71 • Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
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MORE COMPUTER
POWER
FOR

LESS MONEY
Your school is ready to move ahead - to offer a corn-
puter programming curriculum. You must accommodate
the tremendous interest generated by computers among
students and provide ACCESS to the machine, for 2, 3,
4 or more students simultaneously.

COMPARE THE ALTERNATIVES

I. Time-sharinq: terminals connected to the "big
computer downtown". I f the hig machine breaks
down, everyone's off. Rates: $200· $400 per line
per month, plus phone charges
COST: $7:200 . $14,400 per year for 4 terminals

II. Mini-computer: One of many "educational"
models available from the large mini-computer
manufacturers.
COST typically $15,000 . $24,000 plus monthly

maintenance for a 4·user system

III. The COMPAL·80 computer: Four complete
COMPAL·80 systems, one for each user!
COST 4 x $ 2300= $ 9200 TOT A L.

DEMAND POWER AND RELIABILITY

The COMPAL·80 computer is a COMPLETE system,
including a high speed video terminal with keyboard.
audio tape cassette interface for storing students' pro-
grams on ordinary tape cassettes, interface for printer or
Teletype, and a very powerful version of tile popul,«
BASIC language. The BASIC includes double precision
arithmetic, formatted PRINT statements, all transcen-
dental functions, user defined functions, Boolean opera-
tors, modular arithmetic, and more.

The COMPAL·80 is Iul!v guaranteed for 6 months.
Maintenance following the warranty period is on a low-
cost parts and labor basis; you only pay for what you
need, and you won't need very much at alii

ENJOY IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Many teachers wish that they knew more about corn-
puters and programming. We conduct IN·SERVICE
workshops at your school that directly and efficiently
teach the art of programming so that every teacher may
quickly exploit the full power of the COMPAL·80.
Alternatively, teachers are welcome at our regular series
of conveniently scheduled classes held at our own
modern facility.

CaNT ACT US SOON

As an educator, you will receive special attention from
our staff; we'll be glad to answer all your questions and
demonstrate the system. Delivery of the COfv1PAL·80 is
only 3 to 10 days (compared to months for most other
computers). Please call or visit.

CONPUTERTM
POWER& LIGHT.NC.

12321 Ventura Blvd., Studio City. CA 91604
(West of Laurel Canyon) 213 760·0405

Open 12 to 10 Tuesdav-Tnursdav. 12 to 5 FridavSundav (closed Mondavs)
Bank financing arranged. Also Credit Cards and Cash.

© COMPUTER POWER & LIGHT INC., 1976. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Historians say 8abbage's analytical engine
couldn't be built in his day to the close
tolerances required to make it work, but ...

Sherlock Holmes and Charles Babbage

Ian Malcolm Earlson

These two parts are an introduction to part III, "The
Scandal at the Cavendish Card Club," which tells how
the great detective outwitted one of Professor Moriarty's
agents by using ... But why not read it all, in the July-
August Creative Computing?

This is an edited version of some notes found in the
vaults of the bank of Cox & Co. at Charing Cross. The
notes had been placed in a travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch-box with the name John H. Watson, M.D. Late
Indian Army, painted on the lid and were filed under the
heading "Bets, Bails and Babbage."

I. Mycroft Homles Explained
To Sherlock Holmes it was always the brain. To the inner cir-

cle of Her Majesty's government it was always Mr. Babbage's
folly. To you, my dear readers, it was always Mycroft Holmes.

It is generally believed by scholars throughout the world that
Charles Babbage's celebrated analytical engine never saw the
light of day. Nothing could be further from the truth. The com-
plex and powerful machine was completed late in 1890 largely
due to the persuasive powers of Mycroft Holmes and to his per-
sonal influence with Her Majesty's government. Sherlock
Holmes' brother had for many years used Babbage's earlier dif-
ference engine on behalf of the government. In~eed it is safe to

say that on more than one occasion Mycroft Holmes rescued
the very highest echelons of the government from the brink of
disaster by drawing upon the power of Mr. Babbage's first in-
credible invention. Thus when my colleague's corpulent
brother prevailed upon the prime minister for funds to construct
the more powerful analytical engine, those funds were readily
forthcoming albeit from somewhat mysterious sources.
Together with Major General Henry Prevost Babbage, one of
the noted scientist's sons who himself wrote a brilliant paper' in
support of his father's ideas, Sherlock Holmes' elder brother
saw the analytical engine through to completion and became
the machine's chief and, I believe, sole custodian. As far as I
know, the British government never had reason to regret its in-
vestment in the new machine.

The analytical engine's existence was a closely guarded
secret as indeed was the government's use of its predecessor,
the difference engine. As the companion and erstwhile
biographer of the great detective, I was a privileged observer to
many confidential discussions in which the engines and their
use were the subject of hot debate between the brothers
Holmes. However, I was under the strictest of orders not to
divulge the information which came my way, and I always
endeavoured to respect those confidences.

"The Analytical Engine", Proc. of the British Assoc. (1888). (Ed. note: This
paper has been reprinted in the book Charles Babbage and his Calculating
Engines, Philip Morrison and Emily Morrison, ed., Dover, 1961).
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But we shall hear again of
Mr. Babbage's inventions.

But the computing engines were so intimately tied to Mycroft
Holmes and he to them, that it was difficult to discuss one
without also interjecting the other into the discussion. Thus I
resorted to the literary device of ascribing the engines' attributes
and capabilities to the person of Mycroft Holmes in the hope of
concealing the existence of the devices themselves. While I was
on relatively safe ground in noting that Mycroft Holmes audited
the books of the government,2 my situation became much
more precarious when I alluded to "his" great capacity for stor-
ing facts and his "brain" in which everything could be pigeon-
holed and recalled in an instant. 3 The plain fact is that these
were descriptions of Babbage's engines and were not character-
istics of any human person, much less Sherlock Holmes'
brother. None of these poetic liberties evinced any comment
from my colleague. But when I was foolhardy enough to say of
Mycroft Holmes that "Again and again his word has decided
the national policy," it earned me a strong rebuke.

"In your eagerness to sate your readers' appetites for sensa-
tionalism, Watson," Sherlock Holmes said with a severity
which betrayed his pique, "you have gravely imperiled the
government's position in some delicate negotiations, and you
have come dangerously close to compromising Mycroft's posi-
tion within the government."

"My dear Holmes," I cried in my own defense. "C don't see
how-"

"It may surprise you to know," he interrupted, "that most
members of the cabinet are totally unaware of the analytical
engine's existence. When they read your account of the little af-
fair of the Bruce-Partington Plans, it naturally raised doubts in
their minds. Some of the more astute cabinet members have
posed questions which could have proved to be of some con-
siderable embarrassment both to my brother and to the prime
minister." .

"I suppose there is little harm in telling the story now," said
Holmes.

'''He has an extraordinary faculty for figures, and audits the books in some of the
government departments." The Greek Interpreter.

'''He (Mycroft Holmes) has the tidiest and most orderly brain, with the greatest
capacity for storing facts, of any man living ... The conclusions of every depart·
ment are passed to him, and he is the central exchange, the clearing-house,
which makes out the balance. All other men are specialists, but his specialism it
ornntsctence ... They began by USing him as a short-cut, a convenience; now he
has made himself an .essential. In that great brain of his everything is pigeon-
holed, and can be handed out in an instant." The Bruce-Partington Plans.

'The Bruce-Partington Plans
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"Holmes," I mumbled, completely taken aback by the
vehemence of his words and the seriousness of my error, "I had
no idea."

"Well, well," he responded in a more sympathetic tone, "it
has all been set aright so you are not to worry. But," he added
as the sterness returned to his voice, "in future you are on no
account to refer to either the analytical engine or to brother
Mycroft in your writings."

Thus, my dear readers, you can see why Mycroft Holmes
was conspicuous by his absence from the accounts of my
friend's adventures. There was little I could say of him without
revealing his unique position and endangering the secret of the
analytical engine's existence. It was not until quite recently that
I was released from my pledge of secrecy.

II. Holmes on the Engines
"I suppose there is little harm in telling the story now," said

Holmes as he gazed up at the summer sky of southern
England. The occasion was one of my irregular week-end
pilgrimages to the Susssex Downs to reminisce with myoid
friend and colleague. The sun which had been playing upon
the heather and the gorse had for the moment disappeared
behind a phalanx of ominous looking clouds. Holmes strolled
up the gentle slope to the ridge from which one could just
discern the White Dover cliffs in the distance. A gentle westerly
wind carried the pleasant scent of thyme up from the valley to
where we stood together.

"His Majesty's government has long since lost interest in the
machine, and the central characters have passed from sight.
Yet I can't refrain from wondering," he added.

"Wondering what?" I asked struggling to keep up with his
quickening pace. Retirement, I am happy to report, had
diminished neither his physical fitness nor his mental prowess.

Holmes stopped to light his pipe. "Wondering about the
machine, Watson, the machine. I cannot believe that we have
heard the last of it. True, it had certain drawbacks, not the least
of which was the temper of the irrascible Mr. Babbage."

"To say nothing of his son," I continued.
Holmes chuckled. "Even at this ripe old age, Watson, your

ability to add a poetic touch has not been diminished."
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Mycrojt Holmes

"But we shall hear again of Mr. Babbage's inventions. I think
he may have erred by drawing so much attention to the mill. To
be sure the mill was, as he implied many, many times, the heart
of the machine." His face reflected the intensity of his thoughts.
As I watched the firm set of his jaw, the silhouette of his hawk-
like nose, the half-closed eyelids; it was as if we were both
transported backwards in time to the days when he stood at the
head of his profession.

"Mycroft always contended that the store was the most ex-
citing part of the machine, and I am inclined to agree with him.
If only one could see how to exploit it."

For some time he stood in silence gazing out over the Downs
towards the Channel with a faraway look in his eyes. Then he
abruptly sat down upon a large rock formation, leaned forward
towards where I was standing, and, using the stem of his pipe
as if it were a rapier, said to me, "Look here, Watson. It all
comes down to this. The numbers, the data, are kept in the
store. but the operations and directives are kept on Mr. Jac-
quard's punched cards. Now suppose one could place both the
operations and directives into the store. Then one could
manipulate these instructions for the machine just as one
manipulates the data."

"But the mill performs arithmetic," I replied. "How could one
do arithmetic with words? What possible meaning can be at-
tached to the sum of the words multiply and diuide?"

"Indeed," said Holmes, "and yet, and yet..." His voice
trailed off and his eyes took on that familiar light watery grey
cast. "To change the words with a mechanical device?" he
mumbled more to himself than to any person. "How?

The intenseness faded from his face almost as quickly as it
had come. He leaned back and smiled. "If I were a young man
Watson I should certainly turn my energies in that direction."

"Towards mechanical devices?" I asked.
"No, no," Holmes retored with more than a touch of asperity

in his voice. Age had done little to mellow his intolerance for
those whose minds could not match his own. "Engines, my
boy, analytical engines. When they are perfected, as they must
be, think of the power they will unleash. It is frightening to con-
template."

I sat down upon the rock opposite as I said, "But the engines
are so slow and cumbersome. And so difficult and expensive to
construct. Even the great blind mechanic, Von Herder, strug-
gled for years to fit some of the parts. How will one ever make
any progress beyon Mr. Babbage's last effort?"

"Well, well, we must hope for some dramatic innovation,"
Holmes admitted. "It is quite true that the mechanical working
parts appear to have reached their ultimate capabilities. But
perhaps one can eliminate mechanical parts or at least most of
them."

"But how?", I wondered incredulously.
"Ah, there you take me beyond my limits, my boy. I am too

old to embark on a new career, attractive as it may be. We must
hope that future generations can solve that vexing problems,"
said my friend as he arose and turned to look back to where his
bees were quietly circling their hives.

"Perhaps if you tell the story of Colonel Sebastian Moran and
the notorious gambling scandal at the Cavendish card club, it
will encourage some young men with a scientific bent to look'
into analytical engines," he said. His chin had sunk upon his
breast. He stood with legs wide apart and his hands thrust into
his pockets. "If I could but find the key to the mystery," he mur-
mured. Then he shook his head with a finality of resignation
and walked briskly back to his cottage.

Thus it was that I was not only permitted but in a sense en-
couraged to tell you the tale which follows. Some would call it
science fiction, but I assure the reader that it all occurred
precisely as I have recorded it. •

Don't miss part III, "The Scandal at the Cavendish Card
Club," in the July-August issue.

"You have come dangerously close to compromising Mycrojt's position within
the government. "
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Are You
Overworked?
Are you still doing those things that
your computer should be doing for
you? We are developing those utili-
ties and subsystems that will allow
you to spend more time getting to
the essence of your development.

The latest product in
our software line is:

The D,JUlmic
Debugger

Our Dynamic Debugger is a revolu-
tionary approach to debugging. Un-
like conventional debuggers, which
are passive instruments that must be
tediously guided to locate errors, the
Dynamic Debugger is an intelligent
companion which can quickly pin-
point problem areas.

Call or write for detailed specs

COMPUTER MART
OF NEW JERSEY, INC.

501 Route # 27
Iselin, N.J. 08830
(201) 283-0600

Store Hours: Tues.thru Sat. 10 am-6 pm
Tues. and Thurs. 'til 9 pm

Compuler marln: York
New York City & Long Island

Computer leasing available.

IMSAI, SWTPCo, Digital Group
Processor Tech, Apple, OSI

TDL-Z-80, Seals, Cromemco,
Veras, Tarbell, Oliver

Magazines,books, chips,
sockets, connectors,terminals.

IT'S ALL HERE WAITING FOR YOU

FRIENDLY ADVICE TOO

New York City
314 5th Ave.
(32nd St)
New York 10001
212-279-1048
(Tues. thru Sat.)

Long Island
2072 Front St
East Meadow NY
516-794-0510
(Mon. thru Sat.)

MURPHY'S LAWS!
Incomparable "scientific" wit. Colorfully
lithographed on 8" x 10" heavy Parchtext
for framing. A great business or personal
gift! Only $3 (4/$10)_ Four Comers
Press, Dept. CCA, Hanover, Mass.
02339.

MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING COURSE

FREE description and outline of MODU-LEARN ™ Home
Study Course in Microcomputer Programming_Hundreds of
pages of text with examples, problems and solutions. Pre-
pared by professional design engineers using systematic
software design techniques, structured program design, and
practical examples from real microcomputer applications.
Presented in a modular sequenceof ten lessonsoriented for
the engineer, technician or hobbyist beginning to need pro-
gramming skills. Includes background material on micro-
computer architecture, hardware/software tradeoffs, and
useful reference tables. Much of this information has been
available only through costly seminars. Now you can study
this complete course at home at your own pace for only
$49.95. Send for FREE descriptive brochure now.

LOGICAL 711C Stierlin Rd
Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 965-8365SERVICES INCOI'IPORATEC

MAYdUNE1977

=::= IT'S A GREAT BIG COMPUTER WORLD =:=
-.!- But You Only Need ~
-.!- ~
-.!- THE ~
-.!- ~

=::= COMPUTER CORNER =:=
-.!- ~
----1114--- • SOL - A New Dawn Is Here! --++-
-.!- olMSAI 8080 ~

-.!- 0 :~~L-ZS:o ~
---JII+- • Memories& 110 Boards ~
-.!- --1+-
--t+--- • ComputerBookService ---+4---
---II*- • Magnetic Tapes & Disks --+rt--
-114- • FullLine of Magazines ---+f-

-+I- •~~no~~ &:~I~~~nformation ---+f-
-.!- ~
-.!- ~
--Jiat- Visit THE COMPUTER CORNER for all your ~
---II*- computerneeds.Stop in andbrowse - you'll likeour ~
-t-+-- personalservice. .,......

-.!- --1+-
-.!- THE COMPUTER CORNER --1+--.t- ~
-.!- White PlainsMall - UpperLevel ~
-.!- 200 HamiltonAvenue ~
-.!- White Plains,NewYork 10601 ~

-.!- Tel: (914) WHY· DATA ~--.!- ~

--.!- AlT1>le Parking ~
~ ,0-6 Deily & Saturday ~
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21 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES

in the shoestring, start-at-home
computer business handbook

CONSULT I NG • PROGRAMM I NG .SOFTWARE PACKAGES. COM
FREELANCE WRI T I NG .SEM I NARS • TAPE/O I SC CLEAN I NG
FIELO SERVJCE .SYSTEMS HOUSES .LEASING.SUPPLIES
PUBL I SH I NG .T I ME BROKERS. HAROWARE D I STR I BUTORS
SALES AGENCIES .HEAOHUNTING .TEMPORARY SERVICES
USED COMPUTERS. F I NOER 'S FEES .SCRAP COMPONENTS
COMPUTER PRODUCTS & SERVICES FOR THE HOME .

~THE SHoeSTAING

5T,,"T.AT HOME.

I~~;i~~~e:I
handbook

.S! X II ringbound .113 pp .• $12.00------------------------DATASEARCH 730WAUKEGANROAD· SUITE 106

ioco roor ated DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS 60015

Rush copies of "The Shoestring Start-At-Home
Comput;r Business Handbook" to
NAME/COMPANY _

AOQRESS _
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#

Plus - - hundreds of ideas on
moonlighting, going full-time,
image building, revenue building,
bidding, contracts, marketing,
professional ism, and much more.
No career planning tool I ike it
ever pub I i shed. Order now and if
you're not completely satisfied,
send it back wi th i n 30 days for
a full and immediate refund.
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Arthur C. Clarke

Communications in the Second
Century of the Telephone
Man is the communicating animal; he demands news, in-
formation, entertainment, almost as much as food. In
fact, as a functioning human being, he can survive much
longer without food - even without water! - than
without information, as experiments in sensory depriva-
tion have shown. This is a truly astonishing fact; one
could construct a whole philosophy around it.

So any major advance in communications capability
that can be conceived can be realized in practice, and that
same advance will come into widespread use just as soon
as it is practicable. Often sooner; the public can't wait for
"state of the art" to settle down. Remember the first
clumsy phonographs, radios, tape recorders? And would
you believe the date of the first music broadcast? It was
barely a year after the invention of the telephone! On
April 2, 1877, a "telegraphic harmony" apparatus in
Philadelphia sent "Yankee Doodle" to sixteen loud-
speakers - well, soft-speakers - in New York's Stein-
way Hall. Alexander Graham Bell was in the audience,
and one would like to know if he complimented the
promoter - his now forgotten rival, Elisha Gray, who
got to the Patent Office just those fatal few hours too
late ...

Gray was not the only one to be caught out by the
momentum of events. When news of the telephone
reached England through Cyrus Field's undersea tele-
graphic cable, the chief engineer of the Post Office was
asked whether this new Yankee invention would be of
any practical value. He gave the forthright reply: "No,
sir. The Americans have need of the telephone - but we
do not. We have plenty of messenger boys."

Before you laugh at this myopic Victorian, please ask
yourself this question: would you, exactly a hundred
years ago, ever dream that the time would come when
this primitive toy would not only be in every home and
every office, but would be the essential basis of all social,
administrative and business life in the civilized world? Or
that one day there would be approximately one instru-
ment for every ten human beings on the planet?

Now, the telephone is a very simple device, which even
the 19th century could readily mass produce. In fact, one
derivative of the carbon microphone must be near the ab-

This article was taken from an address by Mr. Clarke at the "Convoca-
tion on Communications in Celebration of the Centennial of the Tele-
phone," sponsored by American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Drawings by Jerry Dadds
Reprinted by permission of the author and the author's agents, Scott Meredith Literary Agency,
Inc. 845 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022, and with thanks to Technology Review.
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solute zero of technological complexity: you can make a
working - though hardly hi-fi - microphone out of
three carpenter's nails, one laid across the other two to
form a letter H.

The extraordinary - nay, magical - simplicity of the
telephone allowed it to spread over the world with as-
tonishing speed. When we consider the very much more
complex devices of the future, is it reasonable to suppose
that they too will eventually become features of every
home, every office? Well, let me give you another cau-
tionary tale.

The Comfortable Corns ole
In the early 1940s, the late John W. Campbell- editor of
Astounding Stories, and undoubtedly the most formida-
ble imagination ever to be flunked at M.LT. - pooh-
poohed the idea of home television. He refused to believe
that anything as complex as a TV receiver could ever be
made cheap and reliable enough for domestic use.

Public demand certainly disposed of that prophecy.
Home TV became available in the Early Neo-Electronic
Age - that is, even before the solid-state revolution. So
let us take it as axiomatic that complexity is no bar to
universality. Think of your pocket computers and march
fearlessly into the future ... trying to imagine the ideal,
ultimate communications system - the one that would
fulfill all possible fantasies.

Since no holds are barred, what about telepathy? Well,
I don't believe in telepathy - but I don't disbelieve in it
either. Certainly some form of electronically-assisted
mental linkage seems plausible; in fact, this has already
been achieved in a very crude form, between men and
computers, through monitoring of brain waves. How-
ever, I find that my mental processes are so incoherent,
even when I try to focus and organize them, that I should
be very sorry for anyone at the receiving end. Our
superhuman successors, if any, may be able to cope; in-
deed, the development of the right technology might force
such an evolutionary advance. Perhaps the best that we
could manage would be the sharing of emotional states,
not the higher intellectual processes. So radio-assisted
telepathy might merely lead to some interesting new vices
- admittedly, a long-felt want.

Let's stick, therefore, to the recognized sense channels,
of which sound and sight are by far the most important.
Although one day we will presumably develop transduc-
ers for all the senses, just because they are there, I suspect
that the law of diminishing returns will set in rather
rapidly after the "feelies" and "smellies." These may have
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some limited applications for entertainment purposes, as
anyone who was pulverized by the movie Earthquake
may agree. (Personally, I'm looking forward to the epic
Nova, in which the theater's heating system is turned on
full blast in the final reel. .. )

The basic ingredients of the ideal communications de-
vice are, therefore, already in common use even today.
The standard computer console, with keyboard and vis-
ual display, plus hi-f sound and TV camera, will do very
nicely. Through such an instrument (for which I've
coined the ugly but perhaps unavoidable name "com-
sole" - communications console) one could have face-
to-face interaction with anyone, anywhere on earth, and
send or receive any type of information. I think most of us
would settle for this, but there are some other possibilities
to consider.

For example: what about verbal inputs? Do we really
need a keyboard? I'm sure the answer is "Yes." We want
to be able to type out messages, look at them, and edit
them before transmission. We need keyboard inputs for
privacy, and quietness. A reliable voice recognition sys-
tem, capable of coping with accents, hangovers, ill-fitting
dentures and the "human error" that my late friend HAL,
the computer from 2001, complained about, represents
something many orders of magnitude more complex than
a simple alpha-numeric keyboard. It would be a device
_with capabilities, in a limited area, at least as good as
those of a human brain.

Yet assuming that the curves of the last few decades
can be extrapolated, this will certainly be available some-
time in the next century. Though most of us will still be
tapping out numbers in 2001, I've little real doubt that
well before 2076 you will simply say to your comsole:
"Get me Bill Smith". Or if you do say: "Get me
212-345-5512," it will answer, "Surely you mean
212-345-5521." And it will be quite right.

Now a machine with this sort of capability - a robot
secretary, in effect - could be quite expensive. It doesn't
matter.

Contrary to the edicts of Madison Avenue, the time
will come when it won't be necessary to trade in last
year's model. Eventually, everything reaches its tech-
nological plateau, and thereafter the only changes are in
matters of style. This is obvious when you look at such
familiar domestic objects as chairs, beds, tables, knives,
forks. Oh, you can make them of plastic or fiberglass or
whatever, but the basic design rarely alters.

It took a few thousand years to reach these particular
plateaus; things happen more quickly nowadays even for

", . . there are no fundamental scientific
obstacles, even to interstellar travel.
Though Nobel Laureate Dr. Edward
Purcell once rashly remarked that star-
ships should stay on the cereal boxes,
where they belonged - that's exactly
where moonships were, only 30 years
ago ... "

much more complex devices. The bicycle took about a
century; radio receivers half that time. This is not to deny
that marginal improvements will go on indefinitely, but
after a while all further changes are icing on a perfectly
palatable cake. You may be surprised to learn that there
are electrical devices that have been giving satisfactory
service for half a century or more. The other day someone
found an Edison carbon filament lamp that has appar-
ently never been switched off since it was installed. And
until recently, there were sections of Atlantic cable that
had been in service for a full century!

Now, it's-hard to see how a properly designed and con-
structed solid-state device can ever wear out. It should
have something like the working life of a diamond, which
is adequate for most practical purposes. So when we
reach this state of affairs, it would be worth investing
more in a multi-purpose home communications device
than in an automobile. It could be handed on from one
generation to the next - as was once the case with a
good watch.
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Plugging in to the Future
It has been obvious for a very long time that such audio-
visual devices could complete the revolution started by
the telephone. We are already approaching the point
when it will be feasible - not necessarily desirable - for
those engaged in what is quaintly called "white-collar"
jobs to do perhaps 95 per cent of their work without leav-
ing home. Of course, few of today's families could survive
this, but for the moment let's confine ourselves to elec-
tronic, not social, technology.

Many years ago I coined the slogan: "Don't commute
- communicate!" Apart from the savings in travel time
(the real reason I became a writer is that I refuse to spend
more than 30 seconds moving from home to office) there
would be astronomical economies in power and raw ma-
terials. Compare the amount of hardware in communica-
tions systems, as opposed to railroads, highways and air-
lines. And the number of kilowatt hours you expend on
the shortest journey would power several lifetimes of
chatter, between the remotest ends of the earth.

Obviously, the home comsole would handle most of
today's first-class mail; messages would be stored in its
memory waiting for you to press the playback key
whenever you felt like it. Then you would type out the
answer - or alternatively call up the other party for a
face-to-face chat.

Fine, but at once we have a serious problem - the al-
ready annoying matter of time zones. They are going to
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become quite intolerable in the electronic global village
- where we are all neighbors, but a third of us are asleep
at any given moment. The other day I was woken up at
4:00 a.m. by the London Daily Express, which had sub-
tracted 5% hours instead of adding them. I don't know
what I said, but I doubt if my views on the Loch Ness
Monster were printable.

The railroads and the telegraph made time zones in-
evitable in the 19th century; the global telecommunica-
tions network of the 21st may abolish them. It's been
suggested, at least half seriously, that we'll have to estab-
lish a Common Time over the whole planet - whatever
inconvenience this may cause to those old-fashioned
enough to gear themselves to the day-night cycle.

During the course of the day - whatever that may be
- you will use the home comsole to call your friends and
deal with business, exactly as you use the telephone now
- with this difference: you'll be able to exchange any
amount of tabular, visual or graphical information. Thus
if you're an author, you'll be able to wave that horrid
page-one type in front of your delinquent editor on Easter
Island, or wherever he lives. Instead of spending hours
hunting for non-existent parts numbers, engineers will be
able to show their supplier the broken dohickey from the
rotary discombobulator. And we'll be able to see those
old friends of a lifetime, whom we'll never again meet in
the flesh.

Which raises an interesting problem. One of the great
advantages of Mr. Bell's invention is that you can con-
verse with people without their seeing you, or knowing
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where you are, or who is with you. A great many business
deals would never be consummated, or even attempted,
over a video circuit; but perhaps they are deals that
shouldn't be, anyway ...

I am aware that previous attempts to supply vision -,--
such as the Bell Picturephone - have hardly been a roar-
ing success. But I feel sure that this is due to cost, the
small size of the picture, and the limited service available.
No one would have predicted much of a future for the
very first "Televisors," with their flickering, postage-
stamp-sized images. Such technical limitations have a
habit of being rather rapidly overcome, and the large-
screen, high-definition Picturephone-Plus is inevitable.
I could certainly do with such a device. For several

years, Stanley Kubrick has been talking wistfully to me
about another space project. But there's an insoluble
problem - I won't leave my home in Sri Lanka for more
than a couple of weeks a year, and Stanley refuses to get
into an airplane. We may both be too old, or too lazy,
before the arrival of home comsoles makes another col-
laboration possible. So the present backwardness of elec-
tronics has spared the world another masterpiece like
2001: A Space Odyssey.

Clearly, when we do have two-way vision, there will
have to be some changes in protocol. You can't always
pretend to your wife that the camera has broken down
again ... Incidentally, some of the changes that would be
produced in a society totally orientated to telecommuni-
cations have been well discussed by a promising local
writer, in a novel called The Naked Sun. The author's full
name escapes me at the moment, but I beiieve it begins
with "Isaac."

Infomaniacs Rejoice!
The possibilities of the comsole as an entertainment and
information device are virtually unlimited; some of them,
of course, are just becoming available, as an adjunct to
the various TV subscription services. At any moment one
should be able to call up all the news headlines on the
screen, and expand any of particular interest into a com-
plete story at several levels of thoroughness - all the
way, let us say, from the Daily News to the New York
Times ... I hate to think of the hours I have wasted, lis-
tening to radio news bulletins - for some item that never
turned up. Nothing is more frustrating - as will be
confirmed by any Englishmen touring the United States
during a Test Match, or any American in England during
the World Series (how did it get that ridiculous name?).
For the first time, it will be possible to have a news service
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"The galaxy must be an absolute Babel of conversation, and it is surely
only a matter of time before we can hear the neighbors."

with immediacy, selectivity, and thoroughness.
The electronic newspaper, apart from all its other

merits, will also have two gigantic ecological plusses. It
will save whole forests for posterity; and it will halve the
cost of garbage collection. This alone might be enough to
justify it, and to pay for it.

Like many of my generation, I became a news addict
during World War II. Even now, it takes a definite effort
of will for me not to switch on the hourly news sum-
maries, and with a truly global service one could spend
every waking minute monitoring the amusing, crazy, in-
teresting and tragic things that go on around this planet. I
can foresee the rise of even more virulent forms of news
addiction, resulting in the evolution of a class of people
who can't bear to miss anything that's happening, any-
where, and spend their waking hours glued to the com-
sole. I've even coined a name for them - Infomaniacs.

Continuing in this vein, I used to think how nice it
would be to have access, in one's own home, to all the
books and printed matter, all the recordings and movies,
all the visual arts of mankind. But would not many of us
be completely overwhelmed by such an embarassment of
riches, and solve the impossible problem of selection by
selecting nothing? Every day I sneak guiltily past my set
of the Great Books of the Western World, most of which
I've never even opened ... What would it really be like to
have the Library of Congress - all the world's great li-
braries - at your fingertips? Assuming, of course, that

your fingertips were sufficiently educated to handle the
problem of indexing and retrieval. I speak with some feel-
ing on this subject, because for a couple of years I had the
job of classifying and indexing everything published in
the physical sciences, in all languages. If you can't find
what you're looking for in Physics Abstracts for 1949-51,
you'll know who to blame.

With the latest techniques, it would be possible to put
the whole of human knowledge into a shoe box. The
problem, of course, is to get it out again; anything
misfiled would be irretrievably lost. Another problem is
to decide whether we mass-produce the shoe boxes, so
that every family has one - or whether we have a central
shoe box linked to the home with wide-band communica-
tions.

Probably we'll have both, and there are also some in-
teresting compromises. Years ago I invented something
that I christened, believe it or not, the Micropaedia
Brittanica. My Micropaedia would be a box about the
size of an ordinary hard-cover book, with a display screen
and alpha-numeric keyboard. It would contain, in text
and pictures, at least as much material as a large ency-
clopaedia plus dictionary.

However, the main point of the electronic Brittanica
would not be its compactness - but the fact that, every
few months, you could plug it in, dial a number, and have
it up-dated overnight ... Think of the saving in wood
pulp and transportation that this implies!
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The Next Best Thing to Being There ...
It is usually assumed that thecomsole would have a flat
TV-type screen, which would appear to be all that is
necessary for most communications purposes. But the ul-
timate in face-to-face electronic confrontation would be
when you could not tell, without touching, whether or
not the other person was physically present; he or she
would appear as a perfect 3-D projection. This no longer
appears fantastic, now that we have seen holographic
displays that are quite indistinguishable from reality. So I
am sure that this will be achieved some day; I am not sure
how badly we need it.

What could be done, even with current techniques, is to
provide 3-D - or at least wide screen Cinerama-type -
pictures for a single person at a time. This would need
merely a small viewing booth and some clever optics, and
it could provide the basis for a valuable educational-
entertainment tool, as Dennis Gabor, inventor of holog-
raphy, has suggested. But it could also give rise to a new
industry - personalized television safaris. When you can
have a high-quality cinema display in your own home,
there will certainly be global audiences for specialized
programs with instant feedback from viewer to camera-
man. How nice to be able to make a trip up the Amazon,
with a few dozen unknown friends scattered over the
world, with perfect sound and vision, being able to ask
your guide questions, suggest detours, request closeups of
interesting plants or animals- in fact, sharing everything
except the mosquitoes and the heat!

It has been suggested that this sort of technology might
ultimately lead to a world in which no one ever bothered
to leave home. The classic treatment of this theme is, of
course, E. M. Forster's The Machine Stops, written more
than 70 years ago as a counterblast to H. G. Wells.

Yet I don't regard this sort of pathological, sedentary
society as very likely. "T elesafaris" might have just the
opposite effect. The customers would, sooner or later, be
inspired to visit the places that really appealed to them ...
mosquitoes notwithstanding. Improved communications
will promote travel for pleasure; and the sooner we get
rid of the other kind, the better.

The Moveable Information Feast
So far, I have been talking about the communications de-
vices in the home and the office. But in the last few dec-
ades we have seen the telephone begin to lose its metal
u_mbilical cord, and this process will accelerate. The rise
of walkie-talkies and Citizen's Band radio is a portent of
the future.

The individual wrist-watch telephone through which
you can contact anyone, anywhere, will be a mixed bless-
ing which, nevertheless, very few will be able to reject. In
fact, we may not have a choice; it is all too easy to im-
agine a society in which it is illegal to switch off your re-
ceiver, in case the Chairman of the People's Cooperative
wants to summon you in a hurry ... But let's not ally our-
selves with those reactionaries who look only on the bad
side of every new development. Alexander Graham Bell
cannot be blamed for Stalin, once aptly described as
"Cenghis Khan with a telephone."

It would be an underestimate to say that the wrist-
watch telephone would save tens of thousands of lives a
ycar. Everyone of us knows of tragedies- car accidents
on lonely highways, lost campers, overturned boats, even
old people at home - where some means of communica-
tion would have made all the difference between life and
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death. Even a simple emergency S.O.S. system, whereby
one pressed a button and sent out a HELP! signal, would
be enough. This is a possibility of the immediate future;
the only real problem - and, alas, a serious one - is that
of false alarms.

Now, the invariably forgotten accessory of the wrist-
watch telephone is the wrist-watch telephone directory.
Considering the bulk of that volume for even a modest-
sized city, this means that our personal transceivers will
require some sophisticated information-retrieval circuits,
and a memory to hold the few hundred most-used num-
bers. So we may be forced, rather quickly, to go the whole
way, and combine in a single highly portable unit not
only communications equipment, but also something like
today's pocket-calculators, plus data banks, plus infor-
mation processing circuits. It would be a constant com-
panion, serving much the same purpose as a human sec-
retary. In a recent novel I called it a "Minisec." In fact, as
electronic intelligence develops, it would provide more
and more services, finally developing a personality of its
own, to a degree which may be unimaginable today.

Except, of course, by science fiction writers. In his bril-
liant novel, The Futurological Congress, Stanislaw Lem
gives a nightmare cameo which I can't get out of my
mind. He describes a group of women sitting in complete
silence - while their handbag computers gossip happily
to one another. ..

Tiptoeing Through the Spectrum
At this point, before I lose all credibility with the hairy-
knuckled engineers who have to produce the hardware,
I'd better do a once-aver-lightly of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This is, I think, unique among our natural re-
sources. We've been exploiting it for less than one
lifetime, and are now polluting much of it to the very
maximum of our ability. But if we stopped using it to-
morrow, it would be just as good as new, because the
garbage is heading outwards at the speed of light ... Too
bad this isn't true of the rest of the environment.

Do we have enough available bandwidth for a billion
personal transceivers, even assuming that they aren't all
working at once? As far as the home equipment is con-
cerned, there is no problem, at least in communities of
any size. The only uncertainty, and a pretty harrowing
one to the people who have to make the decisions, is how
quickly coaxial cables are going to be replaced by glass
fibers, with their million-fold greater communications
capability. Incidentally, one of the less glamorous occu-
pations of the future will be mining houses for the rare
metal, copper, buried inside them by our rich ancestors.
Fortunately, there is no danger that we shall ever run out
of silica ...

But I would also suggest that optical systems, in the in-
frared and ultraviolet, have a great future not only for
fixed, but even for mobile, personal communications.
They may take over some of the functions of present-day
transistor radios and walkie-talkies - leaving the radio
bands free for services which can be provided in no other
way. The fact that opticals have only very limited range,
owing to atmospheric absorption, can be turned to major
advantage. You can use the same frequencies - and what
a band of frequencies! - millions of times over - as long
as.you keep your service areas 10 or 20 kilometers apart.

It may be objected that light waves won't go round
corners, or through walls. Elementary, my dear Watson.
We simply have lots of dirt cheap - because they are
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made from dirt! - optical wave guides and light pipes de-
liberately leaking radiation all over the place. Some
would be passive, some active. Some would have very
low-powered optical-to-radio transducers in both direc-
tions, to save knocking holes in walls, and to get to awk-
ward places. In densely populated communities one
would always be in direct or reflected sight of some opti-
cal transmitter or repeater. But we must be careful how
we use the ultraviolet. People who talked too much might
get sunburned ...

When you are cycling across Africa, or drifting on a
balsa-wood raft across the Pacific, you will of course still
have to use the radio frequencies - say the one to ten
thousand megahertz bands, which can accomodate at
least ten million voice circuits. This number can be multi-
plied many times by skillful use of satellite technology. I
can envisage an earth-embracing halo of low-altitude,
low-powered radio satellites, switching frequencies con-
tinually so that they provide the desired coverage in given
geographical regions. And N.A.S.A. has recently pub-
lished a most exciting report on the use of the very large
(kilometer-square!) antennas we will soon be able to con-
struct in space. These would permit the simultaneous use-
of myriads of very narrow beams which could be focused
on individual subscribers carrying receivers which could
be mass-produced for about $10. I rather suspect that our
long-awaited personal transceiver will be an adaptive,
radio-optical hybrid, actively hunting the electromagnetic
spectrum in search of incoming signals addressed to it.

The Electronic Drug?
One of the functions of science fiction is to serve as an
early warning system. In fact, the very act of description
may prevent some futures, by a kind of exclusion princi-
ple. Far from predicting the future, science fiction often
exorcises it. At the very least, it makes us ask ourselves:
"What kind of future do we really want?" No other type
of literature poses such fundamental questions, at any
rate explicitly.

The marvellous toys that we have been discussing will
simply remain toys, unless we use them constructively
and creatively. Now, toys are all right in the proper place;
in fact they are an essential part of any childhood. But
they should not become mere distractions - or ways of
drugging the mind to avoid reality.

We have all seen unbuttoned beer-bellies slumped in
front of the TV set, and transitorized morons twitching
down the street, puppets controlled by invisible disk
jockeys. These are not the highest representatives of our
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culture; but, tragically, they may be typical of the near fu-
ture. As we evolve a society orientated towards informa-
tion, and move away from one based primarily on man-
ufacture and transportation, there will be millions who
cannot adapt to the change. We may have no alternative
but to use the lower electronic arts to keep them in a state
of drugged placidity.

For in the world of the future, the sort of mindless
labor that has occupied 99 per cent of mankind, for much
more than 99 per cent of its existence, will of course be
largely taken over by machines. Yet most people are
bored to death without work - even work that they
don't like. In a workless world, therefore, only the highly
educated will be able to flourish, or perhaps even to sur-
vive. The rest are likely to destroy themsel ves and their
environment out of sheer frustration. This is no vision of
the distant future; it is already happening, most of all in
the decaying cities.

So perhaps we should not despise TV soap operas if,
during the turbulent transition period between our cul-
ture and real civilization, they serve as yet another opium
for the masses. This drug, at any rate, is cheap and harm-
less, serving to kill time - for those many people who
like it better dead.

Communicate to Educate
When we look at the manifold prohlems of our age, it is
clear that the most fundamental one - from which al-
most all others stem - is that of ignorance. And ignor-
ance can be banished only by communication, in the
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"We are now in the early stages of a
battle for the mind ... of the human
race, a battle which will be fought
36,000 kilometers above the equator."

widest meaning of the word.
The best educational arrangement, someone once re-

marked, consists of a log with a teacher at one end and a
pupil at the other. Unfortunately there are no longer
enough teachers, and probably not enough logs, to go
around.

Now, one thing that electronics can do rather well is to
multiply teachers. As you doubtless know, at this very
moment a most ambitious and exciting social experiment
is taking place in India, where N.A.S.A.'s ATS-6 satellite
is broadcasting educational programs to several thousand
villages. ATS-6 is the only communications satellite in ex-
istence powerful enough to transmit signals that can be
picked up on an ordinary TV set, augmented by a simple
parabolic dish, like a large umbrella made of wire mesh.

Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of the Indian
Space Research Organization, which flew in six engineers
and half a ton of equipment, I have a five-meter satellite
antenna on the roof of my Colombo house, now re-
named "Jodrell Bank East." Since the experiment started
on August 1, 1975, I have thus been in the curious posi-
tion of having the only TV set in Sri Lanka. It's been fas-
cinating to watch the programs; even though I don't un-
derstand Hindi, the messages of family planning, hygiene,
agricultural techniques and national unity come across
loud and clear.

Though it is impossible to put a value on such things, I
believe that the cost of this experiment will be trivial
compared with the benefits. And the ground segment is
remarkably cheap, in terms of its coverage. Would you
believe 4,000 people round one TV set? Or a
3-meter-diameter village antenna - made of dried mud?

Of course, there are some critics - as reported recently
by Dr. Yash Pal, the able and energetic Director of the In-
dian Space Application Centre:

"In the drawing rooms of large cities," he says, "you
meet many people who are concerned about the damage
one is going to cause to the integrity of rural India by ex-
posing her to the world outside. After they have lectured
you about the dangers of corrupting this innocerit, beauti-
ful mass of humanity, they usually turn round and ask:
'Well, now that we have a satellite, when are we going to
see some American programs?' Of course they themselves
are immune to cultural domination or foreign influence."

I'm afraid that cocktail party intellectuals are the same
everywhere. Because we freguently suffer from the mod-
ern scourge of information pollution, we find it hard to
imagine its even deadlier opposite - information starva-
tion. For any outsider, however well-meaning, to tell an

Indian villager that he would be better off without access
to the world's news, entertainment, and knowledge, is an
obscene impertinence, like the spectacle of a fat man
preaching the virtues of fasting to the hungry.

Unfortunately, on July 31, 1976, the one-year experi-
ment will end; ATS-6 will crawl back along the equator
and return to the United States. Originally, it was hoped
to launch two satellites; last summer I saw the three-
quarters completed ATS-7, sitting mothballed at the Fair-
child plant. No one could raise the $10 million necessary
to finish it, or hijack one of the Air Force's numerous
Titan 3-Cs to get it into orbit.

And so in a few months' time, millions of people who
have had a window opened on marvellous new worlds of
culture and education will have it slammed in their faces
again. There will be some heart-rending scenes in the vil-
lages, when the cry goes up, however unfairly, "The
Americans have stolen our satellite!" Useless to explain,
as the frustrated viewers start to refill their six-to-nine
p.m. time slot with baby-making, that it was only
through the initiative and generosity of the United States
that the satellite was loaned in the first place ... The Ugly
American will havestruck again.

Yet I hope that this noble experiment is just the
curtain-raiser to a truly global educational satellite sys-
tem. Its cost would be one or two dollars per student, per
year. There could be few better investments in the future
health, happiness and peace of mankind.

I don't wish to get too much involved in the potential
- still less the politics - of communications satellites,
because they can take care of themselves, and are now
multiplying rapidly. The world investment in satellites
and ground stations now exceeds a billion dollars, and is
increasing almost explosively. After years of delay and
dithering, the United States is at last establishing domestic
satellite systems; the U.S.S.R. has had one for almost a
decade. At first, the Soviet network employed non-
synchronous satellites, moving in an elongated orbit that
took them high over Russia for a few hours of every day.
However, they have now seen the overwhelming advan-
tages of stationary orbits, and several of their comsats are
currently fixed above the Indian Ocean. Some are de-
signed for TV relaying to remote parts of the Soviet
Union, and I've gently hinted to my friends in Moscow
that perhaps they could fill the breach when ATS-6 goes
home ...

We are now in the early stages of a battle for the mind
- or at least the eyes and ears - of the human race, a
battle which will be fought 36,000 kilometers above the
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equator. The preliminary skirmishes have already taken
place at the United Nations, where there have been de-
termined attempts by some countries to limit the use of
satellites which can beam programs from space directly
into the home, thus bypassing the national networks.
Guess who is scared ...

As a matter of fact, I tried to frighten the United States
with satellites myself, back in 1960, when I published a
story in 1960 in Playboy about a Chinese plot to brain-
wash innocent Americans with pornographic TV pro-
grams. Perhaps "frighten" is not the correct verb, and in
these permissive days such an idea sounds positively old-
fashioned. But in 1960 the first regular comsat service
was still five years in the future, and this seemed a good
gambit for attracting attention to its possibilities.

United States of Earth
Fortunately, in this area there is an excellent record of in-
ternational cooperation. Even countries who hate each
other's guts work together through the International
Telecommunications Union, which sets limits to powers
and assigns frequencies. Eventually, some kind of consen-
sus will emerge, which will avoid the worst abuses.

A major step towards this was taken on August 20,
1971, when the agreement setting up INTELSAT (the In-
ternational Telecommunications Satellite Organization)
was signed at the State Department. I would like to quote
from the address I gave on that occasion:

"I submit that the eventual impact of the communications
satellite upon the whole human race will be at least as
great as that of the telephone upon the so-called de-
veloped societies.

"In fact, as far as real communications are concerned,
there are as yet no developed societies; we are all still in
the semaphore and smoke-signal stage. And we are now
about to witness an interesting situation in which many
countries, particularly in Asia and Africa, are going to
leapfrog a whole era of communications technology and
go straight into the space age. They will never know the
vast networks of cables and microwave links that this
country has built at such enormous cost both in money
and in natural resources. The satellites can do far more
and at far less expense to the environment ...

" .. .I believe that the communications satellites can
unite mankind. Let me remind you, that, whatever the
history books say, this great country was created a little
more than a hundred years ago by two inventions. With-
out them, the United States was impossible; with them, it

was inevitable. Those inventions were, of course, the rail-
road and the electric telegraph.

"Today we are seeing on a global scale an almost exact
parallel to that situation. What the railroads and the tele-
graph did here a century ago, the jets and the communica-
tions satellites are doing now to all the world ... "

And the final result - whatever name we actually give
to it - will be the United States of Earth.

The Space Barrier
I would like to end with some thoughts on the wider fu-
ture of communications - communications beyond the
earth. And here we face an extraordinary paradox, which
in the centuries to come may have profound political and
cultural implications.

For the whole of human history, up to that moment
one hundred years ago when the telephone was invented,
it was impossible for two persons more than a few meters
apart to interact in real time. The abolition of that ap-
parently fundamental barrier was one of technology's su-
preme triumphs; today we take it for granted that men
can converse with each other, and even see each other,
wherever they may be. Generations will live and die, al-
ways with this godlike power at their fingertips.

Yet this superb achievement will be ephemeral; before
the next hundred years have passed, our hard-won vic-
tory over space will have 'been lost, never to be regained.

On the Apollo voyages, for the first time, men traveled
more than a light-second away from earth. The resulting
two-and-a-half second round-trip communications delay
was surprisingly unobtrusive, but only because of the
dramatic nature of the messages - and the discipline of
the speakers. I doubt if the average person will have the
self-control to talk comfortably with anyone on the
moon.

And beyond the moon, of course, it will be impossible.
We will never be able to converse with friends on Mars,
even though we can easily exchange any amount of in-
formation with them. It will take at least three minutes to
get there, and another three minutes to receive a reply.

Anyone who considers that this is never likely to be of
much practical importance is taking a very short-sighted
view. It has now been demonstrated, beyond reasonable
doubt, that in the course of the next century, we could
occupy the entire solar system. The resources in energy
and material are there; the unknowns are the motivation
- and our probability of survival, which may indeed de-
pend upon the rate with which we get our eggs out of this
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one fragile planetary basket.
We would not be here, talking about the future, unless

we were optimists. And in that case we must assume that
eventually very large populations will be living far from
earth - light-minutes and light-hours away, even if we
colonize only the inner solar system. However, space col-
ony advocate Freeman Dyson has argued with great elo-
quence that planets aren't important, and the real action
will be in the cloud of comets out beyond Pluto, a
light-day or more from earth.

And looking further afield, it is now widely realized
that there are no fundamental scientific obstacles even to
interstellar travel. Though Nobel Laureate Dr. Edward
Purcell once rashly remarked that star-ships should stay
on the cereal boxes, where they belonged - that's exactly
where moonships were, only 30 years ago ...

So the finite velocity of light will, inevitably, divide the
human race once more into scattered communities, sun-
dered by barriers of space and time. We will be as one
with our remote ancestors, who lived in a world of im-
mense and often insuperable distances, for we are moving
out into a universe vaster than all their dreams.

Are There Others?
But it is, surely, not an empty universe. No discussion of
communications and the future would be complete with-
out reference to the most exciting possibility of all -
communications with extra-terrestrial ingelligence. The
galaxy must be an absolute Babel of conversation, and it
is surely only a matter of time before we can hear the
neighbors. They already know about us, for our sphere of
detectable radio signals is now scores of light-years
across. Perhaps even more to the point - and more likely
to bring the precinct cops hurrying here as fast as their
paddy-wagon can travel - is the fact that several
microsecond-thick shells of x-ray pulses are already more
than ten light-years out from earth, announcing to the
universe that, somewhere, juvenile delinquents are deto-
nating atom bombs.

Plausible arguments suggest that our best bet for inter-
stellar eavesdropping would be in the 1000-Megahertz,
or 30 centimeter, region of the spectrum. The
N.A.S.A.!Stanforcl! Ames Project Cyclops report, which
proposed an array of several hundred large radio tele-
scopes for such a search, recommended a specific band
about 200 Megahertz wide - that lying between the hy-
drogen line (1420 MHz) and the lowest OH line (1,662
MHz). Dr. Bernard Oliver, who directed the Cyclops
study, has waxed poetic about the appropriateness of our
type of life seeking its kind in the band lying between the
disassociation products of water - the "water-hole."

Unfortunately, we may be about to pollute the water-
hole so badly that it will be useless to radio astronomers.
The proposed MARESAT and NA VST AR satellites will
be dunked right in the middle of it, radiating so power-
fully that they would completely saturate any
Cyclops-type array. Barney Oliver tells me: "Since the
Cyclops study, additional reasons have become apparent
for expecting the water-hole to be our contact with the
mainstream of life in the galaxy. The thought that we,
through our ignorance, may blind ourselves to such con-
tact and condemn the human race to isolation appalls
us. "

I hope that the next World Administrative Radio Con-
ference, when it meets in 1979, will take a stand on this
matter. The conflict of interest between the radio as-
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tronomers and the communications engineers will get
more and more insoluble, until, as I suggested many years
ago, we move the astronomers to the quietest place in the
solar system - the center of the lunar farside, where they
will be shielded from the radio racket of earth by 3,500
kilometers of solid rock. But that answer will hardly be
available before the next century. .

Whatever the difficulties and problems, the search for
extra-terrestrial signals will continue. Some scientists fear
that it will not succeed; others fear that it will. It may al-
ready have succeeded, but we don't yet know it. Even if
the pulsars are neutron stars - so what? They may still
be artificial beacons, all broadcasting essentially the same
message: "Last stop for gas this side of Andromeda."

More seriously, if the decades and the centuries pass,
with no indication that there is intelligent life elsewhere in
the universe, the long-term effects on human philosophy
will be profound - and may be disastrous. Better to have
neighbors we don't like, than to be utterly alone. For that
cosmic loneliness could point to a very depressing conclu-
sion - that intelligence marks an evolutionary dead-end.
When we consider how well -, and how long - the
sharks and the cockroaches have managed without it, and
how badly we are managing with it, one cannot help
wondering if intelligence is an aberration like the armor
of the dinosaurs, dooming its possessors to extinction.

No, I don't really believe this. Even if the computers we
carryon our shoulders are evolutionary accidents, they
can now generate their own programs - and set their
own goals.

For we can now say, in the widest possible meaning of
the phrase, that the purpose of human life is information
processing. I have already mentioned the strange fact that
men can survive longer without water than without
information ...

And therefore the real value of all the devices we have
been discussing is that they have the potential for im-
mensely enriching and enlarging life, by giving us more
information to process - up to the maximum number of
bits per second that the human brain can absorb.

I am happy, therefore, to have solved one of the great
problems the philosophers and theologians have been
haggling over for several thousand years. You may,
perhaps, feel that this is rather a dusty answer, and that
not even the most inspired preacher could ever found a
religion upon the slogan: "The purpose of life is informa-
tion processing." Indeed, you may even retort: "Well,
what is the purpose of information processing?"

I'm glad you asked me that. .. •

Arthur C. Clarke is author of numerous popular works of science fiction
and science fact, including the book and movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,
and his latest novel, Imperial Earth (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,
1975). He is also credited with conceiving the idea of the communica-
tions satellite. Says Mr. Clarke, "B"ackin 1943, as an extremely callow
officer in the Royal Air Force, I was given a mysterious assignment to a
fog-shrouded airfield at the southwestern tip of England.
"It turned out I was to work with an eccentric group of Americans

from something called. the Radiation Laboratory of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. They were led by a bright young physicist
named Luis Alvarez, who had invented a radar device that, for a change
did something useful. It could bring down an aircraft in one piece, in-
stead of several.

"Luis' brainchild provided me with the peaceful environment, totally
insulated from all the nasty bombings and invasions happening else-
where, which allowed me to work out the principles of communications
satellites in the spring of 1945."
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Background Math For A Computer World. Ruth Ashley. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10016.286
pp., paperback. $3.95. 1973.

This book is one in a series of Wiley Self-Teaching Guides.
The format of the book is programmed instruction. Each
chapter is divided into individual frames of instruction with
their own questions to check on the reader's comprehension of
the text material presented. Each chapter concludes with a self
test on the contents of the chapter. The book concludes with a
final test on all the material in the book. Answers to all
questions are provided in the text.

The author intends the book "for the tens of thousands of
people who find that their lives are being increasingly affected
by computers. It is for the students with no college math and
very limited high school mathematics who discover th.at they,
too, are expected to be able to use computers ~ In business, In
psychology, in education, in the social sciences.". .

The first two chapters concern themselves with the binary,
octal, and hexadecimal number system. Operations within, and
conversion between these systems are covered. I would not
think that these topics are important to the type of person who
would be using this text. The third chapter concerns itself with
logic for computers. Conjunctions, disjunctions, negations,
implications, De Morgan's Rules, and truth tables are some of
the topics considered. The fourth chapter deals with being able
to follow, but not write, a flowchart. Chapter 5 covers integer
arithmetic, floating-point arithmetic, scientific notation (E-
notation), and operations in E-notation. The last seven
chapters are separated into the following seven topics: Interest
and Mortgage Problems, Sequence and Series, Probability,
Statistics, Linear Equations, Matrix Algebra, and Game
Theory. Some of these later chapters, such as the chapter on
Statistics, do not explain concepts well, and so it becomes a
matter of accepting certain formulas on faith. I feel that the
chapters on Logic and Interest and Mortgage Problems are the
best in the book.

It is hard to think of this book being suitable for "tens of
thousands of people." It may be helpful to some college
students majoring in the humanities who find themselves
exposed to the computer, but only a subset of the chapters
would prove helpful. Another possible use for the book would
be as a supplement to a programming book in an adult
education or equivalent course.

Bruce W. De Young
Oakland, New Jersey

•••
Computing with Mini-Computers. Fred Gruenberger and
David Babcock. Melville Publishing Company, Los Angeles,
California, 288 pp. $13.75. 1973.

The authors' effort to provide an introduction and overview
in the first few chapters of Computing with Mini-Computers
makes an attempt to define a mini-~omputer bas~d ~n size an.d
cost. However, in the three years since the pub.h~atlOn of ~h~s
text there have been many changes in the mini field .. A rrum-
computer is defined in the text in terms of three variables ~
storage capacity, top speed, and operation-code repertoire. In
spite of the fact that physical parameter~ .are the least
important, the authors go on to descnbe the mini In term~ of ItS
physical size. However, min!-computers have been conflgu.red
in a variety of ways which greatly exceed the ph~slcal
dimensions provided in the book. The examples utIlI.z~d
throughout the text are for a Varian machine, even though It IS
pointed out that Digital Equipment Corporation both
produces and sells the larges~ number of m!n!-computers.
There are some commonalities between mini-computers.
However, the differences exceed the parameters defined in this
text.

The chapters on flow-charting are relatively standard and
can be found in other texts. The book uses a problem-solving
approach so that the reader is led through a series of problems
that require computer solutions. Lack of access to a rmru-
computer might be a limiting factor for many potential readers
who are interested in the field of minis but do not have access
to such equipment. Although the book is well developed, !t
discusses material that can be found In many other texts. It IS
the opinion of this reviewer that t~e textbook has only limited
utility for individuals interested In mini-computers since the
state of the art has changed drastically since 1973. There is
virtually no discussion of micro-programming units whic.h may
or may not be classified as mini-computers: The basic and
historical information contained In the book IS of some value
and the conceptual information on indexmg, sub-routining and
sequencing of program statements ca~ be applied to a .vanety
01 situations. The chapter on testing and de-bugging of
programs is relatively standard. The eight-page glossary of
computer terminology is fairly complete for 1973. However, It
lacks comprehensiveness for modern mini-computing. I would
recommend the book with reservation for individuals who are
interested in mini-computers as a fair resource and entree to
some of the more current literature found in the periodicals.

Daniel Krautheim
Columbus, Ohio

Finite State Fantasies. Rich Didday. Matrix Publishers, 207
Kenyon Road, Champaign, Illinois 61820. 50pp., $2.25, 1976.

Finite State Fantasies is a comic book devoted to visual
communication of computer user situations. About half the
booklet explains how the computers work. This part is good for
anyone who would like to develop an understanding of
computer hardware.

The other half of the booklet involves pictorial representa-
tion of common computer user occurences: bugs, glitches, and
computer obsession. Interspersed in the booklet are several one-
page cartoon series.

The booklet can be understood by someone of any age group
or computer background. The graphics are nicely done. The
book is a nice addition to the field of fun computer books and it
would make a nice gift.

Dennie Van Tassel
Santa Cruz, California
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ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN IV. Rbin A. Vowels. John Wiley
and Sons Australasia Pty. Ltd., Box 152,N. Ryde, N.S.W. 2113.
173 pp., paper. $4.95. 1975.
The author provides an "introduction to programming via

the ALGOL or FORTRAN languages at the undergraduate
level." This side-by-side presentation of elementary ALGOL 60
and FORTRAN IV is unique in that the book is not intended
to be a comparative study of the two languages. Instead, it is
intended that the reader learn ALGOL 60 or FORTRAN IV as
well as the fundamentals of programming language concepts
such as program structure, syntax, expressions, loops, control
statements and subroutines. Once proficient in one language,
the reader 'can assimilate the other mainly by a comparison of
the text's examples.
There are seven chapters: Overview of ALGOL and

FORTRAN; Assignments and Declarations; Input-Output;
Control Statements and Loops; for Clause, DO Statements,
Subscripted Variables; Subroutines and Blocks; More FOR-
TRAN Input-Output. There are appendices on ALGOL and
FORTRAN Implementations, Representations of ALGOL
Symbols, Supplied Functions, and a Bibliography.
This paperback is suitable as an ALGOL 60 or FORTI~AN

IV primer which emphasizes numeric examples and .e~erclses.
There are many references to machine characteristics and
ALGOL on the ICL System 4-50, ICL 1900Series, the CYBER
70 System. ALGOL W is also mentioned. Statement types and
programming techniques are illustrated by short examples and
a few case studies.

The book would make a suitable supplement for a course
emphasizing computers, computing, and algorithm develop-
ment exclusive of programming.

John L. Lowther
Houghton. Mich.

LOGLAN 1:A Logical Language, Third Edition, by James C.
Brown, 300 pages, 1975.
LOGLAN 4 &5: A LOGLAN-ENGLlSH / ENGLlSH-
LOGLAN Dictionary, Second Edition, by James C. Brown, 510
pages, 1975. ~he Lo~land. Institute, Inc., P.O. Box 12458,
University Station, Gainesville, Florida, 32604, P.O. Box 1785,
Palm Springs, California, 92262.
The dedication of LOGLAN 1 reads: "To the memory of

Benjamin LeeWhorf." Loglan is a constructed human. language,
originally devised to test the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that the
structure of a person's language determines the bounds of that
person's thought. Under development since 1955, Loglan is an
attempt to provide a laboratory to?1 .in the form of a .small
language which can be used In linguistical expenmentation.
The name '1 ~~(-" is taken from 'logical' and 'language.'

Loglan is 10g~1:?B.~?t:sense that it has a.hyperl?gical str.ucture,
which it was given on purpose to make It functionally different
from the natural languages. This does not mean that Loglan ISa
deductive system such as formal logic, for rLoglan is logical only
in the sense of purporting to facilitate certain limited kinds of
thought: namely those kinds which proceed by the transforrna-
tion of sentences into other sentences in such a way that If the
first are true so also are the second."

If you are at all interested in linguistics, these ar~ f~scinating
publications. Aside from it.sintend~d use, Loglan ISsimply fun
to play with, as Brown POints out In a section on L~glan as a
Linguistic Toy. Learning a new language ISusually said to.h~lp
one see the world through the eyes of another people by givmg
access to another culture. Loglan is a language without a cul-
ture. The Sapir- Whorf hypothesis is that your view ofthe world
and your way of thinking should change simply from learnmg
and using Loglan.

John Lees
Rolla, MO

A Practical Guide to Algol 68. Frank G. Pagan. John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd., Baffins Lane, Chichester, Sussex, Eng. 213 pp.
$9.50. 1976.
This delightful little book provides perhaps the best and

most readable presentation of ALGOL 68 for anyone wlshJ[~g
to gain a working knowledge of the la~guage. Pagan's book IS
"an informal but comprehensive guide to the final (1974)
version of the ALGOL 68 programming language." .

ALGOL 68 is an elegant general purpose programming
language of wider applicability than ALGOL 60 and
comparable in power to PL/ I. It was designed for use In many
application areas as well as for use as a r~ference and
publication language. Just as ALGOL. 60 contributed to the
theoretical development of programming language concepts
and implementation techniques, so will ALGOL 68: . .
The author has used structured programming In his

exposition and his examples in order to systematically develop
"the basic techniques of writing correct and understandable
program." (The goto is not introduced until the last chapter!)
There are eight chapters: Basic Concepts and Constructs;

Straight-line Programs; Loops and Multiple Values; Con-
ditional Elaboration; Routines; Extended Modes; Transput;
and Additional Control Devices. In addition, there are answers
to exercises, two appendices, selected bibliography, and an
index.

Some ALGOL 68 texts and reports are very unpleasant to
read, primarily because the designers of ALGOL 68 introduced
many new technical terms. Pagan consistently uses terms found
in the official ALGOL 68 language definition, but correlates
those terms with terminology of other languages and uses
ALGOL 68 terms in a very pleasing and readable fashion.

Another feature of the book is the identification of sections
and examples on particular language features: non-numeric,
commercial and numeric. Chapter 6, Extended Modes,
provides an'excellent discussion on extensibility mechanisms in
ALGOL 68 such as the creation of new modes or datatypes,
programmer defined data structures, and new operators.
The book is enthusiastically recommended to "anyone

wishing to gain a practical knowledge of ALGOL 68, including
those with no previous programming experience." Perhaps this
statement by the author is true only for university level rea~ers
with some mathematical background. For other readers, It IS
advisable to have experience in at least one other programming
language. The book is excellent even for those who have no
access to an implementation of ALGOL 68. Finally, perhaps
those readers who wish to study the more technical ALGOL 68
reports, may find those studies made easier by first reading
Pagan's guide to ALGOL 68.

John L. Lowther
Houghton, Mich.

Computer Problem Solving, R.P. Watkins, John Wiley and
Sons Australasia Pty Ltd., Sidney, 162 pp., $9.95, 1974.

Watkins discusses problem solving using algorithms, flow
charts and heuristics. He then discusses some problems in
handling computer files, sorting and simulations.
The chapter on algorithms and flowcharting is well done and

excellent reading for any math student. The chapter on
heuristics is also well done, the examples used not only thought
provoking but could be carried to about any extreme that the
reader cares to go. The section on sorting (nine and a half ways
of sorting) is a good example of the many ways a job can be
done and the finesse necessary for a good programmer.

An excellent book.
Elwin E. Young
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Another new game from Creative Computing ....

TWONKY
by Mark Capella

Game Set-Up:
The computer will set up a 15x15 playing field in which

you are randomly located. Also inside the field is an
objective square, 30 blocked squares (walls). 22 relocation
squares, and 1 super special new maze square, and, of
course, the Twonky (which is no relation to a creme-filled
cupcake).

Basic Playing Instructions:
To win the game, you must reach the objective square

before the Twonkygets you, by moving one square at a time,
forward, backward, right or left. Unfortunately, you are
hindered by several things:

RELOCATION squares, when moved on, cause you to be
randomly transported to another position in the maze.
WALLS; you can't move into these squares, and lose your

turn when you hit one.
SUPER-MAZE-SQUARE; essentially an instant loss,

since when you move here a completely new maze is set up.
TWONKY; after every move, the Twonky moves toward

you. (He is impervious to all traps, even walls). When he
gets too close to you (2 or fewer squares), you lose.
However, you are equipped with a de-materializing ray gun.
You have the option of using this on your turn. If you hit the
Twonky he de-materializes and then re-materializes on a
different square of the maze to resume his quest after you.
(CAUTION: he could be dropped into your lap!).

After each move pair (you and Twonky). your distance
from both the Twonky and the objective square are printed.
There is no board printout -you play blind. However, using
the distances, you can home in to the approximate position
of both Twonky and objective.

Hints and Advanced Techniques:
When shooting at the Twonky, you do not have a shot if

the distance he is from you is not an integer. For example: If
the Twonky is 2.23606 units away, you don't have a direct
shot. If he is 4 units away, you do have a shot. Exceptions to
this rule are distances of 5, 10, 13, and 17. (A review of the
Pythagorean Theorem will show why this is true.) Hence, if
the distance is 5, 10, or 13 (but not 17), you mayor may not
have a direct shot. Likewise, this set of rules applies to the
direction of the objective.

If you watch your distances before and after moving, you
should be able to tell where the Twonkyis in relation to you,
e.g., forward and to the right, or backward and to the left.
Take the distance you are from the Twonky, square it, say
2.236062 = 4.999998 approx. = 5. Then find two integers
that when squared and added together equal this (2 and 1).
If the Twonky is forward and tothe right, you now know that
he is either up 2, over 1, or up 1, over 2.

Comments:
The thing that makes Twonky unique, is that it can be

played on two levels, one in which you play for fun, moving
haphazardly; or you can play while figuring out exact
positions, and calculating moves in advance for a challeng-
ing (as well as fun) game.

Mark Capella can be reached at 7278 Oswego Road, Liverpool, NY 13088.

100 REM *** MARK CAPELLA - LIVERPOOL HIGH, SYRACUSE
110 REM *** WRITTEN ON OCT, 1975
120 REM *** UPDATED ON NOV, 1976 AT
130 REM *** ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
140 GOSUB 2250
150 DIM A(15015)
160 LET R9=0
170 GOSUB 1830
180 PRINT'------------------------------------'
190 PRINT
200 GOSUB 1450
210 PRINT·
220 PRINT'MOVE OR SHOOT(M/S)'TAB(O)
230 INPUT 118
240 IF 118='M'THEN 270
250 IF 118='S'THEN 950
260 GOTO 210
270 PRINT'WHICH WAY(F/B/R/L)'TAB(O)
280 INPUT 118
290 IF 118='F'THEN 340
300 IF 118='B'THEN 370
310 IF 118='L'THEN 400
320 IF 118='R'THEN 430
330 GOTO 210
340 LET X5=X
350 LET Y5=Y-l
360 GOTO 460
370 LET X5=X
380 LET Y5=Y+l
390 GOTO 460
400 LET X5=X-l
410 LET Y5=Y
420 GOTO 460
430 LET X5=Xtl
440 LET Y5=Y
450 GOTO 460
460 IF X5<1 THEN 510
470 IF X5>15 THEN 510
480 IF Y5<1 THEN 510
490 IF Y5>15 THEN 510
500 GOTO 540
510 PRINT'THAT MOVE TAKES YOU OUT OF THE MAZE,'
520 PRINT'MOVE NOT ALLOWED,'
530 GOTO 1430
540 ON (A(X5,Y5)+I)GOTO 550,620,630,660,760,800,920
550 REM *** EMPTY SPACE
560 LET A(X,y)=O
570 LET A(X5,Y5)=1
580 LET X=X5
590 LET Y=Y5
600 PRINT'MOVE ALLOWED,'
610 GOTO 1430
620 REM *** IMPOSSIBLE TO GET HERE
630 REM *** BLOCED SPACE ROUTINE
640 PRINT'THAT SPACE IS BLOCKED,'
650 GOTO 1430
660 REM *** RELOCATION ROUTINE
670 PRINT'YOU'VE BEEN R E L 0 CAT ED!!!'
680 GOSUS 2710
690 IF A(Z,W»2 THEN 540
700 IF A(Z,W)<>O THEN 680
710 LET A(Z,W)=1
720 LET A(X,y)=O
730 LET X=Z
740 LET Y=W
750 GOTO 1430
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760 REM *** CHANGE ALL , SUPER TRAP
770 PRINT' YOU HIT THE SUPER TRAP'! YOU GET A NEW
780 GOSUB 1830
790 GO TO 1430
800 REM *** HE WON !!
810 PRINT
820 PRINT'I DON'T BELIEVE IT BUT YOU WON THE GAME!'
830 PRINT'YOU GOT THE OBJECTIVE BEFORE'
840 PRINT' THE TWONKY GOT YOU'!'
850 PRINT
860 PRINT
870 PRINT'TRY AGAIN(Y/N)'TAB(O)
880 INPUT Q8
890 IF Q8-'Y'THEN 150
900 IF Q8-'N'THEN 2750
910 GOTO 870
920 REM *** HE LANDED ON TWONKY !!
930 PRINT'YOU STEPPED ON THE TWONKY!'
940 GOT01790
950 REM *** SHOOT ROUTINE
960 PRINT'WHICH WAY(F/B/R/L)'TABIO)
970 INPUT Q8
980 IF Q8-'F'THEN 1030
990 IF Q8-'B'THEN 1060
1000 IF Q8-'L'THEN 1090
1010 IF Q8-'R'THEN 1120
1020 GOTO 210
1030 LET Sl-0
1040 LET S2--1
1050 GOTO 1140
1060 LET Sl-0
1070 LET S2-1
1080 GOTO 1140
1090 LET Sl--l.
1100 l.ET S2-0
1110 GOTO l.140
1120 LET SI-1
1130 LET S2-0
1140 LET Rl-X
1150 LET R2-Y
1160 LET RI-RltSI
1170 LET R2-R2tS2
1180 PRINT'Z A P--'TAB(O)
1190 IF Rl(1 THEN 1240
1200 IF Rl>15 THEN 1240
1210 IF R2(1 THEN 1240
1220 IF R2>15 THEN 1240
1230 GOTO 1280
1240 PRINT' FIZZLE ••• •
1250 PRINT'SHOT LEFT MAZE.'
1260 PRINT'SHOT MISSED.'
1270 GOT01430
1280 IF A(Rl,R2)(>2 THEN 1330
1290 PRINT' BLAST!!!!'
1300 PRINT'YOU HIT WALL.'
1310 PRINT'SHOT MISSED.'
1320 GOT01430
1330 IF A(Rl,R2)(>6 THEN 1160
1340 PRINT' OUCH!!'
1350 PRINT'TWONKY RETREATS.'
1360 LET A(Rl,R2)-R9
1370 GOSUB 2710
1380 IF A(Z,W)(>O THEN 1370
1390 LET A(Z,W)-6
1400 LET R9-0
1410 LET Xl-Z
1420 LET Yl-W
1430 GOSUB 1450
1440 GOTO 1570
1450 REM *** PRINT TWONKY AND OBJECTIVE DIST.
1460 PRINT
1470 PRINT'THE TWONKY IS'TAB(O)
1480 LET D-(SQR(ABS«Xl-X)-2t(Yl.-Y)-2»)
1490 PRINT D;TABIO)
1500 PRINT' UNITS AWAY.'
1510 PRINT'THE OBJECTIVE IS'TAB(O)
1520 LET Dl-(SQR(ABS(X2-X)-2t(Y2-Y)-2»
1530 PRINT 01;TAB(0)
1540 PRINT'UNITS AWAY.'
1550 PRINT
1560 RETURN
1570 REM *** TWONKYS LOGIC
1580 IF 0(2 THEN 1790
1590 LET Z2-Yl
1600 LET Zl-Xl
1610 IF X(XI THEN 1680
1620 IF X>Xl THEN 1700
1630 IF Y(YI THEN 1660
1640 LET Z2-Yl+1
1650 GO TO 1710
1660-LET Z2-Yl-1.
1{'70 GO TO 1710
1680 LET Zl-Xl-1
1690 GO TO 1710
1700 LET Zl-Xl+1
1710 LET A(Xl,Yl)-R9
1720 LET R9-A(Zl,Z2)
1730 LET A(Zl,Z2)-6
1740 LET XI-Z1
1750 LET Y1",Z2

1760
MAlE •• 1770

1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
'2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
21.50
2160
2170
2180
2190
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PRINT'TWONKY MOVES •••• •
GOSUB 1.450
IF 0>=2 THEN no
PRINT
PRINT'> > > S C H l. 0 0 'R P !!! ( ('
PRINT'THE TWONKY JUST ABSORBED YOU" YOU l.OSE,·
GOT0850
REM *** SET UP NEW MAZE ROUTINE
REM *** I-PLAYER , 2-BLOCKED SPACES
REM *** 3-'RELOCATtONS , 4-SUF'ER n~AP
REM *** 5-0BJEXTIVE , 6-TWONKY
REM *** O-EMPTY SPACES
REM *** CLEAR MAZE
MAT A-ZER
REM *** PLACE THE Bl.OCKED SQUARES
FOR 1-1 TO 30
GOSUB 2710
IF A(Z,W)()O THEN 1920
LET AIZ,W)-2
NEXTt
REM *** PLACE THE RELOCATIONS
FOR I-I TO 2~~
GOSUB 2710
IF A(Z,W)()O THEN 1.980
LET A(Z,W)-3
NEXTt
REM *** PLACE THE SPECIAL TRAP
GOSUB 2'710
IF A(Z,W)(>O THEN 2030
LET A(Z,W)-4
REM *** PLACE THE PLAYER
GOSUB 271()
IF A(Z,W)()O THEN 207()
LET A(Z,W)-l
LET X-Z
l.ET Y-W
REM *** PLACE THE OBJECTIVE
GOSUB 2710
IF A(Z,W)()O THEN 2130
LET A(Z,W)-5
LET X2-Z
LET Y2-W
REM *** Pl.ACE THE TWONKY
GOSUB 2710

2200_IF A(Z,W)(>() THEN 2190
2210 LET A(Z,W)-6
2220 LET Xl-Z
223() LET n-W
2240 RETURN
2250 PRINT
2260 PRINT
2270 PRINT
2280 PRINTTAB(25);'TWONKY'
2290 PRINT
2300 PRINT
2310 PRINT'DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS(Y/N)'TABIO)
2320 INPUT Q8
2330 IF Q8-'N'THEN 2700
2340 IF Q8()'Y'THEN 2310
2350 PRINT
236() PRINT
2370 PRINT
2380 PRINT'THIS IS THE GAME OF TWONKY.SOME HAVE SAID THAT IT IS'
239() PRINT'A STROKE OF GENIUS ••• MOSTLY IT'S INVENTOR.'
2400 PRINT
241() PRINT' YOU HAVE l.ANDED ON THE PLANET OF TWINKY AND'
2420 PRINT' ITS KING (KONG:THEIR KING IS KING KONG) HAS'
2430 PRINT'CAPTURED YOU. HE HAS PUT YOU IN A MAZE THAT IS'
2440 PRINT·l.5 * 15 UNITS LONG. YOU ARE IN THE DARK AND CANNOT'
2450 PRINT'SEE ••• YOU MUST GET TO THE OBJECTIVE SQUARE AND'
2460 PRINT'BE SET FREE.'

PRINT
PRINT' HAZARDS INCLUDE:'
PRINT'SQUARES THAT YOU CANNOT GO INTO (30).'
PRINT' SQUARES THAT RANDOMLY THROW YOU AROUND THE MAZE(22)'
PRINT'SQUARE THAT SETS UP NEW MAZE AND ALL THAT'S IN IT(l)'
PRINT'MONSTER CALl.ED TWONKY THAT CHASES YOU AND WILL'
PRINT' ABSORB YOU IF THE DISTANCE IT IS FROM YOU FALl.S·
PRINT' BELOW 2 UNITS.'
PRINT' THE TWONKY IS ALSO IMMUNE TO ALL TRAPS INCLUDING'
PRINT' WALLS.'
PRINT
PRINT' YOU CAN:'
PRINT'MOUE ONE SQUARE AT A TIME TO FIND OBJECTIVE'
PRINT' OR ESCAPE FROM THE TWONKY.·
PRINT'SHOOT AT THE TWONKY ONE DIRECTION AT A TIME.'
PRINT' IF THE TWONKY IS HIT HE WILL BE REPLACED IN THE'
PRINT' MAZE RANDOMLY.'
PIUNT
PRINT'IF THE TWONKY ABSORBS YOU ••• YOU l.OSE.·
PRINT' IF YOU LAND ON THE OBJECTIVE YOU WIN.'
PRINT
PRINT'GOOD LUCK!'
PRINT
RETURN
REM *** SUBROUTINE TO GET 2 RANDOM NUMBERS
LET Z-(INT(RND(3)*15)tl)
LET W-(INT(RND(3)*15)tl.)
F(ETLJI~N
END

2470
2480
249()
25()()
25:1.0
2520
2~j30
2~::;4()
2:':i50
2~560
2570
2~j80
25('10
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
266()
2670
2680
2690
2'100
2?lO
2720
2730
2'740
2750

>



THE TWONKY IS 7 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 7.21110 UNITS AWAY.

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'?M
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?F
MOVE ALL.OWED.

fHE TWONKY IS 7.07107 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.70820 UNITS AWAY.

TWONKY MOVES ••••

~ A+ tk',~ poi,,\- WIi. cio,,'r
rc~lh1 hiVe. ",,\Ie'" i"fo""a-n9".
Let's sa,! we're. a.t e ,
'T'WOI\"'i c,ollid be. at an,,\ ~
4- • loel-+-o\\~ a"d ob jed\i.re
at B [] loca-h ••.•s.

THE TW()NKY IS 6.08276 UNITS AWAY. - Two"lc.\f ••••.•,+ hne "'''VeA
THE OB,JECTIVE: IS 6.zoazo UNITS AWAY. ~ a' c.. b' l~"....I"]

M()VE OR SHO()TCM/S'?M
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?F
MOVE AL.LOWED.
THE TWONKY IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.

TWONKY MOVES ••••
THE TWONKY IS 5.38516 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'?M
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?R
T~AT SPACE IS BL.OCKED.
THE TWONKY IS 5.38516 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.

__ Wt.. ,,",we -l" 2. j $"'ll d •••••'+
k"o,,", ',~ 010 je •.tiv. i. e. 0•.d
or if TwC\I\"~ is .' 0•• 6 '.

-TWO"S';! ",oves ic a· orvr 5".2.1] j c~,,'t -tell
wh,u..

- Tried +0 ••..ove. r,al.t'.
P..lock.,d !!

Tl40NKY MOVES ••••
THE TW()NKY IS 4.47214 UNITS AWAY. - Two,,\c'1 closes '" b~ "'Ol/i"3
THE OB,.JECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY. -n, a."f or' b"~

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'TM
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?L
THAT SPACE IS BLOCKED.
THE TWONKY IS 4.47214 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.

_ Aarrr"S<J f. LtH f~ bl"elccd
~ol.

TWONKY MOVES ••••
THE TWONKY IS J. 60555 UNITS AWAY. -4-iwo.,l<'1 ""OVt! it. .4 0'" 104
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.32456 UNITS AWAY.

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'?M
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'TF
MOVE AL.LOWED.
THE TWONKY IS 4.24264 UNITS AWAY. -- Fi"all'1~o+ a ",ove \" (+0 3).
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.08276 UNITS AWAY.
TWONKY MOVES ••••
THE TWONKY IS 3.60555 UNITS AWAY. +- Two",",,! ,,"OVCS +0 a ~ 0(' b~
THE OBJECTIVE IS 6.08276 UNITS AWAY.

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'?M
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?F
YOU'VE BEEN R E L 0 CAT ED!!!
THE TWONKY IS 3.16228 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 8.60233 UNITS AWAY.
TWONI,Y MOVES ••••
THE TWONKY IS 3 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 8.60233 UNITS AWAY.

MOVE OR SHOOTCM/S'TM
WHICH WAYCF/B/R/L'?F
MOVE ALLOWED.
THE TWONKY IS 2 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 7.81025 UNITS AWAY.
TWONKY MOVES ••••
THE TWONKY IS 1 UNITS AWAY.
THE OBJECTIVE IS 7.81025 UNITS AWAY.

> S C H L 0 0 R P ! I! <
THE TWONKY JUST ABSORBED YOU " YOU LOSE.

+- Thi~ jlllt" l""'\- o~Y' d«'1 !
Now Wf,'r" , •• .f."", ;wo..""
a",cI , .•s .fv<o... 010 ic.!+-~e,.
If ·~'s Obif,~v, e, a ••d
Two,,"4 a. ,we ·vc. go+ +0 be.
at 4 0" 5; ~~wist. "'<.'re.
,+ 4' or 51.

~ l3ad 1\f,'"H. Two"k.'1 ~OIlU
~ e.''''Io.<'Y a(, 0'" a"l i
d;.tt.o ~v b lIool/t.S.

- {lAOYI. +0 f,il1u... (" or 'J i CIlte-.+
bl,"~eiI;', i.4 " •. '" aWeI'l, kt."Coc
wt're at 'J a..d Tw.,,"'t is
at a?

- H£LLLPPI' !!
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SWARMS
Rand K. Miller
1054 S. King St.
Honolulu, HI 96814

Language: BASIC (DEC 10)
Description: SWARMS is a computer simulation (fancy
word for game) that was conceived from the book The
Swarm by Arthur Herzog. The program puts you in charge
of the defense of the entire United States when swarms of
ferocious South American hybrid bees suddenly start
appearing in different sections of the country. The program
is provided with in depth instructions which explain the
situation very thoroughly.

My goals for this game were to create a program that
was 1) my own creation, not an improvement in somebody
else's game, 2) as realistic as possible, 3) not another
Star Trek game. Since I wanted this project to be a test of
my programming skills, I wrote the instructions first and
made the game to follow the instruction as closely as
possible. The instructions were updated at the end but the
program ended up pretty much what I had planned.

I would like to give special credit to the Albuquerque
Public School System who own and operate a DEC-10
computer system just for high school students. Their set
up is slightly ahead of the times.

I would also like to give no credit to the Honolulu Public
School System which owns and operates nothing for high
school students. Their entire city is years behind the times.

NOTE: When adapting this program for other computer
systems, special attention should be paid to the "tab" and
"print using" statements (5100-5250) and the margin
statement (90) which is not necessarily needed.

Rand Miller at home with a Friend.

MAYdUNE1977

DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS ?NO
TIME: 1
ENTER YOUR LAST NAME FOR IDENTIFICATION CHECK.
?MILLER

ENTER YOUR CODE WORD FOR LATER VARIFICATION.
?SWARMS

COMMAND 1'1
TIME: 2
1) ATTACK SCAN MAP

CANADA: NO INFORMATION 1 1_______________________ 1 1

1 1\_ j 1
1 1 1 * 1 1 \__1---11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
\1111111
\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 /
\1 1 1 1 1 1 *1

x., 1 \ 1
\ 1 1 1
\_1 1-1

MEXICO: NO INFORMATION

COMMAND 1'2
TIME: 3
2) ETA REPORT
SECTION ?9
*****************************************THE BEES WILL ARRIVE AT THE MAJOR CITY IN

SECTION 9 AT 9 HOURS.
*****************************************
COMMAND ?2
TIME: 4
2) ETA REPORT
SECTION ?21
*****************************************THE BEES WILL ARRIVE AT THE MAJOR CITY IN

SECTION 21 AT 10 HOURS.
******************************************THE SWARM IN SECTION 9 HAS SPREAD TO SECTION 8

COMMAND 1'3
TIME: 5

3) BATTLE PHASE OPTIONS
SECTION 1'8
F·HASE ?3
PROJECT BRUSH FIRE: PHASE THREE. NOW BEING ATTEMPTED.

~tlHLF.:liA.5..E.JlN~<:..C.T..u)lL8.....J.ii:iJl. ..s..uITEErnL~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~_
*THE SWARM IN SECTION 8 IS READY TO BE DESTROYED
*THE SWARM IN SECTION 9 HAS SPREAD TO SECTION 10
*THE SWARM IN SECTION 21 HAS SPREAD TO SECTION 20
COM'MAND 1'3
TIME: 6
3) BATTLE PHASE OPTIONS
SECTION 1'20
PHASE 1'3
PROJECT BRUSH FIRE: PHASE THREE. NOW BEING ATTEMPTED.
COMMAND 1'3
TIME: 7
3) BATTLE PHASE OPTIONS
SECTION 1'10
PHASE 1'3
PROJECT BRUSH FIRE: PHASE THREE. NOW BEING ATTEMPTED.
*THE PHASE ON SECTION 10 WAS SUCCESSFUL
COMMAND ">3
TIME: 8
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~"'i<lI~
000<10
000W
0004'"000~'"00060
"'0~H'0~ol8"
00091/1
0<11~<l
0((1110
0~12~01<)131'>
001410"'0150
~01b0<4017ft
~;lI~~

~~~~~O,,210
00220
"'023V.00240002510
0026000<:1<1
0026000290
0(113~'"
1<l~31~",,32"<10B0iH'~~"00350
003Ml00370
0,,38tl
0~39~
1;!1Il4f)~~~)41 ~
00420IIi:\4ll6
~~~~~
0~4b00\()41~
,")4~\()
~!il49~
0050"0051"
005~"
"'0~j"\:10540
0~550
0~~b000570
0056000590
0060V,
1'10bl~001>20
006$0(01)40
~~g~~
""'b71O
00b80~0!>~~
0070~007100\!!72~
0073001l14f)
007510001b~
VI~ '110
~~7b~
0~i 7 90
0fl>b~16
00810
00820
00830~~841il
008SIil
0~8b0
0087000&110
0089'"00900
0091000920
0093000940
0095000'160
00910
00'180
00'1'10

PNINT'I~PUTPRINT'PR1Nl"INPUTPWINT"I~P~'<MARGINPNINTPRINTPRINT
PRINT· IN lY5h, APICULTUH1S1 WARwlC ~E~~ ~ROUGHl TWENTY AfRICAN·
~~I~f:~~~i~A~E~~EI~kgu~t~~I~~ PE~8~~~HM~~EI~o~2~W~HI2 riT~I~Oi~~UrfALI=~:PRINT·ON GtkMAN att TMAT LONG UUMINATtO B~AZILIAN 8EE~EE~ING, ~ER~ PLAN.'
~=I:':=fDU~¥A~~~B5-~~~~~t=!SW:~NIC=~~ !~!~R~Dgi~pas~¥~~NG~BT~:S'~EfHA~H~':
PRIN.T"TMNEATl~tu IMt LIVES A~D LIVlLIHOOU _Of. ALMOST E~ERY S'~~.E.EP~R IN"PNIN'"S STATES UF 8"AlIL IN JUN~ 19b6 THt AGNARIAN DtFENSE ERECT RATE·PRINT"IN LIMA, PtRUi HtDAN EMERGtNCY ~EASUNtS TU PRtVENT.N NV.SI N OF"PNIN'"THE UtADLY IFN CAN tlEES FHOM bRAZIL. THE ~EES QUIC~LY SPREAD OVtR"PRINT"AN ANfA A80UT tWUAL T8 THE SIZt Uf THE CgNTINENTAL UNITED STATES •PNINY"SwARM& UF THESE FtR0CI us AfR CAN HONtY BEES ARI NOW MOVING TOW.RO·PNINT·'"E UNITEu STATtS AT THt HAlt O~ A~OUT 20M MILES A YEARL AND THEN.E"PRINT"StEMS TO HE NU NATUKAL ~ARNJtR lU BLOCK THEM ACcORDIN~ TO A STUDY"PRINT"F1NANCED BY THt UtPARTMtNT uF ~~RICuLTURE. tMIS GAME IS A SIHULA.·PRINT"TION OF ~HAr MIGHT HAPPEN WHEN ANO If THE BEES REACH THE U~ITtD"PRINT"SIAlta. IN TMlb GAME O~E PtRSDN II IN CHARGE OF THt DEFENSE OF THE"
~:I:l:'~~!R~A~N'bt~~~~Af~:fK ~~AJMgN~t~=~:~~'T'~R¥~G2o~=~TU'~E2F A ~g=~~::
PHIN'·TtR RADAN 5UUSTATIDNS ~Rt POSITIONED IN 21 STRATEGIC ARt.S OF THE'PRrNT"U~IT~0 SlATES 10 SHOW ANY SWARMS IN THOSE.AREAS. THE SWARMS CAN'PNINT"AND WILL 'HO~ AND SPRE.O I~ lH~Y ANE Nor COMbATT~D THE, ARE ALSO"PRINT"CUNSTANTLY MUVING rOWAHD MAJOR CITIES. EACH SECTiON HAS ONE CITY"PRINT"THAT IS CUNbIOE"tD MAJOR THe SIZE uF THt SWARMS ARE SHO~N ON A"PRINT"MAP A~O THE EbTIMATtD TIM~ UF ANRIVAL (ETA) OF THE SEES TO A MAJOR'~CI:l:5l';R~' .rel~~EVH~Ulwl=MiH!~{Hf~=M'tw ~:Eu~e~iil~~ ~~AIge2E ISAlE:PNINT·C~ TH~ CDMPuTtR COMMA NUS THAT ~AN tiE uslu WILL NOW Sf JRINtEO OUT"PMINT·ALON~ ~ITH • ~ETAILtD EXPLANATIUN OF EACH ONE If YOU WANT S~ORT"PRINT"!NSTNUCTION5 lHt NEIT Tl~t YOU ~LAY ENTER 'SHORT' WMEN ASkED IF YOU.PRINT"wANT INSTkutTIONS,'PRINTPRINTPMINTPNINTPNXNTPNINTPklNTPNI~TPHINT· COMMANDS'p~INT·##*###,,#######,######'###'##'#.#,j####'##j####~.,.# ••• #.#.###.#######"
~al~J·CUMMAND I: A1TACK SCAN MAP·PRINTPMlN'·PRINT"
PKfNTPR NTPRINTPRINTPNINT·PRINT·PHIN'"
~~f:i:PHINT"PRINT"PRINT·PklNT"~=I~J:PNIN'"PRINT"
~~l~i~
~~i~t"p~l!~T"
PRINTPRINT"PRINT·PRINT"P~INT"PHIN1"P~lNT"P~INT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"PRINT"
~~f~f~
PHINT"

U VOU NElD INSTNUCII0Nb';~!ME: 1'1NTtR YUUR LA5T ~AMt fON lOtNl1~ICA1IDN CHECK,"~
~TtW YOUH LUUE wORU ~OH LATEN VAkI~ICA!ION."
·YES· THEN 3J1.
j~~

THI~ tONHANO PHI~TS OUT THE MAP Of THE U S AND THE"~tE AT1.C~S. HtHE 15 HDW THE SECTIONS AAf'LAIO OUT,"

"CANAUAI NO INfORMATION I.•.:t"
r"'~~"'''''''[''''r''''''''' 1'... ...1'1~'

1 I 3 b 9 13 1& 'r""~-i(,I ""'.,&,..&.,~"""" •.•••.•••.•..~ .••..&. 191"
I"""'''4 1 7 10 14 "1 ~ .•..•....•...•..,.,.,.. If, !"'~I......--.I .•..•.•..•..•..•..•..•.171201)1

, I 5 &! II IS '"\l~~l ..•..~\ .•.."",~.•.•..•..•.•...•...•.~ ~J"
""12 ! ", "MtxlCUI NU tN~ORMATION~'"

"••.•.•••.••.•••....••....&...I..L..a.. ••...•••.4- ••.•.. 04..,a.. ••••...•....•....•....••••.•••.••••.••.•.• .&-."-L,I,...oA. •••

TMIS IS WH.T YOU MIGHT sEt ON AN ATTACK SCAN MAP,·
"

[ r~~r:AO::.r:N~:F:NfO~:I·::ON .•./':?o"• , ...1"--,
••••••••. ~:-- ••• 40.· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :...I....:....!~
I, I................ ..........• ~
\ ", , .......•..1 U"

"', 1 ", "MEXICO' NO tNfORMATION .•.

01~~~~101~~m~
0104001"~001""0~m~"'1090
"II~II><111100112001IJ.,
~1140
"11~0011b001170;,\1811
'11190
0120001211/;
~1~3~
~124~IH250
~Is~~"tllS0"129~"13(1001310013cl;l
01331l~m~
~!3~~0138001390
~1400
01410
°1420" 43001440
01450
014b0~141001460014~0
~Hr~01520
0153001~40015:;0
"156001570
0158k'01590
\I)!00~
01&1001!>c0
0lb30~u~~011:>&0
~l&~~
~H~~
01710
~tg~01740
017500171>001770
01780
~H~~
01810
~!~j~
01840

~tH~01880
01890
°1900o 910
019il001930
"1940o 950
019&001970
I)L9a0

~~mPNINTPRINTPNINT"PRINT"P~I~T"PRINT"
PI-( IN T II

PRINTP~INT·#.~#*####.#~#N'#.#####_#u.#*.,#~~#*## •• *.#.# ••• # •• ,.'####N.#.' •••••••• "PWINTPRINT·CUMMAND 21 ETA RtPO~T"PWINTP~INT' lhIS ~UMMANU tNA6LES YOU TO FINO OUT WHEN T"E BEES '~E"PRINT" ESTIMA'~U TO NtACH A MAJOR CI.'Y, 10 USE THIS COMMAND"PRINT" FUR A PARTICULAN SECTION ENTER TH S COMMAND NUMBER(2)"PRINT· WHEN lH~ COMPUTt~ PNINTS"CUMMANO?', THE COMPUTER ~[LL"PRINT" lHE~ PRINT OUT 'seCTIUN?'r ENTER TRE SECTION NUMBER'PRINT" THAT YOU WANTi Ir YOU .A~T TO FINO TME ETA FOR ALL'PRINT· MAJOR CITIES tNTER ZERQ(0) AFTER THE COMPUTER PRINTS'PRINT' 'SEtTION?' AFTEN THt ~EtS ENTtN A CITY YOU WILL"PRINt· HAVt b ~O.M~UT~R "OURS 10 COMSAT THEM BEFORE IHEY OE.So'"'NIN " STROY AL~ bf IH~ INHA!! TANTS, yOU CAI'IEVACU IE THE •PRINT" CITY HUwtVERi WHICH IS EXPLAIN~O AS A LATER COMMAND"PRINT" EVEkf TIME YOU EXECUTl A COMMANDb UNE COMPUTER HOuR 18"eRINI: ~~~DT~2JokEAigos'~ItOrsHt~EO~~yY !iT~I'X T~~~uc8Ng~~"~I ~t" CCNeERED .ITH, ONCt !He ~EES kNTER A clYYt UR~AN OEf.·PM NT" ENSl.S MUST BE useu, WHICH ANE eXPI.AINED LA fR,"
p~ NTPR NT·~###################.#######.# •• #### ••• #####.####### ••••• '.##.1 •• ####·
~~faJ·CUMMAND 31 B.TTLl P"ASE OPTIONS"PRINTPRINf' 1HIS COMMAND IS ~HAI YUU USE TO COMBAT THE BEES, EACH"PRIN " OPTION IS ExPLAIN~D FULLY B~LOW, HERE AH~ WHAT YOUR •
PRINT" O~TIONS AHE •~~ ai" '~ATTLt PHAS~ OPTIONS"
PR NT" PHASE ONEI ~fE COC~TAIL"PRINT" PHASE TWOI PROJECT QUEEN"PRINT" PHASE THREE; PROJECT BHUSH fIRE"PRINT" PHASE FOUI<I PROJECT STERI1.E MA1.E"PRINT" PHASE f IVEI DESTRUCTION"PRINt" PHASE SUI URijAN DEFENsEs"PR NTPR NT" tACH Uf THESE COMMAND COMBATS THE BEES IN A OIFFERANI"PRINT" WAY ONE COMMANO WI1.L WORK BETTEN ON 1.ARGER SWARMS IPRINT" ANOfHlR COMMAND WILL wORK BETTER ON SMALLER SWARMS,APRINT" ONE COMMAND WORKS WITHIN I COMPUTER HOUR ANOTHER·PRINT" MAY TAKE 5 HOURS. THtRE 1S ALWAYS A CHA~CE THAT TAE'PHINT" PHASE WIL~ N8T wuHK AT A1.L THE ONLY WAY TO fINO OUI "PRINT" WHICH COHMAN S WORK ON wHIeH SITUATION IS T.O USE THE~."PR NT" THt APPHOXIMATE TIME IT SHOULO TA~E fOR EACH PHASE TO"PR NT" TAKt tffE~T I~ PRIN1ED wITH THE COMMAND! THE TIME"P~INT" COULO VA~Y ~Y· UP 10 2 HOUNS AS ONE SWRM IS BEING"PRINT" CUMbAIED ANorHEN ~wARM CAN AE BUILOINij UP~ THE U.RBAN"PRINT· OtftNSES UNLY .D~~ IN THE CITY AND SOME CuULO HA~M OR"PRINT" KILL IOME Of lHt POPULAlIUN ALONG wIT" THE aEES "PRINT' APTlR IUU ENT~R THIS COMMANU(!), THE COMPUTER ~!LL'
PRINT" ASK YOU FOR THE REST Of THE INFORMATION IT NEEDS,"PR NTPR Nt
PR NT' EXP~ANATIONS"PRINT"+++++++++++++~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++1+++++++"PRINT
PRINTPR NT".PHASE ONEI'~~~f:~-~-~----~~;:-:~:~!~!::~-~---~__~__- ~_~_~__!_~~~~!:p._~ ~,
PRINT" AMERI~AN 'OUL~ROOU" . -. ....
PRINT" INSECT GROWTH REGULATOR(IGRj"PR NT" ANT IPI'IEROMONE Stl6STANCE (LSD'PR NPR Nt" THOUSANO~ OF PACKETS CONTAINING THE .SOYE sue8TANC~S IN A'PRINT"HONEY SOLUTION WILL BE DROPPED gYER INFtSTED AREAS THESE SHOULO"PH NT"KILL SOME: OF THt. LARVAE, INT.ERfER~ WITH THE DEYE1.0~MENT OF OTHERS,"PR NT"AND UPSET TME·BtES' COMMUNICATIDN5 SYSTEM,"PR NT
PRINT"+++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++."PRINTPRINT
PRINT"*PHASE TWOI·~~~l:~--_~_~_.~~:~~~:!_~~::~:__._.__..P~~'_•• ~ •••~.~2~~!:....~._. "PR NT" L~NE~REARING IoiUEENS"· . ..... -.... .,.. .
PRINT" NEGATIVE SURVIVAL CHARACTERISTICS •PRINTPRINT" ARTIFICIALLY ~RED QUEEN BEES WILL BE DROPPED 8Y HELICOPTERS"PRINT"OYER INFESTED AHEAS. THEY SHOULD MATf WITH THE AfRICANS, ENTER THE"PR NT"HlVES AND 00 BATTL~ WITH THE AfRliAN QUEENS SOME MUST PREVAIL"PRINT"1N ORDER TO PAS. ON DEFECTS TO THE R PROGENY' AND IN URN THEIR"PRINT"QUEENS AND DRON~S WI1..L~IMILARLY ~ fEU AND INCREAst THt DEfECTIVE"PRINT"POPULATION UNTfL ~NOUGHOf THE AFRICANS HAYE ENOUGH NEGATIVE SURV."~~I~t·IVAL CHARACTE~ STICS TO MAKE THEM SELf8DESRUCTIVE,"
PR J N T It ••• ++ ++ +++. + ++-.++ .•.++t+++ ++ ++ +++++ +.+++++++ ++++++++ ++++ +++ + +~++++1' ~+++ .•.ItPRt NT
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0~'1~kl
02990
03~00031<110
«130~0\1303\!
163040030';\'1
030M1
03070
0.HI~0
0:S09~
031~003111!
~31i!0
0313~031'11)031~~
031b~
03110
031H\"'\:I31~11
'i!32"~

~~~~~11323003240
032~v.\
032b~,
0321003~~~
1'1329<1.,33011
03311:)
"332~,'03331:)
0334~\
033';1<'
033~0
03H~
"33~~03390
034"~
034"""'3421>
0343~034QV'0,S4Sr>
034"'"iI:S4H,
034800349'<1
1ij3Sl<l003511<1
IH5~'"03531<l
03540
03550
035bl<)
0351"03580
03590IJ3b,,0
03bl01cl3b2il
03b3003&4\>
1j3b50IBbb0031>70
03&81/)
03&'10
03H'~0311003'720
037300374\:l
gH~~
03770
031~0
"'319~03800
~~g~2
0363~038QIl
038501138b\:l03870~n~~
(lJ3qlO~
>13910
03921<'
~H~~
0395~,,~qf..01

It lHt ~U~U~AliUN I~ ~VA~UATtU UNLY T"~ 8~~3 ARt Ot5 ••TkOYEu AND lHt ~OPU~AliON WILL RETURN TO THE CITY AfTER"AbOOT 1 CUM~UIER HOURS. If THE POPULATION IS NDT EVAC."UATtO IT IS DtSTROYEO wITH lH~ HEES ANO THE ENTIRE SEC_"lION HECUMES UNINHABITEOA. THE BEES WILL NOT ENTER IN."TO A SECTION THAT 15 COM~~ETELY UNINHABITEO SO THAT" ,StCTIUN WiLL bE ENTIRtLY EMPTY 'O~ THt REMAiNOER Uf THE"GAMt"

~~f~f:~RINT"PRINT"PI<INT"PRINT"Pi<INT"Pi<INT'"PRINTP~INT"###.'####'###### •• #####U##'##########*####'###'## ••• #*.#.,." ••• ,.,##"
~~I~I"CUMMANU bl CASUALT' HEPOHT"
PRI NTP~INT" THIS LOMMAND PERMITS YO.U TU fIND OUT HOW MANY SEE"PNINT" RtLATtu CASUALTIES THERE ARt IN TH! SECTIUNS TO"PRINT" USE THIS LOMMANU faN ALL THE SECTIONS ENTER lERO(0)"P~I~'. fUR THE StCTIUN NUMtiE~ A CA§UALTY RtPORT IS AUTD-"PI<INT" flATICALLV ISSUEU AT THt ENO Of A GAME UNL,~SS THE"PMINT" GAMt LANCEL CUMMA~D I~ uSED,"
~~I~r '
PKINT"'~'##'###'#'####".'.#~'.'.'.""'#""""'.'#'#.## ••••• ## ••• #.#.#.#"
~=I=~"CUM"ANU 7: CUMMANUISMON1)"
PRINTP~INT" THIS LOMMANU PNINIS OUT AtL OF THE COMMANDS IN A"PRINT" SHUNT VtNSIDN .ITH NO EXP ANATIONS,"PRINT
PNIN'"'#"'###"#"'##'.'R'##'###.'.#'#'#"###'."#.'# •••• #.# ••• ,., ••• ### •• "PRINTPRINI"r.UM"ANL\St'~INTPRINT"
PR INT"PHINT
PRIN'".##,#,,##################################,###,,###.#####,.,##.#.####,"PRINTPRINTPRINT
PRINT
~EM ••• CRfAT~ C INITIAL SWARM~ •••
R~NOUMlit -
~f:I~f1~~6SaHlt~("5) ,u(2S) ,~(25) ,M(25) ,0(25) ,C(25),V (25) ,K(25) ,fI(2S)
AcoiNI ("I,D *21-1)IF Al"A2 GOTD 3ql~~J!~l:I~~(~~8:§:~)~ AI).INT I<No.q_&l~ A2)"INT fiND.9+6)
I I$""SHIR'" lHtN 81b~RtM '" SUB1RALT ONE HUUR tMUM ALL ETA'S •••
1):; "Nult
fUk A"I TO 21If E(A).~ THEN 353.GOTo j54~
If U(A)'~ IHENIf S(A)"I THEN
l~' Aa~(U(Al).1IF AI'IS(t(A )=tEIA)"t(A)_1
gd~6=~~~~+ll1-EIA))
~~I~f=~~~~~~~~~~=t ANNIVED IN THE MAJ~R CITY IN SECTION"'EIA)=-IUIA).bIJI~)'U(A)_1
['010 ,H~'"
~~I~fe~~~~ ~~~; ~!~~uE5T~OYEU TH~ MAJUR CITY IN SECTIO~"A
~IA~~;I<>_ TH~N 3120'
PRI~T"~UT thE PDPULATIUN HAS bEtN EV~LUATtO"GOTO 37414
K IAlolC(A '111100~UI'(~NU'A+I))+L(A)GUTO j1~"NEXT AREM '" AUD ONt UNIT TU TIMt •••T=T+IRtM ••• C~EATt NtW SWAkM •••IF T/30<>INT(T/3M) lHtN 3~80Affl~Tl~~~t.2l~~~379~
F RIA)<>~ THEN !19~IF K(Al<>B THEN 379W

~(Al"!('1 (kNrJo~.2)EIA)=INI (RNU.Q+lb)~~~~~':I~~=UlalaM15 NtPONTtD IN SEtTION"A~EM ••• CHECK CUMbAIEU b.A~MS •__
fUN A=1 To ~)If T<>GIA) THEN 4~b"If S(A)<> 1 THEN 40~~
S(A).'"
G \ A) .'"£IA)';>
~i!l:~

81 CANCEL GAME"
l~l~ ~~~M¢B~ y~N~~bSwl~t ¥aM~LI~UA~~'H~bA~~~~"ANO"

3b03750llitN 3bb0THtN 3b0\:l

-~u~r
020113
"20201<l2~]0
112114'"~20'j0
~20b0
02W/0
02080
~~~~~
02110
m~~
02140
m~~
1'!2110
~~m
~~~?~
"'~220
"U3~1il2~40~~~&~
022/0
02C80
~~J~~
0231\1
02,i~~
~~H~
023~'"
~B~$
0238~
0c3~~
~24"'V
~241~
024C!0024~1l024Q0
02Q50~24&0
112470162480
1<12490
~~~~~025201>l2S30
11254<1
Cj255~025&0~2510
~25816~25~~
"2&16~
0261"~26216
~2631>l

S~~~S
"2bb0"l2671l
02b80112&910112HHl
~~H~027311
02740
"'2750027b00271'1
0?181?
02790
0281611
1128100282~
0283~02840
02850
02~b0
0?~70
0288~028'101l2q00
11291002920
0293\<)
0294k'
02950024b1!l
112970

PRINt".PMASE THRE~ I" , , ----~~f~l~----------~~~~~:!-~~~~~-~:~~:-----~--------~----~-!-~~~~:-----------~-"~~i~': k'7~~~~9~1:~G=~=~i~=:PRINT~RINT" HUNDNEUS Of MILLIONS Of ARTI~lCIALLY.REARED ~ORKERS (KEYeO"PRINT"WITH AN A1TAC~ ~"lROMONt) AR~ DWOPPED ON INfESTED AREAS THEY ARE"PRINT"CHEMICALLY COMPELLEU TO StAkCH fOk ANO ATTACK ANY AfRIClN 8EE~I~E~PRINT"IN TH~ VICINITY CAUSING REDUCTIUN OF THE A'RICAN POPULATION,'
PH tNlPRINTI'++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++p~~I=l".PHASE fOUR:"PRINT" P"DJE~T STERl!..E MAL~~ 4 HOURS"P~lNT"------------------~---------------~~-~---·~--------------~~--.--------"PRINT" LINt-bEARING DRUNtS"PRINT" SlERILIZATION"
~~l=J~ HUNDNEUS Of MILLIONS Of ARll'ICIALLY.REAREO PRONES WOULD BE"PRINT'STERILIZED ANO URUPPEO ~ROM THE AIR ON INfESTED AREAS MATING WITH"PR Nl"THE AfRICAN QUEtNSl THE' WUULO INSERT USELESS SPERM r6 FILL UP THE"PRINT'QUEEN. THE UNfERl LIZEU ~UEEN wOULD THEN ONLY PRODUCE DRONE E~~S."
~~I~rll+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++++++++++"
~~I~'".PHASt ~lvE'"i~li:~----------~~~!~~~~~~i~--------------------~-----__!~~2~~!:._~."
PRINT" 1"I.S DtftNIE IS TO at uSED O~LY AFTER THE 8EE POPULATION"PRINT"HAS BEEN NEUUCEU bY ONE Ot THl LO.ER NUMBER PHASES TRAINED BEE"PRINT"WA~DENS WILL tN1EN THE ~OREtiT IN A LIMITED AREA ANO FINISH OfF"PRINT"THE 8~ES THAT Ak~ LtfT •P~}NTH+++++~++++++++++++~++tl+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++11
~=I=J".~HASE SIX:"P~INT" UhBAN Ut~tNsf.- 1 "OU~ EACH"~:I~t:----------i;~~;ii~~-5~~~~;~;:-----------------------------~-----------"
PMINT" • FI~AL ~~.UN1"
PRINTPRINT" A) FLIGHT PATTtRNS"PRINT" CUATED METAL ~OIL STRIPS AkE OROPPED ON S~ARM TO SE1"PRiNT" UP VltlRATlONS' IN THE AI~ TO OISTURB BEES fLIGHT p,r."~=t:': 8) So~i~N~ft~M"PRINT" f.II~A'S tLY THROUGH SWARM OF BEES AT SUNIC SPElDS"~:I:J: CJs~pJB.io~'tN~E:a:~c sOUM,JtT EXHAUST, AND JET STREAM,"
PRINT" SUPtR-SDNIC a~AM SINTHEbiZEN, ONIGINALLY MEANT TO CONFUSE'PRiNT" T"E GUIUANCt SYSTEMS OF SAM MISSIL~S ARE PLACED IN STRA_"PR NT" TtGIC ANEAS AROUND THt tITY THE BE~S WON'T ~E KILLEO"PRINT" BUT T"EIR SOLAR AND ~WAVITA'IONAL ORI~NTATION SHOULD BE"PRINT" OIS~UPTtO ENOUGH TO CAu~E THEM TO FLY INTU BUILDINGS OR"PRINT" OIVt INTO THE GROUND,"PM NT" O)POLLUT'ION"PRINT" THO~SANOS OF ~AI<S ARE POSITIONED ALON~ MAJOR TRAFFIC"PRINT" ANTtRIES Of T"~ CITI, THE' ARE WIRED TO BE STARTED ay"PRINT" RtMOTt CONTRO~. lHt bEtS SHOULD DIE FROM THE POLLUTION,"PRINT" !)METHIL PARATHION'PRINT" SMALL CROP DU~TtRS ARt. SENT UP TO SPRAY A MET~YL PARA_"PRfNT" . THIUN BARRIER IN THE PATH OF THE ~EES,"PR NT" F)FIRE WALL"PNINT' ~tRUStNt fiLLtO TANKER lRUCKS ARE IGNITED IN THt PAlM Of"PRINT" TME BtES. SOME BtES SHOULD 8E ~URNEU AND OTHtRS SHOULD"PRINT" at tARRIED UP 8' lHt HOT AIR TO ALTITUDES BEYOND THEIR"PRINT" CAPABILlTIES "PRINT" GISTRObE LIGHT" 'PRINT" A HIGH_INTENSITY ST~O~E LIGHT IS POSITIONED ON TOP OF A"PRINT" HIGH 8UILDINGl !T IS SURROUNDED 8Y A HIGH-VO~TAGE WIRE"~=I=J: ~EI2'NO~C~ES~"S HQU!"O ~E ATTRACTED TO THE ST DSE AND"
PRINT'
PkINT"'._,#######.####'##""##"#####"########'###'###.#####.#,###.#######.PRINTPRINT"CUMMAND 41 EVACUATION"PRINTPRINT" THIS CUMMAND IS USED 10 EVACUATt A MAJOR CITY IN ANY"PRINT" S~Cl1DN. THE tVACUATIO~ PROCESS TAKES ABOUT 5 COMPUTER"P~lNT" HOU~S Tu COMP~ETE IT IS NEVER REQUIRED fOR YO

b
TO'PRINT" EVACUATt A ~ITY F~R ANY REASON. THE COMPUTER ~ LL NOT"PRINT" ALLOW THE EVACUATION Uf A MAJO. CITy IN A SECT 1 N IN"PRINT" WHICH NU SWARMS A~E RtpuRTEo NO ~ATTLE PHASE OPTIONS"P~lNT" CAN Ht UStD IN A SECTION 1HA' IS BEINij EVACUATED UNTIL"PRINT" 11 IS COMPLET~~Y tVACUAIEU,"

~=I='"###################.#######################.##########################" ~
~~faf"CUMMAND 51 NUCLEAN DtSTRuCTION" SPRINT oJ

PRINT" ANY CITY CAN ~E OESTI<UYEO COMPLETELY BY USING THIS COM~" ~~RfNT" MAN0ft TH~ CI IY DOES NOT NECESSARILY HAVE TO bE EVAC." <,
P= I~~: ~~HRt6° 1~~E~~J5R l'~H YC?~2A~D MPUnR t~~ 6E~gT H~Ho~OT;. >,
PklNT" TO bE DtS1ROltD U~IN~ THIS M~'HOO, 6~~bRE USI~b THis" ~m~J: ~~~rA~~uIlo5~.b~~5tx~~¥~~S~~Y Y~B~o18UAIOT~~T5~Gr2~~N~." ...:::
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0491>0049700498004'990
0500005010
050i!005030
~~~~~0501>00507005080050'1005100
05110
05li!005 3005140051500511>00517005180
1251'1005200
052~0052 0052 il0524005250052b005270052110
05290
05300053100532005330
05340~n6~05310
05380
053900540005410
05420\!I5'l3005440054500541>0
05410~~an05500
~~~~~05530
05540055500551>00557005500055901Il5600
~~U~
051>3~05&40
05&500511110
05&11'!
'15&80051>9005700
0571005720
"5n00514005750057b005770
05780
05790
~§8~~
05h"05/;130
05840
058500581>0
05870
05880058900590100591005920059301il5940

If SIAl>4 THEN 50~0IF S Al>1 THEN 5031ilIF S Al>0 TH~N 5010~ET HAll" nGOT a 5060~ET A$(Al~"."GOTo S080
LET A$(A;""+"GOTO 506
L.fT Ai(A .1I#f11

GOTO 506~ET AII(A I"."NEXT APRINTI'.~----~--.~~---~------~--------~-.~~.------~---_._.~.~~_~"PRINTITAB(46~" " -PRINT/TASC20 "ttllAOAI NO ~NFORMATION I I"PRINT USING 280,AS(16)PRINT/TAI!(151"1 I I I 1 I' I I"PRINT USING 5290'A$(lllAS(31'A$(~I'A$(~I'AStI31PRINT USING 5300,A5(lbPRINT USING 5310,A$ ~
PRINT USIN.G 5320,A5! ~.A$(71'A$(101'A$(14)PR NT USING 5330,A$ 2PRiNT USING 5340,A5 1 ),A$(20)PR NT USING 5350'A$(S"AS(8).A$(111'~~(15)PR NT USING 5~b0,A$(2 JPRINT/TA6(27)W' I" AB(42)'" '"PRINT USING 537~IA$(Ii!)PRINTITA8(30l'" "TA8(42)"1 '"PRINT/TAB(20 "MtXICUI NO IN'ORMATIONIIPRINTPRINT"-----------~-----~-·----------~--~~~~------·-··--....-~.~-II: J.... .......~' I"-~/·I: r . 1 f......... • 1 ' II
I I~+ • , , I'I ' .••.•.•••~•.•.•
I \ ~~ .•.•..•.I l.......... , I · I
: \ • , " •. I: ., .•.•..., .•.•..•.""t•.•.I.•..•..••.•..•..•.,1
PRINTGOlO 3480REM ••• ETA REPORT •••PRINT"2l ETA RtPORT"
PRINfPIHN "SECTION"IINPUT APRINT"***.*********·**~*.***·***.··*********·**"
I~TAO=~ITHEN 54~0
~OR A"I TO cl
l~~~~~:;IT~~~N5~~~0
If EJAJ'0 THEN 5&'0If U A .~I THf.N 5570If E A". THEN 5600PRIN " HElatES WIL~ A~RIVE AT THE MAJOR CITY IN"PRINT" SECTION"A"AT"EIAJ.T"HOURS "GOTO 57b0 •PRINT"THE BEES HAVE A~REAO' OtS1ROY~0 THE CITY"PRtNT"JN SEcTION"A"ANO ARt NOW INHABITI~G IT,"
.~I2TaT=~ SEtS HAVE ANRIVEO IN THE CITY IN SECw"
IF V(Al<'-1 THEN 5b50PRINT"TION"A"BUT 1HE POPULATIUN HAS BEEN"PRINT" EVAtUAr~U"GOra 57b0PR NT" TION"A"ANP THE POPU~ATION Of THAT CITY"PRINT"CAN ONLY SUkVIVE FOR ABOUT"U(A)"MURE HOURS."PRINT" USE OF UNBAN OEFENSES IS RECOMENOED,"
~~I~T~7b0 ~o SWANMS HtPORT~O IN SECTION"A
GOlD ~7b0PR NT"THE bEES IN S~CTION"A"A~E RtADY TO Bf"PRINT" OESTROYED"G910 :>7b0PRINT"SfC1ION"A"IS A kAOIUACTIV~ WASTELANO THAT"PRINT" IS COMP~tTf~Y UNPOPULATED~
~~1~~::i*T~~~*~7~~*··*·*********··*·*~*******·*"
NEXT A010
~~~O ;~~0BATT~E PHASE OPTIONS •••
~~f~J"3) BATT~t PHASE UPTIONS"PRINT"StCTlON" IINPUT APRINT"PHASE"IINPUT PIf V(A)<I IHEN 5910PRINT"SECr ON"A"15 bEING lYACUATEO"GOTO :S4~0IF G(A~'0 THEN 593~
~SJ~TITR~ SWARM IN SE~TION"A"IS ALREAUY ~EING COM~ATTEO"GOlD 34~il

113970
03980~3990
04000
04010~4021/J
~~~~~
04050
040b0040700408004090041016
04110041·20041300414004150
04!b004 70041810
~~~~~
042)0
0422004230
04240
04250
IH2b0
~~~~~042900430004$10043200433004340
043~0
043b0
04370043801!439004400~:~~~04430
0444004450
044bIiJ04410
04460il4490
"4500
"'45100452004530
~~~S~
045b00457004S8~0459004b00
04bl0
1l4b20
~4b3004b40~4650
04&b0~~~n
~g~~~
047100472004730
04740
041510
047b00417004/80
041<10
\l48~0
l<)481~
048200483004640
114650048b004810
~48B0
"4890il49~0
~~~~~049.500494004950

U(A1I'"P~INT".THE SWARM IN StCTIUN"A"IS TOrA~~Y DESTROYEO,"
~~I~"~~~~~M(AI
P~INT".rHE PHASt UN StCTIUN"A"WAS SUCCESSfUL"If S(A)'=! l~lN 4~4~~l:!:~M A '0N X AHEM ••• AOD ONt UNIT TU EACH UNCOM~A1TEO SWARM _••FOR All 'TO 21
I' EIAj"1 THEN 4340I' S A "I THEN 4310IF 5 A "0 THEN 4340IF S A +IC9 THEN 4260
I. A.I THEN 4210IF S(A-ll>0 THEN 4200If RfA~I)<>0 THEN 434~PHIN "'HE SWARM IN StCTION"A"HAS SPRtAU TO SECTION"A.I
S ( ••1113 '
E~A.I)"INT(RNO .11+5)
1F 122f3~~EN q340
I~ ~~::ll:2~T~~~N4~~~0
~~INt ••tAE SWARM IN StCTION"A"HAS SPRtAD TO SECTION"A.!IF R(A+I)<'0 THEN 43~~S(A+U"3E(A+I~"INT(RND .1~+51
GOTo 43~rS~A oS A +1~~!'~h+5(A)
I O(A)ll THEN 434~PRINT"'lHE SWARM IN S~CTION·A·IS REAOY TO BE DESTROYED"UtA)"1NEXT AREM ••• wINNER CHE~K •••W=0
FOR All TO 21WIS(A)+wNEXT A
If W.ll THeN 4410PRINT" •••••• G A~L SWANMS ARt NOw DESTROYED ·G •••••• "PRINT"FINA~ STATISTICS ON ATTA~KS AN~ DESTRUCTION ARE NOW"PRINT"atING COMPUIEO, ~G -G G -G b -G FINA~ RE5U~TS fO~~OW"""..." -.P~INTGOTa 1920REM' ••• tVACUATIUN CHE~K •••PUR A~I To 21
IF VJAj<'T THEN 459~If U A". THEN 45&0IF K A >0 THtN q5b0PRIN ".POPULATIUN IN SECTION"A"IS EVACUATEO.C(A)"C(Al+INT(RND'll)
~Mo"t~q"PRINT".POPULATIUN IN SECTION"A"WAS DESTROYED BEfORE IT"PRINT"cOULD BE EVACUA1EU"V(Al"1IINEXT AREM ••• RETURN EYACUTATION CHe~~ •••FOR A~I To 21IF R(Al<'T THEN 4b7~IF R(A <I THEN 4b70
K(Al""R(A I~
PRINT"'THE POPULATION HAS RETURNED TU THE CITY IN SECTION".NEXT AREM ••• LOSER CHECK •••~o~A"I TO 21Q.C(A)+~NEXT A
~~I~;I'~~0=~~ST~~:E4SlIASTATE~ IHt UNITED STATES"G AND"PRINT"THfRE ARt NOW OVER /5 MILLIQN CASUA~TIES THE ~EES"PRINT"ANt NOW CUNSIUEREO TO Bt 1HI VICTORS OVE! MODE~N T!CH."PRINT·NULOGY.~G .~ -G "G -G -G -G "G -G "G -G QG "G ~ij"A'0
Q'0."0
~5f~Tm0
REM .** CUMMAN~ IN~UT •••PRINTPRINT"CUMMANO"IINPuT CPRINT"TfMEI "TolIf C.8 HEN q85~ON C GOTO 4910,5400,5810,1040,72b0,7880,8150,6420GOTa ~8b0
REM ." MAP PRINT OUT •••PRINT"I) ATTACK SCAN MAP"PRINT
~~Rs~:l.~OT~~N 5~7~
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05950!!I59b!!!
05'110
0596005990
0bi!0f1
~b~~~
0~030
0b040
~~~~~
0b0H'0billl00b0'10
"'b10001>110
0&1200&130",&140
01dS!!01>1&0
0&F~
~tl$0
0&200
",&210
0bC!20
0b230
~~~~~
0b2&0
0&2700&280
0&2'100& 3IIIiii
01>310
0b320

~B~~
0&350
01>3b0
0b371!1
0&360
0b3'10
0bll",,,
"'bll1 1':1116421<1
0b430
0bll1l00bll~0
0&11&0
"bIl7(/;
0blle0
0b490IIJb!i00
0b510
0b520

~t~!~
0b55\:]
0b5b0
0bS70
0b560
0b5'100b&00
~tU~
0b&30
"l>bO\!Iilbb50
0bbb0
0b!>700bbl:l0
0bo'l0
0b7r/10
I'Jb7 HI
~tH~
01>740
01>750
0&H00&710
0&180
0&7901'11>800
~U~~01>830
~U;~
01>8b001>67001>880
0b890~ur~01>'120"'bQ3~

If ~(A).0 THEN 5970GOTO 59~0PHINT"NU SWAKM IS R~PURTED IN StCTION"A
y~T~(~~~~l THEN b0311l
~~I:iiT~~E~t.'~~CTIUN PHASE SHOULD BE USED IN SECTIDN".
¥~T~(i~:~_1 THEN b~70
If p s e IHEN "070PHINT"U~~AN DEFENSES SHUULD Bt USED IN SECTION·.
~~~2D~q~0
ON P GOTO b0Q0,6180,b270,1>330,bQ20,6450REM .PHASf. 1-PRINT"BtE COCKTAIL I PHAst ONE, NO_ bEING ATTEMPTED."
IF N> 95 THEN 3480
G[A)of +INT(~ND.3+\lIF 5[A»5 THEN blb0LET MlA)"S(A)-2GOTO 34.;0
~~lOM~~b~S(A)-5=~~N;~P=B5E~;QUEtNI PHASt TWU, NOW BEING ATTEMPTEO."
IF N>9~ THEN 346~G(A)of +INT(RND .3+4)IFS(A»3 THEN 625~
~M6°h~M(A).S(A~~1GOTO 34b0WtM .PHASE 3.PRINT"PROJECT BHUSH FIREI PHASE THRtf, NOW BEING ATTEMPTED,·
If N>i91> THEN 3460
G(Alal+1M(A oa .
GO"lO jlHlil~EM .PHASE 4.~~I~!"~;O?~~~ ~'I~ILt M~Ltl PHASE FOU~, NO~ BEING ~ITlMPTlD."
G(A)ot+1NT(kNO.3+3)If S(Al.6 THEN b4~0
M(A)aS(A)plGOTO 34b0M(A)oq
GOT a oS4/1\1~EM .PIiASE 5-IF S(A)c.l THEN I>bl~PRINT"OtSTRUCTIDN; ~HAS~ fIVE, NOW SEING AT1EMPTED,"
If N>.7 THEN 31180GlA)oT+1NT(RNO _ 3+2)
GOTD 34110REM .PHASE /).If ErA)c.~l THEN b010PRINT"URBAN OEF~NSE-'INPUT osC~A)Oe(A)+INT[200.RNO)IF §=~.:n8T~2~N6~~:1Il .
If O$.-b" THEN bb'0IF OS-"C" THEN 1>75~IF 050"U" THEN b810
IF os."t" THEN b8711l
IF 050"P"· THEN 6910
f 05""0" THEN 1>950PRINT"INVALID URBAN DtftNSEI PLtASE STA~T AGAIN."

GOTD 34110REM ,A.If S(A»5 THEN bl>70S(A) oS (AloolGOTO b960S(A)"cGO TO 1>'180REM .b_If S(A»4 THEN 6730
8(A)"S(A).3GOT a 1>9<10
~Mb·~4~~·2
REM .e.IF S(A»1 THEN .790
S(Al"S(A) ••3GOTa &9110
~M6°19~0REM oli-IF S(A»3 THEN b8~0S(A)olGOlD 1>9b0~bTbo~4~~·3REM _t_ ~
If RNu>.5 THEN 6980
S(Al.aGOTO 1>9t10REM of.If RNU >.4 THEN &98~
SrA,a\

~~~~~
\lb9b~
"bql~
0b98~
~bq9~
07~~~2~~~~~70~007~4~
WI~50
~H'b0
1170 7~~708~
~7~9V,
"71~0~ 7 II ~
~71~~~713~
"7140
"'71~'"<17160lH17il011t1lil
0719\1
il1~00
~7?1~
,17,,20
\l1C!j007<14\1
"72~0"'72b~
~72f0
"72811
W/~~'"
"'n0~117310
W132~IHoS30
~734~

~B~~\l73I~,,73811
111390(.)7Q0e
"7410"'74.!~01743"
11/44007q~0
1l7Qbll
;"74/0
~7460
~7490
"'7~\l~
1<17510
~7520
~~~~~
07~~0
075b~1175·/0
01580
1175'",
"7b<1~071>10
07&20
'17b3~
071>40
0HS0
07&&0
~H~~011>'10
07701)
0771007120
0713'"
0774'1
077~00771>\1
07170
~~H~
078~~
078H)0782,)
0/830
~~g~~
\l78b~
0787~'I786\!)
~tS~~
0791>\
"19~~

(;l!TOb9blOReM *1.:1_

~f A~~~>Atl••1HEN bqb0

P~I~T~fH~ UHBAN DtFtN~E IN SECTION"A".AI SUCEISfUL"If 5(A»1 ThEN 3ab~
SlAl"1alA 01rRINT"'I~ARM IN SECTIUN"A"II READY TO Bt DESTROyeO"GUTu oS4b0NtM ••• tVACUAllUN PROCEDURE _
PRIN!
~~i=J:;lcTION"1 EVALUATION PRUCEDuRE"
f~pWIA;"0 T~EN 71510
If y(A»1l ThtN 7110
If VIA)'PI THEN 7!9~IF K A»~ THEN 1?10~bT~~~j~\ THEN 1~1\l
PRINT"CUMPUTER fAllIAtE •• ,NO I~ARMS R~PORTED IN SECTION".
~SIHT!;g~TION"A"IS BEIN& tVACUATEU ALREADY"GOTO 34<111 .PRINT"elly IN 5tCTIUN'A"I~ ALNtADY tVACUATEU"GOTD j4b0
Pkl~r'l~uPuLArIU~ IN ~tCllwN"Al'HA~ ~t~N UEsrROYEU~
b01U j4"0PNI~T"t'ACUATION PRUCtDURt, NU. IN PNUCCtSS"VlA)_~+lbOTO .14"0NEM _•• NUCL~AR DEsTRUCTION 5E~UtNCE ._.
PRINTPRINT"51 NUCLtA~ DESTRUC1ICN StQWENCt"PRINT"P~EASt ENTEH YDU~ NAM!"
INPIJT NHI~ N$<>Nl$ THeN 74q~P~INT"PLEASt ENTER YUUR CUDt~~~D"
I~Pg~<~~t5 THEN 749~~CI=J:ESBI~b~&~a~~:I~lcelf¥~ ~GECK -G-G-G-G-G-G"
PRINT"IV SEuuENct CUMPLETtD"PRINT"PLEASE ENTEk ~EcrION -
INPUT·A
F E~A)<>_I THEN 1"40If S .)&0 THEN 1470PMINGoro 75oS0~=I=J:~~;~UI~R5t~t~~=CI:~EES HAVt NOT ARRIVED IN THE MAJUR "

fiOTa oSQ~0PRINT"cUMpUTE~ fAIL~AfE: NO SWARM RtPURTtO IN SECTION".GQTO 34~0PRINT"IU SEQUENCE OtfAULT ••••• START AGAIN"GOTO 34b0PRINT"NtUCLEAR DESTNUCTION ABURTED."GUTQ 54B0PRINT"SUMB IN SECTI~N'A'IS NOW ACliVA1EO"
If K(AI"1 THEN 7&00If V A 0.1 THEN 71>0~PR1NJ- tCTION"A"HAS NUT BtEN tVACUATEU·PRINT"OO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE"INPUT K$If K$<>"YES" THEN 7~10PRINT"PUSH RETURN fUR INSTANTANIOUS DETONATION"INPUT F ~P~INT--bBOM8 ~GHA~ bEtN -~DtTUNATtD~G -~"P~INT"SWARM IS UEST~OYED-~ -6 -b"PRINT"CITY IS DESTRUYtD -W P6 -6"
ClA).qA).2413
5(A1"0E(A .0
U(A)00
°1Aj''''G •. o~
M A .• kj
iF K(A)OI THEN~7810
P: ~f=J~~·~O~~t:TfB=0wILL MUVt ~ACK TU THt"PRINT"CITY IN SECTIUN"A-~HEN THt RADIATION"
~HIN!;LtVEL HAS O~C~EAStU. "
RiAl;'+1
gOIO.j~~020~ 0 0.(RNO.A+ telA
P~I~T".N~ SU.V'YE~S A~E Al~OR1E~ IN StC1ION"APRINT"_THE p.EES WILL NOT tNTE~ A SECIION wITH"PRINT"NU ~UMAN INHA~ITANTS, SU SECTION"APRINT'I~ COMPLTtLY LACKING LIfE Of ANY KINO"
K(A)'2
R(A)"lGOTO .s1l80
=~~NT" ':; CASUA~Ilu:t~~R~Eta=T"
PNINT"StCTlON" IINPUT A
PRINT"***.********** •• **************************"

I'-
T"""
T"""

I'-
I'-
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Q)
C
::J
~>.co
~



,,}q3~
\!I194~~"9~~
W/9bV·
,,'91{'
"79~~"'199~
~H0~';

~~U~~6~3~
06040
060~~~I>~I>~
0807~
"1>~6"
1180'11\
\!81~~
~8111!106 i?~
"61le
1<18140"8 ~~081"10
"8l1~
0816~0H '10
08 ~"0bi?l~
"'8U~06230
"8iq~
08'1500821>\1
118i71<1
08281<1
082'10"8j~"
06110\!I832008BI>
"~34"083~16083100
08310
"638"083910064\!11O
064116

CO ~g:~~
06440
"84~"0841>10
08471>08480
"8490
085"'16\!I6Sl'"
~~~~~
~~~~~0851>0
~~~b~065.,,,
06b00

~BU~061>31)
"'81>4'"118105'"
~un~u~~

()
::u
IT1
>-f
<:
IT1
()

o
3:
"'0
C
j
Zc

If A~>~ Thth 14b~~u 0--1
Fu~ "I TO 21
IF CJAIOH THt~ I!.~"l~ C ~ >.1~~00~~ I~lt~ &~J~~
~~I~ ~ tCTIUN"A": "L(AJ"LAb~AL1't~ WtPu~Tt~"
uuTo .",j~
P~1I'llT"St.Cl11J1.IIA":
GUTO .'LS0PkINT"StCTION"'"1 "L(')/IH~PM~0"MILLIU~ C'~~ALrlfS"
Pkt~l·* ••*.***.*.*.**********.**.*.***.*********"~;~:!:~TH~~ ~1~~
Nt> T A
(hV'~~I~;l'~':rMLI=~:l'll~kLP~~ltU: ·~/I~~~~~~.MILLIO~.~SI2T=t~"L CASu'LTlt~ .t~Okll01·1
1" w • ." 1H t t~ 84 3~·
f.r,oG~To j~.~
~tH -*_ Pkl~' lU~MA~U~ l~ ~HU~l *.*PHIN1" •••••••••••••••••••••••• lU~MA~US •••••••• * •••• *.**.*.*.***."
Pkl"TPI<I~I"
P·I~T"PRINT·
P.INT"
PkINT"PMIN!"PkIN'"
~~l~l:
PkfNT"PI< ~T"
P~IN1"PRINT"PklNT"
PkfNT"PW NT"
PI< IN T"
Pk NT"PklNT'
PklNT"
PkINT"PkiNT
GOTO j480
~EM _** C'NCtL G.~t •••PRINT"~AM~ CANCtL~£v"~:~~J.~~YOU .ANT TU P~.y AGAIN"/
J~1~,::~g;Hl~E~A~:3~SNUW ~tIN~ StT u~••••"
MATEoHk
MATSoiE.~:~~:m~m:m
"'ATColtk
l1A!volEk~!~~:m••w.T.P.C.O ••.•~
P~INT" ••••••••• HtA~yl'l~~mPRINT
~SI2THI 10
PI/INT
PRINTPRINT"
m~J:tl
tNU

NU nEt -tLATEu LA~UA~lltS·

&1 ~J!A~~p85t~MA~·
3) CA'TLy.p~~~Ec~t~t~IS:

2, ~HUJ~Cl ~Ulk~"
3, PkUJtCI ~kUSI'I 'lkE"
4, PkUJtCT Slt~jLt "'ALE"
~: ~~~~~U5ll~~~ts·Aj 'hIGI'I' PATTENN.·g) ~u~k~-g8~~~~E'MS·

Uj POLLuT IO~"E MYIHYL PARATMION"
~l~1=~,,~·t~~Hr.

U) tVACUAllUN P.OCEUuwf.S"5j NU~Lt." UE~TwU~TIO~"
b CA~UALIY ~tPUkT"7) LOM"'~vS (~"U.T)"
8) L A~CtL. GAMt"

T"I~ ~AME ••S ~AStD ON I~t ~~~K THE ~.AWM. ~, lUTHU~ HE.ZOG,"~~~E~~~~li~:~gu~~~~~5~~~!M~A0~ ~~k~cLt~7476!r .AST~~~~l~~b::



TheTarbell Interface
• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR
• Fastest transfer rate: 187 (standard)
to 540 bytes/second

• Extremely Reliable-Phase encoded
(self-clocking)

• 4 Extra Status Lines, 4 Extra Control Lines
• 25-page manual included
• Device Code Selectable by DIP-switch
• Capable of Generating BYTE/LANCASTER

tapes also.
• No modification required on audio cassette
recorder

• Complete kit $120, Assembled $175,
Manual $4TARBELLELECTRO~CS

20620 S. Leapwood Ave., Suite P,
Carson, CA 90746 (213) 538-4251

California residents please add 6% sales tax
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CALCULATORS/COMPUTERS IS A NEW
MAGAZINE DESIGNED TO FILL THE DIS-
TINCT VOID IN THE AVAILABILITY OF
PRACTICAL COMPUTING MATERIALS
WRITTEN FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.'

CALCULAWORSI !

CONPU,.ERS
MAGAZINE

Concrete, self-contained instructional units which can
be directly copied and used for instructional purposes.
Material will range from elementary school level
·through community college. A teacher's commentary
or guide will accompany each unit. Some units will
be for hand-held calculators, other for BASIC
computing.

Educational games, simulations, and real-world appli-
cations to help you learn problem-solving.

Articles covering a wide range of topics from 4-func- .
tion, hand-held calculators to minicomputers, micro-
computers and time sharing terminals.

CALCULA TORS/COMPUTERS will be published
7 times a year for $12.00. Weare offering a
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY RATE of $4.00 for
the first 3 issues which will include our 96 page
Charter May Issue. OR - save$2.00 and order the
first 10 issues for $14.00.

Subscriptions begin with the current issue. Payment
,must accompany all orders.

Enclosed is my payment for:

CALCULATORS/COMPUTERS

D Special Introductory Offer - 3 issues - $4.00
D 1 year (7 issues) - $12.00
D 1st 10 issues$14.00 (regular price $16.00

FOREIGN RATES

Foreign $17 per year surface mail. Airmail to
Canada $23; Airmail to Europe and Pan America
$28; Airmail elsewhere $32.

NAME _

ADDR~~ _

CITY '-- _

STATE ZIP _

DYMAX, P.O. BOX 310, DEPT. D, MENLO PARK, CA 94025



EUCHRE
by Victor Raybaud
113 Larzelere
Central Michigan University
Mt. Pleasant, MI48858

&l~§ij'~~~H~Als PROGRAM WRITTEN BY
00200· REM VICTOR J. RAYBAUD
00300 REM CMU SENIOR
OO~OO REM CPS MAJOR 2-76
00500 REM TITLE : INSTRUCTIONS TO EUCHRE FOR TWO00600 PRINT
00700 PRINT
00800 PRINT
00900 PRINT 'THIS IS THE GAME OF TWO-HANDED EUCHRE.'
01000 PRINT 'DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS? ';
01100 INPUT A$ .
01200 IF A$='YES' OR A$='Y' THEN 1700
01300 IF A$='NO' OR A$='N' THEN 9~00~l~~~E~1~f1~~~EASE INPUT YES OR NO.'
01700 PRINT8l~88~~I~t
02000 PRINT8~~88~~I~t
02300 PRINT02~00 PRINT:g~~8g~~I~t
02700 PRINT02800 PRINT
02900 PRINT
03000 PRINT
03100 PRINT 'PLAY OF GAME PROCEEDS AS FOLLOWS:'03200 PRINT
03300 PRINT 'I) EACH PERSON IS DEALT 12 CARDS IN THE FOLLOWING'
03~00 PRINT' MANNER. FOUR CARDS FACE DOWN. FOUR CARD~ FACE UP'03500 PRINT' (ONE ON TOP OF EACH OF THE FACE DOWN CARDS) AND'
03600 PRINT' FOUR CARDS IN YOUR HAND. LAYOUT OF THE CARDS ARE'03700 PRINT' IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:'03800 PRINT
03900 PRINT TAB(10).'U U U U'
O~OOO PRINT
0~100 PRINT TAB(10),'* * * *'0~200 PRINT TAB(10)"C C C C'
0~300 PRINT TAB(7).'----------------,
O~~OO PRINT TAB(10)"C C C C'
0~500 PRINT TAB(10).'* * * *'0~600 PRINT
0~700 PRINT TABtIO),'Y Y Y Y'
0~800 PRINT 'WHERE'8~688~~I~t' c: E~~8~~~E~B~~N'
05100 PRINT Y - CARDS IN YOUR HAND (UNSEEN BY ME)'
05200 PRINT' U - CARDS IN MY HAND (UNSEEN BY YOU)'
05300 PRINT
05~00 PRINT 'CARDS ABOVE DOTTED LINE ARE MINE' BELOW DOTTED LINE'
05500 PRINT 'ARE YOURS. FACE DOWN CARDS ARE REVEALED ONCE THE ONE'
05600 PRINT 'ON TOP OF IT HAS BEEN PLAYED.'05700 PRINT

8°~~8008~~I~Tf :2) T~[LiE~S~NS~~~ 9~BN~'b D~~~SHA~.T~~ ~~O~~~SO~:
60 PRIN ' tH~N ~HE DEtLER GE¥S S~UCK Wf~H CALLING TRU~P.,gg~gg~~I~t: S~Ag~S; p £ ~~~S.9- DIAMONDS, H - HEARTS, S -,

06300 PRINT
06~00 PRINT '3) THE PERSON WHO DIDN"T DEAL LEADS WITH FIRST PLAY.'
06500 PRINT' FOLLOW PLAY WITH SAME SUIT. IF YOU DON"T HAVE'
06600 PRINT' THAT SUIT THEN PLAY ANYTHING' TRUMP TAKES ALL"06700 PRINT' EXCEPT HIGHER TRUMP.'
06800 PRINT
06900 PRINT ,~) THE WINNER OF PLAY LEADS NEXT PLAY. CONTINUE PLAY'07000 PRINT' OF HAND UNTIL ALL CARDS ARE EXHAUSTED.'07100 PRINT
07200 PRINT '5)
07300 PRINT '07<100 PRINT '
07500 PRINT '
07600 PRINT '
07700 PRINT
07800 PRINT '6) WHOEVER CALLS TRUMP HAS AN OBLIGATION TO WIN AT'g~6gg~~l~+' LEAST SEVEN TRICKS. IF NOT THEN HE IS EUCHRED.'
08100 PRINT '7)08200 PRINT ,
08300 PRINT '

~~~~~~!mf
08800 PRINT08900 PRINT
09000 PRINT8~~88~~i~ttBl DEALS. ALTERNATE AT THE END OF EACH HAND.·
8~~88~~I~t'9) MOST IMPORTANT - NO CHEATING !!!!!!!'
09500 PRINT
09600 CHAIN EUCHRE209700 END

'THIS IS THE GAME OF TWO-HANDED EUCHRE. THE OBJECT OF'
'THE GAME IS TO GET 10 POINTS. AFTER EACH HAND ONE OF''US WILL GET 1,2,3, OR ~ POINTS, DEPENDING ON THE OUT-''COME OF EACH HAND.'
'THE DECK CONSISTS OF 2~ CARDS. THE RANK FROM LOW TO'
'HIGH IS 9010,J,Q,K'A. IF THAT SUIT I-S TRUMP (EITHER''CLUBS, DIAMONDS, HEARTS, OR SPADES) THEN THE ORDER IS'9,10,Q,K,A,J,J, THE FIRST J IS THE LEFT BOWER (JACK'
'OF SAME COLOR BUT DIFFERENT SUIT) AND THE SECOND J IS'
'THE RIGHT BOWER (JACK OF THE SUIT CALLED TRUMP).'

INPUT CARD TO BE PLAYED
CARD RANK • SUIT'RANK - 9,10,J,Q,K,A'

SUIT - C'D,H,S'
EXAMPLE: Q, S

BY THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:'

QUEEN OF SPADES'

POINTS ARE ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS:'
IF YOU CALL TRUMP YOU GET'
1 POINT - IF YOU WIN AT LEAST 7 TRI~K~'
~ PQ!Nl~ - IF ~QU WfN f O~ 10 JRICKST~ g~ ~t : iE yH8 ~ ~ ACL ~£C~~f'CKS'

IF YO 0 ON"! CALL RUMP YOU GE '
2 POINTS - IF YOU WIN AT LEAST 6 TRICK~ (EUCHRE)'~ POINTS - IF you WIN ALL 12 TRICKS'

120

Language: BASIC (Univac 1106)

Description: This game pits the user against the
computer in a card game called Euchre. See the
program for instructions. (Note: if you haven't played
or even heard of Euchre before, they may be a little
hard to understand.)

EUCHRE uses several functions which may not be
familiar to you. They are:
INP- Takes the INteger Part of a number. Same as

INT in most BASICs.

MOD- MOD(X,Y) returns the value of X Mod Y. For
example, 154 Mod 100 is 54, 299 Mod 100 is
99, 12 Mod 100 is 12, and -20 Mod 100 is 80.

CAT!- Concatenates two strings ("adds" them).

Notice also that Univac 1106 Basic permits any
statement to follow an IF... THEN. Have "fun"
converting this to your BASIC if it doesn't have this
feature! Also remember that the strings are string
vectors, so Z$(I) refers to a whole group of characters
(and not the Ith character in a string, as in HP
BASIC).

EUCHRE1 (to the left) contains instructions for
playing the game.

EUCHRE2 (below and following two pages) is the
game itself. The third page over contains part of a
sample run.

EUCHRE2gg~gg ~~~ ~~efo~R3~R~~y~~66TEN BY
00300 REM CMU-SENIOR
OO~OO REM CPS MAJOR 2-76 .
00500 REM TITLE : EUCHRE FOR TWO
00600 DIM B(24),Z$(2~)'D(~).G(2~)'N(12),P$(12)gg~gggl~ ~f~t~~i~~:~T~;~~T~~'R$(24),S(12),U$(12)
00900 RANDOMIZE
01000 FOR 1=1 TO 2~
01100 READ B(I),Z$(I)
01200 NEXT I
01300 MAT G=ZERt2~)
Qi~8Q k&l ~3=P4=Tl=T2=0
tllg0tlp~t~t 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO DEAL FIRST? ';01700 INPUT A$
01800 IF A$='YES' OR A$='Y' THEN 2200
01900 IF A$='NO' OR A$='N' THEN 2500g~~gg~§f~Tl;~bEASE INPUT YES OR NO.'
02200 LET Wl=l
02300 LET W2=2
02400 GOTO 2700
02000 LET Wl=202600 LET W2=1
02700 FOR 1=1 TO 2~

CREATIVE COMPUTING



g~~8gtH g~5~~a?~~~~D(E2»)
03000 IF 1=1 THEN 3800
03100 FOR ~=1 TO 1-103200 IF G(~)=Y THEN 3500
03300 NEXT ~
03400 GOTO 380003500 LET Y=Y+703600 IF Y>24 THEN Y=Y-24
03700 GOTO 310003800 LET R$(I)=Z$(Y)
03900 LET Q(I)=6(Y)
04000 LET G (1)=Y
04100 NEXT I
042UO LET ~=1
04300 FOR 1=1 TO 23 STEP 2
04400 LET P$(~)=R$(II
04500 LET N(~I=Q(II04600 LET U$(~I=R$(I+11
04700 LET S(~I=Q(I+11
04800 LET ~=~+1
04900 NEXT I05000 FOR 1=1 TO 405100 LET K$(II=P$(II05200 LET K$(I+41=P$(I+41
05300 LET L$(II=U$(II
05400 LET L$II+41=' U '
05500 NEXT I
05600 FOR 1=9 TO 1205700 LET K$(II=L$(II='***'
05800 NEXT I05900 PRINT06000 PRINT06100 IF W1=1 THEN 6400
06200 PRINT 'I DEALT THE FOLLOWING CARDS:'
06300 GOTO 650006400 PRINT 'YOU DEALT THE FOLLOWING CARDS:'
06500 GOSU6 4790006600 IF W1=1 THEN 9200
06700 PRINT06800 PRINT 'WHAT"S TRUMP? ,;
069UO INP'.JT1$
07000 IF T$='C' THEN 770007100 IF T$='D' THEN 7900
07200 IF T$='S' THEN 810007300 IF T$='H' THEN 8300
07400 IF T$='P' THEN 850007500 PRINT 'PLEASE INPUT C'D,S'H. OR P.'
07600 GOTO 6700
07700 PRINT 'CLU6S ARE TRUMP'07800 GOTO 9000
07900 PRINT 'DIAMONDS ARE TRUMP'
08000 GOTO 9000
08100 PRINT 'SPADES ARE TRUMP'
08200 GOTO 9000
08300 PRINT 'HEARTS ARE TRUMP'

~~~~~ ~~f~+~~~~~E~A~~~B, SO I SAY';
gg~gg ~~I2T9~gORRY. YOU GET STUCK CALLING TRUMP!!!'
08900 GOTO 6700
09000 LET W3=109100 GOTO 17100
09200 PRINT
09300 PRINT 'YOU DEALT SO I SAY';09400 MAT V=ZER(41
09500 FOR 1=1 TO 4
09600 FOR ~=1 TO 12
09700 LET I1=INP(N(~1/1001
09800 IF 11=1 THEN V(II=V(I)+N(~)
09900 NEXT J
10000 NEXT I
10100 FOR 1=1 TO 1210200 LET A1=MODIN(II.100)10300 LET I1=INP(N(I)/100)
10400 IF A1=11 THEN 1060010500 GOTO 11800
18~g8 e~TI6(Y~~S(1?IgO'11000.11300'11600
10800 LET V(2)=VI2)+215
10900 GOTO 1180011000 LET V(2)=V(2)+5
11100 LET V(1)=Vl1)+11511200 GOTO 1180011300 LET V(3)=V(3)+5
11400 LET V(4)=V(4)+415
11~00 GOTO 1180011600 LET V(4)=V(4)+5
11700 LET V(3)=V(3)+315
11800 NEXT I
f~6gg ~B~r~fE~644
12100 FOR ~=1 TO 1212200 LET I2=INP(S(J)/100)
1~~8g htxf25I THEN W(I)=W(I)+S(J)
12500 NEXT I
12600 FOR J=l TO 1212700 LET A2=MODIS(J).100)12800 LET I2=INP(S(J)/100)12900 IF A2=11 THEN 1310013000 GOTO 14300
15~88 e~TI~(r?~Slir~gO.13500.13800.14100
13300 LET W(2)=W(2)+215
13400 GOTO 1430013500 LET W(2)=WI2)+5
13600 LET W(1)=Wl1)+115
13700 GOTO 1430013800 LET W(3)=W(3)+5
13900 L£T W(4)=W(4)+415
14000 GaTO 1430014100 ~T W(4)=W(4)+514200 LET W(3)=W(3)+315
14301l NEXT J
1440G FOR 1=1 TO 414500 LET D(I)=WII)-V(I)
14600 NEXT I
14700 LET 1=1
14800 FOR r=2 T? 4i~6g8t~TDI!~>D J) THEN 15100
15100 NEXT ~
1~~88 l~9(~b~a0254~ij~1~9g8~16000.16300.16600
1~~OO PRINT 'CLUBS ARE TRUMP'
15500 LET 1$='c'15600 GOTO 17000
15700 PRINT 'SPADES ARE TRUMP'
15800 LET T$='S'
15900 GOTO 17000
16000 PRINT 'DIAMONDS ARE TRUMP'
Ig~8g ~5loTr~~H~
16300 PRINT 'HEARTS ARE TRUMP'
16400 LET T$='H'

L6500-GoTO-17000
1660Q PRfNT 'PASS'
19J8H y~ ~lgIOYHEN 1=5 ELSE PRINT 'THANKS A LOT!!!'
16900 GOTO 15300
17000 LET W3=2
17100 IF T$='C' THEN 1770017200 IF T$='D' THEN 18000
17300 IF T$='H' THEN 18300
17400 LET 61=1
17~00 LET 62=217600 GOTO 18500
17700 LET 61=2
17800 LET 62=1
17900 GOTO 18500
18000 LET 61=4
18100 LET 62=318200 GOTO 18500
18300 LET 61=3
18400 LET 62=4
19998 ~5~i~~lT50~~11
18700 IF N(I)=C THEN N(I)=62*100+1518800 IF S(I)=C THEN 5(1)=62*100+15
18900 NEXT I19000 LET C=62*100+11
19100 FOR 1=1 TO 1219200 IF N(I)=C THEN N(I)=62*100+16
19300 IF S(I)=C THEN S(I)=62*100+16
19400 NEXT I19500 IF W2=2 THEN 24900
19600 PRINT19700 PRINT 'PLAY A CARD ,;19800 INPUT R3$.S3$
19900 GOSU6 5140020000 LET C3$=CAT$IR3$.S3$)
20100 FOR 1=1 TO 12
~g~g8 I~T6~i~g~M¥~~~(g~00
20400 NEXT I20500 LET V3=N(I)20600 LET S5=INP(V3/100)
20700 LET A1=MODIV3.100)
20800 LET ~=120900 FOR 1=1 TO 821000 LET F1=INP(S(I)/I00)21100 IF F1<>S5 THEN 21400
21200 LET E(J)=SII)21300 LET J=J+1
21400 NEXT I21500 IF ~=1 THEN 2250021600 IF J=2 THEN V4=E(J-1) ELSE 21800
21700 GOTO 31000
21800 FOR 1=1 TO J-l21900 LET M=MOD(Ell).100)-Al
22000 IF M<O THEN 2230022100 LET V4=E(I)
22200 GOTO 31UOO
22300 NEXT I22400 GOTO 24100
22500 FOR 1=1 TO 8
~~~88 I~TF~~~A~P+~~~)f~g8&
22800 LET E(J)=S(II
22900 LET J=J+l
23000 NEXT I
231UO IF J<>1 THEN 24000
23200 FOR 1=1 TO 8
23300 LET F2=MOD(SII).100)
23400 IF F2=J+8 THEN 23800
23500 NEXT I
23600 LET J=J+l
23700 GOTO 2320023800 LET V4=S(I)
23900 GOTO 31000
24000 IF J=2 THEN 24700
24100 LET M=l~~~RR~~REfMf>~?Ii-+HEN M=I~4400 NEXT I
245UO LET V4=E(M)
24600 GOTO'31000
24700 LET V4=EIJ-l)~~~8ge~fOH~hOOO
25000 FOR J=l TO 4
25100 IF J=62 THEN 2970025200 LET M=l
25300 FOR I=lTO 825400 LET S5=INPINII)/I00)
25500 IF J<>S5 THEN 2580025600 LET F(M)=N(I)
25700 LET M=M+l25800 NEXT I
25900 IF M=l THEN 27600
~~~gg ttTM~~~FT~rN 26300
26200 GOTO 2680026300 LET Zl=l
~~~g8 ~~RF1~f)I~I~ilTHEN Z1=I
26600 NEXT I26700 LET V3=F(Zl)
26800 FOR 1=1 TO 826900 LET S6=INP(S(I)/100)
27000 IF S6<>J THEN 27200~~~gg~txf(I»V3 THEN 27400
27300 GOTO 2970027400 LET V4=S(I)
27~00 GO TO 31000
27600 FOR 1=1 TO 827700 LET S5=INP(N(I)/I00)
~~~gg htxf5~62 THEN 29700
28000 LET M=l
28100 FOR 1=1 TO 8
~g~88 r~Ts~~~5N~~~~I~~~g8)
28400 LET E(M)=S(I)
28500 LET M=M+l28600 NEXT I
28700 IF M=l THEN 29700
~g~88 t~TM~~§ET~~N 29100
29000 GOTO 3100029100 LET J=l292GO FOR 1=1 TO M-l~~~&8h~xfli);>E(!) THEN J=1
2950'0 LET V4=E(J)
29600 GOTO 31000
29700 IF H=l THEN 3020029800 NEXT J
29900 LET H=l
30000 LET J=6230100 GOTO 25200
3020IL LET H=9
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30300 FOR 1=1 TO 8
30~00 LET A2=MOD(S(Il.1001
30500 IF A2=H THEN 30900
30600 NEXT I
30700 LET H=H+1
30800 GOTO 30300
30900 LET V~=S(II
31000 LET S6=INP(V~/1001
31100 LET A2=MOD(V~'1001-8

~
3f12~800~ON 56 IQ10 31300.31600.31900·32200
I ~~TA~~ -Th~N S~$='S't.OTO 3 ~oli

31600 LET S~$='S'31700 IF A2=7 THEN S~$='C'
31800 GOTO 32~00
31900 LET S~$='D'
32000 IF A2=7 THEN S~$='H'
32100 GOTO 32~00
32200 LET S~$='H'
32300 IF A2=7 THEN S~$='D'32~00 ON A2 GOTO 32500,32700.32900,33100.33300.
32500 LET R~$='9' ~
~~~gg E~+OR~~~~~O' ~3500.32900'32900
32800 GOTO 33600
32900 LET R~$='J'
33000 GO TO 3360033100 LET R~$='Q'
33200 GOTO 3360033300 LET R~$='K'
33~00 GOTO 33600
33500 LET R~$='A'
55~gg IrTw~~~=f~~~(§~~o5~$1
33800 PRINT
33900 PRINT 'I PLAY ':C~$3~000 PRINT 'PLAY A CARD':3~100 INPUT R3$'S3$
3~200 GOSU6 51~003~300 GOTO 3~500
3~~00 PRINT 'I PLAY ':C~$3~500 LET C3$=CAT$(R3$,S3$1
3~600 FOR 1=1 TO 123~700 LET 63$=TRM$(P$(Ill
3~800 IF 63$=C3$ THEN 35000
3~900 NEXT I
~~~gg t~+ ~5~~~~lv3/1001
35200 LET S6=INP(V~/1001
35300 IF W2=1 THEN 3650035~00 IF 55=56 THEN 3600035500 IF 55=62 THEN 36100
35600 LET P~=P~+l
35700 LET W2=2
35800 PRINT 'MY TRICK'35900 GOTO 3680036000 IF V3<V~ THEN 35600
36100 LET P3=P3+1
36200 LET W2=1
36300 PRINT 'YOUR TRICK'
36~00 GOTO 36800
36500 IF 55=56 THEN 36000
36600 IF 56=62 THEN 35600
36700 GOTO 36100
36800 FOR 1=5 TO 836900 LET 63$=TRM$(P$(Ill
37000 IF 63$=C3$ THEN 37300
37100 NEXT I
37200 GOTO 37600
~~~gg t~l ~~~f~OP$(Il='
37500 GOTO 3870037600 FOR 1=1 TO ~37700 LET 63$=TRM$(P$(Ill
37800 IF 63$=C3$ THEN 38100
37900 NEXT I
~R~88 E~tOKi?I?gp$(I+81
38200 LET K$(I+81=' ,
38300 LET P$(Il=P$(I+81
38~00 LET P$(I+81=' ,
38500 LET N(Il=N(I+8138600 LET N(I+81=0
38700 LET C~$=CAT$(R~$'S~$1
38800 FOR 1=5 TO 838900 LET 63$=TRM$(U$(Ill
39000 IF B3$=C4$ THEN 39300
39100 NEXT I
39200 GOTO 39600
~~~8° tEl ~~(f~oU$(Il='
~~588~S~OI~2798 4
39700 LET 63$=TRM$(U$(Ill
39800 IF B3$=C~$ THEN 40100
39900 NEXT I40000 GOTO 4070040100 LET L$(Il=U$(I+8140200 LET L$(I+81=' ,
~0300 LET U$(Il=U$(I+8140400 LET U$(I+81=' ,
40500 LET 5(11=5(1+81
40600 LET 5(1+81=0
~g~gg y~Ts1~i~3T~tN 41200
~~6gg ~~!~~~~~55KS: ME':P4:'YOU':P3
~1100 GOTO 19500
~t~gg i~I~!=~T~~~~S4~~05ND OF HAND: ME':P4:'YOU':P3
41400 IF P4=0 THEN 4200041500 IF P4<7 THEN 42300
41600 IF P4=7 OR P4=8 THEN 42600
~t~gg I~~~~il0~H~~=~g26~EN 42900
41900 IF P4=12 THEN 43500
~~~gg r~tN+1;~~!4 LUCK, YOU GET 4 POINTS'
42200 GOTO 45300
~~~gg r~tNtl;f~~~RE' YOU GET 2 POINTS'

~~~gg ~2I~T4rjO&OT MY 7 TRICKS'
42700 LET T2=T2+1
tt~~8g ~~I2T4~IogOT':P4:'TRICKS' I GET 2 POINTS'~~OOO LET T2=T2+2
43100 GOTO 45300
~5~gg r~tNt2;t2~gT 11 TRICKS, I GET 3 POINTS'

~5~gg ~2I~T4~~~2T SKILL. I GET 4 POINTS'
43600 LET T2=T2+4
43700 GOTO 4530043800 IF P3=0 THEN 4350043900 IF P3(7 THEN 44400

44000 IF P3=7 OR~=8 THE~460044100 IF P3=9 OR P3=10 THEN 44900
4~200 IF P3=11 THEN 4510044300 IF P3=12 THEN 42000
4~400 PRINT 'EUCHRE' I GET 2 POINTS'
44500 GOTO 43000
4~600 PRINT 'YOU GOT YOUR 7 TRICKS'
44700 LET T1=T1+144800 GOTO 453004~900 PRINT 'YOU GOT':P3:'TRICKS. YOU GET 2 POINTS'
45000 GOTO 4240045100 PRINT 'YOU GOT 11 TRICKS' YOU GET 3 POINTS'
45200 LET Tl=Tl+345300 IF Tl>=10 THEN 46900
45400 IF T2>=10 THEN 47100
45500 PRINT 'ME ':T2:' YOU ':Tl
45600 IF Wl=l THEN 46200
45700 LET W1=1
45800 LET ",2=2
45900 PRINT
46000 PRINT 'I DEALT LAST HAND' YOUR TURN TO DEAL'
46100 GOTO ~6600
46200 LET ",1=2
41300 LET ",2=1
~ ~888 ~~I~f=iYoy Q~ALT LAST HAND' MY TURN TO DEAL'
4 ~8 ~~t~3=~ij=646800 GOTO 2700
46900 PRINT 'CONGRATULATIONS. YOU WIN':Tl:'TO':T2
47000 GOTO 4720047100 PRINT '1 WON THIS GAME':T2:'TO':Tl
47200 PRINT47300 PRINT 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY ANOTHER GAME?':
47400 INPUT A$47500 IF A$='YES' OR A$='Y' THEN 1300
47600 IF A$='NO' OR A$='N' THEN 55900
·47700 PRINT 'PLEASE INPUT YES OR NO.'
47800 GOTO 47300
47900 FOR 1=5 TO 7
~~~gg ttTL~~f~~~~$(I~lTHEN 48700
48200 LET L$(I+11=' ,
48300 LET U$(Il=U$(I+11
48400 LET U$(I+11=' ,
48500 LET 5(11=5(1+1148600 LET 5(1+11=0
~~7gg ~~~TI~5 TO 7
48~00 IF K$(fl<>' 'THEN 49600~9000 LET K$ Il=K$(I+11~9100 LET K$(I+11=' ,
~9200 LET P$(Il=P$(I+11~9300 LET P$(I+11=' ,
49400 LET N(Il=N(I+11
~9500 LET N(I+11=0
49600 NEXT I
49700 PRINT
49808 PRINT 'LAYOUT OF CARDS'
4990 PRINT50000 PRINT L$(51:'
50100 PRINT
50200 PRINT '
50300 PRINT '50400 PRINT '
50500 PRINT '50600 PRINT '
50700 PRINT50~00 IF K$(51=' 'THEN 51200
~~og8 ~RI=1 ~~te9~,IN l?~~(~t~~:'':K$i71:'
51100 GOTO 51300
51200 PRINT 'NO CARDS IN YOUR HAND'
51300 RETURN
51400 IF R3$='9' THEN 52400
51500 IF R3$='10' THEN 52400
51600 IF R3$='J' THEN 52~0051700 IF R3$='Q' THEN 52400
51800 IF R3$='K' THEN 5240051900 IF R3$='A' THEN 52400
52000 PRINT 'FORMAT OF INPUT IS INCORRECT'
52100 PRINT 'PLAY A CARD ':52200 INPUT R3$.S3$
52300 GOTO 51~00
52~00 IF 53$='5' THEN 52900
52500 IF S3$='D' THEN 52900
52600 IF S3$='H' THEN 5290052700 IF S3$='C' THEN 52900
52800 GOTO 5200052900 LET C3$=CAT$(R3$.S3$153000 FOR 1=1 TO 853100 LET B3$=TRM$(P$(Ill
53200 IF C3$=83$ THEN 53700
53300 NEXT I
53400 PRINT 'RULE NO.9 ---- NO CHEATING!!!!!'
~I~gg :~t~T5~r8~ DON"T HAVE THAT CARD!'
53700 IF W2=1 THEN 55200
53800 LET S6=INP(V4/1001
53900 LET S5=INP(N(Il/1001
~tt~8g ~bRSY~r6T6H~N 55200
5~200 LET S5=INP(N(Il/1001
54300 IF 55<>56 THEN 55100
5~~00 PRINT 'RULE NO.9 ----- NO CHEATING'" '"54500 PRINT 'RULE NO.3 ----- FOLLOW PLAy'wiTH SAMEgtt%~~~~t&f~~e¥~~~Nc~~bL9~ SUIT!!!'
54900 GOSUB 51400
55000 GOTO 53700
55100 NEXT I55200 RETURN
55300· DATA 109"9C
55~00 DATA 113"KC
55500 DATA 211.'JS55600 DATA 309,'90
55700 DATA 313"KD
55800 DATA ~11"JH55900 PRINT
~g~g8 ~~6NT 'THANKS FOR PLAYING. COME AGAIN!'

':L$(121,:L$(~l
,:K$(41

,:K$1121

SUIT. '
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t ;L$(6);' ,:L$(81
.;t 'iL$(9)i' ';L$(lO}i'
, ; , , ; LS (1) ; • , ; L$ (2) ; •---------------------------_.';' 'iK$(l);' 'iK$(2);'
';' 'iK$(9)i' 'iK$(lO)i'

•iK$(3);'
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',112,'QC •'.210.' 105'
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Introducing the world's most
respected view on.games

"Quite simply, Games & Puzzles
Magazine is unique. There is no other
publication quite like it anywhere in the
world.

Started four years ago by a small
team of games experts, games inventors
and journalists who were games
devotees, Games & Puzzles has since
grown substantially to become
recognised throughout the world as the
leading authority on games, games
inventions and games playing.

The magazine is witty, entertaining,
and most of all objective and highly
informed: its subscription list reads like
a who's who of the games world.

So if you're interested in playing,
inventing or even making games, it's the
one publication in the world you really
can't afford to miss.

What Games & Puzzles has to otTer
Games & Puzzles examines the world

of games every month with three points
in mind: to provide a totally
independent, objective viewpoint; to be
authoritative; and to provide its readers
with a thoroughly readable and
entertaining magazine.

We write our magazine for people
like you: people who simply enjoy
playing games.

Wargames
With the increasing

interest in wargames
and wargaming we have
recently added a special
section on wargames,
incorporating reviews of
published games, advice
on tactics, articles on
the history and origins
of wargaming.

Classical games
Our chess section, 'Chess for

Everyone' is written for the social
chessplayer, not the expert.

You'll also find regular articles on the
other classical games: backgammon,
draughts, dominoes, etc.

Catering for the crossword
·enthusiast

We are generally
acknowledged to have
the world's leading
crossword compilers
among our
contributors.

You'll find interesting
articles written for both
the expert and the
beginner and, of course,
a number of absorbing
puzzles to solve in
every issue.

Keeping up with new games
We have our own panel of games

experts who systematically test and
report on new games. Over the last four
years we've reviewed over 300 games,
rating and reporting on them all for our
readers.
Keeping up with new books

Every month we review new books on
games, puzzles, crosswords and any
other games subjects which we feel
might be of interest to our readers.

Oriental games
Games originated in the Orient, so

it's hardly surprising that some of the
world's greatest games are to be found
there - Go, Shogi, Mah-Jong.

We look at them all, explain the
principles, investigate the tactics and
tell you where to find them.
Puzzles and competitions

No magazine on the world of games
could fail to explore the neighbouring
world of puzzles and competitions.

We have pages of them, from the
simple to the highly erudite.
Feature articles

Our editorial staff and guest
contributors can always be relied on to
provide articles of interest for you every
month on every conceivable aspect of
the world of games.
Our monthly report on the latest
news

A general melange of news, reviews
and interviews to keep our readers bang
up-to-date on the games world.
Unusual games. Where to get them

If you've read about or seen a game
(most likely in Games & Puzzles) and
want to know where to find it we'll tell
you where to look.

Or if it really is difficult to find we'll
get it for you, and then mail it to you.
Free Games Voucher with every
issue

Not only can we get you any game
you're looking for, but we also offer you
a 40P voucher with every issue of the
magazine towards your next games
purchase.

Advice to games inventors
Our games testing

panel is always ready
and willing to offer
advice to readers who
are games inventors.

We can advise on the
various technical
aspects of games
invention, the
commercial prospects,
who to contact, and
even to test your game
for you.

Special Introductory Offer
For new subscribers we offer a

3-months' trial period so you can vouch
for yourself that our magazine really is
all we claim. (And you'll still be eligible
for the 40P games voucher offer).

If, during the initial 3-month period,
you wish to cancel your subscription,
we will immediately refund you your
money in full.

r------lGames and Puzzles
Subscription Order

ITo: Circulation Manager I
Games & Puzzles
II Tottenham Court RoadI London WIA 4XF I
England

II enclose a cheque/money I
order/postal order for
£ for 1/3 years

Icommencing.................................. I
19····························
I understand that I may at anyItime during the initial 3-month I
period cancel my subscription andIreclaim my money in full. I
Name .

IAddress::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I
I~:~:~;~~i~~·~~~~~·························I
I One year Three years

United Kingdom £4.80 £14.40 I
Other Countries £5.40 £16.20
U.S.A./Canada $12.00 $36.00._----_.



IIJULD YiU LIKE TO DEAL FlRST? 1 >NII

I DEALT THE FiLLiWUIG CARDS!

IAYlWT OF CAllOS

U U U U

••• •••• ... .•..
9S QS KH KC----------------------------
9C IOC 10H JD
••• ...... ..... •••

CARDS 111 YilUR HAND!
105 QH 9H .IS

~T'S TRUMP? ? >P
18U PASSED, SII I SAY DIAMIINDS ARE TRUMP

JlLAY A CARD 1 >1 D,H
1 PLAY KH
II'! TRICK
TRICKS. lIE I YiU

lAYOUT IIF CARDS

U U U U

••• •••• •••
9S QS JH KC----------------------------
9C 10C AH...... •••

CARDS IN YOUR HAND.
IDS QH 9H .IS

I PLAY KC
RAY A CARD? >IG,C
II'! TRICK
'!RICKS. ME 2 YiU

lAYOUT IIF CAllOS

U U U U.... ....
tS QS JK

JD....

KS

tG KD AH JD....••••
CARDS IN YIIUR HAND.
IDS QH 9H .IS

I PLAY QS
RAY A CARD? >ID,S
1ft TRICK
TRICKS. ME 3 YilU D

IAYflJUT n CARDS

U U U U....
tS IDD JH KS

9C KD AH JD.... .....
CARDS IN YIIUR HAND'
III 9H .IS

1 PLAY ItS
RAY A CARD? >A,S
HULa.e.9 ---- .11 CHEATINGIIIII
'/IIU DII.'T HAVE THAT CARD I
RAY A CARD? >.1,0
HULK Nil. , ----- Nil CHEATINGIIIII
8U1.E Nil. 3 ----- FIILLaW PLAY WITH
'/IIU CAN FfiLLiW SUITIII
RAY A CARD 1 >.I,S
1ft TRICK
'!RICKS. ME " YOU

lAYOUT IIF CARDS

U U U U

JC IDD JH----------------------------
9C AH olD..•. •••

CARDS lal Y"UR HAND.
III 9H

RAY A CARD? >.1,0
1 PLAY 90
YIIIIR TRICK
'!RICKS. ME " YIiIU a
IAYilUT OF CARDS

U U U

JC 100 JH

9C AH QC••••
CARQS IN YIIUR HAND,
III 9H

RAY A CARD >Q,C
1 PLAY oIC
'/IIUR TRICK
'!RICKS, ME " YilU 3

lAYOUT OF CARDS

U U U

laD JH

9C AH...•
CARDS IN YilUR HAND,
III 9H

RAY A eARD ? >Q,H
1 PLAY IDD
II'l TRICK
TRICKS, ME S YOU 3

IAYflJUT iIF CARDS

U U U

JK

9C AH....
CARDS IN YIIUR HAND,
Wi

1 PLAY AS
RAY A CARD? >9, C
II'l TRICK
'!RICKS. ME 6 YilU 3

lAYilUT IlF CARDS

U U

.lH

AC AH

SAHE SUIT. CARDS IN yaua HAND,
'JtI

lAYOUT iF CARDS

U u U....
9S 100 JH

9C KD AH .10••• •••
CARDS 111 YiUR HAND,
at 911

1 PLAY 9S
RAY A CARD? >K, 0
'lOUR TRICK
'!RICKS. ME 4 YIilU I

1 PLAY QD
RAY A CARD? >9, H
1ft TRICK
'!RICKS. ME 7 YilU 3
lAYIilUT IIF CARDS

U

.lH

AC AH

t.. 1)e.~\\i~n
l)ot\i\cl

t>',e,i'k.
.• ?atTac.k

Par.!"-rare.

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Nil CARDS 1N YIIua HAND

1 PLAY AD
PLAY A CARD? >A,H
Iff TRICK
'!RICKS, ME 8 YilU 3
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The Best of Byte - Volume 1is a 384-page blockbuster of a book
whiCh contains the majority of material from the first 12 issues of
Byte magazine. 146 pages are devoted to "Hardware" and are

, cram full of how-to articles on everything from TV displays to
joysticks to cassette interfaces. The section on computer kits
describes building 7 major kits. But hardware without software
might as well be a boat anchor, so there are 125 pages of
"Software and Applications" ranging from on-line debuggers to
games to a complete small business accounting system. A
section on "Theory" examines the how and why behind the
circuits and programs, and a final section "Opinion" looks at
where this explosive new hobby is heading.

The Bestof Byte - Volume 1 is edited by Carl Helmers and David
Ahl and published by Creative Computing Press. Price in the US
is $11.95 plus $1.00 shipping and handling ($12.95 total); foreign
orders add $1.00 ($13.95 total). Orders from individuals must be
prepaid. Creative Computing Press, Attn: Becky, P.O. Box 789-
M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Allow 8 weeks for delivery.

The diversity in The Best of
Creative Computing - Vol-
ume 1 can only be described
as staggering. The book
contains 328 pages of articles
and fiction about computers,
games that you can play with
computers and calculators,
hilarious cartoons, vivid
graphics and comprehensive
book reviews.

Authors range from Isaac
Asimov to Sen: John Tunney
of California; from Marian
Goldeen, an eighth-grader in
Palo Alto to Erik McWilliams
of the National Science
Foundation; and from Dr.
Sema Marks of CUNY to
Peter Payack, a small press
poet. In all, over 170 authors are represented in over 200
individual articles, learning activities, games, reviews and stories.

This 328-page book has 108 pages of articles on computers in
education, CAI, programming, and the computer impact on
society; 10 pages of fiction and poetry including a fascinating
story by Isaac Asimov about all the computers on earth linking up
after a nuclear war to support the few remaining survivors; 15
pages of "Foolishness" including a cute cartoon piece -
called"Why We're Losing Our War Against Computers"; 26 pages
on "People, Places, and Things" including the popular feature
"The Compleat Computer Catalogue" which gives capsule
reviews and lists sources for all kinds of computer-related
goodies; 79 pages of learning activities, problems and puzzles; 29
pages continuing 18 computer games including a fantastic
extended version of the single most popular computer game -
Super Star Trek; and 32 pages of in-depth book and game reviews
including Steve Gray's definitive review of 34 books on the Basic
language.

The Best of Creative Computing - Volume 1 is available by mail
for $8.95 plus 75¢ postage from Creative Computing Press, Attn:
Becky P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960.

The Best of

cP6ativ6
computinfj
Volume 1 Edited by David H. Ahl

ARTIST AND COMPUTER is a unique new art book that
covers a multitude of computer uses and the very latest
techniques In Its pages, 35 artists who work with computers

explain how the computer can beflRiTi~STprogrammed either to actualize the
artist's concept (such as the
visualization of fabric before it is wo-

fll.'1[) ve.n) or t.o produce finished pieces. Illust.rate.d
with more than 160 examples of computer art, 9
of them In full color. ARTIST AND COMPUTER

• will fascinate and inspire anyone who IS In-

rw[]MDI ITCn ~~~eS/~~ci~n~~;; c~i~~l.J 1.lrU 11:" 8V2"X 11"

Edited by RUTH LEAVITT
Paper $4.95, cloth $10; now at selected bookstores, or send payment plus
75¢ handling to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 78~M, Morristown, N.J.
07960. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

THE BEST OF BYTE - VOL. 1

101 BASIC Computer is the most popular
book of computer games in the world. Every pro-
gram in the book has been thoroughly tested and
appears with a complete listing, sample run, and de-
scriptive write-up. All you need add is a BASIC-
speaking computer and you're set to go.

101 BASIC Computer Games. Edited by David H.
Ahl. 248 pages. 8%x11 paperbound. $7.50 plus 75(
postage and handling ($8.25 total) from Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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TICKERTAPE
This Basic program inputs a line of

characters from a Teletype, and then
punches the shape of each letter on
paper tape. The copy of the program
that we are enclosing can handle all of
the letters and numbers and the space,
but there is no reason why it could not
be modified to handle various symbols
also.

With the exception of the input
section, the operation of this program
is fairly straightforward. After each
character is converted to a number
equivalent to its place in the alphabet
(A=1, B=2, Z=26, space=27), a simple
table look-up is performed to find the
correct numbers to punch onto the
tape. These numbers are stored in the
OATA statements.

The input section, which converts
the ASCII characters into a series of
numbers corresponding to the location
of the character in the alphabet, is the
more interesting part of the program.
The statement at Line 30, which
assigns an ASCII character to a
numerical variable, is the heart of this
section. Each ASCII character
produces a unique value in the variable
B, all of which are powers of 2 that
differ by 2 3 (8) from the previous
character. The two IF-THEN
statements that follow line 40, which
converts the powers of 2 to a series of
numbers, each take care of a special
case; the space is assigned a value of
27, and the character used to pad
$variables is used to indicate the end of
the text.

This program will not work directly
with any computer except a POP-8,
since it utilizes the internal representa-
tion of both numbers and characters of
POP-8 BASIC. Also, BASIC statements
have been abbreviated in the first 3
characters, and multiple statements on
one line are separated by a backslash.
But it is not difficult to modify this
interesting and useful program so that
it could be run on almost any other
computer that can handle BASIC.

10 LINA$\GOS80\L=A$(0)
20 FORN=ITOINTCCL-I)/6+1)
25 FORM=IT06
30 B-MIDCA$CN).M.I)
40 C=INTCI.5+CLOUCABSCB»/LOUC2)+113)/8)
45 IfC=3ITHE75\IfC*SGNCB»ISTHECcC+12\IfC=0THEC=27
50 fORS=0TOCC-I)*5\REAA\NEXS
68 fORS=IT05\REAA\PRltHR$CA)1\NEXS
65 PRICHR$(0)I\RES
67 NEXM
70 NEXN
15 UOS80\STO
80 fORN=IT030\PRICHR$(0)I\NEXN
90 RET
110 DAT0.254.9,9,9,254.255.131,137,137,IIO,126.129,129.129.129
120 DAT255.129.129.129.126,255. 137.131.137.131,255.9.9.9,1
130 DAl'126. 129, 129.145,243,255.8,fl.8.255.129.129.255.129.129
140 DAT96,128,129.121,1,255.8,20.34,193,255.120,128,12fl.128
150 DAT255.2,12.2.255.255.2.60.64.255,126.129.129.129.126
160 DAT255.9.9.9.6.126. 129. 161.65.190
110 DAT255.25.41.13.134.134.137.137.137.113.1.1.255.1.1
180 DATI21.128. 128.128.127.63.96.192.96.63. 127.12R.112.128.127
215 DATI95.36.24.36.195,3.4.248.4.3.193.161.145.137.135
220 DAT0.0.0.0.0.126.161.137.133.126.132.130.255.12R.12R.194.161.145
230 DAT137. 134.66. 137. 131. 131. 118. 12. 10. 131.255. 136. 199 ~ 137. 137. 137
240 DAT248.126.137.137.137.114.1.1.249.5.3.118.137.137 s ,137. n8
250 DAT10.131.137.137.126
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Bill Gardner and Jim Larus are students at .
Belmont Hill School, 350 Prospect St., Belmont. .
MA 02158.
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This fascinating 336-page book contains the best of the
articles, fiction, foolishness, puzzles, programs, games, and
reviews from Volume 2 issues of Creative Computing magazine.
The contents are enormously diverse with something for
everyone. Fifteen new computer games are described with
complete listings and sample runs for each; 67 pages are devoted
to puzzles, problems, programs, and things to actually do.
Frederik Pohl drops in for a visit along with 10 other super
storytellers. And much more! The staggering diversity of the book
can really only be grasped by examining the contents, or better
yet, the book itself.

Price is $8.95 plus $0.75 shipping and handling in the USA
($9.70 total); outside USA, add $1.00 ($10.70 total). Individual
orders must be prepaid. Creative Computing Press, Dept. CC-14,
P.O: Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.

Outrageous TShirts!
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Einstein in black, white
shirt, scarlet sleeve and
collar trim.

Black design,
light green shirt.Scarlet design,

orange shirt.
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T-Shirts a-
vailable in
adult sizes S,
M, L, XL. All
cotton, made
in USA. $4.50 ltJlillillillilltJWlilltJlitUlil '"
each post- 3~~~~3i6i~3~~ '\: -
paid in USA,
$5.50 to for-
eign ad-
dresses. Send
order (speci-
fying design
and size) with payments to
Creative Computing, P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown,
NJ 07960. Allow 8 weeks
for delivery.

Hot pink design,
yellow shirt.

Purple design, powder
blue shirt.

Enterprise
in sliver,
dark blue

shirt.
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""'':';';, §'."'" Hundreds

~\SO and hundreds of
cartoons about computers,

robots, calculators, AI, and much more.

THE COLOSSAL COMPUTER
CARTOON BOOK
128 big pages! Paperbound. Only $4.95

plus 75Q:postage ($5.70 total).
Creative Computing, Attn: Becky

Box 789-M, Morristown,

--;lfi 0 I ~1;7 '; .. NJ 07960
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The New Creative Computing Catalogue is cram full of
goodies you'll want to know about or order. Described are over
60 books, art prints, posters, T-Shirts, and magazines .. Double
Wow!! Send for one today - FREE!

Creative Computing Press, Attn: Becky P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Coming in July

• An a-Hour Course in Basic by Tom Dwyer and Margot
Critchfield. A clear and concise, yet entertaining intro-
duction to Basic written by the author of the best-selling
"Guided Tour to Computer Programming in Basic."
• The Scandal at the Cavandish Card Club by Ian Malcolm
Earlson. This recently discovered manuscript clearly es-
tablishes a link between Sherlock Holmes and Charles
Babbage.
·CAI: Structuring the lesson to the Student. Part 2 of this
series by David Ahl looks at how student understanding
can modify the problems presented-all in low-level
Basic for your own computer.
• A Comparison of Micros_ Five types of micro systems
from single board "evaluation kits" to full system CPUs
in their own box are compared and evaluated in thiis prob-
ing article by Steve Gray.
• Games, Games, Games. Four new ones that you'll want
to get on your system post haste. Complete listings,
runs, and descriptions, of course, but now optical bar
code listings too!
• A Basic for Every Season. This in-depth comparison of
all the different versions of Basic available today will in-
clude evaluations of speed, accuracy, and ease of use.
We'll look at logical loops, arithmetic calculations, trig
functions, table lookup, 110, nesting, recursive calls, etc.
• Speech Synthesis. The ins and outs of how intelligible
sounds are produced and how you can do it inexpensively
on your own computer.
• Microcomputers in MediCine. Microprocessors put into
medical instruments detect and monitor life support sys-
tems, inform surgeons instantly of body changes or heart
attack prone victims of danger signals, Diagnosis of pa-
tients as well as medical histories are handled by com-
puter. Robots are aids in hospitals. You can program your
own "Shrink" on your home computer and save hundreds
of dollars a week. These fascinating articles reveal state
of the art medical applications with the computer.
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When you get your home or
office computer, will you
know what to do with it?

The typical home or small business computer system starts
with a microcomputer, keyboard, cassette recorder, and TV set.
From there you can add the peripherals, sensors, controllers,
and other devices you need for your own special applications.

Control Lines

Creative Computing Magazine is dedicated to describing
applications for home, school, and small business computers
completely and pragmatically in non-technical language. You
won't need a Ph.D in Computer Science, or a technical reference
library, or a computer technician beside you to get these
applications up and running. We give you complete hardware and
software details. Typically, applications utilize commercially
available systems. However, if an application needs a piece of
home-brew hardware, we tell you how to build it. Or if it requires a
combination of high-level and machine language code, we give
you the entire listings along with the flowcharts and algorithms.

We also run no-nonsense reviews of computers (assembled
and kits), peripherals, terminals, software, and books. We're frank
and honest, even if it costs us an advertiser, which it occasionally
has.

Here are just some of the applications you'll see fully described
in future issues of Creative Computing.

Building Management and Control
1. Alarm monitoring/police notification
2. Environmental control (heating, air conditioning, humidifica-

tion, dehumidification, air purity, etc.)
3. Fire and smoke detection
4. Appliance control (microwave oven, gas oven, refrigerator)
5. Perimeter system control (sprinklers, outdoor lights, gates)
6. Solar and/or auxiliary energy source control
7. Watering system control based on soil moisture
8. Fuel economizing systems
9. Maintenance alert system for household devices (key

component sensing and periodic preventative maintenance)

Household Management
1.Address/telephone file
2. Investment analysis
3. Loan/annuity/interest calculations and analysis
4. Checkbook maintenance
5. Periodic comparisons of expenditures vs. budget
6. Monitor time and cost of telephone calls
7. Record incoming telephone calls and select appropriate

response to caller
8. Recipe file
9. Diet/nutrition analysis

10. Menu planning
11. Pantry inventory/shopping list

Health Care
1. Medical/dental record keeping
2. Insurance claim processing
3. Health maintenance instrumentation control (EKG, blood

chemical analysis, diet analysis, self-diagnosis)
Education and Training
1. Mathematics drill and practice
2. Problem solving techniques
3. Tutorial instruction in a given field
4. Simulation and gaming
5. Music instruction and training
6. Music composition and synthesis
7. Learning to program
8. Software development
9. Perception/response/manipulation skills improvement

Recreation and Leisure
1. Games, games, games
2. Puzzle solving
3. Animation/kinetic art
4. Sports simulations
5. Needlepoint/stitchery/weaving pattern generation
6. Computer art

. 7. Library cataloging (books, records, etc.)
8. Collection catalog/inventory/value (coins, stamps, shells,

antique auto parts, comics, etc.)
9. Model railroad control

10. Amateur radio station control
11. Astronomy; star, planet, satellite tracking
12. Robotics
13. Speech recognition and synthesis

Business Functions
1. Small business accounting
2. Word processing/text editing
3. Customer files
4. Software development
5. Operations research ~,O t...
6. Scientific research ,." ~~
7.Computer conferencing •••~ .~fb4IY-
8. Telephone monitoring Ci • ~ _.•••..""
9. Engineering calculations .~t? ~~ ~~lT

10. Statistical analysis t;:)v ~ ~.,~ ~.
11. Survey tabulation , ~~.. Ib>'
12. Inventory control •.•S ...~ (~
13.Mailing lists V V ~
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